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•

SOCIO - ECONOMICS

Consultation with local planning staff and the Macroom Town Clerk to identify any issues or
opportunities that could arise from the proposed road development.

3.1

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY

This technical report presents the socio-economic impact assessment of the proposed N22
road development on the Macroom area and its environs, including the villages of Baile Bhuirne,
Baile Mhic Íre and Cill na Martra. The study has aimed to:
•

•

In the final sections of this technical report the possible level of impact of the proposed road
development is assessed. An indication of the significance of impacts is presented in Table
3.1 and Table 3.2. This information is based on the Environmental Protection Agency, Advice

Identify the existing socio-economic environment of Macroom and its environs, Baile

Notes on Current Practice (in the preparation of Environmental Impact Statements) (EPA 2003)

Bhuirne, Baile Mhic Íre and Cill na Martra;

and National Roads Authority Environmental Impact Assessment of National Road Schemes – A

Assess the potential commercial impact of the road development on local business,

Practical Guide (NRA 2006).

industry, retail and the tourism sector;
•

Assess the potential impact of the road development on the local community; and,

Table 3.1: Significance
Significance Criteria

•

Identify development and change likely to be facilitated by the road development.

Impact

Description

Significant Positive
Impact

An impact which, by its character, magnitude, duration or
intensity alters a sensitive aspect of the social and economic
environment resulting in an improvement to the quality of the
social and economic environment

Moderate Positive
Impact

An impact that alters the character of the social and
economic environment in a manner that is consistent with
existing and emerging trends resulting in an improvement to
the quality of the social and economic environment

Slight Positive Impact

An impact which causes noticeable changes in the character
of the social and economic environment resulting in an
improvement to the quality of the social and economic
environment

Neutral Impact

A change which does not affect the quality of the social and
economic environment

Slight Negative Impact

An impact which, by its character, magnitude, duration or
intensity alters a sensitive aspect of the social and economic
environment which reduces the quality of the social and
economic environment

Moderate Negative
Impact

An impact that alters the character of the social and
economic environment in a manner that is consistent with
existing and emerging trends which reduces the quality of the
social and economic environment

Significant Negative
Impact

An impact which, by its character, magnitude, duration or
intensity alters a sensitive aspect of the social and economic
environment which reduces the quality of the social and
economic environment

The study has involved a combination of both quantitative and qualitative research methods to
establish the understanding needed of the road development area and its surroundings in order
to meet the outlined aims.
This assessment considers the impacts arising from both construction and operation of the
proposed road development including the impacts to quality of life arising from direct physical
impacts of construction, the change in long term traffic flows and social severance.

Other

more specific impacts to human beings in terms of noise, air quality and visual impact of the
road development will be considered in other sections of this EIS.
This assessment has been based on:
•

Collection and analysis of data (including the Local Area Plans and County Development Plan)
in order to establish a profile of the local area;

•

Multiple business surveys, which included the major local businesses in and around
Macroom, Baile Mhic Íre, Baile Bhuirne and Cill na Martra along with smaller premises, which
are likely to be affected by loss of passing trade. Certain businesses were excluded such
as banks, offices, and hairdressers due to the limited potential for those businesses to
experience loss of trade due to the road development; and,
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Table 3.2: Impact Duration

Table 3.3: Traffic Data for the Existing N22

Short-term Impact

Impact lasting one to seven years

Medium-term Impact

Impact lasting seven to fifteen years

Long-term Impact

Impact lasting fifteen to sixty years

3.2

EXISTING SOCIOSOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

3.2.1

Background

Location – Macroom Town (E7)
2012
2005

2027

Existing Traffic

11,300

-

-

Do Nothing

-

15,500

17,600

Do Something

-

8,500

9,500

Location – West of Macroom North of Cill na Martra (E4)
2005
2027
2012
Existing Traffic

8100

-

-

The existing N22 links Tralee, the principal county town of Co. Kerry in the west to the towns

Do Nothing

-

10,700

12,300

of Killarney, Macroom, Ballincollig and Cork City in the east. The towns and other settlements

Do Something

-

2000

2500

Location – Baile Mhic Íre / Baile Bhuirne (E2)
2012
2005
2027

through which the current route passes experience heavy flows of traffic on the main shopping
streets, which can be very disruptive.

The settlements with which this assessment is

Existing Traffic

7300

-

-

Do Nothing

-

9,500

11,200

Do Something

-

500

500

concerned include Macroom, Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne, which are currently located on
the existing N22 and are all to be bypassed by the road development. Although not located

(Source: Volume 2 Figure 3.1 Annual Average Daily Traffic Flows)

along the existing route the assessment is also concerned with the village of Cill na Martra
which is approximately 3km south of the existing N22. Access to and from the existing N22 is
via local roads to the junction at Lynch’s Crossroads.

increasing, applying greater pressure to the current road network as well as the town and

The stretch of the N22 which currently runs through the market town of Macroom experiences
high traffic numbers, compared to the road capacity, including a large number of Heavy Goods
Vehicles (HGVs).

In certain parts of the town the current road narrows to a width which

restricts the passing of two large vehicles, causing increased congestion on an already over
used road. Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre are two contiguous settlements, which lie to the
west of Macroom and also experience similar heavy traffic flows resulting in congestion,
particularly in the peak periods.
Table 3.3 below illustrates the average daily traffic flows along the existing N22.

village environment.

It is also clear that as the existing N22 travels west from Macroom

towards Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre, the existing traffic flows are substantially lower than
that within Macroom itself, suggesting that vehicles currently join / leave the N22 at Macroom,
placing more pressure on the town centre and its surrounding environment.
Under the ‘do something’ scenario the traffic numbers are reduced along the route with an
Average Annual Daily Traffic Flow (AADT) of 8,500 vehicles in Macroom Town, and 500 vehicles
to the west of Macroom. There is also a substantial reduction in traffic flows in Bhuirne and

Data

illustrates recent flows along with predicted flows under a ‘do nothing’ and ‘do something’
scenario in 2012 and 2027.

N22 and specifically within Macroom and Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre will continue

Baile Mhic Íre.

It is important therefore to note that vehicle numbers are still higher in

Macroom Town under the ‘do something’ scenario than in other areas along the present route,
due to the attraction of the town’s facilities and services.

3.2.2

Population

The existing N22 provides one of the primary routes across County Cork and the South West
Region. For the purpose of this section of the technical report, population data is analysed for
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the Macroom, Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre area and compared to that for the County and

In examining the age structure within Macroom Town area data for 2006 shows that the highest

Region.

proportion of the population falls within the 25-44 years of age category.

Over the period 2002 to 2006, Cork County experienced a general increase in population of

residents within the dependant categories (i.e. those below 15 years of age and above 65)

7.5% rising from 447,829 to 481,295 (Central Statistics Office, Census 2002 & 2006).

Macroom Town area has a similar number to the county average, although there are more

Over the same period the South West Region saw its population increase from 580,356 to

residents in Macroom over the age of 65.

621,130, a rise of 6.6%. National rate of growth was at a level of 7.6%.

corresponds with the age structure in County Cork as a whole.

In terms of

In all other categories Macroom Town area

When examining the data for Baile Mhic Íre (again 2006 data not yet available) it is clear that in
2002 the village contained significantly less people of dependant age in comparison to

Table 3.4: Population
Persons
1996

Persons
2002

% Change
1996 - 2002

Persons
2006

% Change
2002 - 2006

Macroom and County Cork at 15% of the population, 5% lower than Macroom at that time.
Another difference is the proportion of the population within the 45-64 years of age. Within

Macroom Urban

2,836

3,407

20.1

Baile Mhic Íre 30% of the population are within this age category compared to only 20% of

Macroom Rural
Area

13,675

14,672

7.3

the population in Macroom and 22% in County Cork in 2002. However this trend is reversed

Baile Mhic Íre
(1996 & 2002)
(Including part of
Baile Bhuirne)

when looking at the 65 years of age and over age group where Baile Mhic Íre has a lower
294

337

12.8

-

-

percentage of the population within that age group in comparison to Macroom and County
Cork.

(Source: CSO, 1996, 2002 & CSO 2006 Census Report)
2006 data is unavailable for Baile Mhic Íre

Table 3.5: Population Structure
The above data shows population information for the Macroom Urban and Rural areas (2002 &
2006) along with similar data for Baile Mhic Íre, which includes part of Baile Bhuirne (1996 &
2002). It illustrates how in the urban area of Macroom, population in 2006 was at a level of
3,407 persons. The area experienced a rate of growth of 20.1% over the period 20022006 (Census 2006), exceeding the national average.

The wider Macroom rural area

County Cork

Total
Population

0 – 14
years

15 – 24
years

25 – 44
years

45 – 64
years

65 years
and over

481,295

97,027

71,858

151,108

106,544

54,758

20.2%

14.9%

31.4%

22.1%

11.4%

676

487

1,206

683

501

19%

13.7%

33.9%

19.2%

14.1%

24

27

48

50

17

15%

16%

29%

30%

10%

Percentage of
Total Population
Macroom

experienced a much less dramatic increase of 7.3% over the same period. Urban population

Percentage of
Total Population

growth in the area therefore outstrips growth within the wider rural areas, and Macroom has

Baile Mhic Íre
(2002)

grown significantly faster than the County and Regional average. Figures for Baile Mhic Íre and

Percentage of
Total Population

3,553

166

Baile Bhuirne are not listed within the published small area statistics, however; earlier data

(Source: CSO, 2002 & 2006 Census Report)

illustrates a population growth of 12.8% over the period 1996-2002. Although not directly

NB. Data for Baile Bhuirne is not available from CSO, however, it can be expected that a similar age structure to Baile Mhic Íre

comparable to the wider Macroom rural, this figure suggests a similar high rate of growth within

will exist due to the proximity of the villages.

outlying villages such as Baile Mhic Íre. This growth could be attributed to the villages’s
position on the N22 and the increasing popularity of the areas to the west of Cork with
commuters, as road infrastructure improvements reduce commuting times.
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Settlement Pattern

would form over the same five-year period. The Strategy estimated that for the Ring Town

Macroom is identified as a “Ring Town” within the Cork Area Strategic Plan and is considered a

area housing output would be approximately at 3,750 or 750 houses per annum. This figure

district centre fulfilling significant convenience and comparison Town Centre functions.

was aimed at meeting the projected increase in overall number of households while also meeting

The

retail strategy describes how the town of Macroom has an attractive town centre with a focus

demand from those moving out of uninhabitable housing.

on its market place.

Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne are also discussed in the Strategy under the North and West

However the strategy also states that retail capacity of the town is

currently restricted due to the volume of traffic that passes along the main street.

The

Rural area.

Due to the rural nature of the region, estimations for housing output were

development of the road development is seen as key to improving the retail environment of

considerably lower than those for Macroom. Output was set at 1,450 households over the

Macroom.

period 2001-2006 or 290 per annum.

Table 3.6 below outlines the land uses on the existing N22 from the west to the east of

Likely future demand is covered within the Draft Joint Housing Strategy (2007) which for the

Macroom, as identified during site surveys.

Ring Area projects an annual growth in households of 2.46% between 2006-2020, with the

Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne are two neighbouring settlements that are together designated

total number of households rising from 31,368 (2006) to an estimated 44,089 (2020).

as a “key village” in the Macroom Electoral Area Local Area Plan. The villages represent an

For the same area the Draft Strategy projects a total of 4,707 new houses over the period

important local service centre and have a number of facilities including a certain amount of

2006-2011 or 785 per annum, slightly higher than the rate predicted within the previous

comparison retailing.

Strategy.
Housing Supply

Hinterland

As reported in the Joint Housing Strategy, despite a drop in construction rates in 1999, there

The land use to the west of Macroom and the east of Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre is

has been an overall upward trend in the number of house completions since 1996. The figures

primarily open countryside. There is limited employment within the area and the settlement

for County Cork are shown in the table below.

pattern is dispersed with single, often large residential units sporadically located within the

Table 3.7: Housing Completions

area, which is dominated by agricultural holdings. There is a Civic Amenity site to the west of

Area

Macroom. Cill na Martra, designated as a ‘village’ within the Macroom Electoral Area Local

County Area
(% change on previous year)

1996
2461

Area Plan, is also to the west of Macroom. This fulfils an important role as a service and
employment centre in the Gaeltacht Mhuscraí.

Borough & Environs Area
(% change on previous year)

859

TOTAL CORK AREA

3.2.4

Housing

Housing Demand
The Cork Planning Authorities Joint Housing Strategy (2001) predicted that over a period of
five years (2001-2006) around 19,000 new households would form, or 3,800 per annum.
Within this area the Strategy estimated that roughly 2,800 or 560 new households per annum
October 2009

(% change on previous year)

3320

1997

1998

1999

2000

3222

3903

3702

4546

(24%)

(16%)

(-10%)

(18%)

1132

1266

1006

1186

(24%)

(11%)

(-26%)

(15%)

4354

5169

4708

5732

(24%)

(17%)

(-5%)

(19%)

(Source: Cork Joint Housing Strategy, 2001)

Throughout these years the strategy reports that within the Cork Area the majority of units
being developed have been traditional family units.

There is a fear that the market is not

providing for the growth in smaller households, which is increasing in the County. To meet this
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change in size of households it was a policy of the Housing Strategy to ‘ensure development of

a greater mix of house types and increase the delivery of smaller units’ (Cork Joint Housing
Strategy 2001).
More recent data from the Department of the Environment, Heritage, and Local Government
(DoEHLG) for the Cork County area illustrates that rates of housing completions have continued
to grow since the 2001 Strategy. In 2007, completion rates were some 38% higher than the
figure presented above for 2000. Completions within the County in 2007 did fall slightly from
those in 2006 which may suggest that house building has reached a ceiling rate. Despite this,
figures suggest a strong housing market within the study area and a need to continue to
provide to enable further growth.
Table 3.8: Housing Completions (DoEHLG)
Area
Cork County Area
(% change on previous year)

2004

2005

2006

2007

Q1
2008

5,912

7,158

8,076

7,293

1,317

-

17.4%

11.4%

-10.7%

-

Alongside these broad projections, the Draft Joint Strategy (2007) provides an up to date
review of the housing demand / supply situation in Macroom. Within the summer of 2006 a total
of 45 houses were completed with a further 396 under construction. There are a further 129
units with permission to be built within the town and it is estimated that 164 units can be
accommodated on the existing zoned land within the town.
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Table 3.6: Distribution of Commercial Activity along the Existing N22
Segment

Economic Activity

Notes

1

Existing N22 from Coolcour
in the east to the town
boundary

There are a number of business units along the existing N22 to the east of Macroom. These
include a petrol filling station, the Coolcower House Hotel and Firmount B&B. Closer to the town
boundary is the Inchegeela Rd Business Park, which has one main business unit and a smaller unit.
Also in this area is the Bealick Mill Visitor Centre, just across the river Sullane.

Small residential sites combined with a variety of commercial uses. The major land use within the
area is that of the Inchegeela Rd business site.

2

Town boundary to the Main
Street (Including Cork
Street).

This section joins the commercial area in the east to the main retail hub of the town. It provides
access to the Macroom Environmental Industrial Park and includes both a Toyota and Ford car
dealers, another car Garage, Mid-Cork Motors, a Bed and Breakfast, a Bar, surgery and
chiropodist.

Some commercial and retail activity, but the route is dominated by linear housing. The most
prominent land use on this section is that of the car dealers.

3

Main Street east – west,
including Railway View.

This section forms part of the main retail area of Macroom. There is a variety of convenience and
comparison retailing present along the section however the outlets are often broken up by
residential dwellings. There is limited parking available on the street itself with a substantial car
park behind the bus depot and northern side of the main street.

Part of the town centre area providing a variety of commercial activities typical in small market
towns.

Lidl, 4Homes Superstores and Dunnes Stores have opened in the area of Fitzgerald Street.
4

Main Street (West) – east
of the Bridge.

This section contains the market area of the town, which occurs in the square. Around the square
are a number of retail outlets, again supplying a variety of comparison and convenience goods.
Also in this area are the town’s two Banks and the castle grounds which leads to Macroom golf
course. To the eastern edge of the section there is a tyre centre and nightclub.

Part of the town centre area providing a variety of commercial activities. One of the main land
uses in the section is the market, which occurs weekly. When the market is not on, the square
area is used for car parking.

5

West of the Bridge –
Millstreet Road area.

As you move to the west of the bridge commercial activity lessens, with only a few units dotted
between residential dwellings. Uses include a general store, two B&Bs, 2 petrol filling stations, a
DIY supplies shop and a bar.

This area is largely high-density residential and low-density commercial uses.

6

Millstreet Rd – Codrum
Crossroads.

This area forms one of the main industrial areas of the town. There are a number of industrial units
present including Aquatico and Rockwell.

This area contains some high-density housing developments along with an area of industrial /
commercial activity.

Also, the square area and sections of the streets provide limited parking facilities.

Also within the section are Looney car sales, the town’s Mazda dealer and Lynch’s bakery, which
produces products for their café in town.
7

Codrum Crossroads – West
of Macroom town
Boundary.

This area again contains a number of industrial and commercial units, including Macroom tool hire,
Irish Window Blinds, Medco and the Ship Company. Also in the area is a bar & restaurant.

An area of mainly high-density housing and low-density commercial / industrial activity, both of
which reduce as you head west towards the town boundary.

8

West of Macroom town
boundary to East boundary
of Baile Mhic Íre

In the area between the town of Macroom and village of Baile Mhic Íre, in keeping with the rural
character, reduced economic activity was identified. In the area there is a local Civic Amenity
Site(recycling facility), a public house, a B&B and a pottery retailer.

This area consists largely of open countryside with numerous residential properties located
along the existing road.

9

East of Baile Mhic Íre to
West boundary of Baile
Bhuirne

This area contains a variety of businesses, largely along the existing N22 until the Western extent
of Baile Bhuirne. A number of retail units are located along the section, supplying a variety of
comparison and convenience goods. These units are often interspersed with residential dwellings.

This area mainly comprises medium/high-density housing with low-density commercial uses and
areas of industrial/ commercial activity located largely within 2 industrial estates.

Various industrial units are present on numerous sites, accommodating employers such as Premier
Cosmetics, Dairy Gold (hardware distribution), Eurofoil (pharmaceuticals), Follai (preservative foods
etc.), Ossian (metal stamping/ electroplating), and Moscrai Construction Limited (fireplace
manufacture).
Also within the section are numerous public houses, hotels, B&Bs, and 3 petrol filling stations (2
with associated garages).
NB impacted Community Facilities and Amenities are dealt with in Chapter 15.0 (Non-Agricultural Land Use and Amenities).
The commercial sector is highly dynamic – it should therefore be noted that although information contained in the socio-economic report was correct at the time of the site surveys, details may have changed before the EIS was published.
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Between 1996 and

permissions were granted for 22,774 dwelling units (new construction).

This represents a

2001 the average price of a new house rose by 110%, from £62,219 (€79,001. Prices

decrease of 10.1% when compared to figures for 2005, within which 25,334 dwelling units

were reported in Irish punts, at the time, and have been converted to euro for this report) to

were granted planning permission (Source: CSO, Ireland, Planning Permissions, 2006).

£131,174 (€166,556) (CJHS 2001). The lowest percentage increase witnessed per year

In terms of permissions on a regional level, the data shows that within the South – West Region

for the period was 14%. This trend has meant that the Cork Area as a whole has seen an

of County Cork and Kerry, numbers granted were high in comparison to the other regions, with

increase in the number of households unable to achieve owner occupation.

The Draft Joint

only the Dublin Area granting a higher number of units. The Draft Joint Housing Strategy

Strategy (2007) reports further rises in house prices, with the average price for a new home in

suggests that in the summer of 2006 there were a total of 126 units with permission but yet

County Cork rising from €174,550 in 2001 to €305,015 in 2006 and the price for a second

to be built within Macroom itself.

hand home rising from €179,687 to €353,104 over the same period.
The strategy reports that the average price of a house in the Ring Area within which Macroom
lies was £121,000 (€153,638) in 2001. The Draft Joint Strategy reports rises since 2001

3.2.5

Commercial Activity

with the average price of a new home (including apartments) in the second quarter of 2007

There are approximately 130 commercial outlets within Macroom Town including convenience

standing at €331,487. In 2007, a search of local estate agents revealed the average price

and comparison retailing, petrol filling stations, eateries and public houses, tourist

for a 3 / 4 bedroom property in Macroom stood at approximately €250,000 with new

accommodation, including B&B’s and Hotels, and a variety of other institutions.

developments in the town demanding up to €300 - 350,000.

According to the Cork Strategic Retail Study, which was adopted in December 2002, the

Within the North and West Rural area the 2001 average house price was £100,000

town of Macroom is considered a Ring Town. These are described as ‘towns exhibiting their

(€126,973). Although this figure is slightly lower than that for Macroom it has also continued

own distinctive identity and fulfilling significant convenience and comparison town centre

increasing since 2001. Data within the Draft Joint Strategy suggested an average price within

functions within their respective catchments’.

the North and West Rural area of €274,011 within the second quarter of 2007.

The main anchor store along the Main Street is the Super Valu store, a medium sized
supermarket. A series of recent planning applications and permissions in the town has and is

From reviewing current housing developments, planning application data and holding discussions
with planning and engineering staff it is clear that housing completion rates within the town have
been averaging around 50-60 No. per year based on water connections. Many sites within the

likely to change both the scale of retailing and the retail offer in Macroom. Developments that
have been completed or are due to be completed shortly include:
•

facilities along with provision of additional parking;

town, particularly on the western side have been granted permission for housing developments
over the past 5 years and have either been completed or partially completed. It is probable

Cork Co-op Marts have been granted permission for an extension to the pen areas and staff

•

A three-storey development was granted planning permission on the site of the old Neville’s

that these trends within the town are likely to continue with many pre-application discussions

Bakery. A branch of Dunnes Stores provides the anchor for the development with a further

being held for possible housing developments, the biggest of which may be for 200 units.

10 retail units with a floor area of 1,087 sq metres alongside it. The development also

Planning application data over recent years also reflects the trends identified in the Cork Joint

includes 16 two-bedroom and four one-bedroom apartments, a new car park facility and

Housing Strategy both Nationally, Regionally and Locally.

improvements to access;

The number of dwellings approved for development in Ireland as a whole has increased. Data
from the Central Statistics Office (CSO) Ireland, illustrates that within 2006 planning
October 2009

•

Development proposed at Murray’s Field/Sleveen East Development to include retail,
residential, commercial development along with the construction of an 8-classroom school.
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Alongside these large scale, mixed-use developments a number of discussions have recently

industrial site on Inchegeela Road.

taken place with planning staff exploring the change of use of dwellings on the main street into

premises but ceased trading in September 2006 with the loss of 180 jobs.

retail units. It is therefore clear that the town has the potential to expand further over the next

Within Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne, key employers on the industrial park include Eurofoil

few years, continuing to fulfil its role as one of Cork’s District Centres.

Teoranta (pharmaceuticals), employing 14, Ossian (metal stamping/ electroplating), employing

Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne are the largest settlements located within the Gaeltacht

15, Muscrai Construction Limited, employing 17, Follain Teoranta (preservatives, fine foods

Mhuscraí and are seen as key settlements in the area providing an important local service

etc), employing 9, and a boiler manufacturer, Firebird. Other key employers within the area

centre. The settlements contain a number of important community facilities including a primary

include the Quilt Centre (shop and factory), employing 9, the An Cruisan Lan café, employing

school, health centre, convenience stores, public houses and a certain amount of comparison

12, and a timber merchant employing 35. Two large public houses/ hotels are also located

retailing. In recent years Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne have experienced significant industrial

within the area, The Mills Inn and the Abbey Hotel, employing approximately 40 and 35

growth and one of the main employment sites in the area is now the industrial park on the

respectively. Numerous smaller employment units are also present.

western side of Baile Mhic Íre. This strong industrial base means that the settlements are

Within Cill na Martra there are a number of employers supporting the local economy.

important for the economy of the Gaeltacht Mhuscraí and provide employment for a large

largest employer in the area is Prince August, employing 30 and specialising in the production

hinterland.

of toy soldiers and other miniatures. Despite their location, Prince August has a large national

Cill na Martra is designated as a village and functions as a local service centre, offering a

and international market and also has a popular visitor centre. Other employers include E-tek

number of important community facilities including a primary school, convenience store and a

energy products, a small shop and a number of bars and accommodation establishments.

GAA Ground. A number of manufacturing industries are also located in the village, providing

Table
Table 3.8: National Employment / Unemployment (000’s)

valuable employment in the area.

Údarás na Gaeltachta, which promotes employment

opportunities in the Gaeltacht areas, has a number of industrial premises in the village and Cork
County Council support them in developing industry in appropriate locations.

3.2.6

Delta OffSite Solutions subsequently moved into these

March – May 2007

March – May 2008

Total Labour Force

2,201,900

2,223,900

Total in Employment

2,101,600

2,108,500

Total unemployed

100,300

115,500

The

Source (CSO, April 2008)

Employment and Unemployment

Key employers in the Macroom area include Rockwell Construction, Alida Systems Limited, and
The Ship Company Limited.

Other employers in the area include Aquatico Limited, Lynch’s

Bakery and Café, Macroom Tool Hire, Medco Limited and Irish Window Blinds.

There are three

hotels in Macroom both operating bars and restaurants – the Castle Hotel , the Lee Valley
Hotel and the Riverside Park Hotel.

The Macroom Environmental Industrial Park opened in

2004 and offers office and industrial space to early and start up companies with a focus on
environmental products and services.

Key tenants include Radon Ireland Group, Eco

Construction, Somex Ltd, and the Dental Equipment Centre.

The data in Table 3.8 is information from the Central Statistics Office principal statistics and
provides an overview of the national employment situation. The figures show an overall increase
in the number of people within the labour force in the Republic of Ireland, accompanied by an
increase in the total number employed in the country as a whole. The figures also illustrate an
increase in the unemployment rates in the country, however this increase is relative to the
overall rise in numbers in the labour force. This is shown more clearly when looking at the annual
average unemployment rates for the country which have remained fairly consistent at 4.4% fin
2006, and 4.50% in 2007.

Recent large-scale redundancies have included those from General Semiconductor Ireland (in
2004).

The company employed approximately 670 people and was based on the I.D.A

October 2009
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Table 3.9 illustrates employment and unemployment figures for the South-West region for the

reflective of a population increase over that period. The data suggests that more people within

latest quarter of 2006 and the corresponding quarter of 2004 / 05. The unemployment rate

the town are either unemployed, working part-time or on a seasonal or casual basis.

for the region in the latest quarter was at a level of 3.6%, below the national rate of 4.34%.
The data illustrates that this rate has decreased over recent years but is at the same level as
Quarter 4 of 2005. The trends within the table also illustrate a general increase in the total

3.2.7

Tourism

County Cork is the largest county in Ireland and offers many features and natural resources.

labour force and those in employment.

The vast farmland and numerous river valleys contrast with the sandstone hills in the west and
miles of coastline to the south.

Table 3.9: Regional Employment / Unemployment

This natural environment works alongside the varied built

environment evident throughout the county’s towns and villages to provide a strong base upon
Quarter
Quarter 4 2004

Quarter 4 2005

Quarter 4 2006

Total Labour
Force

284,200

301,000

312,900

Total in
Employment

272,800

290,300

301,500

Total unemployed

11,400

10,700

11,400

Unemployment
rate

4.0%

3.6%

3.6%

which the tourism industry continues to grow. Ireland as a whole has seen a marked increase in
tourism in recent years, with the number of overseas visitors increasing in 2007 to
7,739,000 compared with 7,417,000 in 2006, an increase of 4.3% (Failte Ireland, 2008).

Table 3.11: Tourist Numbers for the SouthSouth-west Region

Source (CSO, February 2007)

The following data is taken from the Central Statistics Office Live Register. This register not
only includes those who are unemployed but also part-time workers (those who work up to
three days a week) and seasonal and casual workers entitled to unemployment benefit. The

Year

Total No. of
Tourists

No. of Overseas
Tourists

Tourism Revenue
(€ millions)

2002

2,960,000

1,599,000

802.5M

2003

2,850,000

1,516,000

888.0M

2004

3,057,000

1,578,000

922.8M

data therefore illustrates the number of people within the South-west Region, County Cork and

2005

3,288,000

1,717,000

1,027.9M

Macroom level who are registered as any of the above.

2006

3,624,000

1,994,000

1,232.7M

2007

3,968,000

2,043,000

1,280.0M

Data for Baile Mhic Íre and Baile

Bhuirne is included as part of the Macroom area which the live register use to refer to the

(Source: Fáilte Ireland, 2006)

Macroom Electoral Area.
Table 3.10: Live Register – Persons unemployed, PartPart-time or Seasonal / Casual
SouthSouth-West
Region

County Cork

Macroom

March 2007

21,433

14,885

418

March 2008

27,252

19,177

664

Annual Change

+5819

+4292

+246

(Source: CSO, April 2008)

As Table 3.10 shows, the number of people on the live register at a regional and county level
rose between March 2007 and March 2008. Data also illustrates that the numbers within
Macroom have increased over the same period. This may suggest that permanent, full-time job
opportunities within and around Macroom have decreased over the past year or it may be

October 2009

Data from Fáilte Ireland for the South-west region shows that tourist numbers to the region
have steadily increased over the last 6 years, along with tourist revenues.

A total of

3,968,000 visitors visited the South-west during 2007, with the number of overseas visitors
standing at 2,043,000. When compared to previous years, it is clear that both the total
number of visitors and the proportion of overseas visitors have increased. Revenue gained
from those visitors has also increased from €802.5 million in 2002 to €1,280.0 million in
2007. These trends are clearly shown in Table 3.11 above.
Accommodation data for overseas visitors (Failte Ireland 2007) shows that approximately 12%
rent accommodation, 22% stay with friends or relatives, 26% stay in guesthouses and B&B’s
and 30% stay in hotels.

Surprisingly only 10% of visitors stay in hostels, caravan or
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campsites. Therefore there may be increased potential for rented holiday accommodation or

Mhic Íre as a request stop. Numerous private bus tour operators for national and international

guesthouses in the Macroom area if the road development does allow the town to become a

tourists are known to pass through Macroom, Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre, using the

more attractive tourist destination.

existing N22.

Data at a county level is only recorded for overseas visitors. The data collected illustrates

The main railway line between Cork and Tralee has a limited number of stops. The nearest stop

that County Cork received 1,006,000 overseas visitors in 2005, a figure 18.4% higher than

to the town of Macroom is that of Millstreet, situated 12.3 miles north of Macroom town.

data for County Kerry, which received only 821,000 overseas visitors in the same year. The
majority of the overseas visitors to County Cork were from Britain (51%).

The remainder

travelled from Mainland Europe (19%), North America (23%) and 7% of tourists from other

3.2.9

Summary of Existing SocioSocio-Economic Environment

The current heavy traffic flows along the study area on the existing N22 have a negative impact

areas.
While not described as a major tourist destination, Macroom and its surrounding area does
have a number of facilities and visitor attractions. Throughout County Cork both fishing and golf
are very popular and are enjoyed by both locals and tourists. Macroom and the local area
offers anglers fishing on both the River Lee and Sullane and on Inniscarra lake, one of two
lowland lakes created by the Electricity Supply Board in 1956. Both Baile Mhic Íre and Baile
Bhuirne are located within the Sullane River valley, which also offers good fishing. The area also

on residential amenity, safety and a variety of commercial activities, particularly in relation to
receipt of deliveries and distribution. Despite this, a number of businesses along the route
benefit from passing trade. Business activities likely to be most affected by the proposed
road development include accommodation providers, eateries, filling stations, businesses with a
tourism element and convenience stores.

Cill na Martra currently benefits from access to the

N22 via local roads, an important link for the many businesses located within the settlement.

offers golfers a number of courses, one at Macroom itself, the Lee Valley Golf and Country
Club, along with courses at Ovens and Blarney and the Bantry.

Other attractions include

3.3

ASSESSMENT

numerous walks, drive and cycle rides through the Gearagh forest and Macroom area, Millstreet

Macroom, Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre are all located on the N22 National Primary Route.

Country Park, Gougane Barra National Park, Bealick Mill, The Briery Gap Cultural Centre and

This has implications in terms of traffic congestion, traffic encroachment into shopping districts

Macroom Castle Demesne and Park.

and residential areas, delivery problems, noise and air pollution.

The provision of a road

development that bypasses these settlements will greatly reduce many of these problems
3.2.8

Transportation
Transportation and Infrastructure

creating a safer, quieter, cleaner and a more attractive place to live, work and visit. The road
development will also remove the majority of HGVs from the main shopping and residential areas

The main public transport service along the N22 is the Bus Éireann express service between
Cork and Tralee.

of the settlements.

Macroom is well served by bus services both east and west, enabling

residents to commute in both directions. With the completed Ballincollig bypass opening in
September 2004, bus journey times may have reduced slightly making services between

3.3.1

Commercial Survey

Macroom and Cork even quicker.

At present services between Macroom and Cork take

To assess the views of businesses likely to be affected by the road development, a commercial

approximately 40-50 minutes, Macroom and Killarney 50-65 minutes and between Macroom

questionnaire was undertaken in 2004 and 2005, sampling a broad range of businesses. The

and Tralee 1hour 25 minutes – 1hour 40 minutes.

questionnaire was focussed on business likely to be most affected by the road development

Similar bus services operate between Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne, Cork and Tralee. A total

and therefore certain types of business were excluded from the survey, including banks,

of ten services operate daily between Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne and Tralee with Baile
October 2009
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hairdressers and comparison stores, due to the limited potential for loss of trade as a result of

Of those businesses that believed the current situation was a benefit to their business (14%),

the road development.

the main reason behind the benefit was the level of passing trade, which may decrease with a

Respondents of the questionnaire were firstly asked a few general questions about their

reduction in traffic flows. A number of respondents (10%) felt that the current situation has

business, before discussing in more detail the effect of the current traffic situation on business

either no effect or only a limited effect on their business. These companies were those that

and the possible effects of the proposed road development. Responses from the survey are

either do not rely on the congested town centre route for distribution of goods or supply a

outlined below.

good which is a necessity that will be bought / sold whatever the situation within Macroom.

In the main, topics discussed with each business included proportion of trade from certain

When discussing the potential effect of the proposed road development, the majority of

areas / regions, business development (previous & future), issues of location, the current traffic

responses were positive. Most respondents (76%) commented that the road development

situation and the possible impact of the proposed road development. The main responses from

would undoubtedly have a positive effect on their business, while 10% felt it would not, 4% felt

each survey are now discussed separately.

it would have no effect and 10% felt the road development could be both positive and negative
to their business.

Macroom

Many businesses felt that the road development would free up the town of traffic, particularly
HGVs. The increased average journey speeds as a result of the proposed road development

Within Macroom, 18 businesses were surveyed during 2004. In terms of business
development, the majority of respondents felt that their business had grown over the past 5 –
10 years and would continue to grow in the future. However 29% of those interviewed had

would also make distribution and supply more efficient throughout the region.

Those who

believed the road development would have a negative impact on business were particularly
concerned about loss of passing trade.

not grown over recent years but remained at a similar level. Many felt that this stagnancy may
be due to the current traffic situation. Related to this was the discussion of business location.
When asked if they had ever considered relocating outside of Macroom, only 19% responded
with a ‘yes’. The remaining 81% had never considered relocating.

Overall, the survey illustrated that the large majority of businesses within Macroom are in favour
of the road development in terms of potential to improve town environment.

For those

companies who believe the road development may have a negative impact on trade, many
acknowledged that the road development may help make Macroom a destination in its own right

The most important discussion conducted in terms of socio-economics was that of the effect of

and therefore could potentially benefit their business in the longer-term.

the current traffic situation and the possible effect of the road development. It was clear from
discussions regarding the present situation that the volume of traffic now in Macroom has
reached a level that is unacceptable to the majority of people. Of the responses, 76% felt

Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne

that the current situation was having a negative effect on their business. This negativity is

Respondents in Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne (20 surveys) held somewhat different views to

occurring in many different ways. For those businesses that are located within the main retail

those received in Macroom, and so these are discussed separately.

area of the town, the major problems caused by the current situation include lack of parking for

development, many respondents felt that they had seen growth in the past five years, and

passing trade and traffic queues that create a negative ambience. Passers by are therefore

would continue to do so in the years to come.

discouraged from stopping in the town. For the larger firms located on the edge of the town

business had contracted, a proportion did report that no real growth had been experienced.

there are other negative factors, including distribution and supply problems, customer access

When asked whether they had ever considered relocating outside the area, no respondents

and also problems of staff access during rush hour traffic.

reported that they had.

October 2009
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Although no respondents felt that their
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Discussions with regard to the effect of the current traffic situation yielded mixed results; with

be unable to do the same. Mitigation measures such as the provision of signage and numerous

53% of respondents feeling that the current situation (with the N22 passing through the

exits from the road development were considered by some respondents to be advantageous in

villages) has a positive effect upon their business and 29% the opposite. Approximately 17%

maintaining passing trade.

of respondents felt that the current traffic situation had no effect upon their business. When

Overall, the business survey illustrated a mixed response within Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne

asked to consider the possible effect of the road development upon business, the above

with regard to the proposed road development. The response given depended closely upon

figures were reversed, with 29% considering the potential road development as positive, and

the nature of the business undertaken by respondents, and how reliant the business was on

53% considering it potentially negative. 17% considered that it would have no effect.

passing trade from the existing N22.

The current situation is seen to be positive in that business is generated through passing trade
and tourists, travelling along the existing N22 route.

For those businesses involved in

Cill Na Martra

providing tourist services / accommodation, such passing trade is of particular importance
during summer months.

However, numerous respondents who rely on the tourist trade

consider that the current road conditions provided poor accessibility to their business, and so

Although not located on the route of the existing N22, Cill na Martra has access to the route
via local roads and the impact on businesses in the area is also considered important.

In

contrast to many businesses within Macroom and Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre, the majority

may have a negative impact.

of businesses consulted in Cill na Martra had experienced little growth over recent years with
For those businesses that do not benefit greatly from passing trade, respondents largely
consider that the current road conditions have a negative impact. The main reasons for this are
the perceived poor quality of the existing N22 and the current volume of traffic.

many commenting of fluctuations in turnover.

Despite this, only a limited number of

respondents had considered relocating outside of Cill na Martra.

When

combined, such factors can result in the late delivery of goods/ materials and also generate the
need to bring forward dispatch deadlines to take into account road transportation constraints.
Although such concerns exist, not all of the businesses interviewed that rely on the N22 as a
transportation link considered the current conditions to have a negative impact upon
operations.
Where a positive response was given in relation to the proposed road development, numerous
reasons were provided and these are summarised below:

When discussing the current situation and the impact of the existing N22 on businesses,
responses again were dependant upon the activities being undertaken. Those businesses that
felt the existing N22 was positive for business were those more reliant on passing trade,
whereas those reliant on deliveries and distribution felt that the current situation was
contributing negatively to business.
During discussions into the impact of the proposed road development concern was raised in
relation to the access to Cill na Martra off the new road. At the time of consultation, all those
consulted felt that the new road development would impact negatively on their businesses,

•

The road development would encourage more business to locate within the area;

•

Potential employees would be more inclined to locate within the area; and,

•

Accessibility for delivery/dispatch of goods and materials on and off site would be improved.

largely due to the fact that no “direct access” was proposed.
3.3.2

The major objection to the road development related to the potential loss of passing trade
that respondents perceived would result, since travelling times and distances to a location such
as Killarney would be reduced from present. In turn, many respondents felt that although a
larger town such as Macroom would be able to draw in potential trade due to its inherent size,
services and available facilities, smaller villages such as Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne would
October 2009

Impact Assessment

There will be a direct impact to a yard used by a haulage firm at the Gurteenroe Junction. This
represents a slight negative long term impact.

Overall, the reduction of traffic, particularly

HGVs, will create a safer environment and generally enhance the residential amenity and
community linkages within the area, removing the community severance that currently exists in
Macroom, Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre. The existing N22 will be easier to access both from
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local roads and driveways. The retail environment and potential of Macroom, Baile Bhuirne and
Baile Mhic Íre will be enhanced, with the creation of a safer shopping and commercial
environment.

The removal of traffic will also present opportunities to introduce pedestrian

friendly zones, promote use of the historic areas of the settlements, such as the market square

Table 3.12: Sectors affected by Construction
Sector Affected

existing road network. The traffic assessment shows that allow there will be a significant traffic
reduction along the existing N22, thereby improving journey times along that route
(approximate 80% daily reduction in 2027).

There is no significant change in traffic levels

along the Cill Na Martra road. (approximate 8% daily reduction in 2027). Based on this traffic

Temporary employment may be created in the local
construction industry

Slight positive short-term
impact

Commercial /
Business Activity

Construction staff expenditure in the area will contribute to
local business especially hotels and eateries.

Slight positive short-term
impact

Commercial /
Business Activity

Local quarries and building supplies will benefit, as material
is likely to be sourced locally.

Moderate positive shortterm impact

Traffic / town
environment

Construction traffic will contribute to the current poor

Slight negative short-term

traffic situation. Appropriate Mitigation Measures will be

impact

provided.

levels there will be no significant reduction in passing trade to the businesses of Cill na Martra
and vehicle travellers will benefit from reduced traffic on the existing N22 road.

Tourist

attractions in the area should be signposted from the proposed road development based on

Significance

Employment

in Macroom, and fully utilise the existing car parking space.
Access to Cill na Martra and the areas surrounding the settlement will be maintained via the

Description of Effect

Residential amenity /
town environment /
Tourism

Construction work will create a less attractive environment.

Slight negative short-term

Appropriate Mitigation Measures will be provided.

impact

the NRA Policy on the Provision of Tourist and Leisure Signage on National Roads (2007).
The road development will bring negligible severance of rural communities due to the sparsely
populated area outside of Macroom and the retention of the existing road network or

Table 3.13: Sectors affected by Operational Phase
Sector Affected

Description of Effect

Significance

availability of alternative routes.

Tourism

Reduction in traffic, particularly HGVs will create a
more desirable tourist environment.

Significant positive longterm impact

Once the proposed road development is completed and operational, the existing N22 will be

Business / Commercial
Activity

Potential for passing and tourist trade to increase
within the area

Moderate positive longterm impact

Commercial Activity

Overall, the increased accessibility and attractiveness
of the town and villages will increase the potential for
industry to locate in and around Macroom, Baile Mhic
Íre and Baile Bhuirne. There will no be significant
impact to passing trade in Cill na Martra and and
vehicle travellers will benefit from reduced traffic on
the existing N22 road.

Moderate positive longterm impact

Commercial Activity

There will be a direct impact to a yard used by a
haulage firm at the Gurteenroe Junction

Slight negative long-term
impact

Residential Amenity

The road development will create a safer, more
resident friendly environment along the existing route.

Significant positive longterm impact

Retail

The road development will create a more pleasant
retail environment in Macroom, Baile Mhic Íre and
Baile Bhuirne allowing the retail capacity of Macroom
to grow to its potential

Moderate positive longterm impact

Business / Commercial
Activity

Possible loss of passing trade, but may be countered
by tourist trade and pleasant retail environment.

Slight negative long-term
impact

downgraded to a Regional Road. Currently, planning permission is limited along the existing
route due to its status as a National Primary Route.

This downgrading could allow for an

increase in development potential, subject to review by the Local Planning Authority. Any new
development is outside the scope of this project and would be a matter for the Local Planning
Authority and subject to compliance with the County Development Plan and Local Area Plans.
Tables 3.12 and 3.13 below show the sectors most likely to be affected by the construction
phase and operational phases of the road development.

A portion of the western end of the road development is located in the Gaeltacht Mhuscraí.
There will be no significant impact to the status of Irish language as a result of the construction
October 2009
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3.4

MITIGATION MEASURES

would be bilingual (where appropriate) and further consultation will be undertaken prior to

The design of the road development has taken account of potential socio-economic impacts.

construction with the National Roads Authority and Department of Community, Rural and

As stated above, the principal social and economic impacts of the proposal will be positive and

Gaeltacht Affairs to determine the preferred format of road signage in the Gaeltacht area.

thus will not require mitigation.
Where negative impacts are likely to occur, mitigation will be provided.

3.3.3

Construction

management and planning will aim to minimise disruption due to construction works.

Summary of SocioSocio-economic Impacts

Traffic

management will also aim to minimise disruption to traffic on local roads so as to maintain local
It is likely that the construction and operation of the proposed road development will, overall,
provide positive socio-economic impacts.

Liaison will be maintained with the local communities to avoid disruption to local

businesses, bus services, etc. Where there is a direct impact to the haulage business yard,

Existing volumes of traffic are contributing to the existing problems within the settlements of
Macroom, Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre.

access.

This results in a negative impact on the retail

environment of the settlements in the form of reduced parking availability, reduced amenity
value and an increased likelihood of through-traffic not stopping in the settlement due to
congestion frustration. The proposed road development will help to change this situation. The
settlements would be generally less congested and therefore more attractive to passing trade,
as breaking journeys will become easier and less time intrusive. The increased amenity value of

accommodation works will be addressed in negotiation with the landowner.
Sign design will be based upon relevant national standards. Signage can encourage passing
traffic and tourists to divert off the proposed road development into nearby settlements. This
will mitigate, to some extent, the loss of passing trade to businesses such as restaurants,
public houses and filling stations. Tourist attractions in the area should be signposted from the
proposed road development based on the NRA Policy on the Provision of Tourist and Leisure
Signage on National Roads (2007).

the town of Macroom could help improve tourism and retail potential. The road development
may facilitate commercial development within both Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre as travel
times both east and west will be reduced.

Studies of recently constructed road schemes

would seem to confirm this assessment.
Access to Cill na Martra will be maintained via the existing road network.

3.5

CONCLUSION

During construction the road development will bring a number of short-term, temporary benefits
to both the local construction industry and suppliers of construction goods, materials and
services.

There will also be a number of indirect benefits during construction such as

construction-related spend within local businesses, particularly eateries and accommodation.
Where the road development may impact negatively on businesses more reliant on passing
trade, appropriate signage from the proposed road development would be provided as
mitigation, reducing the overall impact.
Although there will be a number of short-term, temporary negative impacts during construction,
and a potential loss of passing trade in a number of areas along the existing route, the road
development will bring long-term benefits to most aspects of the area. The most important
benefits are likely to be improved access to Macroom itself and surrounding areas and reduced
severance and disturbance within those settlements currently bisected by the existing N22 (i.e.
Macroom, Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre).

Despite these perceived benefits, construction of the road development will bring an increased
number of related HGVs to the area, potentially further reducing the residential amenity within
the area during construction works.
In the longer term the road development will remove a large volume of traffic from the current
route which passes through the town centres of Macroom, Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne.
This decrease in traffic movements, especially those of HGV’s, will reduce congestion within the
towns (particularly at current pinch points), along with creating a safer, quieter and cleaner
town centre environment. Although the reduction in flows may also impact negatively on certain
businesses that rely on passing trade, in the longer term the increased amenity within the
centres and the down grading of the existing route to a regional road may encourage and
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facilitate further investment / development, leading to increased visits to and spend within the
centres. Overall, it is considered that the road development will have a Moderate Positive
impact on the social and economic environment of the study area.

3.6
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4.0

AGRICULTURAL LAND

4.1

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
In assessing impacts the significance criteria outlined in Table 4.1 have been developed.

Table 4.1: Significance Criteria

This technical report discusses the agricultural impact of the road development. The following
Impact

Significance Criteria

Severe

The existing farm enterprise cannot be continued as a result of the road development
or a dramatic change is required in future management of the farm. This would occur
where land take was of such a scale that the remaining land would not form a viable
unit or where severance was of such a nature to make the holding unworkable or
where important farm buildings and facilities were removed and could not be
replaced. Impact of this degree would be most likely to occur on a dairy or stud
farm.

Major

The farm enterprise cannot be continued without considerable management or
operational changes. This would typically occur where the farm was split in two due
to the severance but where access between the severed portions and the farm
buildings could still be achieved effectively. Typically where the impact is major an
enterprise change would be necessitated e.g. from dairy to beef.

Moderate

The farm enterprise can be continued as before but with increased management or
operational difficulties. While portions of the land would be severed the enterprise
mix would be such that the farming system could continue perhaps with additional
labour contractor charges or other changes.

Minor

The farm enterprise experiences inconvenience as a result of the road development.
Severance would not occur and the farm buildings and facilities would be left in place.
Typically only a small portion of land would be removed at the boundary of the farm.

Not Significant

An impact is not significant where the farm enterprise suffers a slight inconvenience.

key issues have been addressed:
•

Overview of agricultural characteristics of the area;

•

Total land take of the road development;

•

Areas of soil types and land quality affected;

•

Details of enterprise types on farms;

•

Number of farms affected by the route;

•

Impact from land take;

•

Impact from severance;

•

Impact on access to land parcels;

•

Impact on farm structures (building/ yards) etc; and,

•

Mitigation measures to reduce impacts where appropriate.

These assessment criteria were developed by agricultural consultants and are based on the
The assessment has been based on a review of the following:

EPA guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessments. These criteria assess the medium to long

•

Information from general meetings with landowners and Cork County Council

term impacts in terms of how the farm will operate and what degree of change will be caused by

•

Examination of land registry records;

the proposed road.

•

Aerial survey information; and,

•

Meetings and discussions with landowners.

These have been undertaken as part of the

preparation of this report to assess impacts on individual landholdings.

4.2

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

This section compares agricultural activity at a national and county level with that of the area
affected by the road development.

All farms directly impacted (e.g. access, land take, severance, loss of farm buildings) by the
construction and operation of the road development have been identified. The assessment has

4.2.1

Review of National Statistics

considered the affected area, which refers to the combined land area of all the individual farms,
which are directly impacted. It should be noted that farmers affected may also have other land
outside the affected area, which has not been included in this study. The land take required for

This assessment refers to the National Census of Agriculture Statistics, derived from the June
2000 Census of Agriculture (in particular Tables 1, 4, 41 and 42) and the Fact Sheet on Irish

the construction and operation of the road development has also been considered.
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Agriculture; December 2006 and Compendium of Agricultural Statistics 2006 on the official

Table 4.2:

Department of Agriculture website.

2000)

Farms Classified by Size Nationally and in County Cork (Census of Agriculture

In 2005, nationally there were approximately 4.35 million hectares (ha) of land used for

Farm Size Categories
(ha)

agriculture (the total national area is 6.9 million ha) and this represented approximately 9% of
0 - <10

Ireland’s Gross Value Added at factor cost. Between 1991 and 2000 there had been a drop

10 <20

20 <30

50 <100

100 <200

>200

Actual Numbers of Farms

of 17.5% in the total number of people working on farms in Ireland. In 2005, approximately
5.7% of the Irish work force worked on farms and approximately half of these workers had offfarm employment.

30 <50

Totals Average Farm
Size (ha)

National

28419

34290

25045

29627

19535

3940

671

141527

31.4

Cork

2029

2492

2443

3813

2898

498

26

14240

37.5

There is a national historic trend of decreasing number of farms and an

Percentage of Farms

increasing average size. For example, in 1991 the average farm size was 26 ha - in 2000 the
average size was 31.4 ha and in 2003 the average size was 32.3 ha. Also, in this period

National

20.1%

24.2%

17.7%

20.9%

13.8%

2.8%

0.5%

100.0%

-

Cork

14.2%

17.5%

17.2%

26.8%

20.4%

3.5%

0.2%

100.0%

-

there had been a decline in the proportion of dairy farmers and an increase in the proportion of
beef farmers.
Land Use
The National Census of Agricultural Statistics categorise land use into seven agricultural
4.2.2

Agriculture in County Cork

groups: specialist beef, specialist dairy, mixed grazing livestock, specialist tillage, mixed crops

In County Cork there is a total Agricultural Area of approximately 534,000 ha. The average

and livestock, specialist sheep and other. For this assessment, the following similar categories

size of farms in County Cork is 37.5 ha which is somewhat larger than the national average in

have been used:

2000 of 31.4 ha (Table 4.2). In County Cork there was an average of 2.7 parcels of land per

•

Mainly Dairy (majority dairy livestock);

•

Other Grazing Livestock (remaining livestock enterprises – includes specialist sheep,

farm compared with the national average of 3.1. There were a high percentage of farms in the
size categories 30 – 50 ha (26.8%) and 50 – 100 ha (20.35%) within the County in 2000

specialist beef cattle and mixed farms with cattle sheep and horses);

whereas nationally, in the same size categories, there were 20.9% and 13.8% respectively.

4.2.3

•

Mainly Tillage (specialist tillage);

•

Mixed Crops and Livestock (various crops and livestock); and,

•

Other (e.g. forestry, equestrian or dog rearing as one of the main enterprises).

Farm Size and Agricultural Land Use Along The Road Development

The construction and operation of the road development would directly affect 72 farms.
Details of these farms in terms of the land use and size of affected area are presented in
Appendix 4.1 and shown on Figure 8.1 (Volume 3).
The average farm size of the farms along the route based on information gathered in the farmer

Table 4.3 shows the land use statistics for the farms affected by the road development based
on the above categories compared to national statistics. Land use for farms affected by the
road development is shown on Figure 8.1 (Volume 3).

interviews is approximately 31 ha (see Table 4.3). This is smaller than the County Cork average
farm size i.e. 37.5 ha (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.3: Land Use Statistics
Farm/Enterprise
Category

Total
Nos. of
affected
farms
within
each
category

4.2.4

% of farms within each
category

Total
area of
affected
land
Farms Farms in
Farms
along Co Cork nationally within
route
each
category
(ha)

% area of land Average size of
within each farm within each
category1
category (ha)2
Land
Land
Farms
along nationally along
route
route

Farms in
Co Cork

12

17

19.7

18.6

601.2

27

25.34

50

19.7

Other Grazing
Livestock

54

75

69.5

74.3

1526.5

68

63.78

28

69.5

Mainly Tillage

0

0

4.7

2.6

0

0

4.14

0

4.7

Mixed Crops &
Livestock

1

1

5.2

3.3

3.8

0.2

5.75

3.8

5.2

5

7

0.9

1.2

104.5

4.8

0.99

21

0.9

72

100

100

100

2236

100

100

312

100

3

Total

Soil types influence the nature and intensity of farming that can be carried out. In this section
reference is made to the Soils’ Associations of Ireland and their Land Use Potential (1980) and
the General Soil Map of Ireland 1980. Using the soil classifications referred to in this map the
soils encountered along the proposed route can be described as Soil Association 1, Soil
Association 6 and Soil Association 15 (see Figure 8.1., Volume 3).

Mainly Dairy

Other

Soils along the Road Development

Peaty Podzols (Soil Association 1): This soil type is associated with granite and sandstone
mountainous areas. It is usually coarse textured, contains rock outcrop and is imperfectly
drained. It has a peaty top soil which often overlies an iron pan. High elevation, poor drainage,
rough terrain, peaty top soil and presence of an iron pan are the main factors which limit the
productivity of these soils which are mainly suitable for mountain sheep grazing and forestry.
These soils occur mainly in the west of the affected area from approximately chainage 0 to

Notes:
1

The statistics from the June 2000 Census do not include a county by county break down of the % of total land within each

category or the average size of farm within each category.
2

The average farm size (31 ha) is smaller than the June 2000 Census figure for the average size of farms in Co Cork – 37.5

ha.
3

Other enterprises include equine farms, forestry/Christmas trees and dogs

chainage 4000 in and around Baile Bhuirne.
Brown Podzols (Soil Associations 6 and 15):

Brown podzols have been formed where the

sandstone parent material was leached to form a soil with distinctive layers.

They do not

become as depleted as grey podzols and have more organic matter in the topsoil.

Soil

association 6 soils occur mainly in the west of the affected area from approximately chainage
4,000 to chainage 10,000 and mainly to the north of the existing N22. They occur at higher

Table 4.3 compares the land use statistics of the affected area to the County Cork and

altitudes and have more rock outcrops. They have a limited suitability for agriculture due to

national figures. The table shows that the affected area has a similar percentage of farms and

rock outcrops and associated peaty soils. Up to chainage 10,500 soil association 15 soils

land in the dairy and beef enterprise categories to County Cork and the remainder of Ireland.

occur only south of the existing N22 where the land is level along the River Sullane and after

However the affected area has a lower percentage in the tillage enterprise and a higher

this soil association 15 is the predominant soil type. Soil association 15 soils can be suited

percentage in the other enterprise categories. The soils and topography along the proposed

to cultivation, however, due to elevated locations, high rainfall and rock outcrops in the

route are more suited to grassland farming than tillage and this is reflected in the land use

affected area they are generally more suited to pasture (although there is some tillage land).

statistics. The principal enterprise of the affected area is Other Grazing Livestock (mainly beef

The soil type of each farm is described in Appendix 4.1.

farming), with 75% of affected farms. The smaller average size of these farms explains why the
beef enterprise occupies approximately 68% of the affected land.

4.3

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS:
EFFECTS: CONSTRUCTION

The main impacts to agricultural enterprises, which determine the future viability of each farm,
will occur during the construction phase due to the land take requirements resulting in the loss
of agricultural land, severance, reduced access, etc. Any interaction between the proposed
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road and existing land drainage has been accommodated for in the design of the road

The land take required may also result in the loss of farm yards, buildings, access roads and

development. Whilst there will be higher levels of disturbance on farms affected by the road

exercising facilities/paddocks for horses and dogs. The impact is increased if farm structures

development during the construction phase, this disturbance will be temporary. This section

will be affected.

considers the impacts for the construction of the road development, in terms of the loss of

The level to which land take affects the viability of an individual farm is not solely dependent on

agricultural land and the effects on individual farms.

the amount of land removed, but is also dependent on factors such as quality of the land taken,

The results of the assessment are

presented in detail in Appendix 4.1 and discussed below.

total area of holding, type of enterprise, severance, access etc. Therefore, the assessment
examines the overall level of impact considering all factors and any mitigation currently

4.3.1

identified. The results of this assessment are presented in Section 4.6.

Loss of Agricultural Land

The agricultural land take required for the construction and operation of the road development
is approximately 182 ha. This permanent land take represents 0.004% of the total national

Severance

agricultural area (4,443,948 ha) and 0.03% of the area within County Cork – 534,000 ha.

Forty farms are affected by severance (56% of all farms along the road development and 69%

The loss will not be significant at a national or county level.

of the affected area). Farms can be severed in two or more sections by the proposed road

The agricultural area affected, which includes farms where there will be changes to access, land
take, severance or loss of farm buildings etc. is approximately 2236 ha (72 individual farms).
The land take required (182 ha) is approximately 8% of the affected area, which represents a

development. Approximately 49 new farm segments will be created due to the construction of
the proposed road which is an increase of approximately 26% in farm segment numbers in the
affected area. The more segments created as a result of the road development, the more
severe the effects. Increasing the segmentation of a farm increases the long term fixed and

significant adverse impact on the affected area.

variable costs and reduces the viability. The effects may be more severe depending on the
enterprise on the farm. For example, the effect will be more severe if the road development
4.3.2

Individual Farm Impacts

severs a milking parlour from an area where dairy cows graze than the effect resulting from the

Seventy-one farms will be affected by the road development. Details of the farms affected in

road development severing an area used for dry stock or crops where the livestock do not

terms of the type of enterprise, size of the affected area, soil association and land quality are

have to be walked to the farm yard daily.

presented in Appendix 4.1. For each of the farms, the predicted impacts are also presented

important. For example, if the impact occurs close to the milking parlour the impact would be

in Appendix 4.1 in terms of land take, severance and the nature of impacts.

higher than if the impact occurred at a part of the farm away from the milking cow grazing area.

The location of the severance impact is also

Extra labour may be required to manage livestock. It may be necessary to use the public road
to gain access to grazing paddocks and there are safety issues associated with these

Land take
A reduction in land area will reduce the viability of a farm.

Land take is addressed in the

significance criteria by using the percentage of the land taken out of the total land area of the
farm and by considering the quality of the land taken.

situations. Long term labour, farm transport and fuel costs will rise. Severance will result in a
continuous increase in fixed costs, particularly labour and machinery. Machinery operates most
efficiently in large regularly shaped fields.

Severance tends to lead to an increase in

“angulation” of fields thus rendering them less efficient for machinery to operate in. Water and
electricity supplies (for electric fencing) may also be severed.
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In certain cases access to the farm yard may be severed. Milk lorry access is required to

majority (60%) of farms are in the not significant - moderate impact categories (Section 4.6,

enable milk collection on a regular basis. Feed, fertiliser, other goods’ deliveries and collection

Table 4.5).

of crops and livestock may also be disrupted. Farmers may have to erect additional testing
and handling facilities on severed parcels of land to herd their animals for disease testing if

4.5

MITIGATION PROPOSALS

4.5.1

Construction Phase

access is not possible.
As for land take, the level to which severance affects the viability of an individual farm is not
solely dependent on the division of land. The results of the assessment which examines all

Boundary fencing will be erected to delineate the site boundary and prevent disturbance to

inter-related factors are presented in Section 4.6.

adjacent land. Issues expected to result from disruption during the works will be addressed
during consultations on accommodation works. Liaison between the Contractor and farmers
during the works will also minimise difficulties caused by the restriction of access to severed

Construction
Construction Disruption

land parcels.
Temporary impacts will occur during the construction phase.

The activity of earth moving

machinery, transport lorries and other ancillary vehicles will generate some noise and dust
during construction. Prior to the installation of any accommodation works (that would form part
of an agreed compensation package with individual landowners), there could be occasional
difficulties with access to severed land parcels due to the passage of machinery and equipment
along the construction corridor. This will affect farmers who need to move livestock from one
part of the farm to another. However, alterations to access arrangements during the works will
be discussed with the landowner in advance.

Any field drainage systems affected will be

reinstated as part of the accommodation works developed as part of the CPO process and

Good communication with farmers will facilitate the organisation of farm enterprises, so that
vulnerable livestock are kept as far away as possible from the construction work during critical
times. The Contractor will be informed of the location of particularly sensitive areas, such as
farms with horses. Precautions will be taken by the Contractor to control noise and vibration as
discussed in Chapter 15.0 (Noise and Vibration). The Contractor will notify in advance all land
owners likely to be affected by any blasting.

The Contractor will also employ measures to

prevent the spread of dust and mud onto public roads (Chapter 14.0 (Air Quality)). A key
contact will be appointed during the construction phase to facilitate communications between
affected landowners and the Contractor.

Detailed Design stage. Construction works may temporarily affect surface water sources used
for agricultural purposes.

Mitigation measures for surface water sources are described in

Volume 2 (of this EIS) Chapters 10.0 (Surface Water Quality and Drainage). If a water supply is
affected during construction, an alternative water supply will be provided.

Construction works may temporarily affect surface water sources used for agricultural
purposes.

Mitigation measures for surface water sources are described in Chapters 10.0

(Surface Water Quality and Drainage).

If a water supply is affected during construction, an

alternative water supply will be provided.

General mitigation measures which will be

implemented during the construction phase are detailed in Chapter 5.0 (Proposed Road 4.4

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS:
EFFECTS: OPERATION

Seventy-one landowners will be directly affected by the operation of the road development, as

Description).

An Environmental Operating Plan will be prepared prior to construction

commencing.

they will experience a level of land loss and severance (see Appendix 4.1).
Based on the road development, approximately182 ha of agricultural land will be required for
the operation of the road development. The land take will be approximately 8% of the total
affected area and severance will affect 56% of the farms (69% of the affected area). The

4.5.2

Operation Phase

Consultations with landowners have been taken into consideration in the design of
accommodation roads. For safety reasons there will be no agricultural access directly onto the
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mainline of the road development. The impact on agricultural traffic will be accommodated for

The affected area comprising the total land area of all individual farms is approximately 2236

by maintaining the local road network and access to the road development will be achieved via

ha. 27% of the affected area is dairy, while 75% is beef, 0.0% is tillage, 0.2% is mixed crops

the junctions on the road development. The suggestions received from landowners have been

and livestock, 4.8% is other (equestrian, dogs & forestry). There are 3 main soil types along

evaluated and where possible incorporated. Access tracks will provide landowners with access

the road development.

onto the local road network, access between multiple land parcels severed by the road

poorest quality in the west of the affected area as far as chainage 10,000.

development and avoid the requirement for direct access onto the road development. Access

Approximately 182 ha of agricultural land will be required and there will be a significant impact

tracks will be provided where necessary to link current or future access points with the local

on farms affected. The permanent land take will be approximately 8% of the total affected area

road network or as a means of crossing the mainline. Permanent access arrangements to some

and severance will affect 56% of the farms.

severed parcels of land will be negotiated with affected landowners. Other small parcels of

significant - moderate impact categories.

severed, landlocked land may be acquired through the CPO process. Details of bridges and
accommodation roads included in the road development are discussed in Chapter 5.0
(Proposed Road - Description). Accommodation works will be addressed further during the
Detailed Design Stage.

This will include further consultation with affected landowners to

discuss aspects such as access, fencing, water supplies and drainage.

The land quality along the road development is variable with the

The majority (60%) of farms are in the not

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 present the overall effects of the road development on affected farms
based on the impacts and mitigation measures in Appendix 4.1. This considers the individual
effects arising from land take and severance in relation to the farm enterprise type, farm size,
land quality and soil association.

Other aspects such as drainage, watercourses, access

points, farm buildings or yards affected have also been considered.

The level of impact

The road development crosses watercourses and field drainage systems. The drainage design

assumes that mitigating measures already incorporated into the road development (drainage

for the road development will intersect existing land drains and carry the water to a suitable

outfalls and access tracks identified in Figure 8.1 [Volume 3]) will be provided.

outfall. Some residual access and related issues will be addressed under the separate CPO

assessment also assumes that accommodation works for fences, electricity supplies, water

compensation code.

sources and drainage systems will be provided. Holding pens and gates may also be required

Appendix 4.1 sets out the impacts and proposed mitigation for each farm affected by the road

in severed parcels of land and it is assumed that these will be provided if necessary. A key

development.

contact will be appointed during the construction phase to facilitate communications between

The

affected landowners and the Contractor.
4.6

CONCLUSION

Agriculture in the area affected by the road development is representative of the general

Table 4.5 presents the overall impacts in terms of farm numbers within enterprise categories,
whilst Table 4.6 presents the overall impacts in terms of land area within enterprise categories.

agriculture of the wider area. The National Census of Agricultural Statistics for County Cork

From Tables 4.5 and 4.6, it can be seen that 29 farms (40% of the total farm numbers) will be

indicates that the average size of a farm in the area is 37.5 ha. The information gathered in the

in the major and severe impact categories. These farms comprise of approximately 803 ha or

farmer interviews indicates that the average farm size is 31 ha for farms affected by the road

36% of the affected land studied.

development. The impact of the road development will not, however, be significant at a County
or National level.
There are 72 farms affected by the road development and of these, 12 are dairy farmers, 54
are Other Grazing Livestock, 0 mainly tillage, 1 is mixed crops and livestock farmers,5 are
categorised as other farms (forestry, equestrian & dog rearing enterprise).
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Table 4.5: Summary of Overall Impacts for Numbers of Affected Farms
Farms within Enterprise

Table 4.6 Summary of Overall Impacts for Land Areas within Enterprise Categories

Categories

Land Area within Enterprise Categories (ha)
Nos. of Farms within Enterprise Categories
Mainly
Tillage

Mixed
Crops and
Livestock

Other
(forestry,
equestrian &
dog rearing)

Totals

Mainly
Dairy

Beef

Non-significant

1

7

0

0

2

10

Minor

4

11

0

0

0

15

Moderate

3

14

0

0

1

18

Major

3

18

0

1

2

24

Severe

1

4

0

0

0

5

Level of Impact

Total Nos. of Farms

Tillage

Mixed
Crops
and
Livestock

Other
(equestrian
& dog
rearing)

Totals

230.4

0

0

17.7

291.1

227

344.5

0

0

0

571.7

Moderate

128

408

0

0

34.4

570.3

Major

153

479.5

0

3.8

52.5

688.8

Severe

50.3

64

0

0

0

Mainly
Dairy

Other
Grazing
Livestock

Non-significant

43

Minor

Level of Impact

2236.2

72

Enterprises with Major and
Severe Impacts

Number of Farms in the Major and
Severe Impact categories

Percentage of each
enterprise with Major
and Severe Impacts
(%)

Mainly Dairy

4

33

Other Grazing Livestock

22

41

Tillage

0

0

Mixed Crops and Livestock

1

100

Other (forestry, equestrian & dog
rearing)

2

40

Totals

29

114.2

Total Land Area

Enterprises with Major and Severe
Impacts

Area of Farms in the Major
and Severe Impact
categories (ha)

Percentage of each
enterprise with Major
and Severe Impacts
(%)

Mainly Dairy

203.4

33.8

Other Grazing Livestock

543.4

35.6

Tillage

0

0

Mixed Crops and Livestock

3.85

100

Other (forestry, equestrian & dog rearing)

52.5

50.2

Totals

803

36

A total of 880 ha are within the Major and Severe Impact categories (40% of the total area)

A total of 29 farms are within the Major and Severe Impact categories (40% of the total number of farms)

4.7
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APPENDIX 4.1
4.1 – SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL FARMS AND IMPACTS
Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

35

41

44

35.0

26.0

26.0

41.5

Severance

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)
(see note 4)

Land quality

83.2%

Land take. Severance of dwelling from
the farm yard.

Maintain water and power supply to farm
yard & severed land. Maintain access via
accommodation bridge and access to
public road.

Major impact

Yes

48.3%

Land take of non agricultural land which
will impact dwelling house (0.04 ha of
site taken).

Maintain access to severed land via
accommodation bridge. Maintain water &
power supply to severed land.

Major Impact

Yes

17.3%

Severance and land take

Provide water source to southern lands.
Maintain access to severed land via public
road under bridge.

Moderate

48.5%

Land take of good quality land.
Severance of entrance to farm yard.
Severance of land adjoining the
existing N22. Severance of water
supply arising in the farm and servicing
2 adjoining dwelling houses.

Maintain access to severed land via
accommodation bridge. Provide ducting or
alternative water source to affected
houses.

Major impact

Yes

18.5%

Land take and severance. Water supply
to the southern part of the farm is
severed. Majority of the outfarm
severed north of proposed road.

Provide access to northern severed lands
via accommodation bridge. Provide
alternative water supply to the southern
lands.

Moderate impact

No

0.0%

Land take at edge of farm

Suckler cow beef
and Forestry.

Soil
Association
1

Good and medium quality.

1.8

5.1%

Yes

Suckler cow beef
and sheep

Soil
Association
1

Good quality land north of
existing N22 around farm
yard. Poor quality (0.5 ha)
land south of the existing
N22.

2.4

9.3%

Suckler cow beef
and sheep

Soil
Association
1&6

Approximately 7 ha of good
land to the south of the land
parcel. Remainder of the
land is poor quality low lying
and wet.

3.3

12.7%

Soil
Association
1&6

Land near the existing N22
is good quality. The land
quality deteriorates further
north as the elevation of the
northern part of the farm
increases.

Soil
Association
1&6

Variable. Near the existing
N22 the quality is good with
the exception of one rough
area. Further north the
elevation rises and the land
quality is not as good.
Some of this land has been
reclaimed and used for
silage ground.

4.3

6.1%

Soil
Association
1

Mixtue of good and medium
quality land - good land
affected.

0.1

0.9%

Suckler cow beef
and sheep

45

70.0

Suckler cow beef
and sheep

54

16.5

Stud farm equine

October 2009

%
taken

(note 2)
Soil
Association

6&
1062

Land
taken
(ha)

4.4

10.6%

Yes

Maintain access to land and house.
Maintain water supply.

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhurine to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement

Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)
(see note 4)

Soil
Association

Land quality

56

39.8

Beef

Soil
Association
1&6

Mixture of poor quality
rough grazing and good
quality.

5.8

14.6%

Yes

87.3%

Severance and land take. The entrance
lane to yard from north is severed.

Provide ducting for water supply to
severed land. Provide access via
accommodation under pass.

Major

115 &
118

44.3

Suckler beef

Soil
Association
1&6

Good quality land except for
strips of wood land

1.0

2.2%

No

0.0%

Land take. Part of farm road is taken.

None

Not significant

Dairy and beef

Soil
Association
6

Mainly medium quality land
with a minority good quality.

0.7

1.0%

Yes

1.0%

Severance and land take. Access to
the public road severed. Access to
public road needed by silage
machinery in wet weather.

Provide piped water to the severed land
parcel. Accommodation Killeen Underbridge will give access from south of the
proposed road.

Minor

Dairy farm

Soil
Association
1&6

Good quality land in south of
farm beside road. Land to
the north is at higher
elevation and is medium and
poor quality.

2.3

8.2%

No

0.0%

Land take. Part of the entrance lane is
taken.

Maintain access to farm yard and dwelling
via Killeen Under-bridge. Restore water
supply to adjoining property.

Moderate

10.2%

Land take and severance. Water
source is affected.

Provide access track to the north of the
proposed road to link the public road with
the access track. Maintain or replace water
source for the out farm and provide
alternative water source for the northern
land parcel.

Moderate

Provide water to southern severed land
parcel. Access to severed land will be
maintained via public road Killen
Overbridge.

Moderate

Provide water source to severed land and
dwelling. Replace access gates. Maintain
access to public road network.

Major

116

117

134

66.7

28.2

55.0

Suckler cow beef
and sheep

Soil
Association
1&6

Mainly good quality

2.6

8.7%

Yes

12.4%

Severance and land take. Water
source is severed from southern lands

Good quality land

2.1

23.0%

Yes

32.4%

Severance and land take. Piped water
source to the house is severed.

138

30.0

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
1&6

148 &
197

9.0

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
1&6

October 2009

Good land quality

3.5

6.4%

Yes
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N22 Baile Bhurine to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement

Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

156

200

201 &
1520

220

221

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)
(see note 4)

Soil
Association

154

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Land quality

Dairy and beef

Soil
Association
1&6

Good land south of the farm
yard

0.6

1.5%

Yes

3.0%

Severance and land take. Water supply
to neighbours house is severed.

Provide water duct to allow water to
southern side of proposed road or replace
the water source.

Minor impact

13.8

Drystock beef
(land let)

Soil
Association
1&6

Land quality is good in
northern part of farm.
Medium quality in the south
near N22. Field south of
N22 is good.

5.6

40.4%

Yes

19.0%

Land take and severance.

Maintain access to land south of the
proposed road. Maintain water supply to
severed land.

Severe

26.0

Dairy drystock
(land rented out
to dairy farmer).

Soil
Association
1&6

Medium and good quality
land north of existing N22.
Land south of the existing
N22 is poor quality.

1.0

3.9%

No

0.0%

Land take at north east corner of the
farm. Water source for the farm is
taken.

Replace or maintain alternative water
source.

Minor impact

Dairy drystock

Soil
Association
1&6

46.8%

Severance and land take. Water supply
to adjoining property is affected.

Maintain access to northern severed land
parcel via public road underbridge. Provide
ducting or alternative water supply to
affected properties.

Major

54.8%

Land take and severance. Severance
affects land grazed by dairy cows.
Silage field affected. Entrance lane cut
off. Important water sources for
adjoining properties affected.

Maintain water source where required.
Provide access tunnel to farm yard
adequate for milk lorry. Replace access
gates which may be affected. Allow for re
instatement of water pipes and electric
fencing. Maintain access to field just north
of country lane and field west of entrance
lane.

Moderate

30.7%

Land take and severance. Access to
Ballymakeera is severed and travel
distance from dwelling to local village
is increased.

Provide access via under pass to severed
land.

Moderate

38.8

11.4

Good land

50.8

Dairy cows (and
some beef
followers).

Soil
Association
1&6

Land north of country road
is good with minority rough /
wet areas. Land south of
country road and N22 is
variable - medium quality.

48.5

Drystock beef
and silage

Soil
Association
1&6

Majority is poor quality.
Approx 7 ha in NW corner
which is reasonably good.

October 2009

1.4

2.8

3.8

11.9%

5.6%

7.9%

Yes

Yes

Yes
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N22 Baile Bhurine to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement

Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

228

230

235

237

266,
267,
269,
270

1.9

Horses

19.9

Drystock beef
and a few
horses. Farmer
in Reps

Severance

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)

Land quality

Soil
Association
1&6

A - 22 HA -Generally good
quality north of N22 with
minority rough ground. Land
to the west (B+C) 23 HA is boggy and poor quality.
Land south of the N22 - 33
HA - is generally good with
a minority rough ground.

7.6

9.7%

Yes

Soil
Association
1&6

Mixed - good and medium
quality

0.4

22.1%

No

Soil
Association
15

East of the Kilnamatery road
and around the farm yard is
majority good quality and
minority poor quality.
Remaining land is poor
quality.

Soil
Association
1&6

Eastern land parcel is good.
The western land parcel is
rough and rocky and poor
except for the affected field
which is generally good
quality.

5.4

Drystock beef.
Land let on a
conacre basis.

32.9

Drystock beef
(land let to
farmer for one
year only)

Soil
Association
1&6

Majority is rough and poor
quality in the north of the
farm. A few fields have been
reclaimed in the north east
corner but have steep
slopes.

31.6

Dairy farmer and
beef followers

Soil
Association
1&6

Generally good north of the
N22 and poor and medium
quality south of the N22.

October 2009

%
taken

(see note 4)

Retired farmer land leased for
drystock beef.
(Some horses
may also be kept
but not
mentioned in
interview)

78.0

Land
taken
(ha)
(note 2)

Soil
Association

227

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

6.0

1.5

3.1

1.5

30.2%

28.8%

9.4%

4.9%

Yes

No

No

Yes

29.1%

Land take and severance close to farm
yard. It is claimed that the cattle walk
in 3 separate directions / access
directions to the lands south and
south west of the dwelling house.

Provide piped water to severed land.
Provide access to severed land via under
pass.

Moderate

0.0%

Land take at edge of land parcel. One
water source affected.

None

Major

12.5%

Severance and land loss. Three new
land parcels created by severance.
Access gate to the western land
parcel is taken. Access to land beside
river in the southern land parcel is
severed.

Provide piped water to severed lands
south of proposed road. Access to the
western severed land parcel can be given
via gates north and south of the shared
access tunnel.

Severe

0.0%

Severance and land take. Access gate
to furthest west field in the western
land parcel is taken by the proposed
road.

Replace access gate to the western
affected field.

Major

0.0%

Land take at northern edge of farm.
Access lane to the dwelling is
severed. Water source for the
dwelling house is severed

Provide piped water source for the house.
Provide under pass access to the dwelling
and farm yard.

Moderate

Land take and severance.

Provide access via accommodation tunnel
to severed land parcel. Maintain water
supply to the severed land parcel. Maintain
drainage outfall.

Minor

8.5%
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Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

268

271,
272

11.7

87.0

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)
(see note 4)

Drystock beef (
one acre of
forestry)

Dairy and beef

Soil
Association

Land quality

Soil
Association
1&6

Good quality north of N22.
Land south of N22 is wet
and medium quality.

Soil
Association
1&6

Uneven but generally good
(reclaimed) near the farm
yard. Poor in the south near
the river. This 54 ha is the
best of the land out of the
total 87 ha.
Field east of the Kilnamatery
road is good - 100% land
taken in this field. Land in
the west of the farm is
good. Land around the farm
yard is poor. (overall - 70%
good 30% poor)

3.9

20.2%

0.01

0.0%

0.6

3.2

4.7%

3.7%

21.1%

Severance and land loss.

Provide piped water to severed land.
Provide access track to shared under pass.

Moderate

43.4%

Severance close to milking parlour.
Access lanes to the south severed.
Land take close to the yard. Water
piped from yard and ESB for electric
fencing.

Provide access bridge/tunnel and access
track south of proposed road. Access will
also be available via tunnel and access track
on western boundary (if farmer has R.O.W
on this lane). Provide piped water and ESB
ducting for electric fence.

Major

No

0.0%

Land take. Entrance lane affected.
Land take impact is close to the farm
yard. Water source is affected.
Proposed road will be very close to
the dwelling house.

Provide piped water or replacement well.
Provide access gate to dwelling house and
farm yard south of the proposed road.

Major

No

0.0%

Entrance lane is severed and small land
take at edge of farm.

Give under pass access to yard and house.
Maintain water and electricity supply.

Not significant

Provide piped water south of the proposed
road. Provide access to the land south of
the proposed road via shared access
tunnel at the east of the land.

Moderate

Yes

Yes

274

19.3

Suckler cow beef
and sheep

Soil
Association
15

276

17.5

Beef

Soil
Association
1&6

Good quality - some rocky
areas.

17.8

Dry stock beef summer grazing
only.

Soil
Association
1&6

Variable - generally poor,
rough and rocky in the
larger block. The land
further south beside the
river is good quality.

1.1

6.3%

Yes

24.9%

Land take and severance. The access
to the 2.3 ha further south is
severed. New proposed road will be
close to the dwelling which he hopes
to renovate.

9.0

Drystock beef
(land grazed by
other farmer and
sells silage)

Soil
Association
15

Good

5.2

57.9%

No

0.0%

Land take.

None

Severe

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Poor and rocky in the
northern 40% - good in the
south next to river 60%

55.7%

Severance and land take. Severance of
farm road/track.

Provide piped water and electricity
ducting. Provide access to southern
severed land via shared under pass on
western boundary of the farm.

Major

277

285

321

21.5

October 2009

4.8

22.2%

Yes
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N22 Baile Bhurine to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement

Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)
(see note 4)

Soil
Association

Land quality

Mixed - some land reclaimed
is good and land south
beside river is good (Approx
60% good and 40% rough
and rocky).

38.5%

Severance and land loss. Water
source is severed. Access track to
severed land is severed.

Provide piped water and electricity
ducting. Provide access to severed land
via shared under pass on eastern boundary
of affected land parcel.

Major

Provide piped water. Maintain access to
severed lands via accommodation road at
southern side of the proposed road.

Moderate

None

Not significant

44.8

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

338

32.0

Drystock beef
and commercial
forestry

Soil
Association
15

Generally good north of the
existing N22, One good
field beside river in the
southern land parcel remainder is poor quality.

1.4

4.4%

Yes

30.2%

Severance and land loss (0.15 ha of
forestry taken)

341

21.2

Drystock sheep & horses

Soil
Association
15

Good land quality

0.1

0.5%

No

0.0%

Land take at southern edge of farm road frontage taken.

342 &
350

49.6

Suckler cow beef
- pedigree
Herefords

Soil
Association
15

Variable - majority medium
quality and minority poor
quality and good quality.

6.3

12.8%

No

0.0%

Landtake. Drainage outfalls from land
run south towards the proposed road.

Maintain access via public road

Minor

1.3

2.4%

No

0.0%

Land take. Plot 309 is also affected he rents this plot.

Provide alternative water source.

Minor

3.0

10.9%

Yes

6.8%

Severance and land take

Provide piped water source. Maintain
access to severed land parcels.

Moderate

333

345

52.3

Suckler cow beef

Soil
Association
15

Farm 345 - shallow soils but
good land - some rough
ground around the dwelling
house. Farm 309 - good
land south of the N22 and
to the west of the land
parcel which is north of the
N22.

351

27.0

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Mixture of good (70%) in
the affected land parcel and
poor rocky land

October 2009

2.8

6.1%

Yes
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N22 Baile Bhurine to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement

Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)
(see note 4)

Soil
Association

Land quality

353

28.2

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Mixture of wet boggy land
and good quality. Good
quality just north of the
existing N22 and south of
the right of way. Land just
north of the right of way is
poor quality. Land in the
north of the land parcel is
good.

355

26.9

Beef

Soil
Association
15

Mixed. Reclaimed land is
good and 40% of land
rocky & rough grazing.

0.0

0.1%

No

0.0%

Land take of road frontage

None

Not significant

379

1.2

Forestry

Soil
Association
15

Medium - good quality

0.0

0.9%

No

0.0%

Land take at northern tip of land.

None

Not significant

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Medium and good quality

2.6

23.9%

Yes

14.6%

Severance and land take

Provide access gates to north eastern and
south western land parcel. Maintain water
supply.

Major

Mostly good quality with
some poor patches in the
north western corner and
the eastern corner of the
land parcel.

3.5

10.9%

Yes

16.7%

Severance and land take. Severance of
farm track along which electric fencing
and piped water is provided.

Provide piped water supply and electric
wire ducting.

Major

0.8

3.6%

No

0.0%

Land take

Provide access gate to the land east of
the country road.

Minor

0.0%

Land take. A water source - stream is
taken in the eastern land parcel. The
cattle have no other water source in
this area because the piped water
cannot go this far up the hill.

398

10.8

399

32.5

Suckler cow beef

Soil
Association
15

400

23.1

Suckler cow beef

Soil
Association
15

Generally good

Drystock beef land rented out

Soil
Association
15

Good quality land except at
the northern tip of both land
parcels where the land is
boggy.

404

33.8

October 2009

1.9

6.7%

Yes

31.0%

Severance and land take. Access to a
spring for cattle is severed.

Maintain water supply. Provide access to
southern severed land via accommodation
tunnel

Major

0.9

2.7%

No

Maintain water supply.

Not significant
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Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

17.0

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)

Suckler cow beef
- land rented out
to beef
enterprise

Soil
Association
15

Land quality

Good quality to the south of
the land parcel and poor
quality (boggy) to the north
of the land parcel

1.8

10.6%

No

0.0%

Land take.

None.

Minor

Provide piped water to severed land.
Provide access to severed land parcel via
accommodation track on south side of the
proposed road.

Moderate

Maintain access gates.

Major

Soil
Association
15

Good quality except in the
south west corner which is
wet.

3.6

10.5%

Yes

7.3%

Severance and land take. The farm
boundary is very secure and the dog
pack are allowed to exercise around
the farm. The farmer claims that this
would not be possible if the new road
severs his farm. Privacy will be
impacted (there are security gates at
the entrance).

413

34.4

Drystock beef, 4
horses and hunt
dog kennel

417

3.8

Tillage on
affected land
parcel

Soil
Association
15

Good

1.8

46.7%

No

0.0%

Land take

418

39.6

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Generally good. Rough and
rock in south west corner.

1.9

4.7%

No

0.0%

Land take in south east corner

419

1.1

Sheep

Soil
Association
15

Farm yard

0.5

42.6%

No

0.0%

Sheep shed is taken

421

21.7

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Good - some steep slopes

2.9

13.4%

No

0.0%

Land take

422

5.5

Sheep

Soil
Association
15

Good quality

0.8

13.6%

No

0.0%

Land take. Water source taken.

423

3.8

Drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Good land except along by
R582 where there is a
steep scrubby bank.

1.6

41.8%

No

0.0%

Land loss

October 2009

Recommended Mitigating measures

(see note 4)
Soil
Association

403

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

None. (If access gates in south west
corner are affected replace)

Replace affected farm buildings (or
compensate for replacement) None

Provide piped water source

None.

Maintain access to dwelling and land.

Minor

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Major
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Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

21.2

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)
(see note 4)

Soil
Association

424

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Suckler cow beef

Soil
Association
15

Land quality

Good

2.4

11.3%

Yes

77.6%

Severance and land take. Well/spring is
affected by the proposed road.
Impact on land drainage

Provide piped water. Provide access
tracks north and south of proposed road
to connect to severed land via public road.

Severe

Moderate

427,
1087

48.8

Dairy farm

Soil
Association
15

Good

4.3

8.8%

Yes

25.4%

Severance and land loss

Provide water source to northern severed
land. Provide short access tracks north &
south of the proposed road on western
boundary to give access to north west
severed land parcel. Provide access via
accommodation tunnel to north eastern
land parcel.

433

1.1

Fallow or
drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Medium quality

0.2

18.5%

No

0.0%

Land take

Maintain access to existing country road.

Minor

50.6

Pedigree and
half bred horse
rearing and
drystock beef

Soil
Association
15

Mainly good old permanent
pasture. Rough poor quality
land in the south east of the
farm and along eastern
boundary - 20%.

29.3%

Severance and land take. Pool used to
exercise horses is taken. Part of the
farm used as an exercise run for the
horses is severed by the proposed
road.

Maintain access to severed land via public
road. Maintain piped water source for the
southern severed lands. Maintain drainage
outfalls.

Major

Provide piped water. Access to severed
land north of proposed road to be
maintained via access track to eastern
severed land north of the proposed road
and via accommodation tunnel and track to
severed land north of farm yard.

Severe

Maintain an access to the severed land
parcel south of proposed road.

Not significant

434,
444

4.7

9.4%

Yes

435

50.4

Dairying

Soil
Association
15

Good

9.2

18.2%

Yes

46.8%

Severance of land used by dairy cows.
Loss of land close to milking parlour.
Severance of farm access tracks.
Severance of water source to the farm
yard. (approx 25-30% ha of land take
is on rented land)

446

60.8

Dairy drystock
(heifer rearing) &
forestry.

Soil
Association
15

Good

1.0

1.7%

Yes

0.6%

Land take and severance
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Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Recommended Mitigating measures
(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)
(see note 4)

Soil
Association

Land quality

Good in the affected area.
The land to the west of the
country road beside the
Solane river is liable to
flooding

2.9

3.2%

Yes

Inch field is good quality.

1.9

4.6%

No

5.0%

Land loss along existing road. Access
from the dwelling houses to town is
altered. Land west of the proposed
road from the existing farm yard is
severed.

Maintain water supply to severed land
parcel south of the proposed road. Provide
access to southern severed land parcel via
accommodation track south of the
proposed road.

Minor

0.0%

Land take

None

Minor

Provide piped water and electric ducting
for the severed land parcel in 491.
Maintain access to severed land east of
the proposed road in 483 and 491.

Major

474 &
475

90.0

Dairy and beef

Soil
Association
15

479

40.7

Drystock

Soil
Association
15

43.4

Beef & sheep
(beef exporter)

Soil
Association
15

Medium quality land

6.8

15.7%

Yes

76.0%

Land take and severance. The affected
land parcel is used to assemble cattle
before exporting. The assembly area is
severed.

4.8

5.3%

Yes

40.0%

Severance and land take. Access
through the woods is severed. This is
an out farm.

0.5

54.0%

No

0.0%

Landtake

Maintain access via public road and power
supply to severed land. Maintain water
supply to lands north of the proposed
scheme.

Moderate

Maintain water and power supply. Maintain
access via public road and shared
accommodation tunnell to severed land.

Major

491

492 &
1313

90.0

Sheep and beef

Soil
Association
15

Poor/medium quality east of
the N22 due to flooding
and presence of scrub and
wood land. Land west of
existing N22 is good
quality. Lands can be grazed
for a few months each year.
The roundabout will affect
good quality land.

500

1.0

Beef

Soil
Association
6

Good

Mixed good and medium
quality - some steep slopes

2.8

9.5%

Yes

8.0%

Land take and severance. Access to
river is severed.

Good and medium quality

1.6

3.8%

Yes

91.1%

Land take and severance. Natural
surface water source (stream) is
severed.

1064

29.0

Beef & sheep

Soil
Association
1&6

1326

41.9

Dairying and
suckler beef.

Soil
Association
1

October 2009
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Farm ID

Area (ha) of
affected
farm

Type of Farm
Enterprise

Land type and quality
(as described in section 2.3)

(see note
1)

2.5

Land
taken
(ha)

%
taken

Severance

(note 2)

%
severed
(of the
area
remaining)

Nature of impact (before mitigation)
(Refer to figure 8.1 for location of
land parcels)

Sheep

Soil
Association
1&6

Medium quality

Land near the farm yard is
rough and medium and poor
quality. Remainder of land
(>18 ha) is very good.

4.9

20.3%

Good

0.5

1.2%

0.2

6.6%

0.0%

Land take.

Maintain access to river and to the land
from the public road

Minor

Yes

84.8%

Severance of access for dairy cows to
the grazing paddocks. Land take of
dairy cow grazing land. Impact close
to farm yard.

Provide piped water and electricity ducting
to severed land. Provide access to
severed land for livestock and machinery via
underpass and a road from farm yard to
under pass.

Major

No

0.0%

Land take

Provide access, water and power to
severed land. Provide access to severed
land via accommodation tracks and shared
under pass.

Major

None

Not significant

No

1528

24.2

Dairy farm

1531

43.0

Dairying

Soil
Association
15

Good and medium quality

5.0

17.9%

Yes

66.6%

Landtake & severance - water source
severed.

Maintain access to affected land.

1549

28.0

Sheep

Soil
Association
1

1551

26.0

Beef- suckler
cows

Soil
Association
1

Good

0.1

0.4%

No

0.0%

Land take at edge of farm - sites
affected

1555

2.6

Grassland

Soil
Association
1

Medium quality land

0.3

12.8%

No

0.0%

Land take along edge of site.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

(see notes 3, 5)

Overall impact
(assuming
mitigating
measures)

Land quality

Soil
Association
15

Note
Note
Note
Note
Note

Recommended Mitigating measures

(see note 4)
Soil
Association

1506

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Maintain water and power supply and
access via public road.

Not significant

Minor impact

The farm size is approximate.
The area of land taken is approximate and may vary from the amount of land purchased through CPO.
It is assumed that gates fences, electricity supply, water sources and damage to drainage or soil structure during the road works will be repaired/replaced.
The degree of severance, degree of land loss, enterprise, land quality, size of the land parcel and proposed mitigating measures are taken into account.
Any interaction between the proposed road and existing land drainage will be accommodated for in the design of the scheme.
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5.0

LANDSCAPE AND AESTHETICS
AESTHETICS

5.1

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
5.1.2

Assessment of Effects

The Assessment of Effects section considers the potential landscape and visual impact of the
road development and provides an objective assessment of the following:

The purpose of this technical report is to understand and interpret the landscape character and
visual context of the road development, and to assess the potential landscape and visual impact

•

areas, within the receiving landscape through which the road development would pass;

of the road development upon its receiving landscape and visual receptors.
The methods of assessment are based on those described in the UK Department of

The potential magnitude of impact of the road development upon the landscape character

•

The potential magnitude of visual impact of the road development upon views from occupied
residential properties (at the time of survey) within the study corridor of the road

Transport’s Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), Volume 11, Section 3, Part 5:

development and from a number of publicly accessible viewpoints identified during field

Landscape Effects (1993 & revisions). Further guidance has also been drawn from the Institute

survey. The assessment considers the potential visual impact of the road development at

of Environmental Management and Assessment and the Landscape Institute publication entitled,

Year 1 (Winter following road development opening) and at Year 15 (Summer and Winter

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (IEMA/LI 2002) the Landscape

following the full establishment of new planting and seeding works forming part of the overall

Character Assessment Guidance from the Countryside Agency (now part of Natural England) and

mitigation strategy for the road development) for each property and viewpoint identified by

Scottish Natural Heritage and the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact

the study; and,

Assessment) Regulations 1999.
•

Identification and assessment of potential effects resulting from the road development upon
the visual receptors and the landscape resource. This section includes an assessment of

5.1.1

Baseline Studies

The following Baseline Studies have been undertaken:
•

the potential 'significance’ of the road development’s effects based upon consideration of
the following:
 the sensitivity of the landscape resource to the type and nature of the road
development proposals;

Landscape Character Appraisal – The landscape characteristics of the existing environment
within which the road development would be set. Landscape character areas have been

 the magnitude of effect of the road development’s potential impacts; and,

defined using available information. This stage establishes the existing character and quality

 Identification of residual effects that cannot be eliminated through mitigation.

of the receiving landscape within which the road development would be set. It includes a
description of the defining features and characteristics of the locale as they combine to
form its landscape character. Reference is made to landscape planning designations (full
details are included in Technical Report 2: Plans and Policies). Landscape character areas
are described, defined and evaluated to identify the most valued areas and those displaying
high quality characteristics (see Appendix 5.1); and,
•

Visual Receptors – The type and sensitivity of visual receptors most likely to be affected by
the road development using the results of field survey.

5.1.3

Landscape and Visual Effects

Landscape and visual effects are assessed separately although they are closely related topics.
The assessment of landscape effects is concerned with the potential effects of change upon
the baseline landscape resource. Visual effects are concerned with the potential effects of
change to existing views for a range of visual receptors including local residents and visitors.
Walkover survey of the road development was undertaken during August 2004 and April 2005
and April 2008.
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Appendix 5.1
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of particular areas. Weighing up all these factors may allow the relative value of particular

Methodology

landscapes to be assessed as an input to judgements about capacity.
Baseline Landscape Studies
The general methodology used here is based on guidance and methods of assessment

Landscape Quality/Value Definitions

provided by the Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and

The following 4-point scale has been used to evaluate the value of the landscape resource

Assessment and the Countryside Agency (now part of Natural England) and Scottish Natural

within each of the character areas within the study area:

Heritage. which The landscape within the study area is described. Its key characteristics are
identified and evaluated.

Table 1

Landscape Value

Value

Definition

Very High

Areas and/or features which have a particularly high value, by nature of their

The Landscape of the area over which change is likely to be experienced is described with
reference made to such evaluations as may have been carried out.

The position taken is:

condition, high scenic qualities, strong characteristics such as pattern and

“Sensitivity is thus not, absolute but is likely to vary according to the existing landscape, the

nature of the proposed development and type of change considered.

land cover, cultural associations, and/or relative position and amenity

Sensitivity is not,

including level of tranquillity. These are likely to be, but not necessarily,

therefore, part of the baseline but is considered during and arises from the assessment of

within a National Park, Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Registered Park

effects. The sensitivity of the landscape is dependent on both the attributes of the recieveing
environment and the characteristics and effects of the proposed development and can only be

and Garden, World Heritage Site or Heritage Coast.
High

established by carrying out the assessment”. Sensitivity is defined as the “extent to which the

Areas and/or features which are considered to be of high value by virtue of
their positive characteristics such as pattern and land cover, sense of place

landscape resource can accept change of a particular type and scale without unacceptable

or local or cultural associations and level of tranquillity. These areas would

adverse effects on its character”

be of regional or local importance and are likely to be, but not necessarily,

LI/IEMA Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Second

Edition

designated by the planning authority as being of landscape value.
Medium

Landscapes and/or features which retain a positive character such as pattern

The quality/value of the landscape is, however, assessed as part of the baseline studies.

or land cover and a sense of place or local or cultural associations and a

Judgements can be made in terms of the relative value attached to different landscapes by a

degree of tranquillity. These areas are unlikely to be designated for their

range of different communities of interest. This can be based on the range of criteria set out in

landscape value.

the Landscape Character Assessment Guidance (Countryside Agency amd Scottish Natural

Low

Landscapes in fair to poor condition which have undergone change to the

Heritage Landscape Character Assessment Paragraphs 7.8 and 7.22)). These include landscape

extent that they no longer have a distinctive local character such as pattern

quality and condition; perceptual aspects such as scenic beauty, tranquillity, rurality,

and/or land cover, or particular aesthetic quality, or they lack cultural

remoteness or wildness; special cultural associations; the presence and influence of other

associations or tranquillity.

conservation interests. There may also be a long established consensus about the importance
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Table 2
Baseline
Baseline Visual Studies

Magnitude of Effect on the Landscape Resource

Magnitude

Baseline visual studies have been carried out following site surveys. This has assisted with
identifying the potential extent of future views to the scheme from visual receptors. It has also
assisted with the identification of key viewpoints used within the assessment of visual effects

Large

Typical Criteria

adverse

or Total loss of or major alteration to key elements/features/characteristics

beneficial effect

of the baseline i.e. pre-development landscape or view and/or
introduction of elements considered to be totally uncharacteristic when

section of the study.

set within the attributes of the receiving landscape.
Moderate

Assessment of Landscape and Visual Effects

adverse Partial

or beneficial effect

loss

of

or

alteration

to

one

or

more

key

elements/features/characteristics of the baseline i.e. pre-development
landscape or view and/or introduction of elements that may be

Landscape

prominent but may not necessarily be considered to be substantially

The two principal determinants of significance are the scale or magnitude of effect and the

uncharacteristic when set within the attributes of the receiving

sensitivity of the landscape resource or visual receptor.

landscape.

The landscape quality/value of the

resource has been assessed as part of the baseline study. In this section further consideration
is given to the sensitivity of the landscape resource in relation to the potential changes to the

Slight

adverse

beneficial effect

pre-development landscape that would result from the scheme.

or Minor

loss

of

or

alteration

to

one

or

more

key

elements/features/characteristics of the baseline i.e. pre-development
landscape or view and/or introduction of elements that may not be
uncharacteristic when set within the attributes of the receiving

Magnitude of Landscape Effects
The following criteria have been used in this study to assess the potential magnitude of effect

landscape.
Neutral

of the scheme (i.e. effect upon the landscape resource or its constituent parts) upon each of

Very

minor

loss

or

alteration

to

one

or

more

key

elements/features/characteristics of the baseline i.e. pre-development

the landscape character areas identified in the study:

landscape or view and/or introduction of elements that are not
uncharacteristic with the surrounding landscape – approximating the ‘no
change’ situation.
Note:

It may be necessary to qualify magnitude with reference to the scale of the receiving
landscape and or features affected and their value for example: local, district,
regional or national.
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Sensitivity of Landscape Resource

Visual Effects

Latest LI/IEMA 2002 guidance states that, “the degree to which a particular landscape type or

As previously stated the assessment of the significance of visual effects is based upon a

character area can accommodate change arising from a particular development, without

combination of the potential magnitude of visual effect (or change to a view) and the sensitivity

detrimental effect on its character, will vary with:

of visual receptor.

•

existing land use;

•

the pattern and scale of the landscape;

Magnitude of Visual Effects

•

the scope for mitigation, which would be in character with the existing landscape;

The magnitude of effect upon a view is determined by a number of factors including distance of

•

the value placed on the landscape.

the receptor (or viewpoint) from the scheme, the relative proportions of the scheme that are
visible as well as the absolute visibility of the scheme, the relative height of the scheme
components and the scale of other features within the view, together with the characteristics

Variations of these characteristics within the local landscape within the site need to be

which would be lost from or added to the view.

identified.”
The magnitude of effect upon views within this study is assessed using the following criteria:
Within the study, the sensitivity of each landscape character area is assessed in terms of the
potential changes to the pre-development landscape resource that would result from the
scheme. The following 3-point scale is used:

Table 3:

Sensitivity of Landscape Resource

Sensitivity

Example

High

Landscapes with key characteristics that are highly sensitive to the potential changes to
the pre-development landscape and are considered unlikely to have the capacity to
accommodate the type of change resulting from the scheme.

Medium

Landscapes with key characteristics that are of moderate sensitivity to the potential
changes to the pre-development landscape and are considered as having some capacity
to accommodate the type of change resulting from the scheme.

Low

Landscapes with key characteristics that are of low sensitivity to the potential changes
to the pre-development landscape and are considered likely to have the capacity to
accommodate the type of change resulting from the scheme.
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Table 4:
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Sensitivity of Visual Receptors

Magnitude of EffectEffect- Visual Receptors

Magnitude of Effect

The sensitivity of visual receptor is related to the type of viewer. Within the context of this

Example

study people living in close proximity to the scheme are likely to be visual receptors of High
sensitivity, as are most residents within the 2km study corridor.
Large

Complete or very substantial adverse or beneficial change in view:

Latest LI/EMA 2002 guidance states that, “the sensitivity of visual receptors and views will be

Adverse/Beneficial

change very prominent involving complete or very substantial

dependent on:

Effect

obstruction of existing view or complete change in character and
composition of baseline i.e. pre-development view through removal
of key elements or addition of uncharacteristic elements

Moderate

Moderate adverse or beneficial change in view: which may involve

Adverse/Beneficial

partial obstruction of existing view or partial change in character

Effect

and composition of baseline i.e. pre-development view through the
introduction of new elements or removal of existing elements.
Change may be prominent but not substantially different in scale

•

the location and context of the viewpoint;

•

the expectations and occupation or activity of the receptor;

•

the importance of the view (which may be determined with respect to its popularity or

numbers of people affected, its appearance in guidebooks, on tourist maps, and in the facilities
provided for its enjoyment and references to it in literature or art).
Table 5 identifies the 3-point scale that has been used to determine the potential sensitivity of
visual receptor:

and character from the surroundings and the wider setting.
Composition of the view will alter. View character may be partially
changed through the introduction of features which, though
uncharacteristic, may not necessarily be visually discordant.

Table 5
Sensitivity
High

Sensitivity of visual receptor
Example
Residential areas and occupied properties. Recreational users of all

Slight

Minor adverse or beneficial change in baseline i.e. pre-

Public Rights of Way (PROW) including walkers and riders.

Adverse/Beneficial

development view – change will be distinguishable from the

Recreational road users. Visual receptors that are likely to

Effect

surroundings whilst composition and character (although altered)

contemplate and focus on particular views.

will be similar to the pre-change circumstances.
Neutral Effect

Medium

Recreational users of the landscape that are site or activity

Very slight change in baseline i.e. pre-development view – change

focussed (i.e. hunting, shooting, nature conservation, golf, etc) and

barely distinguishable from the surroundings.

outdoor workers. Visual receptors whose attention is likely to

Composition and

character of view substantially unaltered.

focused on their work or activity rather than the wider view.
Low

Travellers and people at their place of work or users of indoor
facilities. Visual receptors whose attention is likely to be focused on
their work or activity and within an indoor environment.
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Table 6:
Significance of Effects

Significance of Effect upon the Landscape Resource and Significance of Effect

upon Views and Visual Receptors

The potential significance of landscape and visual effects of the scheme has been assessed

Sensitivity of Landscape

using the matrix in Table 6 below. This is based on the assessment of the scheme’s potential

Resource

magnitude of landscape and visual effects in combination with the sensitivity of the Landscape

Receptor
Receptor

resource and visual receptor.

Very High

&

Significance of Effect

Visual

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not
Significant

The matrix is considered to be conservative by way of generally providing a worst case
scenario for significance of effect. For instance residential receptors are considered to be of
High sensitivity to visual effects, using the matrix even a slight adverse effect on the visual

High

Significant

Significant

Moderately

Not

Significant

Significant

Moderately

Not

Not

Significant

Significant

Significant

Moderately

Moderately

Not

Not

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Moderately

Not

Not

Not

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Large

Moderate

Slight

Neutral
Neutral effect

adverse or

adverse

beneficial

beneficial

beneficial

effect

effect

effect

receptor can create a moderately significant significance of effect.

Medium

Low

Very Low

Significant

or

adverse

or

Magnitude of Effect
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The potential landscape and visual impact of the road development is assessed using the

landscapes”. The policy objective number 09 under this key goal aims to minimise effects on

criteria defined in Appendix 5.1. The assessment is based upon that of the road development

rural landscape character.

inclusive of the mitigation described in Section 5.4.
North and West Cork Strategic Plan 2002 – 2020
5.1.4

This document sets out the long term strategic goals for the North and West of County Cork.

Design Appraisal

The assessment process aims to be objective and to describe the changes factually. However,
the assessment of landscape and visual impacts inevitably requires a degree of subjective
analysis.

Whilst the potential changes arising from proposals can be factually defined, the

significance of these changes does require qualitative judgements to be made. The conclusions

Chapter 4 of the document is titled Sustainability: The need to incorporate Environmental,
Heritage and Cultural dimensions in Future Strategy. The chapter highlights the requirement to
“maintain the built and natural heritage” and generate an “increased appreciation of the unique

qualities – environmental, heritage and cultural of each part of north and west Cork”.

to this assessment therefore combine objective measurement and subjective professional
interpretation.

A description of the road development is given in Chapter 5.0 (Scheme

Description). The main features of the proposals are described in this technical report as they
relate to the potential landscape and visual impact of the road development.

Cork County Council: County Development Plan 2009
Objectives ENV 6-10 and 6-11 state that it is an objective generally to seek the minimisation
of noise and light emissions associated with activities or development.
Map 8 in section 4 of the Development Plan illustrates Heritage and Scenic Amenity within the

5.2

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

Macroom area.

5.2.1

Landscape Planning

Macroom town area there are a number of Scenic Routes (A26 and A28), and areas of Scenic

(Refer to Cultural Heritage and Ecology sections of this EIS).

Beyond

Landscape. Objective EN 2-7 identifies how it is an objective of the plan to protect the visual
This section considers the potential impact of the road development upon designated
landscape areas or features within the County Development Plan.

For full consideration of

planning policy, see Chapter 6.0 (Planning) of this Environmental Impact Statement.

and scenic amenities of areas identified as ‘scenic landscape’.

An area west of Macroom

between Codrum and Carrigaphooca and stretching north to Glebe and south to the Sullane
River has been designated as a Scenic Landscape site. The existing N22 also passes close to

The road development lies within the County of Cork, which is covered by the following planning

a Proposed Natural Heritage Area (Prohus Wood pNHA 1218) that encompasses a natural

documents:

woodland at Inchinoury.

PNHA designations cover nationally important habitats, landforms,

•

Cork Area Strategic Plan 2001-2020;

geomorphologic features and wild plant and animal species or a combination of these attributes.

•

North and West Cork Strategic Plan 2002-2020; and,

Objective ENV 2-9 also states that “It is a general objective to preserve the character of all

•

Cork County Council: Cork County Development Plan 2009.

important views and prospects, particularly sea views, river or lake views, views of unspoilt
mountains, upland or coastal landscapes, views of historical or cultural significance (including
buildings and townscapes) and views of natural beauty as recognised in the Landscape

Cork Area Strategic Plan 20012001-2020

Strategy.”.

Objective ENV 2-11 deals specifically with Scenic Routes stating, “it is a

The strategic plan has a statement of ‘Key Goals’ of which the environment is number three.

particular objective to preserve the character of those views and prospects obtainable from

The goal is to “Enhance the environmental quality and landscape setting of the Cork City-

Scenic Routes”. Two designated Scenic Routes exist within the study corridor. The existing

Region, and minimise impacts on ecologically sensitive areas and on built heritage and cultural
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N22 is a Scenic Route (A26), leading between the Codrum Cross Roads through to Baile

5.2.3

Bhuirne and beyond and the second is the road that leads off of the N22 at Lissacressig

The key characteristics of each landscape character area along the course of the road

heading south towards Rae na nDoirí.

development are described and evaluated in this section.

Objectives ENV 1-5, 1-8, 1-9 and 1-10 relate to

Landscape Character Areas: Classification and Evaluation

Each of the landscape character

nature conservation and outlines the need to protect biodiversity and plant, animal species and

areas is also listed under their respective landscape type. In each case, however, it is the

habitats identified by the Habitats Directive, Birds Directive, Wildlife Act (1976) and the Flora

value of the local and unique landscape character area that has been evaluated in this technical

Protection Order (S.I. No. 94 of 1999).

report. The baseline landscape character and value was evaluated using the LI/IEMA guidelines

Landscape Character Assessment for Cork is set

out in the County Development Plan (See Volume 1, Section 7.3 and map within Volume 4

and its classification follows a four point scale interpreted in Table 5.1

Landscape Character Map). The Plan identifies 16 distinct Landscape Types and 76 separate
Landscape Character Areas within Cork County.

The route passes through 3 different

Landscape Character Areas travelling from west to east including Area 23: Baile Bhuirne

Table 5.1: Landscape Character Area Assessment Criteria (Landscape / Value)

(Composite Middle Valley of Rugged Scrub and Marginal Land), 64: Macroom (Broad Middle

Value

Definition

Valley of Semi-rugged Mosaic Hills and Rock Outcrops) and 56: Lee Reservoir (Rolling

Very High

Areas and/or features which have a particularly high value, by nature of their condition, high scenic
qualities, strong characteristics such as pattern and land cover, cultural associations, and/or
relative position and amenity including level of tranquillity. These are likely to be, but not
necessarily, within a National Park, Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Registered Park and
Garden, World Heritage Site or Heritage Coast.

River and Reservoir Valleys.

High

Areas and/or features which are considered to be of high value by virtue of their positive
characteristics such as pattern and land cover, sense of place or local or cultural associations
and level of tranquillity. These areas would be of regional or local importance and are likely to be,
but not necessarily, designated by the planning authority as being of landscape value.

5.2.2

Medium

Landscapes and/or features which retain a positive character such as pattern or land cover and a
sense of place or local or cultural associations and a degree of tranquillity. These areas are
unlikely to be designated for their landscape value.

Low

Landscapes in fair to poor condition which have undergone change to the extent that they no
longer have a distinctive local character such as pattern and/or land cover, or particular aesthetic
quality, or they lack cultural associations or tranquillity.

Patchwork Hills and Lake). These are identified as being of the following landscape types: Type
12: Rolling Marginal Middleground, Type 13: Valleyed Marginal Middleground and Type 8: Hilly

Landscape Character Appraisal

The road development has been divided into its representative landscape types and landscape
character areas based upon the results of walkover survey, aerial photos and visual analysis.
Landscape types “are generic in nature in that they may occur in different areas in different

parts of the country, but wherever they occur they share broadly similar combinations of
geology, topography, drainage patterns, vegetation and historical land use and settlement
pattern”.

5.2.4

Landscape character in contrast is “a distinct and recognisable pattern of elements that occur

The landscape through which the road development passes is shown on Figure 9.1.

consistently in a particular type of landscape”. Landscape character areas “are single unique
areas and are the discrete geographical areas of a particular landscape type” (South
Gloucestershire Landscape Character Assessment, 2002).

The Road Development

At its eastern end, the proposed road development ties into the existing N22 south east of
Coolcour and to the north east of where the Lee River flows into the Sullane River basin, by
means of approach roads from a new elevated roundabout junction (Coolcour Roundabout) to
include associated lighting.
The road development then continues in a wide arc on embankment passing across the
floodplain beside ‘New bridge’ (Sullane River bridge), near Hartnett’s Cross.
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Bypassing the eastern end of Macroom, the road development remains on embankment passing

Leaving Carrigaphooca, the road development continues west, briefly in cutting and on

through enclosed pasture. A side road link is provided to the R618 at Laney.

embankment, before returning to grade and running parallel to the existing N22. This section

To the immediate east of Macroom, the road development rises to a hillside between Firville

of the road development is at the lowest level of elevation since crossing the Sullane River.

and Ballyveerane on minor embankments but mostly in cutting.

The road development crosses various side roads in this area that connect land holdings to

Here the road development

would cross irregular shaped pasture fields. The road development would be cut in to the

local roads.

hillside leaving conspicuous cutting slopes on some places.

Beyond Lissacressig, heading towards Cúil an Bhuacaigh and Cúil na Cathrach, the mainline runs

The road development then passes over open fields whilst still in cutting but also partly at

on embankment close to the Sullane River, with embankment slopes sitting next to the

grade. At Coolyhane a bridge is provided (Chainage 19,500) to reconnect a severed local

riverbank. Further west, the road development continues through the area on embankment and

lane. Mature vegetation would be lost as a result of construction of the Coolyhane bridge.

cuts across an area characterised by larger, more rugged, rocky outcrops and small irregular

The proposed road development is on embankment as it begins to cross a broad ridge of

fields, switching between being in cutting and on embankment. Again, several side roads cross

undulating pasture fields, characterised by a diverse enclosure pattern of both trimmed and

the mainline. A number of areas of rock outcrop would be removed or cut into as a result.

unmanaged hedges, which has created a mosaic of fields of irregular and rectilinear form.

Passing into the Baile Mhic Íre Open Pasture character area near the Baile Mhic Íre bridge, the

Passing towards Ballyveerane (in cutting and embankment across a lower lying area between

road development sits on embankment. At Tonn Láin (Chainage 5,100), a roundabout, junction

ridges), the mainline severs two side roads.

and a bridge provides a link between the new road, the existing N22 and local roads. At Baile

With the mainline on embankment, a bridge is

provided (Ballyveerane Bridge) and a realigned side road is required to re-establish access.
After this, the landform rises to form a broad ridge of small rectilinear field pattern, enclosed
by hedgerows and stone walls.

The road development passes across the ridge in deep

Mhic Íre, a bridge is provided to link the local side road (Chainage 4,500) severed by the
mainline route. Further west at Na Cillíní a bridge is provided (Chainage 3,900) the route then
moves into cutting briefly before continuing on high embankment, passing into Baile Bhuirne
open pasture at this point. An Cheapach Thoir Upper Road bridge is provided to link local

cutting, resulting in a loss of hedgerow vegetation.

roads.
The landform drops again between Gurteenroe and Teerbeg. A junction is provided where the

Vegetation would be removed to accommodate the bridges and any associated

lighting.

road development crosses the R582. To the east of the R582, the junction is cut deep into
the edge of the ridge slope. Removal of mature vegetation that currently encloses this area
would be required in order to incorporate the junction and associated lighting.

The road

development continues west on embankment, before passing into cutting and then returning to
grade across an undulating plateau area, characterised by rectilinear pasture fields enclosed by
unmanaged hedges. The road development would result in the removal of trees that occur in
this area as small pockets of wet woodland.
As the road development heads towards Carrigaphooca and Lissacressig, the road
development passes mainly on embankment through an area characterised by enclosed pasture,
interspersed with large rocky outcrops. The proposed road development then drops to cross
the existing N22 to the west of the Foherish River with the loss of some mature vegetation

Beyond Baile Mhic Íre the route passes across elevated undulating pasture of large rectilinear
fields on high embankment and shallow cutting, before crossing towards Baile Bhuirne. Pockets
of woodland and mature hedgerow field boundaries would need to be removed as a result.
The road development then crosses the valley associated with the Bohill River via a bridge,
passing across an area dominated by rocky outcrops and pockets of pasture on embankment,
resulting in the loss of mature vegetation to accommodate the route and the Bohill Riverbridge
at chainage 1,850. At An Sliabh Riabhach the road development passes across the middle of
the ridge in deep cutting before continuing mainly on low embankment towards the tie-in with
the existing N22. The northern roundabout of the grade-separated junction would sit in deep
cutting.

associated with both features.
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Landscape Character Classification

The indicative extent of each landscape character area is shown on Figure 9.1. Essentially,
throughout its length the road development passes through an agricultural or farmland
landscape.

However, distinct landscape types have been identified based upon changes in

elevation and landform. These have been further sub-divided into character areas based upon
topography and vegetation. Landscape types and character areas are described and evaluated
in detail in Appendix 5.2. Table 5.2 provides a summary of the results of this study.
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Table 5.2: Landscape Character Classification and Evaluation
Note: Chainages in Table 5.2 are only given for those Landscape Character Areas that are directly impacted by the mainline of the route.
Local Landscape Type

Chainage

Ridge Farmland

Rolling (undulating) Farmland

Landscape Value

Laney Ridge Open Pasture

Medium

Macroom Ridge Pasture

Medium

16,150 – 17,300

Massytown Ridge Pasture

Medium

17,300 – 17,750

Kilnagurteen Open Pasture

Medium

13,000 – 13,780

Carrigaphooca Ridge Pasture

High

Dromagarry Ridge Pasture

Medium

Rahoonagh Ridge Pasture

Medium

Knockanure Ridge Pasture

Medium

1,250 – 1,850

An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge Pasture

Medium

-532 – 1,850

An Sliabh Riabhach Enclosed Pasture

Medium

1,850 – 2,910

Baile Bhuirne Open Pasture

High

2,910 – 5,500

Baile Mhic Íre Open Pasture

Medium

Cúil an Bhuacaigh Open Pasture

Medium

Inchinlinane Enclosed Pasture

Medium

13,780 – 16,150

Teerbeg and Codrum Enclosed Pasture

High

17,750 – 19,450

Macroom and Ballyveerane Enclosed Pasture

Medium

Lissacressig Enclosed Pasture

Medium

5,500 – 9,500

Cúil na Cathrach Open pasture

Medium

Cahercarney/Baile Mhic Íre Lowland Pasture (Sullane River Valley)

Medium

Cúil na Cathrach Lowland Pasture (Sullane River Valley)

Medium

Cúil an Bhuacaigh Lowland Pasture (Sullane River Valley)

Medium

Inchinlinane Lowland Pasture (Sullane River Valley)

Medium

Codrum Lowland Pasture (Sullane River Valley)

High

Macroom Lowland Pasture (Sullane River Valley)

High

Firville River Valley

Medium

Coolcour Lowland Pasture (Sullane River Valley)

Medium

Sullane River Floodplain

High

Lee River Valley

Medium

Rocky Pasture
Farmed River Terrace

9,500 – 13,000
19,450 – 20,200

20,200 – 21,900
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lights illuminate the car park. These are noticeable in glimpsed views from the existing N22 and
from the lane accessing nearby properties (P24), however surrounding vegetation within

The existing night-time landscape is characterised by linear settlements and individual
farmsteads which generally results in isolated point sources of light rather than significant areas

Cascade Wood partially screens the lighting. Lighting terminates at Baile Bhuirne parallel with
property P17.

of visible sky-glow. Existing light sources include the settlements of Baile Bhuirne, Baile Mhic
Íre and the main town of Macroom. Lighting within these settlements comprises sodium lighting
columns along the existing N22 and lighting associated with commercial and industrial buildings.
Sky-glow above Macroom does feature within night-time views over a considerable distance.
However, the visibility of sky-glow from smaller settlements is limited by surrounding ridgelines.

Vehicle headlights from traffic on the existing N22 are also a noticeable feature within nighttime views, which contrasts markedly with the static nature of other light sources and the rural
landscape. Varying traffic volumes alter the magnitude of impact of vehicle headlights upon
views.

Light sources from scattered properties beyond these settlements are present, however the
general night-time character of the study corridor is of an intrinsically dark rural landscape. The

5.3

service town of Macroom does create some noticeable areas of sky-glow, mainly in respect of

The purpose of this section is to systematically identify and assess the potential landscape and

the well-lit elevated church within the centre of the town. In addition, the main streets and

visual impact of the road development.

housing developments are well lit and car dealerships at either end of the town are also brightly

5.3.1

ASSESSMENT

The Nature of Landscape Impacts

illuminated.
Outside of Macroom, at the industrial estate at Hartnett’s Cross, there is existing lighting next
to the road development within the industrial estate, including lighting to car parks of individual
business units and security lights positioned on buildings. The adjacent road junction is also lit.

The following potential landscape impacts of the road development have been identified and are
summarised as follows:
Direct (or Primary) Landscape Impacts

Lighting extends some 500m from the junction up to the industrial estate. There are no other

The main direct effect of the road development would be the major alteration and/or loss by

significant sources of lighting until the edge of Baile Mhic Íre at Tonn Láin. However, lighting on

clearance and removal of landscape features that contribute to landscape character.

the public house (P173, See Figure 9.1) at Lissacressig is prominent in views from the existing

following landscape features are identified:

N22 and properties in close proximity (P170, P171, P172 and P174).

•

Hedgerows/Hedgebanks – these are the defining characteristic of many of the landscape

Within Baile Mhic Íre, existing lighting is generally situated on one side of the road only, except

types identified in this study.

in the main centre, where lighting is positioned either side of the road. Lighting continues

enclosure pattern throughout its length.

through the settlement and into Baile Bhuirne. Situated to the north of Baile Mhic Íre there is

•

The

The road development would cause severance of the

Woodlands – Occasional broadleaved and coniferous woodlands/plantations occur within the

an industrial estate with similar lighting to that used at the Hartnett’s Cross industrial estate in

study area whilst a feature of the wood/heath landscape type is its scrub woodland. Areas

Macroom. The estate is larger than Hartnett’s Cross and the associated lighting is therefore

of woodland would need to be removed to accommodate the road development.

more prominent and can be viewed from properties north east of Baile Mhic Íre. Street lighting
continues on the main road between the two settlements and through Baile Bhuirne on the
westbound side of the road until the centre of the settlement. Here lighting is positioned on
both sides of the road, around the Hotel and Public House and local shops. The Hotel is well

•

Landform – Landform is the term used to describe the elevation, slope and broad
topography of an area. Landform makes a significant contribution to landscape character
throughout the road development corridor.

The most severe landscape impacts would

result from sections of the road development that are on major embankments or in deep

lit with lighting on the building and within its gardens. At the rear of the Hotel strong white
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cuttings i.e. where earthworks required for the road development would be out of character

development would remain lit. For further information on road development lighting see Section

with the existing landform.

5.4.5.

Cultural Heritage Features – The enclosure pattern formed by hedgerows/hedgebanks is part
of the cultural heritage interest of this landscape (see “Hedgebanks” above).

Historic

5.3.3

Indirect (or Secondary Effects)

landscape character is determined by previous land use and survival of associated features
and field boundaries.

The road development would pass between areas of residential

settlement and a number of cultural heritage features occur near to the road development.
•

Other Features including Watercourses, Rock Outcrops and Stonewalls – Each of these
landscape elements contributes to landscape character. Loss of/or potential impact upon
each of these features would result in some form of landscape impact.

The road development would have the positive indirect effect of improving the townscape
quality and general urban environment within the settlements, which would be bypassed by the
N22. These include Macroom and Baile Mhic Íre with the road development taking traffic away
from the main parts of Baile Bhuirne.
The road development would not affect the existing drainage pattern formed by existing
streams and watercourses within the wider landscape through which it passes.

No indirect

landscape character impacts are anticipated upon the wider landscape as a result of changes to
The road development would also impact upon the landscape settings of each of the landscape
types and character areas described in Section 5.2 above.

the existing hydrological regime.

Whilst this impact may be

perceived visually, the road development would also impact upon the more sensory qualities of
these landscapes such as their sense of wilderness or tranquillity.

5.3.4

Cumulative Effects

The cumulative effect of the new and the existing roads upon landscape character and local
5.3.2

Features
Features of the Road Development

views has been considered as part of the overall landscape impact assessment. Generally, the
road development would result in an adverse landscape impact. The road development would,

Road, (including associated Traffic and Signage, Drainage, Attenuation Ponds, Fencing and
Noise Barriers)

more rural settlements of Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre by diverting the majority of traffic,

The road development itself would directly impact upon the landscape character areas through
which it passes.

however, enhance the quality of the urban environment within the main town of Macroom and the

including heavy vehicles, away from associated residential areas and retail centres.

Signage would introduce a static urban component, whilst traffic would

introduce a transitory landscape impact that would vary in relation to the volume of traffic using
the road development. Each of these features would introduce elements of an urban landscape
to an otherwise essentially rural landscape setting.

5.3.5

The Nature of Visual Impacts

Visual impacts associated with the road development would occur as a result of changes in the
nature of existing views and the consequent effect upon visual amenity. It is acknowledged that

Lighting

each of the potential direct, indirect and cumulative effects described above would also
potentially impact upon the quality of local views. Landscape and visual impacts are closely

Lighting would also impact upon the setting and intrinsic qualities of landscape character areas.

inter-related.

Lighting is proposed at the Baile Bhuirne Tie-in Junction, Tonn Láin Junction, Carrigaphooca
bridge, Gurteenroe Junction, and Coolcour Roundabout. Existing lit roads crossed by the road
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Landscape and Visual Impacts during construction

is located adjacent to the cutting of the proposed tie-in whilst property PE is located in an

Construction impacts would include groundworks, movement of construction traffic, temporary

elevated location directly opposite the grade-separated junction.

stockpiles, materials storage and lighting of works.

junction would be visible to all of these properties.

These would result in additional, but

Lighting columns on the

At chainage 210 the proposed road

temporary landscape and visual impacts that would be confined to the construction period for

development would be brought into close proximity to properties (P3 and P4), bringing the

the road development.

main transport route considerably closer than the existing N22. The access to properties to
the north of the proposed road development would be severed and as a result an access
bridge at chainage 310 is included. The main line and embankment slope to the north east of

Operational Landscape and Visual Impacts
Impacts

P4 would be highly visible. Properties (P6, 7 and 9) situated close to the road development

The purpose of this section is to describe the potential landscape and visual impacts of the

would experience views of the new road development passing to the north, including its

road development, taking into account mitigation that is proposed.

embankment slopes and traffic. This would have an adverse visual effect on the properties, as

It should be read in

association with Figure 9.1. The road development is described by reference to chainage.

they would be enclosed on land between the existing N22 and the proposed road
development. Between chainage 310 and 1,600 few properties would experience views of the
proposed road development.

Chainage -532 - 1,850

Properties situated along the line of the Bohill River would

experience views of the road passing in close proximity. In particular P28 would experience

Landscape
Between chainages -532 - 1,250 the proposed road development would pass through the

clear views of the road on high embankment.

ridge slopes of the An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge Pasture and Baile Bhuirne Enclosed Pasture
character areas. At chainage -532 the new road development ties into the existing N22. The

Chainage 1,8501,850-2,910

grade-separated Baile Bhuirne Junction at chainage -300 ties into the existing N22. The minor

Landscape

road that serves properties PD and PE is diverted to tie-in to the southern roundabout (on the

Between chainage 1,850 and 2,910 the road development cuts across the Baile Bhuirne Open

line of the existing N22).

At chainage 220 an access link in the form of An Sliabh Riabhach

Pasture in partial cutting and on embankment. The proposed road development would cut

bridge from the junction would join a severed local road would also be constructed to allow

through an area of rocky outcrops and pockets of pasture land to the north of “Cascade

access to a property (P5).

From here to chainage 1,250 to the northeast the road

Wood”, an established mature woodland which extends from south of the existing N22 across

development cuts into the rough grassland pasture of the An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge in very

the lowland pasture in Baile Bhuirne to the north east across the An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge

deep cutting. The proposed road development heads east across the rough grassland on the

slopes.

ridge that forms part of the Doire na Sagart Mountains.

properties within this area are located perpendicular to the road development. The road

The woodland is interspersed with a small number of properties.

The majority of

development continues through the lower slopes of the southern edge of the Baile Bhuirne
Visual Analysis

Open Pasture landscape area, characterised by an irregular, semi-enclosed field pattern. Field

Between chainage -532 and - 310 the road development ties into the existing road layout.

boundaries consist of either sparse hedges or overgrown stonewalling. Fields within this area

Adjacent to the road, four properties (PA, C, D, E) have direct views of the existing road.

are a mixture of improved grassland and rough scrubland, with occasional areas of marshland

Properties situated within elevated positions at PB would potentially have glimpsed views of the

with distinct growth of Juncus and small patches of mature trees/woodland.

proposed tie-in junction at chainage 350 and the access link to the existing N22. Property PC

development would cut through hedgerows and scrub grassland before passing through a linear
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belt of woodland (parallel with the road development) and more hedgerows perpendicular to the

loss of vegetation. Realignment of side roads at chainages 3,300, 3,900, 4,500 and 5,100

proposed road development.

would require some removal of hedgebanks along existing roads.

Visual Analysis
Visual Analysis

The view of the road development passing on elevated land to the north of Baile Mhic Íre would

At chainage 1,850 the road development crosses a local road at An Cheapach and the Bohill

potentially be experienced from a number of properties within the settlement with current views

River. Properties (P25-28A) in slightly elevated locations situated adjacent to the local road

of existing undulating and open pasture. Views are partially restricted by the built form of the

would potentially experience views of the Bohill Riverbridge structure as well as views of the

village and by property boundary vegetation in the form of mature hedgerows and small pockets

main line on embankment between chainage 1,500 and 2,100 and in cutting from chainage

of mature trees/woodlands.

2,150. Property P28 would experience direct views of the road development as it passes

reconnecting severed side roads would partially open up views to and from properties P34,

just to the north of the property in very close proximity. Vegetation removal to accommodate

P35, P36, P38 and P40. However, some views are oblique and are partially obscured by

the road development may further open up views from other properties. The proposed road

vegetation within property boundaries. Views of the Na Cillíní bridge on embankment from P40

development passing on embankment through this area would result in the removal of

would potentially be more open. Properties P40 and P41 would also experience views of the

established woodland and hedgerows between chainage 2,000 and 2,400. Two bungalows

proposed road development and cutting slopes to the northwest at chainage 3,700, bringing

(P80) situated to the south of the proposed road development may experience views from

the main transport route much closer than the existing N22. Properties in close proximity to

within their boundaries from the rear of the properties of the road passing to the north and

the north of the road development, such as properties at chainage 3,250 (P35 and P36) and

embankment slopes. Views of the road development from property (P78) are limited due to

at chainage 3, 900 (P38), are likely to experience views of the north eastern cutting slope due

property orientation relative to the road development and the hedgebanks adjacent to the

to the properties being located in a slightly lower position than that of the proposed road

existing side road. Views from two properties (P77 and P79) to the south of the proposed

development.

road development are restricted by high hedgebanks and surrounding vegetation.

The road development is in deep cutting between chainages 3,300 to 4,000 and would be

At chainages 2,910 and 3,900, new bridges required for

visible in distant views from a number of scattered properties. Between chainages 4,200 and
Chainage 2,910 - 5,500

5,150 the road development continues on low embankment crossing undulating farmland. A
number of properties would be adversely affected by the proposed road development,

Landscape
Between chainage 2,910 and 5,500 the proposed road development passes, on embankment
and cutting, through the Baile Mhic Íre Open Pasture character area with generally rectilinear
field pattern, varied field sizes and with field boundaries marked by well trimmed hedgerows
interspersed with mature trees. Much of the area consists of improved grassland used for
pasture with small random areas of scrub grassland. The area is also characterised by narrow
strips and small patches of mature vegetation/woodland (e.g. the remains of Na Cillíní wood at

including P44 and P45 that lie in close proximity to the road development. Vegetation removal
that would be required would open up views from these properties that currently have no views
of the existing N22. As the road development passes from the higher land down to the lower
slopes towards Tonn Láin, the road development continues on embankment, cutting across
open pasture and through established field boundaries.

Open views of the proposed road

development are experienced from an elevated two-storey farmhouse P46 located near
chainage 4,550. At chainage 4,500, properties situated facing a side road leading onto the

chainage 3,550). The road development would pass through many field boundaries causing the
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existing N22 would be close to the proposed road development on high embankment. There
would be potential views from the side and front of the properties.

Visual Analysis

Between chainages 5,000 and 5,100, mature conifers and established vegetation on either

At chainage 5,750, the road development would pass to three properties (covered by P138

side of the proposed junction would be impacted by the road development. The Tonn Láin

and P136). The current access for P138, a two-storey house located next to the road

Junction would tie into the existing N22 via a roundabout which would be located in close

development, would be severed by the road development. Cutting slopes of the mainline would

proximity to a cluster of properties (P134 and P135) and a farm (P133) with associated

also abut the property boundary.

outbuildings. At chainage 5,350 the proposed road development cuts across a farm access

development would be in cutting, the elevated position of the property would afford views of

track and established mature coniferous hedge line, where open, front elevation views would be

the road development. Properties located to the southwest of the road development opposite

available of the road development on high embankment from the property’s (P133) slightly

P138 are relatively low and views are therefore restricted as the road development passes in

elevated position. A bridge is proposed to allow continued access to the pastureland slopes.

cutting. At chainage 5,780, the proposed road development would break through an existing

More scattered properties within the area may experience longer-distance views of the mainline

hedge line. Part of an attractive woodland clump consisting of oak, rowan, birch and holly,

road development.

important to the character of the area, would also be lost.

Hedgerow vegetation would be lost and whilst the road

At chainage 6,650 a proposed bridge would reconnect the existing N22 severed by the
Chainage 5,500 - 9,500
Landscape

proposed road development at Cúil na Cathrach. The bridge would be in close proximity to a
number of properties (P111, P140 and P147) all with potential views of the Cúil na Cathrach
bridge and newly aligned side road in cutting. Views from the single storey property, P147,

Between chainages 5,500 and 9,000 the road development would pass through the Cúil na
Cathrach Open Pasture landscape character area. The linear, rocky outcrops are a recurring
characteristic along the road development corridor. However, at no other point along the road
development corridor do they occur over such an extensive area as between these chainages.

however, are filtered by hedge banks and intervening vegetation. The mainline would pass to
the rear of a two-storey house and bungalow (P111) that currently front the existing N22.
Vegetation to the rear of the property would partially filter views of traffic passing on
embankment to the south.

The proposed road development would divide this relatively intact local character area in two
and introduce a linear, engineered feature of a scale not in keeping with the locality. The road
development would cut through a local ridge at chainage 6,500, creating a ‘notch’ in the
skyline, which would be visually prominent within views from properties in Baile Mhic Íre.

From chainage 6,600 the proposed road development would mainly be on embankment but
would be down-slope from the existing N22 and would therefore be screened by landform from
a number of properties. Bridges are proposed at Chainage 7,450, 8,250, and 8,850 to
allow access to local properties. These structures, together with associated traffic, would be

The existing enclosure pattern is fragmented due to the nature of the topography and the poor
agricultural quality of the land, which is utilised as rough grazing. The road development would
impact on hedgerows adjacent to existing farm access tracks and upon isolated woodland
clumps scattered across the character area.
The realigned side roads and associated bridges required along the route at chainages 6,100,
6,650, 7,800, 8450 and 8,850 would further damage the integrity of this landscape
character area.

October 2009

partially visible within views from a number of nearby properties.

The two-storey property

(P149) at chainage 7,350 is in close proximity to the proposed road development and access
bridge but intervening vegetation and rocky outcrops filter views.

However, at chainage

8,850, a two-storey property (P162) would sit at the edge of a shallow embankment slope
and would experience views of moving traffic.

Local rocky outcrops may provide some

screening. A two-storey property (P168), at chainage 9,350, would have oblique views of the
mainline. Views would comprise moving traffic and the road embankments to the east and west.
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The proposed mainline, at-grade adjacent to the property, would be concealed by rock

embankment. However, the enclosure pattern within the floodplain and the linear rock outcrops

outcrops within side elevation views.

would break up views of the road development from the west. Properties fronting the side
road (P170) would also experience a change in view of the side road with some loss of

Chainage 9,500 -13,000

vegetation.
Vegetation on the south side of the existing N22 would obscure views of the road

Landscape

development from properties to the north. At chainage 10,250 the road development would
At chainage 9,500 the road development would descend onto the Inchinlinane Lowland Pasture
that contrasts with the intimate character of the Enclosed Alluvial Floodplain character area.
The road development would be on embankment between chainage 9,500 and 9,750 but is

be glimpsed within views from properties at Lissacressig (P181 and P183). However, visibility
of the road development would decrease in summer when vegetation within the floodplain would
be in full leaf.

otherwise mainly at-grade with short areas on shallow embankment. The area is characterised
by a relatively open and level landscape and indistinctive enclosure pattern. However, a single
hedgeline runs parallel to the course of the River Sullane breaking up the flat, open land of the
floodplain.

The proposed road development alignment would result in loss of a significant

At chainage 10,550 the road development would pass extremely close to the rear of a
farmhouse (P187). However, as the mainline is on shallow embankment it would be concealed
within views from the farmhouse by outbuildings and landform.

proportion of the hedge. The road development would also introduce the regular outline of an

Between chainage 10,480 and 11,750 there would be a loss of some hedgerow vegetation

engineered feature into the landscape, which would be discordant with the sinuous character of

along the road development corridor, which would open up views from the rear of a cluster of

the River Sullane.

properties (P189) adjacent to the existing N22.

Between chainage 11,510 and 13,000 the road development would pass through an area of

The proposed road development would be prominent within views from a bungalow (P189)

rocky grazing land between the existing N22 and the River Sullane. The road development

situated at a slightly elevated location to the north of the existing N22. A two-storey house

would be predominantly on embankment, occasionally in deep cutting for short sections where

(P190) on the north side of the existing N22 would be screened by vegetation within the

rocky knolls would be removed. There would be removal of woodland and fragmentation of the

property boundary although vehicles using the proposed road development would be glimpsed

existing poorly defined enclosure pattern.

through vegetation in winter.

A single line of mature trees beside the N22 would be lost. Between chainage 12,880 and

Between chainage 11,750 and 12,980 the road development would pass in shallow cutting or

13,000 a significant proportion of a woodland clump would be lost. The woodland clump is an

on low embankment through an area of hummocky rock outcrops, scrub vegetation and

important landscape feature and characteristic of the pattern of the landscape to the north of

scattered woodland. The road development would be mostly concealed within views from the

the existing N22.

north with properties P191 to P197 potentially only experiencing glimpsed views. However,
the road development would be visible within views from a minor road that follows the crest of a
broad, wooded ridge to the south of the River Sullane.

Visual Analysis
Near Carrigaphooca bridge, the road development would pass to the north of an isolated
At chainage 9,500 the road development would cross a minor road on embankment near a 2storey farmhouse (P169). Vegetation would be lost, opening up front elevation views towards
the proposed road, which would be a prominent feature. Other properties (P171 and P173),

property (P198). The realigned existing N22, proposed mainline (on embankment to the north)
and roundabout (along with associated lighting) would be prominent features within views from
this property.

adjacent to the minor road, would obtain front elevation views of the road development on

October 2009
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Chainage 13,000 -13,780

Visual Analysis

Landscape

At chainage 14,230 the proposed road development would cross an existing minor road and

Between chainage 13,000 and 13,780 the road development would pass through an area of

clip the edge of a woodland clump. A two-storey property (P210) within close proximity to the

intimate character characterised by rocky knolls between which there are wet pasture fields

road development would only be marginally affected as the road development is in cutting. The

enclosed by unmanaged hedges and rock outcrops (Carrigaphooca Ridge Pasture).

road development would change views available from the property however, due to the

At approximately chainage 13,350 the proposed road development would remove vegetation
of importance within the vicinity of Carrigaphooca Bridge. The scale of the proposals would

realignment of the existing side road and bridge.

A property located to the south of the

mainline (P211) would also experience similar views of the side road and bridge whilst a group
of properties adjacent to the road development would not experience views of the road

adversely affect the character and setting of the bridge.

development due to intervening vegetation and property boundaries.
Between chainage 14,230 and 14,880 there are some 26 properties within 500m either side
Visual Analysis

of the centreline of the proposed road development alignment. There would be no change in

Between chainage 13,130 and 13,780 the proposed road development would pass through a
sparsely populated area and cross the Foherish River at chainage 13,780.

The proposed

mainline on high embankment would be visible within views from properties (P204) on the
southern side of the proposed road development near Carrigaphooca Bridge. However, only
one of the properties would actually experience an adverse impact upon existing views.
Moderate adverse visual impacts would also be experienced by the 1 storey property (P202)
on the northern side of the proposed road development.

The earthworks required to

accommodate the proposed roundabout at Carrigaphooca and the associated lighting would
also be visible from nearby properties (including P202 and P204).

views from the majority of these properties. However, traffic on the road development would
be visible when at-grade and on embankment within views from the rear of four properties
(P214) within the cluster of properties at Codrum. Although much of the road development is in
cutting, the existing view consists of pasture and hedgerows with no detracting features within
views. Loss of vegetation would be noticeable although the mainline itself would not be. East
of Codrum there are few visual receptors. The road development would be concealed from
view from a single two-storey property (P225) to the south of the proposed road
development. However, to the north the road development would pass in close proximity to a
farmhouse (P230), which includes stables, kennels and other outbuildings. The proposals would
result in the loss of hedgerow vegetation and land to the west of the elevated farmhouse.

Chainage 13,780 -16,150

Where currently there are no detracting features visible, the road development would be a

Landscape

highly prominent feature within views to the south from both storeys of the farmhouse, where it

Between chainage 13,780 and 16,150 the road development would pass across an undulating
plateau area characterised by rectilinear pasture fields, enclosed by unmanaged hedges some

would pass in low cutting at chainage 15,580, a short distance from the property. There
would be a significant change in the view.

The road development would also cross a wooded boggy area

Between chainage 15,580 and 16,150 the road development would cross pasture fields in

characterised by extensive growth of Juncus. The main landscape impacts would be the removal

cutting and on embankment. There are a number of properties (P233) adjacent to a minor road

of hedge vegetation and areas of woodland, particularly within the boggy woodland.

to the north of the proposed alignment from which the road development would generally not

of which are gappy.

be visible.

The road development would be highly visible within views from two properties

(P234), which, being in close proximity to the proposed alignment, would experience views of a
short section of the road development on embankment. Views would be experienced by these

October 2009
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properties and by three properties located to the south of the mainline (P235) of the junction

experience partial views of the proposed road development’s cutting slopes to the North and

arrangement in deep cutting and the mainline to the east. The removal of vegetation and the

East though views would be filtered for some properties by intervening vegetation.

earthworks required to accommodate the Gurteenroe Road Junction would create a significant

At chainage 16,900 the road development, at this point in deep cutting, would be crossed by

change in views by opening up the area, currently enclosed to the east.

the Kilnagurteen bridge, elements of which may be partially visible to properties at P237.
However, the orientation of the road development and depth of the cutting would mean that
the road development and associated traffic would be concealed from view.

Chainage 16,150 -17,300

The road

development would continue across the ridge in cutting, becoming more shallow as it reaches

Landscape

the Kilnagurteen Open Pasture. At this point, views from property P239 would be significant;
Between chainage 16,150 and 17,350 the road development would cross undulating pasture
fields on a broad ridge, characterised by a diverse enclosure pattern of clipped and unmanaged

with the road development passing in close proximity, associated features of the road would
also be apparent.

hedges, which has created a mosaic of fields of different shapes and sizes.
At chainage 16,150 the new junction, associated approach roads and minor modifications to
Chainage 17,300 -17,750

the R582 would remove mature vegetation on the east side of the R582.
Between chainage 16,500 and 17,250 the road development would be in deep cutting before

Landscape

returning to grade and passing on to embankment at chainage 17,500. The main landscape

Between chainage 17,350 and17,750, the road development would pass from cutting to

impacts would be the removal of field boundaries including hedges and dry stonewalls.

A

embankment, crossing the slightly lower lying area, and would sever an area of linear woodland

bridge would be provided at Kilnagurteen to maintain the minor road. The width of the cutting

adjacent to a minor road as it crosses the Kilnagurteen Open Pasture character area. The area

would remove two smaller fields and sever another irregular shaped field alongside this minor

of pasture is characterised by the irregular open field pattern, punctuated by small to large

road.

areas of mature woodland.

Visual Analysis

Visual Analysis

At chainage 16,150 the junction with the R582 would be a prominent feature within views from

The road development would continue in shallow cutting in close proximity to the northeast of

four properties (P235), which are situated adjacent to the R582. The change to views from

Kilmassey House (ruin) and a small farm (P239 - located behind the ruin). The majority of this

these properties would be significant.

The proposals would include modifications to the

character area is unpopulated, however there are numerous properties located within

existing R582 in order to tie in to the proposed junction. Vegetation that currently screens

Massytown, many of which would not experience views of the proposed road development due

the existing R582 within views from a two-storey house (P235a) would be lost, resulting in an

to the intervening land form, built form and vegetation. However, partial glimpsed views of the

adverse visual effect. A new residential development of two storey properties (P228) would

road development may potentially be experienced from upper storeys of groups of properties

potentially glimpse views of the proposed road development but views would be heavily filtered

(P257, P255, P248 and P248a) as the road development passes to the northeast on

by intervening vegetation.

embankment.

A residential development (P227) situated within a local hollow

would not experience views of the proposed road development. The upper tier of another,
larger development (P226) consisting of over 50 houses situated on a terraced slope, may

October 2009
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Chainage 17,75017,750-19,450

passes close to a row of five large detached properties (P267). The properties are situated

Landscape

on a terraced area of land overlooking Macroom. There are extensive views from this elevated

Between chainages 17,750 and 19,450 the road development would pass, predominantly
within cutting, through an area characterised by unenclosed grazing between chainage 17,750
and 18,600, and enclosed pasture and arable land between 18,600 and 19,450.

location. The extent to which the road development would be visible within views from these
properties is dependant on the amount of vegetation within the grounds of the properties.
Generally all would experience significant adverse visual effects upon views due to the road
development being in cutting and the existing side road being reconnected via a bridge

Between chainage 17,750 and 18,000 there would be a minor road junction to link a severed

(Coolyhane bridge).

side road. Short sections of hedge bank on either side of the minor road would be lost. At
chainage 18,250 the road development would pass through a rocky knoll in cutting and a linear
belt of woodland would be severed.

East of this cluster of properties the road development would descend across the slopes of
the hillside. The road development continues across the hillside in cutting and on embankment
and would be visible within views to the rear of a two-storey house (P269), which is currently

Between chainage 18,300 and 19,450 the road development would descend a hillside across
irregular shaped pasture fields. The road development would be cut into the hillside, leaving
conspicuous cutting slopes to the east of the road development and embankment slopes to the
west.

enclosed by vegetation within its grounds. The frontage of P268 is orientated towards the
south and would therefore experience upper storey views of the mainline and associated side
roads. However these would be partially filtered by vegetation around the property boundary.
The views experienced of this local pasture area particularly from the Macroom side of the
Sullane River would be dramatically altered due to the engineered structures, alignment and

Visual Analysis

groundworks required for implementation of the road development.

The road development passing on embankment and a new minor junction at chainage 17,750

The road development would be visible within views from housing (P263-P265) within Macroom.

would both be visible within views from a newly constructed property (P252) located beside a

It would be obscured by built form within views from many of these properties. Elsewhere,

minor road severed by the road development. Views from P252 would potentially be increased

views to the road development would be restricted, particularly by bulky sheds within the local

by removal of vegetation for the implementation of the road development and would also be

Industrial Estate.

partially visible from properties P251 located within a slightly elevated position of the side

development in cutting.

road and mainline on embankment. However intervening vegetation and the orientation of the

vegetation following the banks of the River Sullane. Elevated properties to the south (P272)

property would filter views.

would potentially experience adverse views of the mainline, proposed junction and side roads

Between chainage 17,750 and 18,500 the road development would be a feature within views

on the Macroom and Ballyveerane enclosed pasture.

Properties (P263) would experience clear to oblique views of the road
Views from properties P264 would be filtered by intervening

from a few of the 45 newly constructed properties (P248) on the northern fringes of
Massytown. The road development would potentially be visible within views from several of the

Chainage 19,450 - 20,200

properties as it passes over pasture fields above the River Sullane valley.
Landscape
The road development would pass within cutting in very close proximity to a group of
properties including two storey properties and a farmstead (P245) at chainage 18,400 to
19,000. This would have a significant adverse effect upon views from one of the two storey
properties where there would be direct views along the road development to the east before it

At chainage 19,500 a minor road would be crossed by the mainline.

Well-established

vegetation, including mature trees on either side of the minor road would be lost.
The floodplain is characterised by irregularly shaped fields that are enclosed by the sinuous
course of the river on one side and otherwise by mature hedgerows with some individual trees,
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some of them weak. The road development would introduce an urban engineered landscape

Adjacent to the New Bridge crossing are two storey properties (P281) from which the road

feature which would be discordant with the intimate small-scale character of the landscape

development on embankment would be a prominent feature within views.

between chainage 19,500 and 20,200.

potential visual effects would not be significant (as only a short section of road development

At chainage 19,750, the road development would be in close proximity to Bealick Mill, which is

would be visible as the properties are partly concealed by vegetation) the introduction of a

advertised as a key tourist attraction in Macroom. The setting of the renovated mill building

large-scale engineered feature within the local environment, which includes stonewalls, a stone

and the tranquil character of this location would be lost as a result of the road development,

built bridge (New Bridge) and small pasture fields, would significantly decrease the quality of

which would be located approximately 80m from the mill and the existing Laney Bridge.

local visual amenity.

Although these

New Bridge is a multi-spanned arched bridge of stone construction that crosses the Sullane
River. The banks of the Laney River are thickly vegetated with deciduous trees – a character
that continues until the watercourse’s confluence with the River Sullane. The road development
would break through the vegetation on the banks of the River Laney and adversely affect the
setting of its confluence with the River Sullane.

The road development would pass to the

immediate north east of ‘New Bridge’ at chainage 20,100.

Landscape
Between chainage 20,200 and 21,220 the road development would be on embankment within
the floodplain of the River Sullane and the Macroom Lowland Pasture character area.

The

character of the floodplain would be adversely affected by the introduction of the linear

At chainage 20,100 the proposed road development would cross through the stonewalls
adjacent to the R618 on the south east side of the bridge.

Chainage 20,200 - 21,900

The road development on

embankment would cross small linear fields within the floodplain of the River Sullane. The fields
are important to the setting of the bridge and create areas of open space between the
vegetation on the banks of the River Sullane and vegetation on the north side of the R618.
There would be adverse impacts on the intimate scale of the wooded floodplain landscape and
the setting of New Bridge.

engineered structure of the road development on continuous embankment. A new crossing of
the River Sullane would be required at chainage 20,650 (Sullane Riverbridge). South of the
proposed crossing, between chainage 21,150 and 21,400, the road development would pass
through an area of wetland (the reservoir) within the floodplain of the River Sullane on
embankment. The wetland is an important landscape feature the integrity of which would be
damaged by the proposals. At chainage 21,700 a new roundabout junction would be situated
within an arm of the Reservoir. The proposals would introduce a substantial engineered feature
within a floodplain landscape adversely affecting the wider setting. The entry/exit arm from the

Visual Analysis

roundabout tying into the existing N22 would result in the partial removal of the existing

Between chainage 19,450 and 20,200 the road development would be within the floodplain of

parkland boundary to Coolcower house to the south of the Coolcower house lodge and

the River Sullane crossing level pasture fields and severing the existing enclosure pattern that

driveway cutting into part of the parkland pasture.

consists of a mixture of gappy and unmanaged hedges. Properties between these chainages
are situated above the floodplain on small terraces or on south-facing hillsides.

The road

development on embankment would be visible within filtered views from a large farmhouse
(P274) set within extensive grounds. A short distance south of P274, a single bungalow P275
(Note: has since burnt down) is situated overlooking the River Sullane floodplain. The road
development on embankment would be visible within views from P274, but would be partly
concealed by vegetation adjacent to the minor road.
October 2009

Visual Analysis
Adjacent to the R618 are a number of properties (P277-280) from which the road
development, on embankment within the River Sullane floodplain, would be a prominent feature
within views.

Two of the properties (within group P280) are located on elevated sites

overlooking the River Sullane flood plain and reservoir. Existing views include the attractive
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floodplain and woodlands immediately to the south of the properties and extensive vistas to the

route. The alignment of the road development has been established through consultation with

south. The proposals would introduce a detracting feature within views, the scale of which

specialists in all environmental disciplines covered in this EIS. This has included discussion at a

would be accentuated in the context of the level landscape.

number of design workshops at which the potential environmental impact of various alternative

The road development on high structural embankment passing across the river floodplain from

alignments has been discussed and a route providing a line of least environmental effect has

chainage 20,500 would be visible within views from the rear of properties P291and P292

been agreed. Route optimisation has been undertaken to reduce certain environmental effects,

located adjacent to the existing N22.

including the depth of cuttings and heights of embankments (see also Section 5.3.3).

A picnic area at chainage 21,300 has a footpath

An

leading to a wetland area on the fringes of the floodplain. There would be adverse impacts on

indicative landscape mitigation plan has been provided as part of the design of the road

visual amenity as the road development would be visible on embankment within views from the

development.

footpath.

development, including its structures, landform and planting arrangements at the Detailed

A crossing would be required between chainage 21,500 and 21,800 to take the road

Design stage.

development over the neck of the floodplain.

There are existing views of the Sullane River

Floodplain from a public footpath that can be accessed from a public car park and picnic area
near Coolcour.

Further consideration may be given to the aesthetic design of the road

5.4.1

General Landscape Mitigation Proposals

The road development passing on a structural embankment would adversely

affect views of the floodplain from both the public footpath and also properties on elevated
ground to the east of the proposals. The proposals would also result in the removal of mature
vegetation on the north side of the existing N22.

Landscape mitigation measures have been prepared with the aim of minimising the potential
adverse landscape and visual effects of the road development (see Figure 9.3). Where it has
proved impractical to “design-out” certain adverse impacts, such as high embankments and
deep cuttings, the planting of new woodlands, grasslands/wildflower grasslands, scattered

At chainage 21,800 there would be a new junction consisting of a roundabout situated within
the floodplain. The raised roundabout on an engineered structure would be a prominent feature.
The entry/exit arm of the roundabout for Macroom would impact slightly upon the pasture fields
of Coolcower house. These pasture fields slope gently down towards Coolcower House. The
junction would therefore be prominent within views from the House.
There would be no discernible change in views from properties (P294-P296) situated
immediately to the north of Bealahaglashin Bridge. The properties are concealed by existing
vegetation and landform that would not be affected by the proposals. Potential views may be
experienced from properties across the River Lee. Most views are filtered by vegetation within
property boundaries. However, views from a bungalow (P301) are slightly more open, due to
gaps in coniferous hedging.

Views of the new junction would, therefore, potentially be

scrub and hedgebanks/hedgerows (depending upon the type of field boundary found within the
local area of the road development) will facilitate the landscape and visual integration of the
road development. Reinstatement is proposed which responds to the landscape character of
the area through which the proposed road development passes.

Within such sections the

general landscape strategy has been to reinstate the road verges to grassland in response to
the open character of the receiving landscape. Elsewhere, landscape mitigation is proposed
which would provide some visual screening to views from a number of properties in the longterm. Where this is proposed, properties are identified in Section 5.4.2 below.
Generally, on embankments passing through a predominantly open agricultural landscape, a
grassland mix is proposed with minimum wildflower content as it is considered that this would
compliment the existing pasture of the wider landscape in terms of its colour, texture and hue.

available.
In many areas, woodlands and hedgebanks are proposed to integrate the road development
5.4

MITIGATION PROPOSALS

The staged approach to the design of the proposed road development has included the
selection of a preferred route corridor and, within that corridor, the selection of a preferred
October 2009

within the receiving landscape and to link existing severed field boundaries.
Landscape management/maintenance will be implemented throughout the establishment period
for the planting and seeding areas shown on Figure 9.3.
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Ch 1,850 – 2,910: Landscape Type: Rolling (undulating)
(undulating) Farmland
(Landscape Character Area: Baile Bhuirne Open Pasture)
New broadleaved woodland planting is proposed in areas between chainages 1,850 and 2,000

5.4.2

Specific Mitigation Proposals

Mitigation measures are shown on Figure 9.3. The proposals include the following specific
mitigation measures that are designed to reduce the potential landscape and visual impact of
the road development.

to assist with the integration of the road development within the local landscape and to provide
screening. Beyond the woodland the landscape is gently undulating and consists of undisturbed
scrub vegetation.

Planting here would consist of a mix of grass, scrub and hedgebanks to

integrate the embankment slopes within the local landscape.

Ch 2,910 - 5,500:
5,500: Landscape Type: Rolling (undulating) Farmland
Ch -532 - 750 : Landscape Type: Rolling (undulating) Farmland
(Landscape Character Area: An Sliabh
Sliabh Riabhach Enclosed Pasture)

(Landscape Character Area: Baile Mhic Íre Open Pasture)
This section predominately consists of pastoral farmland and is open in character despite the

New broadleaved woodlands and hedgerows are proposed to partially screen the proposed

frequency of hedgebanks and hedgerow field boundaries within the area.

grade-separated Baile Bhuirne Junction and to provide some visual screening within views to

majority of the road development would be seeded with grasslands on embankments and within

the junction at Year 15 from properties (PA-PE), particularly on the eastern side. Much of the

cuttings. Hedgerow/hedgebank and woodland planting would be added in some small sections

landscape between chainage -532 and 750 consists of small-scale pasture fields enclosed with

to provide some screening to properties (P25, P35, P38 and P40), as ecological mitigation

hedgerows or is formed of scrub grassland and is quite an open landscape within the narrow

and integration, in particular around the Bohill Riverbridge and the Na Cillíní Bridge. In places,

area between the local ridges. Between chainages -352 and 250, cutting slopes around the

scattered scrub would be planted as the road development passes through more informal

junction would be planted with a mix of woodland and hedgerows. The northern approach to

grassland areas. An area of mixed woodland and hedgerows/hedgebanks is proposed around

the junction and the area between chainage 250 and 500 on the main line to the south west

the Baile Mhic Íre bridge and the Tonn Láin junction to provide further screening of views from a

would be planted with a mix of grassland and scrub to tie in with the existing landscape type.

number of properties in close proximity to the road development.

Ch 750 – 1,850 : Landscape Type: Ridge Farmland

Ch 5,500 - 9,500:
9,500: Landscape Type: Rocky Pasture

(Landscape Character Area: An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge Pasture)

(Landscape Character Area: Cúil na Cathrach Open Pasture)

Between chainages 750 and 1,500 cutting slopes along the mainline would be planted with a

Grassland, along with hedgebanks located at the top of cutting slopes, is proposed to provide

grassland scrub mix to tie the road development into the surrounding landscape of unmanaged

an element of integration as the proposed road development would cut through this enclosed

pastoral fields. Beyond the edge of the slopes, scrub planting would be proposed to provide

rocky outcrop character area. Additional scrub planting is proposed around the edges of the

partial screening and to re-create the grassland scrub mix of the scrub-vegetated ridge of An

local side roads and bridges and along various stretches to reduce the potential impact of the

Sliabh Riabhach. Between chainages 1,500 and 1,850 embankment slopes would be planted

road development within views from nearby properties.

In response, the

with woodland to provide screening of views from property P28.
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Ch 9,500 - 13,000: Landscape Type: Farmed River Terrace

element of screening of the bridge and to restrict views from properties within the area and to

(Landscape Character Area: Inchinlinane Lowland Pasture)

cover aspects required for ecological mitigation. Pockets of woodland are interspersed
between areas of grassland and hedgebanks to the south to tie the road development in to the

Between chainages 9,500 and 10,250 a mixture of grassland, some scrub planting, woodland
and hedgerows/hedgebank is proposed. Grassland is proposed to tie the route into the low
lying pasture as it passes virtually at grade. Additional native hedgerows are also proposed to
link severed access roads and field boundaries to provide screening to properties.

local pastoral landscape that is dispersed with pockets of wet woodland and to provide an
element of screening in year 15 to properties (P230, P233-P235) in close proximity to the
road development.

New

broadleaved woodland is proposed to link with the vegetation corridor along the Sullane River,
with woodland pockets in the character area and to link with Inse na Amhraí Woodland. Scrub

Ch 16,15016,150-17,300: Landscape Type: Ridge Farmland

within grassland is proposed on low embankments throughout this section of the route, which

(Landscape
(Landscape Character Area: Massytown Ridge Pasture)

would aim to reflect the vegetation established on scattered rock outcrops that are a feature
of the landscape character area.

This would also help to screen views from a number of

properties, in particular (P168, 169, P171, P187, P189) situated to the north of the road
development.

New hedgebank and woodland planting is proposed for the cutting slopes on the proposed
Gurteenroe road junction in response to the vegetation loss that would occur as a result of the
road development.

Planting is also proposed to provide an element of screening to

properties, in particular P234 and P235. The integration of the road development into the
open pastoral ridge landscape allows for little more than grassland and some scrub vegetation,

Ch 13,000 - 13,800: Landscape Type: Ridge Farmland

however hedgerow has been proposed as part of the ecological mitigation for the road

(Landscape Character Area: Carrigaphooca Ridge Pasture)

development. Some hedgebank/hedgerow planting is suggested to re-connect severed field
boundaries.

Landscape treatment to this area is limited to scrub within grassland in response to the
landscape character of this section, however a part is proposed with hedgerow to provide
ecological mitigation. The ridge landscape is enclosed and rugged in form with limited views

Ch 17,30017,300-17,750: Landscape Type: Ridge Farmland

due to the undulating nature of the area and vegetation within it. Additional scrub, with some

(Landscape Character Area: Kilnagurteen
Kilnagurteen Open Pasture)

hedgebank planting, is proposed on the edge of cutting slopes, to tie in with the proposed
Carrigaphooca bridge and realigned sections of the existing N22.

New hedgerow and broadleaved woodland planting is proposed on the road development
around Ballyveerane bridge and approach road as it follows the undulating landform. Grassland
is also proposed on mainline embankment slopes. These proposals would tie in with the open

Ch 13,800 - 16,150: Landscape Type: Rolling (Undulating) Farmland

informal and pastoral character of the area and would provide some visual screening within views

(Landscape Character Area: Teerbeg and Codrum Enclosed Pasture)

from P239, P252 and P257.

This section crosses the pastoral farmland of Teerbeg and Macroom.

The area appears

enclosed due to field boundary vegetation and pockets of woodland and also includes the
proposed Clonfadda bridge. Grass and scrubland vegetation is proposed for the embankment
slopes within the initial part of this section up to the bridge. Woodland and hedgebanks with
grassed cutting slopes are proposed between chainage 14,000 and 16,150 to provide an
October 2009
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Ch 17,75017,750-19,450: Landscape Type: Rolling (undulating) Farmland

broadleaved woodland is proposed on the approach to the Coolcour roundabout. This would

(Landscape Character Area: Macroom and
and Ballyveerane Enclosed Pasture)

aim to conceal the road development within views and to reinstate the field pattern within this
broad open valley where extensive views are available from a number of properties. On the

The landscape is a large and generally open, undulating pasture. Reinstatement is to consist of
grassland where the road development crosses pastoral fields. New hedgerow planting would
provide some increased visual screening around Coolyhane from properties P245 and P267P269, at Year 15.

north eastern approach arm to the roundabout junction, hedge bank planting is proposed to tie
the road development into the existing landscape and to reinstate some of the vegetation lost
during construction.

Elsewhere, hedgebanks/hedgerows are included to re-connect severed

field boundaries.
Ecological Mitigation Measures
Measures
Co-ordination between the landscape and ecological assessment has identified areas where

Ch 19,45019,450-20,200: Landscape Type: Farmed River Terrace

planting could help mitigate ecological impacts. In such areas, woodlands and hedgebanks have
(Landscape Character
Character Area: Macroom Lowland Pasture)

been incorporated into the design to provide wildlife corridors and provide feeding habitat and

The landscape is a narrow corridor of level pasture enclosed by hedgebanks with well-

flight paths for bats.

established vegetation and stonewalling. New hedgerow/hedgebanks are proposed near Bealick
Mill, where the road development would sever field boundaries, in order to reinstate the

Note:

existing field pattern. This would provide some visual screening to property P275 and views
from New Bridge. Remaining areas would be seeded with grassland and would include some

The indicative landscape mitigation measures shown on Figure 9.3 may also be adjusted at the

hedgebank planting to reinstate areas likely to be lost during construction of the road

Detailed Design stage to accommodate sight-line requirements.

development. Existing vegetation at this location would be retained to provide screening for
views from nearby properties.

5.4.3

SPECIES MIXES

Species mixes for the various planting and seeding shown on Figure 9.3 are based upon those
Ch 20,20020,200-21,900 Landscape Type: Farmed River Terrace
Terrace

within A Guide to Habitats in Ireland (Fossitt, 2000).

(Landscape Character Area: Sullane River Floodplain)

review at Detailed Design stage, final selection being largely dependent upon available

Between chainage 20,200 and 21,050 new grasslands with hedgerows on exposed sections

soils/substrates used in the reinstatement of the road development. However, all planting and

of embankment are proposed for landscape integration, for visual interest and to link severed

seeding would use native species sourced preferably from a local population, but at a minimum

field boundaries. The low-lying area is widely open in character and mitigation to match with the

of Irish origin as defined in the Flora Locale Code of Practice for Suppliers.

local landscape would be limited to grassland.

Final design of habitat types would be dependent upon the suitability of available substrates and

Nearby properties are elevated and views

Exact species mixes are subject to

expansive. In some areas though, property vegetation would provide some screening of the

prevailing ground conditions.

road development which is on embankment throughout this section.

conditions are suitable for the target habitat for a certain location (i.e. freely drained conditions

Grassland and hedgerow vegetation is proposed for the embankment slopes as the road

and nutrient-poor, calcareous soils would be needed for areas of dry calcareous grassland).

development passes through the relatively undisturbed Sullane river floodplain.
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The habitat types for each planting and seeding area are as follows (for detailed species lists
refer Fossitt, 2000):

Proposed Hedgebanks/hedgerows (SLM4)
Hedgerow/ hedgebank (WL1) species would include those listed above in relation to scrub with
Holly (Ilex aquifolium) and Dog-rose (Rosa canina). Tree species would include Ash (Fraxinus

Proposed Grassland (SLM1)

excelsior), Sessile Oak (Quercus petraea) and Pedunculate Oak (Quercus robur), amongst

Generally GS1 and GS2 according to location but with Grasses and low percentage of

others depending on location. Holly would be planted in sufficiently high densities in order to

Wildflower content (no greater than 5%). The grass content of the mix would use as wide a

encourage the establishment of berries. Non-native species to Ireland would not be used but

selection as possible of the species listed in Fossitt 2000, under the categories GS1 and

as wide a variety as possible of native species would be planted. The objective of this planting

GS2. The relative proportions of each grass species would also reflect that found in natural

is to establish in the long-term a dense under storey shrub layer with dense/bushy tree lines.

habitats.

Proposed Scrub (SLM2)
The percentage cover to scrub (WS1) areas shown on Figure 9.3 would be finalised at Detail
Design stage. Shrubs would cover up to 50% of the total area where this reinstatement is
proposed (see Figure 9.3). Species would include Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), Blackthorn
(Prunus spinosa), Bramble (Rubus fruiticosus agg), Hazel (Corylus avellana) and Willows (Salix

sps), amongst others.

Again, final species selection would be dependent upon soil/ground

conditions and would use as wide a range of species naturally occurring within this habitat type
as possible. The grasslands within areas of scrub would comply with the requirements stated
above for these habitat types.

Proposed Woodlands (SLM3)
These would include Oak-birch-holly woodland (WN1) on acid or base-poor soils, Oak-ash-hazel
woodland on base-rich or calcareous soils and Wet willow-alder-ash woodland (WN6) on
permanently waterlogged sites woodland planting may also consist of planting suitable to
support Red Squirrel habitat in concentrated areas. Woodland planting would encourage the
establishment of a ground layer, shrub layer and canopy and would be planted upon soils
salvaged

from

areas

of

existing

woodland

and

hedgerows/hedgebanks

removed

to

accommodate the road development wherever possible.
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Table 5.3: Direct Landscape Character Impact Assessment (Inclusive of Mitigation)
Chainage
Ch. -532 – 750

Ch. 750– 1,850

Ch. 1,850 - 2,910

Ch. 2,910 – 5,500

Ch. 5,500 – 9,500

Ch. 9,500 – 13,000

October 2009

Magnitude of Effect

Sensitivity
Sensitivity of Landscape Character

Significance of Impact
Not Significant

Slight Adverse

Medium

The road development would impact on a landscape of Medium landscape value.
value It has a strong sense of place that
is characterised by rock outcrops and the backdrop of the Doire na Sagart Mountain ridges. The tie in junction in
partial cutting would impact upon scrub grassland. Whilst it would be in deep cutting, the extent of existing
vegetation removed would be relatively small. New grasslands and scrub vegetation on cutting slopes and additional
planting of native woodland to provide screening would provide some landscape enhancement to this character area
that has already been impacted on by the existing N22.

The key characteristics of the local
landscape character include its proximity
to the strong landscape form of the Doire
na Sagart mountains and local ridges
forming a dramatic backdrop to the lower
pasture areas.

Slight Adverse

High

The road development would cut the An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge in deep cutting. The An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge Pasture
is of Medium landscape value and sits to the North of Baile Mhic Íre forming a backdrop to the local area. The ridge
is predominantly unused and is covered on its lower slopes by scrubby grassland with higher slopes and ridge top
becoming more exposed rock. Small amounts of gappy field boundary vegetation would be removed, however
mitigation of scrub and grassland vegetation would go towards tying the road development into the existing
landscape.

The ridge has a sense of isolation with
limited use and no housing and views are
extensive from the ridge. The landscape
is predominately undisturbed
grass/scrubland and is high in tranquillity
value.

Moderate Adverse

High

The road development would result in the loss of scrubby vegetation and rocky outcrops, together with wellestablished and mature vegetation pockets and established hedgebanks. It would impact upon the rural High
landscape value of the character area. The cutting and embankment slopes would result in further adverse effects
that would be mitigated by new woodlands and scrub grassland.

The area has a strong sense of rural
isolation and views are limited within
wooded/rock outcrop areas. The
landscape ranges from predominately
undisturbed grass/scrubland to small
enclosed pastures and is high in
tranquillity value.

Moderate Adverse

Medium

The road development would pass through the Baile Mhic Íre Pasture character area of Medium landscape value.
value The
elevated undulating pastoral slopes distinguish it with field and road boundaries marked with mature hedgebanks or
mature hedgerows. Throughout this section the road development would be in cutting and on embankment. It would
be at grade for relatively short sections of the road development. The elevated slopes with the road development
in deep cutting between 3,400 and 4,000 and additional bridges located at chainages 3,250 and 3,850 would
impact upon the rural landscape. New mixed woodlands and scrub planting would provide some landscape
enhancement.

The elevated slopes of the area afford
open views across the lower lying
settlement of Baile Mhic Íre and beyond
to local ridges. Despite the proximity to
Baile Mhic Íre the pastures are tranquil.

Large Adverse

High

The road development would cut through the Cúil na Cathrach pasture area of High landscape value distinguished by
the distinct vegetated rocky outcrops concentrated within the landscape in this section. The road development
would equally be on embankment and in cutting with a new bridge and various side roads crossing the route and
impacting upon the least disturbed section of this character area. The road development would cut through the rock
outcrops removing established scrub and hedgerow vegetation. Mitigation proposals would consist of grass with
hedgebanks along the top of cutting slopes with areas of scrub vegetation, which would only partially reduce the
impact of the road development.

The landscape character is formed by the
rock outcrops and is the largest area
containing these formations. The
outcrops create a rugged relatively
undisturbed character that the proposed
road development would alter.

Slight Adverse

Medium

The road development would pass through the Inchinlinane Lowland Pasture of Medium landscape value that is
distinguished by a mixture of large open fields with some hedgerow boundaries and scattered rock outcrops. The
vegetated edge to the Sullane river is also a distinctive element. The proposed road development passes through
this area at grade or on low embankment and small sections of cutting slopes with limited vegetation loss.
Woodland planting for mitigation purposes would reduce the impact that the road development would have on the
landscape.

This area is a low-lying corridor mainly
used as pasture. The proximity of the
area to the existing N22 and the
proposed road development running
parallel to this would have a cumulative
impact.

Moderately Significant

Significant

Moderately Significant

Significant

Not Significant
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Chainage

Magnitude of Effect

Sensitivity
Sensitivity of Landscape Character

Significance of Impact

Ch. 13,000 – 13,800

Moderate Adverse

Medium

Moderately Significant

Between Chainages 13,000 and 13,780 the road development passes briefly through the Carrigaphooca ridge
pasture landscape area of High Landscape value.
value An area distinct in its wooded ridge top and large rock outcrops
with a strong sense of enclosure. The road development, predominately in cutting with a proposed lit road junction
positioned close to the Foherish River would impact upon the area creating an engineered element within a rural and
largely undisturbed landscape. Mitigation in the form of scrub planting within grassland, would be used to reduce
impact.

The landscape character of this ridge
landscape creates an area of strong
enclosure and tranquillity with properties
only located on the outskirts and little or
no pasture use.

Moderate Adverse

Medium

The Teerbeg and Codrum enclosed pasture character area is an area of High landscape value distinguished by its low
lying undulating pastoral fields enclosed by mature vegetation. The area is also noted for its pockets of wet
woodland. The road development would impact upon the area by loss of some of the mature vegetation of the
woodland pockets and hedgerow boundaries. The road development in cutting would damage the integrity of the
character area by cutting through the gently undulating landscape. Mitigation would consist of grassland and scrub
planting passing on to woodland planting to provide ecological mitigation measures and to provide screening to local
properties.

The gentle undulations and pockets of
woodland creates a sense of isolation and
tranquillity with limited housing located
along main routes the remaining pasture is
uninterrupted by engineered structures.

Ch. 16,150-17,300

Moderate Adverse

Medium

Ch 17,300 – 17,750

The road development would pass through two character areas of Medium Landscape value. Both areas are
elevated and form a ridge landscape. These areas are similar in character though the Massytown ridge pasture is
more structured and enclosed, whereas the Kilnagurteen Pasture is predominately more open and is also
distinguished by the pockets of mature vegetation and woodland interspersed throughout the area. The road
development, in cutting, would impact upon the area with a visible notch cut into the ridge and the additional
elements of the proposed Kilnagurteen bridge and the lit Gurteenroe road junction would only further this impact.
Mitigation would consist of hedgerow vegetation within grassland to tie in with the existing landscape, however this
only partially to mitigate the impact.

The elevated ridge affords views across
the areas of Macroom, Teerbeg and
Codrum and is a tranquil landscape. It
holds some cultural heritage with the ruins
of Kilmassey House and local cultural
history (possible Spar/Meeting house)
near the location of the Kilnagurteen
bridge.

Ch. 17,750-19,450

Slight Adverse

Medium

The proposed road development in cutting and on embankment, with the inclusion of one bridge, and the proposed
Coolyhane junction which would also be lit, would adversely impact upon a Medium landscape value of undulating
pastoral farmland characterised by a mixture of large to small irregular field pattern enclosed by mature hedgerows
and interspersed with small pockets of woodland and individual trees. Mitigation, in the form of scrub vegetation
and grassland with interspersed trees would tie in with the existing landscape.

The landscape character is predominately
pastoral with occasional arable fields.
Only small pockets of mature woodland
still exist and hedgerow field enclosure is
very mature in places.

Ch. 13,800 -16,150

Ch. 19,450-20,200

Ch. 20,200-21,800

Ch. 21,800 - 21,900
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Moderate Adverse

High

The road development passing through the High value narrow landscape character area of the Macroom lowland
pasture would result in the loss of mature hedgerow vegetation and stonewall field boundaries. The narrow area
forming the river corridor would, with the scale of the road development on embankment, be adversely impacted.
Mitigation proposals, including mixed woodland planting would provide some enhancement.

The landscape character is low-lying
narrow enclosed river pasture with
stonewall and mature hedgerow
boundaries in the rural fringes of
Macroom.

Large Adverse

High

This is a landscape of High value characterised by the Sullane river basin with islands of established mature woodland
and a mixture of pastoral and arable field pattern. The road development on embankment would be a dominant
feature within views and the character of the floodplain would be altered. Mitigation on embankment slopes would
consist of scrub within grassland with some additional areas of woodland and hedgebanks.

The local landscape character of the
floodplain is an expansive area open to
many long distance views and is linked to
the Gearagh conservation area in the
adjoining Lee River Valley.

Slight Adverse

Medium

This is a landscape of Medium value with a sense of place as a local gateway that is characterised by its proximity to
the Sullane river basin and the Lee River Valley. The road development on embankment and the inclusion of the
Coolcour roundabout would be a dominant feature within views and the character of the area would be altered.
Mitigation on embankment slopes would consist of scrub within grassland with some additional areas of woodland
and hedgebanks.

The local landscape character of the
lowland pasture has some open views
across pastoral fields and is also linked to
the Gearagh conservation area in the
adjoining Lee River Valley.

Moderately Significant

Moderately Significant

Not Significant

Significant

Significant

Not Significant
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5.4.5

Road Development Lighting

The potential visual impact of the road development would result from changes in the character

Road Development Lighting

of existing views and the consequent effect upon the visual amenity offered by a view following

The daytime effects of proposed road development lighting have been considered as part of

construction of the road development.

the visual impact assessment for properties within the study corridor, as listed in Appendix

An additional and positive visual effect of the road development is that it would enable views

5.3.

from the proposed road development over areas of landscape that were previously inaccessible

headlights upon properties have also been considered (see Appendix 5.4).

to the public. This would present opportunities for occupants of vehicles to enjoy new vistas

potential impacts of these additional operational effects have been considered as part of the

to the Doire na Sagart Mountain Area, as well as smaller, local areas of landscape importance

overall assessment of landscape and visual impact for the road development.

such as the designated scenic landscape area encompassing the Cúil na Cathrach Rocky

The assessment has taken into consideration that the design of the lighting would ensure light

Pasture (Cork County Council: Cork County Development Plan 2009).

spill beyond the highway boundary is kept to a minimum and upward light pollution would be

The potential night-time impacts of proposed road development lighting and vehicle
Generally, the

reduced. New lighting would generally be confined to the larger proposed junctions and to
Viewpoint Analysis

approximately 100m on either side of the approach roads to these junctions.

The viewpoint analysis includes an assessment of the potential significance of visual impact upon
a number of selected viewpoints chosen to show the general change in landscape character
across the mainline route and to indicate areas where impact would be at its highest. These
also illustrate the characteristics of the landscape through which the road development would
pass. The viewpoint analysis is presented in Figure 9.2. The photographs showing the views
were taken using a hand held 35 mm standard format camera with a lens of 50-75 mm focal
length.

New lighting would introduce a linear arrangement of columns and lanterns that would markedly
contrast with the scattered point source nature of existing light sources. For the majority of
properties, the proposed road development lighting would be visible within night-time views
either as an element itself or as sky-glow. As a result of the assessment it is considered that
few properties would be likely to be directly impacted by glare from vehicle headlights on the
proposed road development due to orientation of properties and vegetation within property
boundaries.

Proposed landscaping measures around junctions and side roads would aim to

mitigate against the light glare.
Visual Impact Schedules
The visual impact study has included an assessment of the potential significance of visual impact
of the road development upon views from a number of individual properties adjoining the road

5.4.6

Construction Effects

development. The location of each property is shown on Figure 9.1. Receptor schedules are

The construction impacts would include groundworks, movement of construction traffic,

included in Appendix 5.3. These include a listing of all the properties within a 2.0km corridor

temporary stockpiles, materials storage and lighting of works. These would result in additional,

of the road development (1.0km either side of the mainline). At a distance of over 1.0km from

but temporary landscape and visual impacts that would be confined to the construction period

the road development, either existing vegetation and landform severely restrict or sometimes

for the road development.

entirely screen views to the road development or the road development represents such a
small element within views that any change is not significant.
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Operational Effects

The following potential operational effects of the road development have also been identified:
•

Maintenance operations associated with both the carriageway and soft estate;

•

Road development lighting; and,

•

Vehicle lights and movement (including the effects of traffic noise upon landscape

5.5

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT

The road development would pass through a rural landscape that is characterised by a number
of local ridges, expansive undulating pasture enclosed by hedgebanks, rocky outcrops and

character).

woodland clumps and a continuous river corridor culminating in a floodplain reservoir.

The

landscape is crossed with narrow lanes, and side roads connecting a scattered settlement
pattern. The majority of areas are assessed as being of Good and Very Attractive landscape
value in this study, there is also an area designated as ‘Scenic Landscape’ (between chainages

The daytime effects of new road lighting have been considered as part of the visual impact

13,000 and 16,150). The route corridor runs through a dramatic landscape setting afforded

assessment for properties adjoining the route, as listed in Appendix 5.3. The potential night-

by several ridges along the road development and, to the western end of the route, the Doire

time impacts of new road lighting and vehicle headlights upon properties immediately adjoining

na Sagart Mountains.

the route have also been considered (see Appendix 5.4). Generally, the potential impacts of

characteristics.

these additional operational effects have been considered as part of the overall assessment of

development within a hitherto rural landscape setting. The road development would, however,

landscape and visual impact for the road development. They are not considered to change a

improve the general environmental quality of the town of Macroom and the smaller linear

potential magnitude of landscape or visual impact from that stated in Section 5.3 as a whole.

settlements of Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne by reducing traffic volumes passing through

However, they are likely to have different magnitudes of impact at different periods of the day.

these areas.

For example, traffic volumes are likely to be at a maximum at the start and end of the working
day resulting in different levels of visual disturbance over the length of the road development.
The visual environments of Macroom, Baile Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre would be improved upon
by lessening concentrated traffic volumes and therefore reducing visual disturbance. A similar
effect would also be experienced by a number of individual properties adjoining the existing
N22.

The area is valued by both local people and tourists for these

The road development would introduce a new scale of engineered road

Whilst the road development is the result of a design process that has sought to define an
alignment that minimises environmental impact, there are inevitable adverse effects upon a
number of environmental features, including landscape
The road development would have most considerable impact on landscape character where the
road passes through areas of Good to Highest landscape value, and where it is in deep cutting
or on high embankment i.e. where required earthworks are out of scale and context with the
existing landscape. Sections of the road development that have been judged to result in a

5.4.8

significant impact on local landscape character within this study are located as follows:

Residual Effects

Residual impacts of the road development are defined as those that would remain following the
full establishment of proposed mitigation (Year 15).

The potential magnitude of the road

•

Ch -532 – 1,850 (An Sliabh Riabhach Enclosed Pasture and An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge
Pasture).

Although this area has already been impacted upon by the existing N22, the

development’s residual landscape and visual impact varies throughout the road development.

presence of the new grade-separated junction and the approach on embankment passing

Despite the proposed mitigation strategies the road development would, therefore, have an

across the rural and relatively untouched grassland slopes would introduce a further

adverse residual landscape and visual impact.

engineered element, sandwiching properties between the proposed road development and

However, the urban environments within the

existing towns and villages, which would be bypassed by the road development, would be

the existing N22.

improved.

when travelling along the existing N22. The depth of cutting across the An Sliabh Riabhach
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•

Ch 16,150 – 17,750 (Massytown Ridge Pasture and Kilnagurteen Open Pasture) where

existing rural landscape character.

the road development would impact upon the broad ridgeline and would impact upon a

Ch 1,850 - 2,910 (Baile Bhuirne Open Pasture) Although the area is predominantly open

number of views of the ridge and within a rural and historic farming landscape.

pasture the mainline would be passing through a section of intrinsically rural landscape of

•

•

•

woodland pockets, rock outcrops and small pasture areas within part of this character area.

The road development would also have a moderate adverse landscape impact upon the foothills

The road development would impact upon this area by way of introducing a highly

of the Doire na Sagart and An Sliabh Riabhach ridges, the Inchinlinane Lowland Pasture and the

engineered aspect into an area that is sparsely populated, not intensively farmed and has

Macroom and Ballyveerane Enclosed Pasture.

large areas untouched by agriculture or development. The scale of the road development at

The road development would have its highest levels of adverse visual impact within views from

this point would be greater than existing elements within the area and therefore would be

residential areas. The road development would be visible from properties on the hillside to the

considered to be significantly detrimental to the rural quality of the area.

north of Macroom and from properties on the northern edge of the town. Elsewhere, views

Ch 5,500 – 9,500 (Cúil na Cathrach Open Pasture) where the road development would

would also be available from properties around and within Baile Mhic Íre. More distant views

impact upon the area of relatively undisturbed rocky outcrops that exist in concentration

would be seen from scattered and generally isolated properties and a number of relatively small

throughout this section of the route.

settlements. New planting as part of the mitigation proposals would aim to further reduce the

Ch 19,450 – 20,200 (Macroom Lowland Pasture) where the road development would

impact of the road development. As a positive aspect, the road development would provide

impact upon a narrow corridor of rural low lying pasture immediately adjacent to the Sullane

panoramic views across the wider landscape for vehicle travellers in certain locations.

River in extremely close proximity to Bealick Mill, disturbing the cultural heritage and current

The visibility schedules in Appendix 5.3 and 5.4 include individual assessments of the potential

landscape value.

significance of visual impact that would be experienced by 318 individual properties, groups of

Ch 20,200 - 21,800 (Sullane River Floodplain) where the road development would pass

properties and residential areas. The results of the study are summarised in Table 5.6. and

through local landscape character areas where the impact of this scale of road development

5.7.

would be most detrimental;

Table 5.6: Visual Effects on Property - Daytime

Despite only five areas potentially being affected to a significant degree, there are a number of

Significance of Effect

areas throughout the proposed road development that would suffer a moderately significant
impact. These are as follows:
•

Ch 2,850 – 5,500

(Baile Mhic Íre Pasture) where the road development would pass

through a prominent ridgeline above Baile Mhic Íre on embankment and in deep cutting;
•

Year 1 Winter

Year 15 Winter

Year 15 Summer

(Opening Year)
Significant
Moderately Significant
Not significant

66
3
249

61
1
256

43
1
274

Refer to Appendix 5.1 Methodology Table 4 and Table 6 and Appendix 5.3 Visibility Schedules.

Ch 13,000 – 13,780 (Carrigaphooca Ridge) where the road development would impact
upon the distinctly vegetated rocky outcrop ridgeline;

•

Ch 13,780 – 16,150 (Teerbeg and Codrum Enclosed Pasture) where the road
development would impact upon an area designated as Scenic Landscape;
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5.6

Table 5.7: Visual Effects on Property – NightNight-time
Significance of Effect

Year 1 Winter

Cork Area Strategic Plan 2001-2020.
Year 15 Winter

Year 15 Summer

(Opening Year)
Significant
Moderately Significant
Not significant

68
0
250

REFERENCES

North and West Cork Strategic Plan 2002-2020.
Cork County Council: Cork County Development Plan 2009.

63
0
255

60
0
258

Refer to Appendix 5.1 Methodology Table 4 and Table 6 and Appendix 5.4 Night-time Effects of Lighting upon
Properties.

Macroom Electoral Area Local Area Plan Preliminary Draft September 2004.
Environmental Protection Agency (2002) Guidelines on the Information to be contained in the
Environmental Impact Statement.
Environmental Protection Agency (September 2003), Advice Notes on Current Practice (in the

Table 5.6 indicates that 66 individual properties/groups of properties/residential area
receptors are likely to experience a significant adverse visual effect due to the potential
daytime effects of the road development.

By year 15 the number of properties incurring

significant impacts decreases to 61 dropping to 43 in summer. A low number of properties (3)
would be moderately impacted by the road development in year 1. By year 15 this has

preparation of Environmental Impact Statements).
Fossitt. J.A. 2000. A Guide to Habitats in Ireland.
Landscape Institute/Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment (2002), Guidelines
for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment.

decreased to 1 in winter. The majority of properties (249) are considered to receive only

The Countryside Agency (now part of Natural England) and Scottish Natural Heritage,

minor or no impacts as a result of the road development in year 1 increasing to 274 by the

Landscape Character Assessment Guidance (2002)

summer of year 15.

The Countryside Agency (now part of Natural England) and Scottish Natural Heritage,

Referring to Table 5.7 it is considered that there would be a significant night-time effect upon

Landscape Character Assessment Guidance (2002) Topic Paper 6

68 receptor groups due to the proposed road development lighting around main junctions and

National Roads Authority (2002), Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), April 2002.

vehicle headlights. By year 15 this number drops to 60 receptors which are mainly located

South Gloucestershire Council. 2002. South Gloucestershire Landscape Assessment.

close to proposed junctions or in close proximity to the mainline on embankment with open

UK Department of Transport. 1993 (plus addenda). Design Manual for Roads and Bridges

views. The remainder of receptors would have no significant impact.

(DMRB), Volume 11.

Overall, the road development would have some residual adverse effect upon some areas of
local landscape character in particular those that are considered sensitive to development of
this nature. There would also be a residual adverse effect upon a number of local visual
receptors which are located in an intrinsically rural and dark landscape i.e. where roads are
currently narrow with high vegetation forming a corridor to the roads and where there are no
large scale engineered roads or structures within the local landscape.
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Landscape Character Classification and Evaluation

The following is a list of the Landscape Types and Character Areas through which the Preliminary

Landscape Type: Ridge Farmland

Design will pass.
Character Area: An Sliabh Riabhach Ridge Pasture
Landscape Character Areas

Chainage: *-532-1850

The indicative extent of each landscape character area is shown on Figure9.1 Drawings V901V905 (Sheets 1 to 5) and are described as follows:

Key Characteristics:
•

Ridge and Gortnatubbrid Ridge

Landscape Type: Rolling (undulating) Farmland
•

Key Characteristics:

Sloping southwest facing pasture punctuated by large areas of exposed rock and rough
scrubby grassland.

Character Area: An Sliabh Riabhach Enclosed Pasture
Chainage: -532-1,850

Narrow ridge that pinches land (An Sliabh Riabhach Enclosed Pasture) between Doire na Sagart

•

Varied irregular field pattern of small scale on lower slopes

•

Gappy mature hedgerows form field boundaries within the lower slopes.

•

No settlement exists beyond initial toe of ridge.

•

Area has a sense of exposure due to the exposed ridgeline and lack of mature vegetation.

•

Narrow area of land pinched between the Doire na Sagart and An Sliabh Riabhach ridges

•

Sloping southwest facing pasture punctuated by large areas of rough scrub and grassland.

•

Varied field pattern of small scale, some irregular and some rectilinear with indistinct

Evaluation:

boundaries.

The landscape has a distinct sense of exposed character due to the patchwork of scrubland

•

Isolated pockets of coniferous planting sit within the lower slopes.

through the slopes and on the dominant ridge. Pasture quality is poor and limited. However the

•

Isolated farmsteads and residences form the settlement pattern.

•

Area has a sense of exposure due to the exposed ridgeline, lack of mature vegetation.

ridge affords the area with a distinct backdrop and extensive views forming part of the Doire na
Sagart Mountain area.

Landscape Type: Rolling (undulating) Farmland
Evaluation:
The landscape has a distinct sense of exposed character due to the patchwork of scrubland
through the slopes and on the dominant An Sliabh Riabhach ridge to the east of this area. Pasture
quality is poor and despite some coniferous planting the area appears bleak. The existing route of

Character Area: Baile Bhuirne Open Pasture
Chainage:1,850– 2,910

the N22 seems to increase the sense of starkness. However the slopes are afforded extensive
views in places of the beginning of the Doire na Sagart Mountain area.

Key Characteristics:
•
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•

Level wet pasture at the base of the south facing slopes.

•

Small to medium field pattern defined by hedgerows/ hedge banks and dry stonewalls

•

Sense of exposure and openness experienced due to the smoother profile of the
slopes and the elevated position from which there are extensive views.

and mature trees. Clipped hedges beside roads.
•

•

•

Scattered clusters of dwellings and farmsteads form the settlement pattern.

Baile

Evaluation:

Mhich Íre forms the western boundary to the character area.

The landscape structure of this intensively farmed landscape is defined by the hedgerows and

The character area is crossed by minor roads, which integrate well with local

hedge banks with mature trees and small areas of woodland. The undulating upper pasture slopes

topography.

contrast with the wet pasture on the lower slopes. Linear rock outcrops dissect the lower slopes

Pastoral fields used for grazing and silage.

Evaluation:

Landscape Type: Rocky Pasture

The landscape structure of this intensively farmed landscape is defined by the hedgerows
and hedge banks with mature trees and small areas of woodland. The undulating upper

Character Area: Cúil na Cathrach Open Pasture

pasture slopes contrast with the wet pasture on the lower slopes. Linear rock outcrops

Chainage: 5,500-9,500

dissect the lower slopes.
Key Characteristics:
Landscape Type: Rolling (undulating) Farmland

Character Area: Baile Mhich Íre Open Pasture
Chainage: 2,910-5,500

•

Rugged topography characterised by linear rocky knolls, boggy hollows and scrub.

•

Some isolated pasture fields enclosed by unmanaged hedgerows.

•

Lower slopes used for unenclosed rough grazing.

•

Dwellings situated on prominent large rocky knolls.

•

Minor roads follow the contours of the south facing slopes.

Key Characteristics:
•

Gently undulating south facing slopes near the crest of a broad ridge.

•

Varied field sizes, some irregular and some rectilinear enclosed by clipped and
unmanaged hedges.

Evaluation:
This area is characterised by the of rock outcrops that occur in the greatest concentration
throughout the entire route. Rock outcrops are often vegetated with mature growth though some

Small clumps of predominantly broadleaved woodland and mature trees within the

are exposed. Scattered residencies are located throughout the area where there are small

corner of fields and around the isolated dwellings and farmsteads.

patches of pasture or rough grassland. The rugged landscape in elevated areas provides extensive

•

Scattered farmsteads and isolated residences form the settlement pattern.

views across the An Rathúnach Thoir ridge and the local landscape therefore the area is regarded

•

Elevated rural setting provided by the ridge offering extensive views to the Doire na

as being of Very Attractive/good landscape quality.

•

Sagart Mountains including the distinctive conical hill of Mullaghanish, which is topped
with a prominent transmitter.
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Key Characteristics:
•

Steep, thickly wooded slopes.

Character Area: Inchinlinane Lowland Pasture

•

Mature woodlands with dense under storey give the area an enclosed character.

Chainage: 9,500-13,000

•

Short distance views within woodland area.

•

Individual dwellings situated within clearings within the woodland.

•

Existing N22 is hidden within views from this character area.

Key Characteristics:
•

Large irregular pasture fields

•

There are some linear outcrops of limestone forming low rocky ridges on which vegetation is

Evaluation:

more sparse.

The area is dominated by heavily vegetated rock outcrops forming the ridge. Views within the area

•

Low level prime pasture with little field boundaries

are very restricted due to the established vegetation. Part of the area falls within a designated

•

Very little settlement within the area

area of Scenic Landscape. As a result of the natural undisturbed form of the character area and

•

The river is hidden behind mature vegetation on its banks, which form a strong edge within

the lack of farming use and settlement this area is considered to be of Highest Quality landscape.

the floodplain.
•

Views within the floodplain are restricted by the landform and vegetated banks of the river

Landscape Type: Rolling (Undulating) Farmland

and occasional rock outcrops.
Character Area: Teerbeg and Codrum Enclosed Pasture
Chainage: 13,780-16,150

Evaluation:
The character area is distinct in respects of the surrounding landscape. The area is lower lying and
is a prime area of pasture forming the corridor around the Sullane River, which generally forms the
western

boundaries to the irregular fields with the existing N22 forming the most northern

Key Characteristics:
•

South facing undulating pasture slopes.

•

Level wet pasture at the base of the south facing slopes.

•

Small to medium field pattern defined by hedgerows/ hedge banks and dry stonewalls and

boundaries. Views are open and clear within the area but are partially screened by the surrounding
landscape and vegetation on the banks of the river. More distant views can be experienced of the
distant ridges. This area is considered to be of Good landscape quality.

mature trees. Clipped hedges beside roads.
Landscape Type: Ridge Farmland

Character Area: Carrigaphooca Ridge Pasture

•

Scattered clusters of dwellings and farmsteads form the settlement pattern.

•

The character area is crossed by minor roads, which integrate well with local topography.

•

Pastoral fields used for grazing and silage.

Chainage: 13,000-13,780
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Evaluation:
This area is adjacent to the Carrigaphooca ridge character area and is covered by a Scenic

Landscape Type: Ridge Farmland

Landscape designation. Views are afforded from the area of the undulating landscape though often
screened by field established boundary vegetation and pockets of mature wet woodland. Small
grouped settlements and individual farmsteads are scattered throughout the area. The area is

Character Area: Kilnagurteen Ridge Pasture
Chainage: 17,380-17,750

considered to be of a Very Attractive landscape quality.
Key Characteristics:
Landscape Type: Ridge Farmland

Character Area: Massytown Ridge Pasture
Chainage: 16,150-17,300

•

Lower slopes of the Massytown ridge

•

Irregular field patternwith no real sense of enclosure

•

Gappy hedgerows of mature vegetation in few places with areas of scattered woodland.

•

Low level of settlement only a few scattered properties though some larger development
present to the south.

Key Characteristics:
•

Elevated rural setting provided by the ridge offering extensive views of Teerbeg and Codrum

•

Views extend

across the Macroom and Ballyveerane Enclosed Pasture and to the higher

slopes of the Massytown Ridge.

and also of Macroom and Ballyveerane undulating pastures.
•

Medium scale, rectilinear field pattern of predominately pasture land with occasional arable
farmland.

•

Field boundaries marked by gappy vegetation or established mature hedgerows with some
enclosure consisting of stonewalling.

•

Expanded linear settlement pattern to south end of ridge on lower slopes with some scattered
groups on ridge top.

•

Cultural element of Mount Massey House.

Evaluation:
The area differs from that of the higher slopes of the ridge, the Kilnagurteen Open Pasture
character area is distinctly less structured as it has no particularly strong field pattern or
landscape structure. Undefined field boundaries consist of gappy hedgrows or scattered mature
trees. Pockets of various sizes of woodland are scatttered throughout the whole area. There is
little settlement within the area except for the southern extents of the character area which forms
the edge of Macroom. The area experiences views of Macroom and Ballyveerane Enclosed
Pasture. The area is considered to be of Good landscape quality,

Evaluation:
The elevated landform, farmed landscape and historical element provide a strong sense of place
within this character area. Features of note include the enclosure pattern of mature hedgerows,

Landscape Type: Rolling (undulating) Farmland

some gappy hedgerows and in particular local stonewalling. Much of this is associated with the
previous farming and partial parkland landscape of Killmassy House, now a ruin. The character area

Character Area: Macroom and Ballyveerane Enclosed Pasture

also retains some sense of tranquillity and is considered to be of Good Landscape quality.
Chainage: 17,750-19,450
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Evaluation:

•

Constantly undulating terrain almost level terrain in places.

The landscape structure provides a sense of natural partial enclosure, given by the views afforded

•

Local ridge to immediate north west forms some backdrop to this character area.

through the mature hedgerow vegetation along the central view of this area. Open extensive views

•

Varied field pattern defined by a mix of poorly managed hedgerows/ hedge banks and mature
trees with clipped hedges in other areas

are seen from the New Bridge southeast across the Sullane floodplain. The position of this
landscape area located between the Laney Ridge and Macroom Ridge with the river running
through the area creates a rural and tranquil corridor of Very Attractive quality.

•

Scattered farmsteads and isolated residences and small groups of residencies form the
settlement pattern.

•

Pastoral fields used for grazing with some occasional arable fields
Landscape Type: Farmed River Terrace

Evaluation:
The areas of farmed landscape have some recognisable landscape structure, most notably the

Character Area: Sullane River Floodplain

enclosure pattern of hedge banks with mature trees. However, this landscape structure has been

Chainage: 20,200-21,900

impacted by farming practice, and there are no particularly notable areas of vegetation. It is
therefore considered to be of Good landscape quality.

Key Characteristics:

•

Slightly undulating yet low lying River

•

Large irregular field pattern of pastoral and arable farmland with partial enclosure of mature

Landscape Type: Farmed River Terrace

though sometimes gappy hedgerows
Character Area: Macroom Lowland Pasture

•

Chainage: 19,450-20,200

Distinct areas of deciduous woodland within the floodplain occasionally forming islands when
water levels rise.

•

Despite local enclosure area affords extensive views across to local ridges.

Key Characteristics:
•

Distinct level pasture corridor between the local ridges.

•

Small to medium scale irregular field pattern.

Evaluation:

•

Mixed enclosure forms of established hedgerows dominated by mature trees and stonewalling.

This expansive area is enhanced by its location adjacent to local ridges (Macroom and Laney

•

Local heritage elements of Bealick Mill and New Bridge indicate past character style.

ridges) that form a backdrop for the lower lying land. Views extend across the river to the very

•

River Sullane dominant feature though is largely obscured by mature vegetation corridor

gently undulating land consisting of pasture. Settlements within the area are generally small and

established on banks.

grouped. Due to areas of undisturbed woodland occasional areas of arable farming. The area has a

•

Tributary to River Sullane cuts across pasture to mill.
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strong sense of tranquillity and a sense of isolation away from the existing N22. The area is
therefore considered to be of Very Attractive landscape quality.
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Visibility Schedules

The following table lists properties that adjoin the proposed scheme and is an objective assessment of its potential effect upon the visual amenity within views from each property listed. The potential
magnitude and significance of impact of the scheme has been evaluated following both summer and winter visibility surveys. Only properties within or immediately adjoining a 2km corridor (1km either side
of the centreline of the new road) have been included within the study as it is considered that these properties are those that are most likely to be impacted by the scheme. The study includes an
objective assessment of the potential visual impact of the route during winter (Year 1) and summer and winter (Year 15) using the criteria listed in Appendix 5.1. The significance of effect (for properties
impacted by the scheme) is adverse whether the effect is evaluated as significant or not significant.
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Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

PA

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
1 x 2 storey property

PB

1 x 2 storey property

Property is located in an elevated location from the existing N22.
Front elevation views partially filtered by intervening vegetation .
Side elevation views east also partially filtered by boundary
vegetation of rising landform to the north.

PC

1 x 1 storey property

Property in open elevated position above existing N22. Front and
side elevation views are afforded of existing road and ridge
slopes. Rear elevation views consist of rising landform.

PD

1 x 1 storey property

Property located in elevated location and accessed via local
access road. Open, front elevation views of traffic on existing
N22 with views beyond towards opposite ridgeline.

PE

1 x 2 storey property

Property located in elevated location and accessed via local
access road. Open, front elevation views of traffic on existing
N22 with views beyond towards opposite ridgeline.

P1

1 x 2 storey property

Property accessed along track leading down to existing N22.
Open, front elevation views of traffic with partial views beyond
towards ridgeline. Rear and side elevation views of rising
landform of ridgeline to north.

P2

1 x 2 storey property

P3

1 x 2 storey property

Property occupies elevated position above existing N22. Front
elevation views across valley filtered by coniferous vegetation
along property boundary. Glimpsed views of traffic on the existing
N22.
Property accessed along lane leading north from existing N22.
Property is afforded front elevation views over undulating
farmland. Rising landform and farm buildings form the extent of
views north/east/ west.

P4

1 x 1 storey property
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Property is located in an elevated position from existing N22.
Open, front elevation views of traffic passing on road. Rear
elevations view the ridgeline to the north. Side elevation views to
the east of undulating landform of local area.

Property accessed along lane leading north from existing N22.
Panoramic views from elevated position on ridgeline across valley

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Front elevation views of road tie in will not be inherently
different to existing. Views to the east will be quite open to
the grade-separated Baile Bhuirne Junction arrangement
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: slight adverse
Property orientated north to south, views of the N22 tie in
will be partially filtered. Possible side elevation views from
upper storey windows of grade-separated Baile Bhuirne
junction
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Clear and open side elevation views of Baile Bhuirne junction
with cutting slopes to the south east and road approach on
embankment and associated traffic movement around junction.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Front elevation will experience clear oblique views of Baile
Bhuirne junction, deep cutting slopes and embankment slopes
around the junction will be visible. Access to the property will
also be altered
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Front elevation will experience clear and open views of the
grade-separated Baile Bhuirne junction opposite property,
deep cutting slopes and embankment slopes around the
junction will be also be visible. Access to the property will
also be altered requiring a diversion of the Owengarve.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Views north form rear elevation of proposed scheme on
embankment with potential views of An Sliabh Riabhach bridge
structure, however intervening vegetation and landform may
provide some screening.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Potential upper storey side elevation glimpsed views through
boundary vegetation of proposed road, on embankment.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Road passing directly behind property to the north on
embankment will be visible through farm buildings and
intervening vegetation from rear elevation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Road will be passing on embankment in close proximity and will
be visible from side elevation views. An Sliabh Riabhach bridge

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Moderately
significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Moderately Significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
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Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)
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Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant

Moderately significant

Not significant

Moderately significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

towards ridge opposite. Existing N22 concealed from view.

P5

1 x 2 storey property

P6

1 x 1 storey property

P7

2 x 1 storey properties

P8

1 x 1 storey property

P9

1 x 2 storey property

P10

1 x 1 storey property

P11

1 x 2 storey property

P12

1 x 2 storey property

P13

2 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property
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structure may also be visible to the south west. Property’s
current access will be altered.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Property accessed along lane leading north from existing N22.
Open views form front elevation of road on embankment
Panoramic open views across valley to ridgeline opposite from
passing to the south and glimpsed views of traffic from front
elevated position within pastoral landscape. Glimpsed views of
elevation ground floor windows.
vehicles on N22.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Moderately adverse
Property situated in elevated location adjacent to existing N22.
Rear elevation views of road passing to the north on
Front elevation views across rocky pasture and scrub towards
embankment, intervening vegetation may provide some partial
ridgeline screened by coniferous vegetation along property
screening.
boundary.
Year 1 Winter: Moderately adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties occupy slightly elevated location overlooking the
Rear elevation views of road passing to the north on
existing N22. Front elevation views of traffic with views beyond
embankment, intervening boundary vegetation provide some
filtered by intervening woodland vegetation.
partial screening.
Year 1 Winter: Moderately adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Property accessed via steep track leading east from the existing
Oblique side elevation views towards proposed road to the
N22. Front elevation views towards wooded ridgeline opposite
north. More distant views to the east of traffic passing into
filtered by a hedgebank along the access track and along property cutting from front elevation
boundary.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Property occupies elevated position on ridgeline and is afforded
Potential side upper storey views of northern cutting slope to
broad views across pastoral fields towards wooded ridge
the east with traffic passing out of cutting and on to
opposite.
embankment ..
Year 1 Winter: Moderately adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Property fronts onto existing N22 with views south available
Rear elevation views heavily filtered by boundary and
across carriageway towards ridge opposite. Views east
intervening vegetation.
concealed by evergreen planting along property boundary.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Property fronts onto existing N22 with views of traffic filtered by
Open rear elevation views of road passing to the north on
hedgerow along front boundary. Glimpsed views of traffic and
embankment views towards the east are partially filtered by
ridgeline opposite filtered by vegetation. A coniferous plantation
intervening properties..
to the east forms the extent of the view.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change adverse
Farmhouse occupies elevated location above N22 with broad
Open rear elevation views to An Sliabh Riabhach ridgeline
views across valley filtered by mature coniferous vegetation along where road will pass in deep cutting. Location of road in
field boundary to south. Views north over rising landform of
deep cutting will potentially prevent views of traffic
ridgeline.
movement. Top of northern cutting slope maybe apparent in
views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Properties front onto existing N22 with open views south of traffic Rear elevation views of northern cutting slopes heavily filtered
from slightly elevated location above base of valley. Views
by intervening vegetation and buildings.
towards ridgeline opposite filtered by vegetation within the valley
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
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Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
floor.
Property accessed via track leading up from existing N22.
Elevated views across valley concealed by coniferous vegetation
along property boundary.

P14

1 x 1 storey property

P15

1 x 2 storey property

Property fronts onto existing N22 with open views of traffic north
and west across hard surfaced area. Rear views available across
Sullane river towards wooded ridgeline.

P16

1 x 1 storey property

P17

1 x 1 storey property

P18

Group of properties
southwest of Baile
Bhuirne

Property elevated above existing N22. Glimpsed views of traffic
available to the east over undulating pasture of ridgeline filtered
by vegetation along field boundaries. Views west and south
restricted by adjacent woodland.
Property occupies slightly low-lying location along lane adjacent to
existing N22. Front elevation views across low-lying land towards
the Sullane river filtered by vegetated hedgebank opposite.
Mixed woodland forms the extent of rear elevation views. Side
elevation views of traffic on existing N22.
Properties lie within valley with views east over undulating pasture
towards opposite ridge filtered by undulating landform and
vegetation along field boundaries.

P19

1 x 2 storey property

Property situated on ridgeline along farm track. Panoramic views
east and northeast towards ridgeline opposite from elevated
location filtered by coniferous vegetation within farmyard.

P20

1 x 1 storey property

Property situated in elevated location on ridgeline. Panoramic
rear elevation views across valley partially screened by retaining
wall and evergreen vegetation to rear of property.

P21

1 x 2 storey property

Property occupies elevated location on ridgeline and fronts onto a
narrow lane. Adjacent farm buildings and vegetation filter views
east down the valley.

P22

1 x 2 storey property

Elevated, open views from hilltop location accessed along steep
farm track. Front elevation views over pastoral valley and rocky
outcrops.

P23

2 x 2 storey properties

Properties occupy elevated position on ridgeline. Views over
pastoral slopes filtered by adjacent coniferous vegetation and
farm outbuildings.

P24

1 x 1 storey and 1 x 2

Properties situated along lane running north from Baile Bhuirne and

October 2009

Year 15: Slight adverse
Views north towards proposed road in cutting obscured by
boundary vegetation .
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Road passing to the north in deep cutting slopes prevents
views.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views north towards proposed road in cutting concealed by
landform of ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Property orientation and intervening vegetation prevents
views.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views towards proposed road to northeast concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Elevated glimpsed views of proposed road aligned along
ridgeline to the northeast. Partial views of embankment
slopes filtered by landform and vegetation along field
boundaries (and coniferous vegetation adjacent to property).
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential glimpsed views of proposed road along ridgeline
filtered by high wall, landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Potential views northeast towards the proposed road aligned
along opposite ridgeline in the distance. Views heavily
filtered by adjacent buildings and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15:Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Elevated views towards proposed road aligned along distant
ridgeline. Views of cutting slopes and glimpsed views of
traffic filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Elevated views towards proposed road aligned along distant
ridgeline. Views of cutting slopes and glimpsed views of
traffic filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Proposed road aligned on embankment across lane further

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor
All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
storey property

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

existing N22. Properties set back from road within woodland
clearings. Views over undulating landform restricted by mature
woodland and rock outcrops. The existing N22 is concealed from
view.
Properties set back from local road running north from Baile
Bhuirne and the existing N22. Front elevation views west towards
rock outcrops, which form the extent of the view. Views from side
and rear elevations restricted by dense woodland vegetation and
landform.

P25

2 x 2 storey properties

P26

1 x 2 storey property

Property slightly elevated above lane running north from Baile
Bhuirne and existing N22. Front elevation views of pasture and
properties opposite. Upper storey views to side and rear of
property over rocky outcrops.

P27

1 x 2 storey property

P28

1 x 2 storey property

Property occupies prominent location adjacent to lane running
north from Baile Bhuirne and existing N22. Front elevation views
along lane towards woodland, rock outcrops and adjacent
properties. Rear and side elevations screened by boundary
vegetation
Property accessed from lane running north from Baile Bhuirne and
existing N22 and is in slightly elevated position. Views over
undulating landscape severely restricted by rocky outcrops which
form the extent of the view.

P28a

1 x 2 storey property

P29

1 x 2 storey property

P29 A

1 x 1 storey property

Property lies within a slightly wooded valley to the north of Baile
Bhuirne with views towards surrounding ridgelines filtered by
vegetation and landform.

P30

2 x 1 storey and 2 x 2
storey properties

Properties lie within wooded valley to the north of Baile Bhuirne
with views towards surrounding ridgelines filtered by coniferous
plantation and native woodland.

P30 A

1x 2 storey property

Property lies within open location within valley area, orientated
east to west between lane and the Bohill River to the far north of
Baile Bhuirne and the N22.

October 2009

Property set back from and below local road running north from
Baile Bhuirne and existing N22. Patchy tree cover filters views to
the north and east across adjacent fields. Views west are
concealed behind a rock outcrop.
Property is in elevated location set back from lane. Views north
towards farm outbuildings form the extent of the front elevation
view. Views available to the south over well-vegetated valley.

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

north of properties. Views concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential oblique side elevation and upper storey front
elevation views of proposed road on embankment passing to
the north west. Partial views of vegetation clearance,
landform modification and views of traffic filtered by
intervening landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential upper storey side elevation views south towards
proposed road on embankment. Views to the rear only
partially filtered by vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Property is orientated north to south with road passing to
the north and to the rear of the property. Views to the rear
are screened by dense vegetation along property boundary.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Road will pass directly to the north of the property. Open
clear rear elevation views of road on embankment. Front
elevation views will also be experienced and oblique views of
the proposed Bohill River Bridge.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Views towards proposed road on embankment to the north
east only partially filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderately adverse
Year 15: Moderately adverse
Elevated location of property creates views to the south of
road passing on embankment only partially filtered by property
boundary vegetation. Side elevation views to the east may
also be experienced through vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Moderately adverse
Oblique rear elevation views towards proposed Bohill River
Bridge and road passing to the south on embankment
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards proposed road concealed by intervening
landform and vegetation
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Oblique side elevation glimpsed views maybe available.
towards proposed road passing to the south on embankment
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
P31

1 x 2 storey property

Property is set back from lane along winding access track through
rocky outcrops and scrub vegetation. Front elevation views
across pastoral fields towards rocky outcrops which form the
extent of the view. Coniferous plantation forms the extent of the
view from rear and side elevations of the property.

P32

2 x 1 storey properties

P33

3 x 2 storey and 3 x 1
storey properties

Properties occupy elevated ridge top location along a lane with
front elevation views across wooded valley and rock outcrops.
Baile Bhuirne and the existing N22 are concealed from view.
Properties situated on ridgeline and front onto a narrow lane.
Front elevation views are afforded across wooded valley towards
Baile Mhic Íre filtered by intervening vegetation.

P33 A

1 x 2 storey property

Property situated on ridgeline and fronts onto a narrow access
lane. Front elevation views are filtered by intervening vegetation
and wooded valley towards Baile Mhic Íre.

P34

1 x 2 storey property

P35

1 x 2 storey property

Property occupies prominent location on ridgeline with views
available south across valley concealed by coniferous vegetation in
front of property. Views north across rising pasture which forms
the extent of the view.
Property set back from lane running across ridgeline. Front
elevation views across valley heavily filtered by hedgebank
opposite property and mixed woodland vegetation within valley.

P36

3 x 2 storey properties
and 1 x 1 storey
property

Properties are accessed from lane running east across ridgeline.
Views towards ridgeline opposite filtered by vegetation and
hedgebank on far side of lane.

P37

1 x 2 storey property

P38

1 x 2 storey property

Property set back from lane along steep farm track. Ridge top
location offers panoramic views across landscape. Potential views
from side elevation of property. Front and rear views obscured
by outbuildings and vegetation.
Property occupies elevated location accessed from track leading
east along ridgeline. Panoramic views southwest across valley are
filtered to the sides by vegetation along property boundary.

P39

1 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

October 2009

Elevated panoramic views across landscape from hilltop location.
Views towards far ridgelines across pastoral fields from both
properties with views from eastern most property partially
concealed by farm buildings.

Year 15: No change
Views towards proposed road concealed by vegetation
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Views filtered by landform and intervening mixed woodland.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Road passing to the immediate south on embankment.
Properties will experience front elevation views of road.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Road passing to the immediate north on embankment will be
filtered by intervening property buildings and vegetation
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views south towards proposed road concealed by
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Rear elevation views north and west towards proposed road
aligned in close proximity to the property passing out of
cutting and on embankment. Views of cutting slopes to the
north east. And loss of vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Rear elevation views north and west towards proposed road
aligned in close proximity to the properties passing out of
cutting and on embankment. Views of cutting slopes to the
north east and loss of local vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views towards the proposed road would be concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15:No change
Elevated views of scheme passing directly in front of
property, Na Cillíní bridge and proposed road in shallow
cutting. Potential glimpsed views of traffic movement to the
west and east partially filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential views southeast towards proposed road within
valley. Glimpsed views of traffic and partial views of landform
modification and vegetation clearance filtered by landform and
intervening vegetation.

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated

P40

3 x 2 storey properties

Rear elevation views across valley from properties clustered along
south side of lane on ridgeline. Front elevation views of rising
pasture of ridgeline filtered by vegetation along property
boundaries. Rear elevation views across valley.

P41

1 x 1 storey property

P42

1 x 2 storey property

Property accessed via lane running southeast towards Baile Mhic
Íre and the existing N22. Elevated front elevation views into
valley towards Balleymakeery filtered by vegetation along lane and
field boundaries. Rear elevation views beyond garden restricted
by coniferous hedgerow and rising ground of ridgeline.
Property situated to the north of the existing N22 along lane.
House is set back along drive with mature Yew trees along the
property boundary panoramic views across the valley. Potential
rear views across rising landform of ridgeline.

P43

1 x 1 storey property

P44

1 x 2 storey property

P45

1 x 2 storey property

P46

2 x 1 storey properties

P47

2 x 2 storey properties

October 2009

Property is situated on bend of narrow lane on a plot cut into the
ridgeline. Rear views are restricted by rising ground of ridgeline
and a hedgerow along the property boundary. A coniferous
hedgerow along the property boundary of P44 restricts oblique
rear views. Elevated front elevation views south are afforded
across the valley.
Property is situated to western side of narrow lane heading
northeast across the ridgeline. A coniferous hedgerow along the
property boundary heavily filters front elevation views across
valley. Rear elevation views are available across the rising
landform of the ridgeline filtered by vegetation along property
boundary.
Property situated in slightly elevated location on lane heading
northeast across the ridgeline. Front elevation views across
pastoral slopes of ridgeline descending towards the existing N22
are filtered by vegetation along property boundary and hedgerow
along opposite side of lane.

Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Front elevation views towards proposed road in slight cutting
within fields opposite properties. Filtered views of cutting
slopes, vegetation clearance and glimpsed views of traffic.
Views north of realigned lane on embankment on approach to
Na Cillíní bridge.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views towards proposed road concealed by rising landform of
ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential upper storey rear and side elevation views across
rising ground of ridgeline towards proposed cutting slopes
filtered by landform and vegetation. Oblique views of
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views of the proposed road are concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Potential upper storey rear elevation views of road passing in
close proximity and vegetation clearance filtered by
vegetation along property boundary and rising landform.
Potential views of bridge along existing lane alignment.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Potential views from upper storeys of road on embankment to
southeast filtered by vegetation along field boundaries and
landform. Potential oblique front elevation views of proposed
road at grade across lane to the southwest. bridge structure
will be apparent in views adjoining the properties boundary.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties are set back from lane heading northeast across the
Partial views of proposed road on embankment within pastoral
ridgeline. Front elevation views south across pastoral fields of
fields opposite. Glimpsed views of traffic filtered by
valley filtered by vegetated hedgebank along lane. Glimpsed views vegetation along lane.
of traffic on existing N22 filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Properties occupy adjacent plots within the valley floor and front
Potential front elevation views of proposed road cutting
onto the existing N22. The properties are elevated above the
slopes and glimpsed views of traffic filtered by intervening
N22 and are afforded views north across the rising landform of
landform and vegetation.
the ridgeline filtered by intervening vegetation along intervening
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
field boundaries.
Year 15: Slight adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

P48

P49

P50

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor
All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
1 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property

11 x 2 storey
properties (residential
estate to rear under
construction)
1 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

Properties front onto a lane running parallel to the north of the
existing N22. Front elevation views are afforded north across the
valley filtered by vegetation along field boundaries. Rear elevation
views are available across rising pasture of ridgeline and scrub
vegetation to rear of properties.
Properties are situated along lane running parallel to the north of
the existing N22. Front elevation views across rising pasture of
ridgeline largely concealed by high hedgebank on opposite side of
lane and rising landform beyond.
Properties are accessed along lane running northeast from the
existing N22. Front elevation views are available across the lane
towards adjacent properties. Rear views across rising landform of
ridgeline are restricted by vegetation.

P51

1 x 1 storey property

Property fronts onto lane running north from the existing N22.
Rear elevation views towards far ridgeline severely restricted by
vegetation outside rear windows and factory warehouses beyond.

P52

4 x 2 storey properties

P53

2 and 3 storey
properties within Baile
Mhic Íre

Properties front onto lane running north from the existing N22.
Front elevation views towards properties opposite. Oblique front
elevation views towards existing N22. Built form directly to the
rear forms the extent of rear elevation views.
Properties front onto existing N22 with open views of traffic and
built form opposite. Partial rear upper storey views towards rising
landform of ridgeline filtered by vegetation and built form.

P54

2 x 1 storey properties

P55

1 x 2 storey property

P56

1 x 2 storey property

P57

2 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property

P58

5 x 2 storey properties

October 2009

Properties front onto existing N22 with open views of traffic and a
hedgebank opposite which forms the extent of the view.
Properties are cut back into the rising landform of the ridgeline
and the rock cutting face forms the extent of rear elevation views.
Property lies to the south of Baile Mhic Íre and the Sullane river.
The property fronts onto a narrow lane running east across the
river floodplain. Rear elevation views are available across the
rising landform of the wooded ridgeline. Front elevation views are
offered pasture and the wooded river corridor. Glimpsed views of
traffic on the N22 filtered by built form and vegetation.
Property fronts onto existing N22 within Baile Mhic Íre. Front
elevation views of traffic and factory beyond. Coniferous
vegetation along rear boundary of property forms the extent of
views north.
Properties elevated above existing N22 with front elevation views
of traffic. Views towards ridgeline to south filtered by built form
opposite. Open, rear elevation views across rising landform of
ridgeline.
Properties are accessed directly from the existing N22 with open
front elevation views of traffic and built form. Views available

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Potential ground floor front elevation views of proposed road
cutting slopes and vegetation clearance. Glimpsed views of
traffic in winter filtered by vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not significant

Not significant

Views towards the proposed road concealed by coniferous
vegetation and built form.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Open, rear elevation views of proposed Na Cillíní bridge,
vegetation clearance and glimpsed views of traffic filtered by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Rear views over rising ground towards proposed road in
cutting and Na Cillíní bridge. Views of vegetation clearance

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Not significant

Rear elevation views of proposed road cutting slopes,
vegetation clearance and glimpsed views of traffic filtered by
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards the proposed road would be concealed by
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential side and oblique rear elevation views towards
proposed road aligned along ridgeline heavily filtered by rising
landform and intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential partial rear elevation winter views towards cutting
slopes of proposed road on far ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards the proposed road are concealed by landform
and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential rear upper storey views of cutting slopes,
vegetation clearance and glimpsed views of traffic heavily
filtered by intervening built form, landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards the proposed road are concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
beyond towards wooded ridgeline to the south. Rear elevation
views over rising landform of ridgeline filtered by vegetation along
field boundaries.
P59

6 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey properties

Front elevation views over existing N22 towards rising pasture of
ridgeline filtered by two storey properties opposite. Rear views
towards ridgeline filtered by woodland within valley floor.

P60

14 x 2 storey
properties

Properties situated within cul-de-sac to the north of the N22.
Front elevation views of built form and traffic. Rear elevation views
of built form filtered by vegetation within gardens. Oblique front
elevation views towards rising landform of ridgeline filtered by built
form and vegetation.

P61

2 x 2 storey properties

Properties front onto existing N22 with open views of traffic and
built form beyond. Rear elevation views towards ridgeline filtered
by residential estate (P60)

P62

2 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

Properties front onto existing N22 with views of traffic and built
form largely concealing views towards the ridgeline to the north.
Rear views to wooded ridgeline heavily filtered by vegetation
within valley floor.

P63

1 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey properties

Properties are situated on valley floor with open front elevation
views of traffic on existing N22 and properties opposite. Rear
elevation views over rising landform of ridgeline filtered by
adjacent built form and coniferous vegetation.

P64

1 x 2 storey property

P65

1 x 2 storey and 10 x
2 storey properties

Property accessed via lane from existing N22. Front elevation
views across lawn towards traffic on N22 and properties
opposite. Partial views towards woodland and ridgeline beyond.
Rear elevation views towards ridgeline concealed from ground
floor views by high wall along property boundary.
Property accessed via lane from existing N22. Front elevation
views towards N22 filtered by P64, adjacent built form and
mature vegetation within grounds. Rear elevation views towards
ridgeline filtered by coniferous vegetation to rear of property.

P66

1 x 2 storey property

Property set back from existing N22 with front elevation views
across car park towards N22 and properties opposite. Rear
elevation views towards ridgeline partially concealed by high wall
and container lorries stored beyond.

P66 A

10+ x 2 storey
properties

Properties set back from existing N22 with front elevation views
towards N22 and properties opposite. Rear elevation views

October 2009

and glimpsed views of traffic filtered by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15:Slight adverse
Front elevation views of proposed road on ridgeline. Views
of cutting slopes, vegetation clearance, realigned lane and
glimpsed views of traffic partially obscured by built form.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Potential oblique front elevation views towards proposed
road. Potential glimpsed views of traffic and partial views of
cutting slopes and vegetation clearance filtered by built form,
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Rear elevation views of Na Cillíní bridge and cutting slopes.
filtered by landform, intervening vegetation and built form.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Potential glimpsed views of traffic and embankment slopes of
proposed road heavily filtered by properties opposite and
intervening vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Rear elevation view of proposed road on ridgeline within
pastoral fields. Views of embankment slopes and traffic
filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Upper storey rear elevation views of proposed road on
ridgeline filtered by vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Rear elevation views towards proposed road on ridgeline
filtered by coniferous vegetation along rear property
boundary. Potential partial views of proposed road and
glimpsed views of traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential upper storey rear elevation views towards road on
ridgeline filtered by coniferous vegetation on valley floor.
Glimpsed views of traffic and partial views of embankment
slopes filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Potential upper storey rear elevation views towards road on
ridgeline filtered by coniferous vegetation on valley floor.

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
towards ridgeline experienced only by back row of houses

Glimpsed views of traffic and partial views of embankment
slopes filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Potential partial views of road on ridgeline filtered by built
form and coniferous vegetation. Potential glimpsed views of
traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards proposed road concealed by intervening
vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

P67

1 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

Properties front onto existing N22 with open views of traffic and
properties opposite. Rear views of car park, P66 and church with
partial views of ridgeline beyond filtered by vegetation within
garden.

P68

6 x 2 storey and 5 x 1
storey properties

P69

4 x 2 storey properties

P70

7 x 1 storey properties

P71

2 x 1 storey properties

P72

1 x 1 storey and 2 x 2
storey properties
(including hotel)

P73

2 x 2 storey properties

P74

5 x 1 storey properties

P75

21 x 2 storey, 1 x 1
storey and
10 x 3 storey

Properties situated within cul-de-sac accessed from the existing
N22. Front elevation views of properties opposite and traffic on
the N22 across small green space in centre of cul-de-sac. Views
across N22 of church filtered by intervening coniferous
vegetation.
Properties front onto existing N22 and are afforded open views of Potential front elevation views towards proposed road and
traffic. Built form opposite and coniferous vegetation within valley traffic glimpsed between buildings and filtered by intervening
heavily filter views towards ridgeline.
coniferous vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties front onto existing N22. Front elevation views
Potential front elevation views of proposed road filtered by
towards ridgeline beyond N22 filtered by vegetated hedgebank
vegetation and new housing development. Partial views of
on opposite side of road.
vegetation loss, embankment slopes and glimpsed views of
traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Front elevation views of traffic filtered by coniferous hedgerow
Views towards proposed road concealed by vegetation and
along property boundaries. Views north towards ridgeline
built form.
restricted by properties and coniferous vegetation on opposite
Year 1 Winter: No change
side of N22.
Year 15: No change
Properties located on existing N22 within Baile Mhic Íre. Front
Views towards proposed road concealed by vegetation and
elevation views of N22 traffic and P71 opposite. Views towards
built form.
ridgeline concealed by vegetation along property boundaries and
Year 1 Winter: No change
within gardens. Rear elevation views towards the Sullane river and Year 15: No change
ridgeline beyond heavily filtered by coniferous vegetation along
property boundaries.
Properties located on existing N22 within Baile Mhic Íre. Front
Potential glimpsed views of traffic on proposed road filtered
elevation views of N22 traffic and properties opposite (P74).
by vegetation and built form.
Partial views towards ridgeline filtered by built form and coniferous Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
vegetation within gardens opposite. Rear views towards ridgeline Year 15: Slight adverse
filtered by wooded valley.
Properties accessed from existing N22 with open views of traffic
Potential rear views of some vegetation clearance and
and properties opposite (P73). Rear elevation views towards
proposed road. Potential glimpsed views of traffic filtered by
ridgeline filtered by coniferous vegetation within gardens and
intervening vegetation.
along property boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties are situated within a cul-de-sac to the north of the
Potential rear elevation views by 3 storey properties of
existing N22. Front elevation views of built form and N22.
proposed road on embankment,. Glimpsed views of traffic
Oblique front and side elevation views towards N22 and rising
filtered by intervening buildings and vegetation along field

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor
All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
properties

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

landform of ridgeline to the north filtered by built form and
vegetation.

P76

3 x 2 storey properties

Properties are accessed directly from the N22 with views of
traffic slightly filtered by vegetation within front gardens. Rear
upper storey views towards ridgeline filtered by vegetation along
property boundaries.

P77

1 x 1 storey property

P78

1 x 1 storey property

P79

1 x 2 storey property

P80

2 x 1 storey property

Property occupies slightly elevated position at base of ridgeline.
Views over surrounding pastoral fields filtered by vegetation along
field boundaries. Views south towards industrial estate filtered by
coniferous vegetation along estate boundary.
Property is situated alongside a bend on a narrow track to the
north of Baile Mhic Íre and the existing N22. Rear and side
elevation views across field towards industrial estate filtered by
mature coniferous vegetation along estate boundary. Front
elevation views along lane towards warehouses filtered by
vegetated hedgebanks and conifers along the industrial estate
boundary.
Property occupies elevated location on hillside with front elevation
views across the valley restricted by coniferous planting along the
property boundary. Upper storey front elevation views towards
ridgeline opposite filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Rear views over rising landform of ridgeline filtered by woodland
to rear of property.
Properties are situated within an open field directly adjacent to
P79. Views are afforded south and east across pastoral fields
slightly filtered by vegetation along field boundaries. Woodland to
the west of the property forms the extent of the view.

P81

1 x 2 storey property

P82

1 x 2 storey property

P83

2 x 2 storey properties

P84

1 x 2 storey property

October 2009

Farm complex occupies elevated location on hillside overlooking
valley. Views south restricted by farmyard retaining wall along
property boundary. The rising pastoral fields of the ridgeline form
the extent of views north.
Property is situated along track running along the base of the
ridgeline to the north of the existing N22. Oblique front elevation
views towards area of marsh and scrub vegetation and rising
landform of ridgeline beyond. Deciduous woodland forms the
extent of the view to the northeast. Rear views towards P83 are
heavily filtered by scrub woodland.
Properties situated within a tranquil woodland setting and are
accessed from lane along a track. Views in all direction heavily
filtered by mixed woodland.
Property occupies remote location alongside the Bohill river
accessed along private access track. Views east across
undulating pasture are limited by steeply rising landform. Views
south and west are terminated by dense woodland beyond the

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Potential oblique rear views towards proposed road on
embankment to north of property. Views filtered by
intervening landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Glimpsed rear elevation views of proposed road on
embankment filtered by vegetation along property and field
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not significant

Not significant

Open rear elevation views over rising ground towards road on
high embankment and vegetation loss to the north of the
properties.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Rear elevation views towards proposed road on embankment
partially screened by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Oblique front elevation views east towards proposed road on
high embankment across ridgeline. Views filtered by
intervening vegetation and landform
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential partial rear views of proposed road and cutting
slopes on ridgeline. Glimpsed views of traffic filtered by
vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views filtered by intervening landform and woodland.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change

Rear and side elevation views towards proposed road heavily
filtered by woodland vegetation around properties.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15:No change
Views towards the proposed road are concealed by
woodland and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Potential front elevation views towards the proposed road
aligned along the ridgeline to the north would be filtered by
intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not significant

Not significant

Front elevation views of proposed road on ridgeline opposite.
Views of traffic and embankment and cutting slopes filtered by
intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards proposed road on ridgeline opposite filtered
by intervening vegetation. Glimpsed views of traffic and
partial views of realigned lanes and cutting and embankment
slopes.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Side and oblique front elevation views of proposed road
across valley. Partial views of cutting and embankment slopes
and glimpsed views of traffic filtered by intervening
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Upper storey rear elevation views of proposed road across
valley filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Views towards the proposed road are concealed by
woodland and the rising landform of the ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Views north towards proposed road concealed by woodland
and rising landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views north towards the proposed road concealed by
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views towards the proposed road are concealed buy
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Proposed road is concealed by landform and vegetation.

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
river.
Property is situated to the south of Baile Mhic Íre and the existing
N22 beyond the Sullane river. Front elevation views across alluvial
pasture towards the N22 and ridgeline beyond are filtered by
vegetation along the river corridor. Glimpsed views of N22 traffic
are available in winter. Rear views of the steeply rising landform of
the ridge form the extent of the view.
Property is situated to the south of Baile Mhic Íre and the existing
N22 beyond the Sullane river. Slightly elevated position above
river floodplain affords front elevation views towards the opposite
ridgeline. Views of Baile Mhic Íre and the N22 are filtered by
vegetation along the river corridor.
Property is situated to the south of Baile Mhic Íre and the existing
N22 beyond the Sullane river. Property occupies elevated
position overlooking the valley floor. Glimpsed views of traffic on
existing N22 filtered by vegetation within the river corridor and
built form within Baile Mhic Íre.

P85

1 x 2 storey property

P86

1 x 2 storey property

P87

1 x 2 storey property

P88

4 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

Properties occupy elevated location within narrow valley to the
south of Baile Mhic Íre. Side and oblique front elevation views are
afforded across the valley and include Baile Mhic Íre and glimpsed
views of traffic on the existing N22.

P89

1 x 2 storey property

P90

15 x 2 storey
properties

P91

5 x 2 storey properties

P92

2 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property

P93

2 x 1 storey and 2 x 2
storey properties

P94

3 x 1 storey properties

Property is situated along lane on ridgeline parallel with the
existing N22 in the base of the valley. Elevated rear elevation
views across valley with glimpsed views of traffic on N22 filtered
by built form and vegetation. Views restricted by coniferous
trees along rear property boundary.
Residential cul-de-sac development adjacent to derelict school
building. Development is accessed from the existing N22 within
Baile Bhuirne. Front elevation views comprise surrounding
properties and glimpsed views of traffic on the N22 filtered by
vegetation within the grounds of the adjacent school. Views north
are concealed by mixed woodland.
Properties front onto existing N22 within Baile Bhuirne. Front
elevation views of traffic with views towards the wooded ridge
beyond restricted by a roadside stone wall. Mixed woodland
forms the extent of rear elevation views.
Properties set back from existing N22 within Baile Bhuirne. Front
elevation views across gardens towards wooded ridge. Glimpsed
views of traffic on N22 along driveway. Mixed woodland forms
the extent of rear elevation views.
Properties front onto the existing N22 within Baile Bhuirne. Views
are afforded south across the valley floor towards the wooded
ridge. Views north are restricted by woodland and the rising
landform of the ridgeline.
Properties are situated within the base of the valley along a lane

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Potential glimpsed views of traffic and partial views of
proposed road on ridgeline filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Distant views north of proposed road in cutting across ridge.
Side and oblique rear elevation views restricted by coniferous
vegetation and farm buildings adjacent to property.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Views north towards the proposed road are concealed by
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential glimpsed views of traffic on proposed road on valley
floor from rear upper storey windows in winter. Summer
views concealed by vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Glimpsed long distance views towards road on embankment
within river floodplain filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries and hedgebank opposite property.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Views towards proposed road concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views towards proposed road on embankment aligned across
valley floor filtered by hedgebank opposite properties. Rock
outcrops and vegetation alongside the proposed route
corridor will result in a barely perceptible change to winter
views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Rear views towards proposed road in base of valley filtered
by woodland and rock outcrops along route corridor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential oblique views from upper storey towards proposed
road heavily filtered by vegetation within valley floor.
Glimpsed views of traffic filtered by vegetation would be
obscured in summer.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
heading southwest from Baile Bhuirne. The steeply rising landform
of the wooded ridgeline forms the extent of rear elevation views.
Glimpsed front elevation views of traffic on the existing N22 are
filtered by vegetation within the river corridor.
Properties are situated within the base of the valley along a lane
heading southwest from Baile Bhuirne. Properties are slightly
elevated above lane and are afforded upper storey end elevation
views north towards the ridge filtered by vegetation within valley.
Property occupies elevated location on ridgeline southwest of
Baile Bhuirne. Panoramic views are afforded across wooded valley
and undulating pasture towards far ridgeline. Glimpsed views of
traffic are available within the base of the valley filtered by
woodland. Views partially concealed by coniferous vegetation and
farm buildings within farmyard.
Property situated within floodplain of the Sullane river to the south
of Baile Bhuirne. Glimpsed views are afforded north of traffic on
the existing N22 filtered by vegetation within floodplain. Views
south are available of the river and adjacent vegetation.
Potential distant, rear views of existing N22 on far ridgeline from
upper storey of farmhouse occupying elevated location. Views
filtered by woodland to rear of property.

P95

2 x 2 storey properties

P96

1 x 2 storey property

P97

1 x 2 storey property

P98

1 x 2 storey property

P99

1 x 2 storey property

Oblique front elevation views across valley filtered by vegetation
and hedgebank opposite property. Glimpsed long distance views
across landscape towards existing N22 on far ridgeline.

P100

1 x 2 storey property

Property set within local dip in the landscape on hillside. Views
across landscape obscured by farm buildings, landform and
vegetation along field boundaries.

P101

2 x 1 storey properties

Elevated panoramic views across valley filtered by hedgebank
vegetation on opposite side of road. Glimpsed views available of
existing N22 on far ridgeline filtered by vegetation.

P102

1 x 2 storey property

P103

1 x 2 storey property

Property occupies prominent position on hillside overlooking
valley. Panoramic rear views across the landscape towards the
N22 are partially obscured by vegetation within the garden and
along adjacent field boundaries.
Property occupies low-lying location on valley floor. Potential
front elevation views from upper storey towards existing N22 on
far ridgeline filtered by vegetation along field boundaries and
along river Sullane corridor.

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual Impact

Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
P104

1 x 2 storey property

P105

1 x 2 storey property

P106

1 x 2 storey property

P107

1 x 2 storey property

P108

1 x 2 storey property

P109

1 x 2 storey property

P110

1 x 2 storey property

P111

1 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property

October 2009

Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Upper storey views across valley towards road on low
embankment filtered by vegetation to rear of property. The
proposed road would cause a barely perceptible change
within winter views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Elevated location of property provides front and side elevation
Oblique front and side elevation views of proposed road
views of the existing N22 to the northeast. Views east restricted aligned further up the ridgeline than the existing N22. Views
by rock outcrop and woodland adjacent to property. Views into
of traffic and vegetation clearance heavily filtered by rock
the valley filtered by rock outcrops and scrub vegetation.
outcrops and gorse adjacent to the route corridor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Property situated within low-lying location adjacent to River
Proposed road would be entirely concealed within summer and
Sullane. Glimpsed views from front elevation of property over
winter views by landform.
rising ground towards existing N22 on ridgeline filtered by rock
Year 1 Winter: No change
outcrops and vegetation.
Year 15: No change
Property is accessed along a steep drive and occupies an
Rear elevation views heavily filtered by coniferous hedgerow
elevated position above the existing N22. Front elevation views
along property boundary. Potential glimpsed views from
of traffic on the existing N22 with rear views over rising ground
upper storeys of high-sided vehicles on embankment in winter.
towards rocky outcrops largely obscured by coniferous
Summer views obscured by vegetation.
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Limited views from house accessed along a narrow track from the
Front elevation views towards road in cutting concealed by
N22. Property occupies low-lying position within farmyard with
landform and rock outcrops. Glimpsed views of traffic from
views over rising ground towards rocky outcrops from front
side elevation of property (and oblique views from rear
elevation.
elevation) filtered by mature coniferous hedgerow along
intervening field boundary.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Property fronts onto existing N22. Rock outcrops and vegetation Rear elevation views towards proposed road obscured by
form the extent of views to the rear. Front elevation views of
rock outcrops and vegetation.
moving traffic with distant views beyond across river valley.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Property lies within the Sullane river valley and is accessed via a
Rising landform conceals views towards the proposed road
steep track from the N22. The low-lying position of the property from front and side elevation of property.
obscures views towards the existing N22. Views across rising
Year 1 Winter: No change
landform.
Year 15: No change
Properties face onto existing N22. Near, front elevation views of Rear views towards road on high embankment within close
traffic. Rear elevation views south across pasture filtered by
proximity. Open views of vegetation loss along field
vegetation along field boundaries.
boundaries, modified landform and traffic. The proposed road
embankment would sever views previously available to the
south. Front elevation views of realigned road, cutting slopes
and vegetation clearance. Potential views west towards Cúil
na Cathrach bridge would be heavily filtered by coniferous
vegetation along the property boundary.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Elevated, panoramic views from rear elevation of property across
valley towards existing N22. Partial screening provided by
deciduous vegetation to rear of property.

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

P112

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor
All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
1 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

Properties front onto narrow lane elevated above existing N22.
Elevated views across landscape from front elevation of
properties. Existing N22 obscured by landform and vegetation.

P113

1 x 1 storey property

Property accessed from narrow track leading from lane on
ridgeline above existing N22. Elevated location offers views
across the valley. Existing N22 concealed by landform and
vegetation.

P114

1 x 1 storey property

Property occupies elevated location on hillside. Rear elevation
views across valley filtered by coniferous vegetation along
property boundary. Views of the existing N22 concealed by
landform.

P115

1 x 2 storey property

Property fronts onto narrow lane on ridgeline above the existing
N22. Elevated views from rear elevation of property into valley.
Existing N22 obscured within views by landform and vegetation.

P116

1 x 1 storey property

P117

1 x 1 storey and 1 x
two storey property

Property occupies ridgetop location and is afforded panoramic
front elevation views across the valley. The existing N22 is
obscured from view within the base of the valley by landform and
vegetation.
Properties set back from lane along farm track. Views from all
windows across agricultural fields.

P118

1 x 2 storey property

Property fronts onto lane aligned along ridgeline. Panoramic rear
elevation views from elevated location filtered by vegetation.
Views of existing N22 obscured by landform and vegetation.

P119

2 x 2 storeys and 2 x
1 storey properties

Properties occupy elevated location on lower slopes of ridgeline.
Broad views across pastoral fields towards Baile Mhic Íre. Built
form, landform and vegetation along field boundaries screen views
of the existing N22.

P120

2 x bungalows and 1 x
2 storey property

P121

4 x bungalows and 2 x
2 storey properties

Properties occupy elevated position above the village of Baile
Mhic Íre. Front and side elevation views across pastoral fields
towards existing N22 heavily filtered by landform, vegetation and
built form.
Properties within Baile Mhic Íre situated along road adjacent to
the existing N22. Views of built form and traffic from front
elevations of properties. Glimpsed views of existing N22 filtered
by built form and vegetation within gardens of properties. Open
views across junction with N22 from front elevations of some

October 2009

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Elevated front elevation views towards road emerging from
cutting onto embankment. Views filtered by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views from one front elevation window towards road in
cutting and on embankment in base of valley. Views of traffic
filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Elevated rear elevation views towards road largely screened
by landform and vegetation. Potential glimpsed views of
traffic in winter.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards proposed road heavily filtered by landform and
vegetation in base of valley. Property occupies elevated
position and may experience glimpsed views of traffic on
proposed road along similar alignment to existing lane.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Front elevation views towards proposed road concealed by
landform and vegetation in base of valley.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views towards proposed road from side elevation of
properties concealed by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential rear elevation views from prominent location on
ridgeline. Views of proposed road on embankment in base of
valley filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Elevated views towards road on embankment filtered by
vegetation along field boundaries. Partial views of vegetation
clearance, embankment slopes and glimpsed views of traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views of proposed road concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views north towards proposed road filtered by landform, built
form and vegetation. Partial views of embankment slopes,
vegetation loss and glimpsed views of traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
properties.
Properties situated along lane heading northeast from the existing
N22. Front and side elevation views across pasture restricted by
adjacent properties and vegetation along property boundaries.
Rear elevation views across rising landform of ridgeline filtered by
vegetation along field boundaries.

P122

1 x 2 storey and 2 x 1
storey properties

P123

1 x 2 storey property

Farm occupies elevated location on ridgeline with panoramic front
elevation views across pastoral landscape and village of Baile Mhic
Íre. Glimpsed views of traffic on existing N22 filtered by
vegetation and built form. Rear elevation views towards rising
landform of ridgeline filtered by farm outbuildings.

P124

1 x 2 storey property

Property occupies elevated position on ridgeline. Views west and
north are restricted by hedgebanks. Views south across the
pastoral valley slopes are filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries. Partial views of properties within Baile Mhic Íre
filtered by vegetation. The existing N22 is concealed from view.

P125

1 x 2 storey and 4 x 1
storey properties

P126

1 x 2 storey property

P127

2 x 1 storey properties

Properties occupy adjacent plots along an access track to the
north of the existing N22. A garden centre on the opposite side
of the track forms the extent of front elevation views. Rear
elevation views across the rising landform of the ridgeline filtered
by vegetation within gardens and along field boundaries.
Property occupies low-lying location between existing N22 and
narrow lane. Front elevation views of traffic on N22 with views
beyond filtered by hedgebank on opposite side of road. Rear
elevation views restricted by hedgebanks along lane and rising
landform of ridgeline.
Properties front onto the existing N22 with open views of traffic
and built form beyond. Rocky outcrops and scrub vegetation form
the extent of rear elevation views.

P128

1 x 1 storey property

Property is accessed from lane and fronts onto the existing N22.
Front elevation views of traffic are filtered by vegetation within
garden. Side and oblique rear elevation views over pastoral fields
filtered by vegetation along property boundary.

P129

1 x 2 storey property

P130

1 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property

Property is situated in low-lying location south of the existing N22
along access track. Views across surrounding pasture restricted
by vegetation along field boundaries. Glimpsed views of highsided vehicles on N22 filtered by roadside vegetation.
Property fronts onto the existing N22 within Baile Mhic Íre. Open
front elevation views of traffic and pastoral fields beyond. Rock

October 2009

Rear and side elevation views of proposed road on
embankment across ridgeline. Open upper storey views of
traffic and embankment slopes filtered by vegetation within
gardens and along field boundaries. Open views from
easternmost property of severed lane, Baile Mhic Íre bridge
and vegetation loss.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Elevated views of proposed road aligned across pastoral
landscape within front and side elevation views. Views of
vegetation clearance, embankment slopes and traffic
occasionally filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Elevated views of proposed road aligned across pastoral
landscape within front and side elevation views. Views of
vegetation clearance, embankment slopes and traffic filtered
by vegetation along field boundaries. Potential views of Baile
Mhic Íre bridge.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential rear views over rising landform of vegetation loss
and glimpsed views of high-sided vehicles filtered by landform
and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards proposed road to north concealed by
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Front elevation views towards proposed road on ridgeline
heavily filtered by properties opposite and vegetation along
field boundaries. Potential glimpsed views of traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential side and oblique rear elevation views towards
proposed road and junction arrangement on embankment
filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards proposed road obscured by built form and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Front elevation views of existing N22. Side elevation and
oblique front elevation views towards proposed junction.

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
outcrops directly behind the properties forms the extent of rear
elevation views.

P131

1 x 1 storey property

Property fronts onto the existing N22. Front elevation views of
moving traffic and fields beyond. Views restricted by coniferous
vegetation along property boundary.

P132

1 x 1 storey property

Property fronts onto the existing N22. Front elevation views of
traffic and built form beyond partially concealed by coniferous
vegetation along side property boundary. Rear elevation views
available across scrub towards ridgeline.

P133

1 x 2 storey property

Property is accessed along farm track bordered by coniferous
vegetation. Property is surrounded by a mix of coniferous and
deciduous vegetation. Glimpsed views of existing N22 filtered by
vegetation.

P134

1 x 1 storey property

P135

3 x 1 storey properties

P136

2 x 2 storey properties

Property occupies elevated position over surrounding land. Views
restricted by vegetation along property boundary. Glimpsed
views of traffic on existing N22 in close proximity from side
elevation.
Properties are situated adjacent to the existing N22 with shortrange views (from front and side elevations) across each other’s
gardens restricted by built, form, vegetation and surrounding
hedgerows.
Properties set back from narrow lane with views north from front
elevations limited by landform and vegetation. Broad views east
across pastoral landscape.

P137

1 x 2 storey property
(under renovation/
construction)

Property set back from lane along steep access track. Lane
obscured from views by landform and vegetation. Elevated views
across valley restricted by surrounding mature vegetation.

P138

1 x 2 storey property

House occupies elevated location over lane and steep access
track that runs alongside property (to P137). Property is
afforded views across valley filtered by surrounding mature
vegetation.

October 2009

Rear elevation views would include new road layout, traffic and
lighting columns only partially filtered by adjacent vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Partial views of realigned existing N22, filtered by coniferous
vegetation along property boundary. Potential partial views
of Tonn Láin junction, associated traffic movement and lighting
columns.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Rear elevation views of Tonn Láin junction, vegetation
clearance, embankment slopes and traffic slightly filtered by
intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Views towards proposed Tonn Láin Junction and road on
embankment aligned across field in front of property.
Coniferous vegetation along driveway, in front of property and
along field boundaries filters views of vegetation clearance
and embankment slopes. Glimpsed views of traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Proposed road concealed from view behind dense row of
conifers.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential glimpsed views of traffic on embankment filtered by
intervening vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Narrow lane used to access properties to be severed by
proposed road in cutting. Views towards the new road
largely concealed by rock outcrops to north, intervening
vegetation and low-lying situation of properties.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards proposed road in cutting (along similar
alignment to existing lane) obscured by vegetation and
landform. Existing lane to property (concealed from view) to
be severed by proposed road in cutting. Vegetation loss
along access track to property visible in winter within oblique
front and side elevation views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Elevated views into deep cutting in front of property. Lane in
front of property to be severed and access track to be
encroached upon. Vegetation loss along access track visible
within front and side elevation views from property. Property

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Proposed road would be concealed from view within base of
valley beyond the existing N22.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Proposed road would be concealed from view within base of
valley beyond the existing N22.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Proposed road would be concealed from view within base of
valley beyond the existing N22.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Proposed road would be concealed from view within base of
valley beyond the existing N22.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views towards proposed road largely concealed by rock
outcrops and vegetation. Potential filtered glimpsed views of
high-sided vehicles on embankment.

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated

P139

1 x 2 storey property
and outbuildings to rear

P140

1 x 2 storey property

P141

2 x 1 storey properties

P142

1 x 2 storey property

P143

1 x 2 storey property

P144

1 x 2 storey property

P145

1 x 1 storey property

P146

1 x 2 storey property

P147

1 x 1 storey property

October 2009

Property fronts onto narrow lane on lower slopes of ridgeline.
Rock outcrops and vegetation on far side of lane form the extent
of views from the front elevation. Rear views of rising landform of
ridgeline.
Property fronts onto a narrow lane accessed from the existing
N22. Upper storey windows offer views across the valley and
rock outcrops to the rear of the property. Elevated views of
traffic on the existing N22 across a small adjacent field are
filtered by roadside vegetation.

Properties front onto a narrow lane that overlooks the existing
N22. Elevated position of properties offer broad views across
landscape filtered by rock outcrops and vegetation along field
boundaries.
Farmhouse occupies elevated location on ridgeline. Rear and side
elevation views across pastoral fields filtered by adjacent
coniferous vegetation. Front elevation views concealed by farm
buildings. Oblique rear elevation views filtered by vegetation to
the north.
Property is situated in elevated location on ridgeline and is
accessed from a narrow lane. Panoramic views are afforded from
rear of property across valley towards opposite ridge. Front
elevation views over the rising landform of the ridgeline are
filtered by hedgebanks adjacent to lane. Side elevation views
across pasture to the east are filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries. Views south towards the existing N22 are concealed
by vegetation and landform.
Property set back from lane on ridgeline. Views towards adjacent
properties over pastoral fields filtered by coniferous vegetation
and hedgebanks to east and west of property. Front elevation
views across valley towards opposite ridge slightly filtered by
hedgebank vegetation on opposite side of lane.
Property situated in elevated location on ridgeline. Front
elevation views across pastoral slopes towards the opposite
ridgeline filtered by large hedgebank on opposite side of lane.
Property situated in elevated location on ridgeline. Panoramic
front elevation views across pastoral slopes towards the opposite
ridgeline. Views east across landscape towards Macroom. Side
elevation views west largely filtered by coniferous hedgeline.
Property occupies slightly elevated location above lane with front
elevation views across small field towards existing N22. Rear
elevation views across rising landform of ridgeline which forms the

Potential Significance of Visual Impact

will also experience views along proposed road alignment in
cutting and on embankment.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Views towards proposed road in cutting concealed by rock
outcrops and scrub vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential views south from side and rear windows of house
towards proposed road on high embankment filtered by rock
outcrops and vegetation. Potential views of vegetation
clearance and landform modifications associated with Cúil na
Cathrach bridge.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards proposed road concealed by rock outcrops
and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Proposed road would be concealed from view within base of
valley.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
extent of the view. Side and oblique front elevation views towards
P140 along lane.
Farm accessed along track from the existing N22. Front elevation
views towards the existing N22 filtered by farm buildings and
vegetation along field boundaries. Rear views across pastoral
landscape filtered by farm buildings and vegetation along field
boundaries.
Farm accessed via winding track leading from the existing N22.
Views across undulating landscape filtered by vegetation along
field boundaries.

P148

1 x 2 storey property

P149

1 x 2 storey property

P150

2 x 2 storey property

Open front elevation views across valley from properties facing
onto the existing N22.

P151

1 x 2 storey property

Property situated adjacent to existing N22. Front elevation views
of moving traffic. Rear views across landscape restricted by farm
buildings, vegetation along field boundaries and rocky outcrops.

P152

1 x 1 storey property

Property is accessed from the existing N22. Front elevation
views towards existing N22 restricted by intervening vegetation
and landform. Rear views of vegetation and outbuildings.

P153

1 x 2 storey property

P154

1 x 2 storey property
(Pottery)

Property fronts onto existing N22. Rear views from property
across pastoral fields restricted by vegetation along field
boundaries. Near, front elevation views available of traffic on
existing N22.
Property is accessed from the existing N22 via a narrow track.
Views of surrounding landscape restricted by rocky outcrops and
broadleaved vegetation. Existing N22 is concealed from view.

P155

2 x 2 storey properties

Properties are accessed from the existing N22 via a narrow track.
Adjacent plots occupy an elevated location. Glimpsed views of
traffic on the existing N22 are filtered by vegetation and landform.

P156

1 x 2 storey property

P157

2 x 2 storey properties

P158

1 x 2 storey property

Property set back from existing N22 along straight driveway rising
towards property. Rear and side elevation views across pasture
from property elevated above existing N22. Glimpsed views of
traffic on existing N22 down property driveway filtered by
vegetation.
Properties are accessed from the existing N22 via a narrow lane.
Views across surrounding pasture from hilltop location filtered by
farm outbuildings. Views of existing N22 concealed by landform.
Property is accessed from the existing N22 via a narrow lane.
Elevated panoramic views across valley to far ridgelines partially

October 2009

Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential views west towards vehicles emerging from cutting
filtered by vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Potential views of road on embankment and traffic from upper
storeys filtered by intervening coniferous vegetation and
landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential views of road on embankment and traffic filtered by
intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential rear glimpsed views of high-sided vehicles on
embankment heavily filtered by buildings, vegetation and
landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Orientation of property, landform and vegetation obscure
views of the proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential oblique views south from upper storey filtered by
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Proposed road is entirely concealed within summer and winter
views by existing vegetation and rocky outcrops.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential elevated views south towards proposed road
cutting through area of rock outcrops. Partial views of
vegetation clearance and glimpsed views of vehicles.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential glimpsed views of moving traffic beyond existing
N22 filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards proposed road concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15 Summer: No change
Potential distant views west of road on embankment to
southwest. Views south obscured by landform and pine

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
obscured by row of mature pine trees along adjacent property
boundary.
P159

2 x 2 storey properties
(1 of which under
construction)

P160

1 x 1 storey and 2 x 2
storeys

P161

1 x 2 storey property

Property situated at lower elevation to existing N22 along narrow
access track. Views over surrounding landscape limited by
surrounding vegetation and rock outcrops. Existing N22
concealed from view.

P162

1 x 2 storey property

Front elevation views across farmyard towards outbuildings.
Glimpsed views over and between outbuildings towards rock
outcrops and vegetation. Existing N22 concealed from view.

P163

2 x 2 storey properties

P164

1 x 2 storey property

Properties front onto a lane that meets the existing N22 to the
northeast. The properties occupy a low-lying location within the
floodplain of the River Sullane. Front and rear elevation views of
pasture filtered by vegetation along field boundaries. The existing
N22 is concealed from view by landform.
Property occupies slightly elevated location and is afforded rear
elevation views of pastoral fields within the river Sullane floodplain.
The existing N22 is concealed from view by landform.

P165

1 x 2 storey property

P166

2 x 2 storey properties

P167

1 x 1 storey property

P168

1 x 2 storey property

October 2009

Properties occupy prominent location on hillside. Open views
from front elevation of properties confined to a restricted cone of
view over and including the existing N22. Rocky outcrops limit
the extent of the view. However views to the west restricted by
existing landform.
Properties front onto existing N22. Front elevation views of
traffic with pastoral fields visible beyond. Rocky outcrops and
vegetation form the extent of the view.

Farm accessed from lane by track running alongside rock
outcrops. Property occupies slightly low-lying location within
farmyard. Potential upper-storey views across valley floor filtered
by rock outcrops and vegetation. The existing N22 is concealed
from view.
Farm accessed from lane via track across rising ground. Views
south from properties across pastoral fields filtered by farm
buildings. Coniferous vegetation adjacent to the farm forms the
extent of views to the north. Existing N22 is concealed from
view.
Property fronts onto lane. Front elevation across lane towards
pastoral fields and farm buildings. Coniferous vegetation to rear
of farm forms the extent of the view. Existing N22 is concealed
from view.
Property occupies elevated location along a farm track from a
lane. Front elevation views are afforded across the low-lying

trees.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Proposed road aligned through area of rocky outcrops in
deep cutting. The proposed road will be concealed from view
within summer and winter.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential glimpsed views south of traffic on proposed road
embankment filtered by vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential glimpsed views from upper storey over rising ground
through vegetation and rock outcrops towards road on
embankment. Access lanes to property from existing N22 to
be severed.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Proposed road aligned within property boundary on high
embankment. Near views of road embankment and traffic
filtered by built form and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Potential rear glimpsed views from upper storey windows
towards road on embankment. Distant views filtered by
vegetation, rock formations and built form.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Rear elevation views of proposed road on embankment within
river corridor. Views filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Front elevation views from upper storey windows towards
proposed road on embankment. Views filtered by rock
outcrops and vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential glimpsed upper storey rear views towards proposed
road on embankment in distance. Views filtered by coniferous
vegetation associated with the property.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
The proposed road would be concealed within views from the
property.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views would comprise moving traffic and the road
embankment. The proposed road in cutting would be

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Year 1
Winter

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
valley floor filtered by vegetation. Rock outcrops adjacent to the
property form the extent of the view to the north.
P169

1 x 2 storey property

Property fronts onto a lane within the river Sullane floodplain.
Front elevation views are afforded across the low-lying valley floor
filtered by vegetation along field boundaries and the river
corridor. The existing N22 is concealed from view.

P170

2 x 2 storey and 2 x 1
storey properties

Properties are situated along a lane accessed from the existing
N22 to the northeast. Open, front elevation views are afforded
across the river Sullane floodplain.

P171

1 x 2 storey property

Property is situated along a lane accessed from the existing N22
to the northeast. Slightly elevated position of property affords
views across the low-lying valley floor filtered by vegetation along
field boundaries.

P172

1 x 1 storey property

Property is situated along a lane adjacent to the existing N22.
Property is surrounded by coniferous vegetation yet occupies
slightly elevated position with the potential to afford partial views
across the low-lying valley floor. The existing N22 is concealed
from view.

P173

2 storey Public House
(Mon’s Bar)

Property fronts onto existing N22 adjacent to junction with minor
lane. Front elevation views comprise traffic with pastoral fields
beyond. Rear elevation views are afforded across pastoral land
towards the river Sullane.

P174

1 x 2 storey, 1 x 1
storey property

P175

1 x 2 storey property

Properties occupy low-lying location along lane accessed from the
existing N22. Front elevation views towards the N22 comprise
traffic and deciduous woodland beyond which forms the extent of
the view. Restricted views along lane opposite towards river
Sullane heavily filtered by vegetation along field and property
boundaries.
Property occupies elevated location on ridgeline with front
elevation views partially screened by coniferous vegetation
directly in front of property. Views of existing N22 filtered by
built form and vegetation along field boundaries in base of valley.
Several lanes are also visible connecting with the existing N22
within the valley floor.

P176

1 x 2 storey and 1x1
storey property

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual Impact

Properties are accessed from lane running north from the existing
N22. Front elevation views across lane towards existing N22

concealed by rock outcrops within side elevation views.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
The proposed road would be visible on embankment within
front and side elevation views from the property. The
property would experience near views of vegetation loss and
traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
The proposed road would be visible on embankment within
front elevation views filtered by vegetation within gardens and
along field boundaries. Properties would experience near
views of vegetation loss and traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Proposed road would be aligned to south of property on
embankment. Elevated position of property would afford
views of embankment and traffic within rear elevation views
filtered by vegetation along property boundary.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Proposed road is aligned to south of property on
embankment. Potential rear elevation views filtered by
coniferous vegetation along property boundary and
vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential upper storey rear views towards road on
embankment filtered by vegetation along property and field
boundaries. Potential glimpsed views of traffic.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential glimpsed views of traffic on proposed road
embankment beyond existing N22 opposite. Views heavily
filtered by vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Elevated views towards proposed road on low embankment in
distance filtered by intervening woodland on far side of
existing N22 and vegetation along field boundaries. The
introduction of a further road within the valley floor would
result in a barely perceptible deterioration to existing winter
views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Elevated views south towards proposed road on embankment.
Potential glimpsed views of traffic in winter filtered by

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)
significant)

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
from slightly elevated location. Views towards rocky outcrops
and scrub beyond filtered by roadside vegetation and vegetation
along property boundaries.
Property is accessed from lane running north from the existing
N22. Front elevation views across lane towards a pastoral field
with a local ridge forming the extent of the view. Side and oblique
front elevation views towards the existing N22 filtered by
intervening vegetation.

P177

1 x 2 storey property

P178

1 x 2 storey property

P179

1 x 1 storey property

P180

1 x 2 storey property

P181

2 x 1 storey properties
and 1 x dormer
bungalow

Properties are set back from the existing N22 and experience
near views of traffic. Views beyond the existing N22 are afforded
of pastoral fields and surrounding properties filtered by
vegetation along field boundaries and within property gardens.

P182

1 x 2 storey property

Property is accessed via a farm track from a lane that connects to
the existing N22. Elevated views over pastoral fields and
properties towards the existing N22.

P183

4 x 1 storey properties

Properties are accessed from a lane leading from the existing
N22. Front elevation views over lane and existing N22 towards
the river Sullane. Views comprise traffic and pastoral fields
filtered by vegetation within gardens and along field boundaries.

P184

1 x 2 storey property

Front elevation views from farmhouse along farm track flanked by
pastoral fields. Property occupies hilltop location with views of
the existing N22 concealed by landform.

October 2009

Property is accessed from lane running north from the existing
N22. Front elevation views across undulating landform with rock
outcrops and scrub vegetation forming the extent of the view.
Rear views limited by farm buildings.
Property is accessed from lane running north from the existing
N22. Bungalow is situated on hillside location with views across
surrounding pasture limited by an embankment to the south of the
property. Views available east and west across fields limited by
vegetation along field boundaries.
Property fronts onto existing N22. Front elevation views of traffic
from slightly elevated position with views towards river Sullane
across pasture. Views filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries. Side elevation views from property limited by mature
vegetation.

intervening rock outcrops and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential upper storey side and oblique front elevation views
towards road on embankment to the south. Potential
glimpsed views of traffic in winter heavily filtered by
intervening rock outcrops and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views south towards proposed road concealed by landform
and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views south towards proposed road concealed by
embankment.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Property would experience front elevation views of proposed
road on embankment on near side of river Sullane. Views of
traffic and vegetation loss would be filtered by vegetation
along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views across farmland towards proposed road on
embankment filtered by vegetation adjacent to existing N22
and along field boundaries. Properties will experience
glimpsed views of traffic in winter views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential views towards proposed road on embankment in the
base of the valley. Glimpsed views of traffic in winter views
filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Slightly elevated views towards proposed road on
embankment on near side of river Sullane. Potential glimpsed
views of traffic and vegetation clearance filtered by
vegetation along existing N22 and field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Proposed road would be largely concealed within winter views
by landform and vegetation. Potential end elevation/ oblique
rear views towards road on embankment in base of valley
filtered by landform and vegetation. The distance over which
the proposed would be seen would result in a barely
perceptible deterioration to existing winter views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
P185

1 x 1 storey property

P186

1 x 1 storey property

P187

1 x 2 storey property

P188

1 x 2 storey property

P189

3 x 2 storey and 3 x 1
storey properties

P190

1 x 2 storey property

P191

1 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

P192

1 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

P193

2 x 2 storey properties

October 2009

Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Proposed road would be entirely concealed within summer and
winter views by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Property faces onto the existing N22 with views of traffic filtered
Potential partial views of proposed road on embankment and
by coniferous hedgerow along front boundary. Rock outcrops and vegetation loss within fields opposite. Glimpsed views of
scrub vegetation form the extent of the view to the east of the
traffic filtered by coniferous hedgerow within garden and
property. Partial views across driveway towards pastoral fields
along field boundaries.
and the river Sullane filtered by vegetation along field boundaries. Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Farm accessed directly from the existing N22. Front and side
Views of proposed road within close proximity. Rear access
elevation views of traffic on existing N22 filtered by outbuildings
lane to property to be severed. Farm would become
and vegetation along property boundary. Views south and west
bordered on two sides by the proposed N22 and the existing
across farmland filtered by farm buildings and vegetation along
N22. Views south would comprise traffic within slight cutting
field boundaries. Rock outcrops and scrub vegetation form the
partially screened by rock outcrops. Adjacent outbuildings
extent of views to the east.
would filter views to the southwest.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Farm set back from existing N22 along long farm track. Views
Potential limited views of proposed road on embankment,
across surrounding farmland filtered by well-vegetated field
vegetation loss and traffic restricted by vegetation along field
boundaries including some coniferous species. Potential glimpsed boundaries.
views of traffic on N22 from upper storeys in winter.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties front onto existing N22 and experience open views of
Proposed road aligned within field to rear of properties.
traffic. Rear elevation views across farmland are filtered by
Glimpsed views of traffic available in winter. Potential upper
vegetation within gardens and well-vegetated field boundary to
storey views in summer filtered by intervening vegetation.
rear.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: slight adverse)
Property occupies elevated location above existing N22 accessed Potential elevated, oblique front elevation views towards road
by a narrow track. Oblique front elevation views towards pastoral on embankment beyond existing N22. Glimpsed views of
fields with cone of view limited by vegetation and rock outcrops.
traffic filtered by vegetation along field boundaries and rock
Rock outcrops and vegetation form the extent of the view from
outcrops.
rear and side elevation of property. Near views of traffic on
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
existing N22 from front elevation.
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Properties occupy elevated location accessed from lane off the
Potential front and side elevation views towards road on high
existing N22. Properties experience views across the surrounding embankment to south. Views filtered by rock outcrops and
landscape filtered by rock outcrops and scrub vegetation from all
vegetation.
elevations. Glimpsed views of traffic on existing N22 available
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
from front elevations.
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Properties front onto existing N22 and experience near views of
Views of proposed road from front elevation of properties
traffic with rock outcrops beyond that form the extent of the view. concealed by rock outcrops.
Rear elevation views across farmland are filtered by vegetation
Year 1 Winter: No change
within gardens and field boundaries to rear.
Year 15: No change
Property occupies elevated location accessed from the existing
Potential front elevation views of proposed road on
N22 via a long access track. Properties experience panoramic
embankment across valley floor. Views filtered by vegetation
views across valley filtered by adjacent vegetation and rock
and rock outcrops.
outcrops to the southwest and within the valley floor. The
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse

Front elevation views from farmhouse across narrow lane
surrounded by pastoral fields. Property occupies hilltop location
with views of the existing N22 concealed by landform.

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Front elevation views of traffic on proposed low embankment
filtered by intervening rock outcrops and vegetation.
Potential oblique side elevation views cutting slopes
associated with Carrigaphoocabridge.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Views south towards the proposed road concealed by rock
outcrops. Potential rear upper storey views south west from
2 storey property views east towards road on low
embankment. Views of Carrigaphooca bridge filtered by
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Views towards the proposed road largely concealed by rock
outcrops and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Potential views of proposed road in cutting to the south
partially filtered by rock outcrops and vegetation. Potential
oblique heavily filtered views of land modifications and the new
road layout associated with Carrigaphooca bridge to the
east.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No Change
Rear elevation views west towards proposed road with
associated traffic partially concealed by rock outcrops and
vegetation. Side elevation views of proposed road
embankment slopes and vegetation loss visible. Front
elevation views towards road to the east on high embankment
only partially filtered by intervening landform and vegetation.
Possible views of lighting columns on proposed roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Proposed road would be concealed from view by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Proposed road would be concealed from view within the base
of the valley.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
existing N22 is concealed within views from the easternmost
property.
Property is accessed from track leading from the existing N22.
Panoramic views across pastoral fields and the valley are available
from front and side elevations. Glimpsed views of traffic upon the
existing N22 are filtered by adjacent properties and vegetation.

Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)

P194

1 x 2 storey property

P195

1 x 2 storey and 3 x 1
storey properties

Properties face onto existing N22 and experience front elevation
views of traffic with pastoral fields beyond. Rock outcrops form
the extent of the view to the south.

P196

1 x 2 storey property

P197

2 x 2 storey properties
(including
Carrigaphooca House)

Property is accessed via a track leading from the existing N22.
The slightly elevated location offers views of traffic on the existing
N22 and adjacent properties. Views pastoral fields and rock
outcrops within the base of the valley are filtered by intervening
vegetation.
The properties occupy adjacent plots on the same local ridge and
are accessed from the existing N22 via tracks up the hillside. The
elevated location affords panoramic views across the valley.
Potential glimpsed views of traffic on the existing N22 from upper
storeys in winter. Mature trees in front of Carrigaphooca House
heavily filter summer views.

P198

1 x 2 storey property

Property occupies visually prominent location adjacent to existing
N22 with views available to the N22 across pastoral land. Mature
trees and a prominent rock outcrop adjacent to the carriageway
filter oblique front and side elevation views of traffic.

P199

1 x 2 storey and 1x1
storey property

Properties occupy hilltop location and front onto a narrow lane.
Views comprise pastoral fields filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries. Existing N22 is concealed from view.

P200

1 x 2 storey property

P201

1 x 2 storey property

Property accessed from lane heading northwest from existing
N22. Property is set back from road behind high boundary wall.
Upper storey front elevation views are available across the valley
towards opposite ridgeline. Views east and west over pastoral
fields filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Property occupies elevated position on ridgeline and fronts onto a Potential rear and side elevation views towards proposed
narrow lane. Views south and west across surrounding farmland
road on high embankment at lower elevation to property.
partially obscured by rock outcrops and vegetation. Potential
Glimpsed views of traffic filtered by rock outcrops and
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

glimpsed views of traffic on existing N22 filtered by landform and
vegetation from rear and side elevation windows.

P202

1 x 1 storey property

P203

1 x 1 storey property

P204

2 x 2 storey properties

P205

1 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

P206

1 x 2 storey property

P207

1 x 1 storey and 1 x 2
storey property

P208

1 x 2 storey property

P209

1 x 2 storey property

P210

1 x 2 storey property

October 2009

intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Property occupies elevated location accessed by steep narrow
Lane adjacent to property to be remodelled. Proposed road
lane. Views of surrounding landscape heavily filtered by rock
aligned in close proximity to property across the lower
formations and vegetation. Side elevation views available across
contours of the ridgeline. Near views of vegetation loss,
Foherish river valley. Potential glimpsed views of existing N22
alterations to road layout and traffic from front and side
filtered by built form and vegetation.
elevation windows. Possible views of lighting columns on
proposed roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Property occupies slightly elevated position and fronts onto
Views towards proposed road obscured by coniferous
existing N22. Near views of traffic with pastoral fields visible
vegetation.
beyond. Coniferous vegetation along property boundary obscures Year 1 Winter: No change
views north and west.
Year 15: No change
Westernmost property fronts onto lane with near views of existing Views from both properties across river corridor towards
N22 filtered by vegetation. Easternmost property occupies more proposed road on embankment. Landform modification,
elevated location with glimpsed views of traffic on N22 available
vegetation clearance and traffic visible. . Possible views of
over the Foherish river corridor. Views further north and west are lighting columns on proposed roundabout.
restricted by a local ridgeline and rocky outcrops.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Properties occupy adjacent farmholdings accessed along tracks to Views north towards proposed road concealed by landform
the south of the existing N22. Properties experience views of
and vegetation.
pastoral fields filtered by farm buildings and vegetation along field Year 1 Winter: No change
boundaries. Glimpsed views of traffic on existing N22 from
Year 15: No change
easternmost property.
Property is situated along a narrow track to the north of the
Views of the proposed road concealed by rocky outcrops.
existing N22. Pastoral fields surround the property with views
Year 1 Winter: No change
restricted by farm buildings and vegetation. Rocky outcrops and
Year 15: No change
scrub vegetation form the extent of the view to the south.
Properties accessed along narrow, winding lane to the north of
Views towards the proposed road concealed by landform and
the existing N22. Front elevation views comprise pastoral fields
vegetation.
with rocky outcrops forming the extent of the view. Rear views
Year 1 Winter: No change
are available across rising pasture. Existing N22
Year 15: No change
Property occupies slightly elevated location within undulating
Potential front elevation views along lane towards remodelled
landform. Front elevation views from the property are filtered by
lane on embankment and Clonfadda bridge. Proposed road is
a boundary wall, ornate gateway and vegetation alongside the
aligned in cutting to south of property. Potential glimpsed
narrow lane hat provides access to the property.
views of cutting slopes and high-sided vehicles in winter.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Property occupies slightly low-lying location within undulating
Views towards the proposed road concealed by landform and
landscape. Views limited by surrounding woodland.
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Property is elevated above narrow lane running north from the
Front elevation views from upper storey towards remodelled
existing N22. Views across surrounding pasture filtered by
lane on embankment, vegetation loss and Clonfadda bridge.
vegetation along lane and field boundaries. The N22 is concealed Proposed road is aligned in cutting to south of property.
from view.
Potential glimpsed views of cutting slopes and high-sided

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
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Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated

P211

1 x 2 storey property

Property fronts onto lane leading north from the existing N22.
Front elevation views across farmland filtered by vegetation along
access lane and field boundaries. The N22 is concealed from
view.

P212

Group of one and two
storey properties

P213

Group of one and two
storey properties

Group of properties located on south side of local ridgeline.
Properties front onto lane to the north of the existing N22. Front
and rear elevation views of adjacent properties filtered by
vegetation within gardens. Existing N22 obscured from view.
Properties occupy slightly elevated location on local ridgeline with
views of adjacent properties and surrounding farmland filtered by
vegetation along field boundaries. Existing N22 obscured from
view to south.

P214

1 x 2 storey and 3 x 1
storey property

Properties occupy elevated location on local ridgeline with views
of surrounding farmland filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries. Existing N22 obscured from view to south.

P215

1 x 1 storey property

P216

1 x 2 storey property

Property fronts onto lane to the north of the existing N22. Rear
views are available across farmland. A high stone wall forming the
boundary to (P123) forms the extent of views to the north and
east.
Property set back from lane along formal avenue. Views across
surrounding farmland restricted by outbuildings and mature
vegetation. Potential panoramic views from upper storey.

P217

1 x 2 storey property

P218

3 x 1 storey and 1 x
dormer bungalow

P219

1 x 1 storey property

P220

1 x 1 storey property

October 2009

Property fronts onto the existing N22. Front elevation views of
traffic with views of rising landform beyond limited by vegetation.
Rear elevation views towards the Sullane river filtered by
vegetation along field boundaries.
Properties accessed from lane heading north from the existing
N22. Oblique front/ front elevation views towards the existing
N22 filtered by built form and vegetation within gardens. Views
east filtered by vegetation along lane.
Property fronts onto the existing N22. Front elevation views of
traffic with views beyond towards the Sullane river limited by
vegetation. Rear elevation views of rising landform filtered by
woodland and vegetation along field boundary.
Property set back from the existing N22. Front elevation views of
traffic with views beyond towards the Sullane river limited by

vehicles in winter.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
The proposed road would be concealed from view by landform
to the north. Front elevation views from the property would
comprise the remodelled access lane on embankment and
associated vegetation loss on approach to Clonfadda bridge.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views north towards the proposed road in deep cutting
concealed by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential views northeast towards road on embankment.
Glimpsed views of traffic and vegetation loss filtered by
vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Rear Views towards proposed road on embankment within
undulating landscape. Views of traffic and vegetation loss
would be visible with slight screening within summer by
intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards the proposed road concealed by built form
and landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential views of proposed road on embankment within
undulating landscape. Glimpsed views of traffic and
vegetation loss restricted by intervening vegetation and farm
buildings to rear of property.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views north towards the proposed road concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views north towards the proposed road concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views north towards the proposed road concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views north towards the proposed road concealed by
landform.

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated

P221

1 x 1 storey property

P222

1 property

P223

Group of 1 and 2
storey properties

P224

1 x 1 storey property

P225

1 x 2 storey property

P226

Development of 2
storey properties

P227

Development of 2
storey properties

P228

Development of 2
storey properties

P229

1 x 2 storey property

October 2009

vegetation. Rear elevation views of rising landform filtered by
woodland.
Gatehouse to (P123) fronts onto narrow lane with rear and
oblique side elevation views along tree lined driveway. Front
elevation views towards pastoral fields filtered by hedgerow on
opposite side of lane.
Property fronts onto lane to the north of the existing N22. Views
across adjacent farmland are restricted by dense vegetation along
western boundary and outbuildings and rising ground to the north.
Potential glimpsed views towards existing N22 to south filtered
by vegetation along field boundaries.
Properties are situated on a low ridgeline sloping south towards
the existing N22 and the Sullane river. Views are available over
surrounding properties and agricultural fields. Rising agricultural
land to the north forms the extent of the view.
Property occupies exposed location on ridgeline and is accessed
through the grounds of (P114). Elevated views are available
across farmland to the south with views north restricted by
vegetation along field boundaries.

Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views towards the proposed road concealed by vegetation,
built form and landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views north towards the proposed road concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Views north towards the proposed road are concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Elevated views towards proposed road in deep cutting.
Potential views of vegetation loss and traffic filtered by
intervening vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Property is set back from lane along long access track and
Rear elevation views towards proposed road within base of
occupies an elevated position on a low ridgeline with panoramic
valley at grade and on embankment. Views of traffic and
views across a valley filtered by vegetation to the rear of the
vegetation loss filtered by vegetation to rear of property.
property.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Panoramic views across areas of new development in base of
Elevated views from upper tier of development towards
valley. The development is arranged in tiers with properties
proposed road in slight cutting to the northwest. Oblique
occupying the upper tiers experiencing panoramic views beyond
front elevation views from properties would comprise traffic,
the settlement to the agricultural valley sides beyond.
lighting columns, vegetation clearance and Gurteenroe
jucntion.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties situated in base of valley with views to farmland on
Low-lying location of properties, vegetation, landform and
valley sides limited by built form within surrounding development,
built form obscure views towards proposed road.
vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Development situated within base of valley with further residential
The proposed road is aligned to the north of the
developments visible to the south and southeast. Views to the
development and a Gurteenroe junction would link with a road
north comprise agricultural fields and a road running north through running north through the valley. Glimpsed views of traffic
the valley. A vegetated river corridor filters views of farmland to
would be available on the proposed road and the realigned
the west.
road filtered by intervening vegetation and landform. Lighting
columns would also be visible.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Property situated in elevated location above valley floor. Views
Potential oblique views northwest towards proposed road and
available south of residential developments and busy road running
traffic partially concealed by landform and vegetation.
north from the existing N22. Views west comprise farmland and a Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
well-vegetated river corridor. Views north over undulating pasture Year 15: Slight adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

The proposed road would be aligned to the south of the
property on embankment. The property would experience
side and as oblique front and rear elevation views of traffic,
lighting columns and vegetation loss.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse

Significant

Significant

Views towards proposed road concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Partial views available to the south from properties filtered by
built form and landform. Glimpsed views of traffic on
embankment, lighting columns and vegetation clearance.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Proposed road is aligned to the south of the properties.
Potential oblique front elevation, glimpsed views towards
vehicles entering/ emerging from cutting through ridgeline.
Partial views of lighting columns, new access to road to the
east and Gurteenroe junction would be filtered by vegetation
along existing lane and river corridor.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Properties would experience front elevation views of new
access to road to east and vegetation clearance. Glimpsed
views of traffic on busy road would also become available.
Oblique front elevation views of Gurteenroe junction would be
filtered by mature vegetation along existing lane. Side and
rear elevation views of high-sided vehicles and lighting
columns above property boundary vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
The properties would experience open, near views of the
proposed road emerging from cutting through the ridgeline to
the east. Elevated views of traffic, lighting columns,
vegetation loss, the new road layout and Gurteenroe junction
would dominate front and side elevation views. Oblique rear
views of traffic and vegetation loss would also be available
filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Potential rear views in winter towards Gurteenroe junction,
vegetation clearance, lighting columns and cutting slopes of
proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: No change)

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Property is situated in secluded location along gated track.
Views are afforded to the east across pastoral fields towards a
ridgeline that forms the extent of the view. Residential
development and the busy road within the valley are largely
concealed from all but upper storey windows. Views south are
also enclosed by a wooded ridgeline. Outbuildings and vegetation
filter views of rising land to the west.
Property is set back from lane along farm track. Low-lying location
of property affords restricted front elevation views across
farmyard towards lane. Vegetation along lane forms the extent of
the view. Rear views of farm outbuildings.
Properties are accessed from narrow lane running across hillside.
Properties are tightly clustered with views available across
surrounding farmland filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.

P230

1 x 2 storey property

P231

1 x 2 storey property

P232

1 x 1 storey and 3 x 2
storey properties

P233

5 x 1 storey properties

Properties occupy hillside location sloping north to south. Views
west over lane comprise rising agricultural land filtered by
vegetation along lane and within gardens. Views east towards
ridgeline include glimpsed views of traffic on busy road filtered by
vegetation within gardens and along river corridor.

P234

2 x 1 storey properties

Properties occupy position at base of valley along narrow lane.
Views west comprise rising agricultural land heavily filtered by
vegetation along property boundaries. Views east towards
wooded ridgeline include glimpsed views of traffic on busy road
filtered by vegetation along river corridor and properties on far
side of lane.

P235

3 x 1 storey properties

Properties are elevated above valley floor and accessed from a
busy road that runs north to south through the valley. A wooded
ridgeline forms the extent of the view to the east whilst views
west are afforded over pasture filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries.

P235a

1 x 2 storey property

Property is elevated above the valley floor and accessed from a
busy road that runs north to south through the valley. A wooded
ridgeline forms the extent of the view to the east. Views west
are towards the opposite ridgeline are filtered by woodland
vegetation adjacent to property. Potential views north in winter

October 2009
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Views northwest along the valley towards the proposed road
are concealed by built form, landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change.

Not significant

Not significant

Proposed road would be aligned east to west to the south
within front and side elevation views from the properties.
Traffic and lighting columns would be screened within cutting
and by landform and vegetation along field boundaries.
Potential views of vegetation clearance and cutting slopes.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views towards the proposed road would be concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
The proposed road would be aligned in cutting to the north of
the property. Side and oblique front and rear elevation views
of traffic, lighting columns, vegetation loss and cutting slopes
would be available within close proximity.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Views towards the proposed road would be concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views towards the proposed road would be concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential views south and east towards proposed road on
embankment and within cutting. Glimpsed views of traffic,
vegetation loss and cutting slopes filtered by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards the proposed road concealed by landform,
vegetation and built form.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential oblique front and rear elevation upper storey views.
Glimpsed views of vehicles in cutting to the south west
filtered by adjacent properties and vegetation along lane and
field boundaries. Ground floor views obscured by hedgebanks
built form and landform. Potential front elevation views of
realigned lane to west of properties.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
filtered by intervening woodland vegetation.
Properties are situated within a narrow valley heading north from
the existing N22. Views comprise built development and traffic
along the busy road in the base of the valley. Partial views are
afforded towards the pastoral ridgetops and vegetated river
corridor to the west.
Properties are sited on hilltop, which affords open, panoramic
views from front and side elevations over the surrounding pastoral
landscape. Some screening of views by vegetation adjacent to
properties. Properties are accessed from lane running north to
south.

P236

Group of properties to
the west of Macroom

P237

2 x 1 storey properties
and 1 x 2 storey
properties

P238

4 x 1 storey properties
and 2 x 2 storey
properties

Properties occupy hilltop location with panoramic views available
across pastoral fields filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries.

P239

1 x 1 storey property

Property lies within the grounds of a ruined country house.
Property occupies hilltop location with broad views across a
rolling pastoral landscape. Views are filtered by intermittent
mature vegetation along the property boundary. The ruined house
and outbuildings dominate views to the south.

P240

1 x 2 storey property

Farm accessed from track running across undulating hillside.
Views available across surrounding pasture filtered by adjacent
farm buildings and vegetation along farm tracks.

P241

1 x 1 storey property

Property fronts onto a lane and has a farm track running along its
eastern boundary. Views are afforded across surrounding
farmland towards properties to the east.

P242

Group of 5 properties

Properties are clustered together on an undulating hillside with
front and rear elevation views across the surrounding pasture
limited by built form and vegetation within gardens.

P243

1 x property

P244

3 x properties

Front elevation views across narrow lane towards farmland.
Undulating pasture restricts views across the wider landscape.
Views filtered by properties to the southwest and vegetation
along lane and associated with property opposite.
Properties occupy adjacent plots that front onto a narrow lane
with front and side elevation views of surrounding properties.
Partial views are afforded across farmland filtered by built form
and vegetation within gardens. Undulating pasture and
hedgebanks restrict views across the wider landscape.

October 2009
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Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
P245

3 x 2 storey properties

Properties front onto narrow lane on rising ground, which affords
elevated views across a local dip in the undulating landscape.
Views comprise farmland and a group of properties on the
opposite hillside filtered by vegetation along the lane and field
boundaries.

P246

1 x 1 storey property

Property occupies elevated location on hillside with side elevation
views towards Macroom and front elevation views across a narrow
lane towards undulating farmland. Views are filtered by vegetation
along lane and along field boundaries.

P247

1 x 1 storey property

Property is accessed along sweeping driveway to ruined country
house on hilltop. Expansive views of ridges towards Coolcaver
across agricultural valley filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries.

P248

Residential estate

P248a

Properties within
residential estate

Properties lie within a residential estate on undulating valley
slopes to the north of the existing N22. Views south across
pasture towards built form adjoining the N22 are filtered by
intervening vegetation. Front elevation views of adjacent
properties within estate.
Properties lie within a residential estate on undulating valley
slopes to the north of the existing N22. Rear views across
pasture towards built form adjoining the N22 are filtered by
intervening vegetation. Broader views northeast are available
towards a distant pastoral ridge.

P249

5 x 2 storey properties

Properties occupy adjacent plots on rising ground on the western
side of a narrow lane. Rising pasture to the north forms the
extent of the view. Views south and east are available across the
wider landscape towards Massytown and ridgelines beyond.

P250

1 x 1 storey property

Property fronts onto a lane and has a farm track running along its
southern boundary. Views are afforded across surrounding
farmland with undulating landform forming the extent of the view.

P251

1 x 2 storey property

Farm occupies elevated location within undulating landscape.
Views across undulating landscape restricted by farm outbuildings
and mature vegetation associated with property.

P252

1 x 2 storey property

Property fronts onto narrow lane with views of rock outcrops and

October 2009

Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Proposed road is aligned in cutting through the local dip in
the landscape adjacent to the properties. Side and oblique
front elevation views of vegetation loss, traffic and cutting
slopes. The lane that serves as access to the properties will
also be remodelled on embankment on approach to Coolyhane
bridge within front elevation views.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential views of cutting slopes and vegetation loss in valley
restricted by undulating landform and intervening vegetation.
Potential glimpsed views of vehicles filtered by vegetation and
landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential front elevation glimpsed views of traffic on proposed
road aligned through valley restricted by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards proposed road concealed by landform and
built form.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Oblique front elevation views east towards proposed road.
Partial views of vegetation clearance, cutting and embankment
slopes and glimpsed views of traffic filtered by intervening
landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential upper storey, side and oblique rear elevation views
towards proposed road and realigned lane. Potential
glimpsed views of moving traffic filtered by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards the proposed road would be concealed by
landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Elevated front elevation views into valley of proposed road,
remodelled lane on approach to Kilnagurteen bridge and
vegetation loss. Glimpsed views of traffic filtered by
vegetation adjacent to property and along lane.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Potential views south towards road on embankment across

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Significant

Significant
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N22 Baile Bhuirne to Macroom Environmental Impact Statement
Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Year 1
Winter

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
scrub vegetation beyond. Side and rear elevation views across
farmland are filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.

P253

1 x property

P254

1 x 2 storey property

P255

Group of 7 x 2 storey
properties

P256

Group of properties

P257

2 x 1 storey properties

P258

Properties within
Macroom

P258A

1 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

P259

Group of 5 x 2 storey
properties north of
Macroom

P260

Group of 6 x 2 storey
properties, Macroom

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual Impact

Property is accessed via a narrow lane running north through the
valley. Views across surrounding pasture are available from front
elevation with rear views filtered by vegetation along property
boundary.
Property is accessed along track from lane running north from
existing N22. Views across undulating pasture are filtered by
woodland to north of property, vegetation along field boundaries
and directly adjacent to property.
Properties are situated to the northwest of Macroom along a lane
running north. Front elevation views are restricted by a
hedgebank (including coniferous species) opposite the properties.
Potential upper storey views across undulating pasture towards
far ridgeline filtered by vegetation. Upper storey rear elevation
views across rising landform towards ruined country house on
hilltop.
Properties are situated within a residential area to the northwest
of Macroom. Views from properties comprise built form with
partial views of farmland visible beyond.
Properties are located along sweeping drive leading to derelict
country house overlooking Macroom. Properties have front
elevation views across grasslands adjoining the drive and
properties beyond. Woodland directly behind properties forms
the extent of rear elevation views.
Properties are situated on the south side of the Sullane river in a
slightly elevated location above the river floodplain. The clustered
form of the town largely restricts open views towards the
surrounding ridgelines resulting in views comprising largely of built
form. The existing N22 is the main traffic artery through the town.
Heavily filtered views towards surrounding pasture filtered by built
form and vegetation within the river corridor.
Properties front onto the existing N22 with open, front elevation
views of traffic and built form. Views towards the Sullane river are
filtered by properties opposite and mature vegetation beyond.

Properties occupy elevated position on rising ground above the
Sullane river. Potential upper storey views of river and the built
form of Macroom beyond filtered by vegetation within the river
corridor. Views over undulating pasture and surrounding
properties filtered by mature vegetation along property
boundaries and adjacent watercourse.
Properties are situated within residential estate that backs onto
the floodplain of the Sullane river. Upper storey rear elevation

lane that provides access to property. Side and oblique
front elevation views of embankment, vegetation clearance and
traffic filtered by vegetation along lane and rock outcrops.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Views of proposed road concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)
(Summer: Not
significant)

Not significant

Not significant

Views of proposed road concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential glimpsed views east of traffic on proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Views of proposed road concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views towards the proposed road concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Potential views towards proposed road on ridgeline to north
of Macroom from upper storeys of properties. Views heavily
filtered by built form within Macroom.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not significant

Not significant

Front elevation views towards the proposed road within the
valley floor would be filtered by built form and vegetation.
Potential glimpsed views of high-sided vehicles in winter.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Road passing to the north in cutting. Views filtered by
landform and vegetation..
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Potential oblique rear views from upper storeys towards
proposed road. Partial views of cutting slopes, vegetation
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Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated

Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

views are available of pastoral fields on the ridgeline opposite
filtered by vegetation along the river corridor.

P261

Group of 4 x 2 storey
properties, Macroom

P262

1 x 1 storey property,
Macroom

P263

Group of 2 storey
properties, Macroom

P264

8 x 2 storey and 3 x 1
storey properties,
Macroom

P265

4 x 2 storey properties

P266

Group of 2 storey
properties

P267

5 x 2 storey and 1 x
1storey property

P268

1 x 2 storey property

October 2009

loss and glimpsed views of traffic filtered by vegetation along
field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Properties are situated within residential estate that backs onto
Rear views from upper storeys towards proposed road and
the floodplain of the Sullane river. Upper storey rear elevation
Coolyhane bridge across ridgeline. Partial views of cutting
views are available of pastoral fields and properties on the
slopes, vegetation loss and glimpsed views of traffic filtered
ridgeline opposite filtered by vegetation along the river corridor.
by landform and vegetation along field boundaries and river
corridor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Property fronts onto residential estate with potential side
Potential side elevation views towards remodelled lane on
elevation views towards ridgeline across the Sullane river corridor. hillside and cutting slopes of proposed road. Partial views of
Views filtered by property boundary and vegetation within
vegetation loss and traffic filtered by landform and vegetation
grounds.
along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties within residential estate offer partial views towards
Oblique rear elevation views towards Coolyhane bridge on
ridgeline to north filtered by built form. Northernmost properties ridgeline. Glimpsed views of traffic.
experience upper storey, rear elevation views of river corridor and Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
pasture on ridgeline.
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties experience front elevation or oblique rear elevation
Elevated views of the proposed road aligned across the
views across public open space towards the well-vegetated river
Sullane river floodplain would be heavily filtered in summer by
corridor of the Sullane river. Partial views are available of the
riverside vegetation. Glimpsed views of traffic would be
ridgeline to the northeast. Built form within Macroom form the
available in winter.
extent of the view to the east, south and west.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Properties situated within residential estate to the north of the
Front elevation views along driveway to business park towards
existing N22 within Macroom. Rear elevation views of adjacent
ridgeline opposite. Views of embankment slopes of realigned
properties and the built form of Macroom. Front elevation views
lane and cutting and embankment slopes of proposed road on
along driveway to business park towards ridgeline opposite.
ridgeline. Glimpsed views of traffic filtered by landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties situated within residential estate to the north of the
Views from properties obscured by built form and vegetation.
existing N22 within Macroom. Views in all directions limited by
Year 1 Winter: No change
built form of adjoining residential and industrial developments.
Year 15: No change
Properties occupy elevated location on ridgeline with upper
Proposed road is aligned to south of properties within
storey views available southeast towards Macroom and ridgeline
adjacent field. Properties would experience elevated views of
beyond. Views over surrounding pasture and adjacent properties traffic within cutting, only partially filtered by vegetation along
filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
field boundaries and within gardens. Oblique views west
would be available of Coolyhane bridge and approach roads.
Vegetation loss and cutting slopes will feature within views.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15:Large adverse (Summer: Moderate adverse)
Property occupies elevated location on ridgeline overlooking the
Proposed road would be aligned across the ridge slopes in
river Sullane and Macroom. Panoramic front elevation views
front of the property. Front and side elevation views of
across the valley are filtered by coniferous vegetation adjacent to cutting slopes would only be partially filtered by intervening
property.
vegetation adjacent to property. Access track to property

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
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Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated

P269

1 x 2 storey property

Property occupies elevated location on ridgeline overlooking the
river Sullane and Macroom. Cone of view is restricted by mature
vegetation along east and west property boundaries.

P270

4 x 2 storey properties

Properties lie within residential estate to the north of the existing
N22 within Macroom. Upper storey views are available across
development land towards ridgeline to the north.

P271

Row of two storey
properties

Properties front onto existing N22 towards eastern end of
Macroom. Views of traffic and properties opposite from ground
floor windows. Potential upper storey views north towards
ridgeline filtered by built form within Macroom.

P272

Estate of two storey
properties

Properties arranged in horizontal tiers rising up ridgeline.
Properties offer elevated views across Macroom and the Sullane
river towards ridgeline opposite.

P273

12 x 2 storey
properties

Properties lie immediately to the north of the existing N22 with
front elevation views of traffic and properties on opposite side of
road. Rear elevation views comprise the Sullane river floodplain a
ridgeline to the north heavily filtered by vegetation along the river
corridor.

P274

1 x 2 storey property

P275

1 x 1 storey property

Property set back from lane along sweeping drive. Views north
are restricted by farm buildings and derelict industrial buildings.
Open views south towards Sullane river corridor and built form of
Macroom beyond. Views of traffic available along lane aligned
along southern property boundary.
Property occupies elevated location above river floodplain with
views restricted by adjacent properties to the south and
southeast and vegetation. Partial views of the Sullane river and
built form within Macroom filtered by vegetation along river
corridor.

October 2009

would be realigned to the east to link with a severed road.
Filtered views of realigned lane, vegetation clearance and
glimpsed views of traffic. Views west towards road would be
filtered by vegetation adjacent to property.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Proposed road would be aligned across the ridgeline to the
rear of the property. Potential upper storey rear elevation
views would include cutting slopes, vegetation loss and highsided vehicles filtered by vegetation along property
boundary.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Rear upper storey views across Sullane river towards
proposed road in cutting through ridgeline. Views of
realigned lane cutting slopes, vegetation loss and glimpsed
views of traffic filtered by vegetation along field boundaries
and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Potential partial views of cutting slopes and vegetation loss
on ridgeline filtered by built form within Macroom. Potential
glimpsed views of traffic filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties offer elevated views towards proposed road on
embankment, cutting slopes and remodelled minor road on
embankment.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential glimpsed views of traffic on proposed road to north
of properties. Potential upper storey rear elevation views of
road embankment and vegetation clearance filtered by
vegetation to rear of properties in winter.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Front and side elevation views across property grounds
towards proposed road on embankment within Sullane river
floodplain. Views filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Potential rear and side elevation views towards road on
embankment within river floodplain. Glimpsed views of traffic
filtered by intervening buildings and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Significant

Significant
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Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

P276

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
1 x 1 storey property

P277

1 x 1 storey property

P278

1 x 1 storey property

P279

3 x properties

P280

8 x properties

P281

2 x 2 storey properties

Properties occupy adjacent plots within elevated location
accessed via track leading up from lane along base of valley.
Front and side elevation views of Macroom and the Sullane river
corridor are filtered by vegetation along property boundaries and
along lane. Glimpsed views of traffic and New Bridge (road bridge
across river) are available along the driveway of the westernmost
property. Glimpsed views of traffic on the existing N22 are
available beyond New Bridge.

P282

1 x 1 storey property

Property is accessed directly from the existing N22. Front and
side elevation views of traffic on N22 and link to New Bridge to
the north of the property. Rear elevation views largely screened
by large shed adjacent to property and mature vegetation within
Sullane river floodplain.

P283

2 x 1 storey properties

Properties front onto existing N22 with direct views of traffic.
Rear elevation views over valley floor filtered by vegetation within

October 2009

Property situated along lane running northeast from Macroom.
Property occupies position on hillside above the Sullane river.
Views across the valley are concealed by tall roadside vegetation
on the opposite side of the lane.
Property fronts onto lane running northeast from Macroom on
opposite side of the Sullane river. Property occupies slightly
elevated location above the valley floor, which offers front
elevation views across alluvial pasture filtered by vegetated
hedgebank on opposite side of lane. Side elevation views of lane
and adjacent properties filtered by vegetation along property
boundary and adjacent outbuilding.
Property fronts onto lane running northeast from Macroom on
opposite side of the Sullane river. Property occupies slightly
elevated location above the valley floor that offers front elevation
views across alluvial pasture and the Sullane river filtered by
conifers along property boundary and vegetation within garden.
Side elevation views partially concealed by boundary vegetation.
Views of the existing N22 concealed by built form and vegetation
on opposite side of river.
Properties front onto lane running northeast from Macroom on
opposite side of the Sullane river. Properties experience side and
oblique rear elevation views south towards the Sullane river
filtered by vegetation within gardens and along the Sullane river
corridor. Views of the existing N22 concealed by built form and
vegetation on opposite side of river.
Properties front onto lane running northeast from Macroom.
Properties experience elevated views south towards the Sullane
river and Macroom filtered by roadside vegetation, and vegetation
within gardens and the river corridor. Potential glimpsed views of
traffic on the existing N22.

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Views of the proposed road concealed by vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Front elevation views towards proposed road on embankment
within river floodplain. Views of traffic and embankment
slopes of proposed road would be filtered by vegetation
along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse

Significant

Significant

Potential views towards proposed road aligned within valley
floor. Potential oblique front elevation views towards road
filtered by vegetation along field boundaries and vegetation
along rear access to property P277.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not significant

Not significant

Side and rear elevation views of proposed road on
embankment and glimpsed views of traffic filtered by
vegetation within floodplain.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Properties would experience side and oblique front elevation
views south of the proposed road running southwest through
the river floodplain on embankment. Glimpsed views of traffic
would be filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Potential partial side and oblique front elevation views
southeast of vegetation clearance, embankment slopes, and
glimpsed views of traffic filtered by intervening vegetation.
Open front elevation views along driveway of westernmost
property towards proposed road, bridge and traffic on
embankment within valley floor filtered by intervening
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Potential side and oblique rear elevation views of proposed
road and traffic on embankment within river floodplain. Partial
views of bridge filtered by outbuildings, vegetation and
vegetated embankment to the rear of property.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential rear elevation views north towards proposed road
on embankment within river corridor. Views filtered by

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant
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Receptor

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
river corridor and vegetated (disused railway) embankment directly
behind properties.

P284

1 x 2 storey property

Property is situated at the base of a ridge and accessed directly
from the existing N22. Front and side elevation views of N22
traffic are filtered by vegetation within garden. Views east and
south are concealed by a near vertical rock face.

P285

1 x 1 storey property

P286

2 x 1 storey properties

P287

1 x 2 storey property

P288

2 x 2 storey and 2 x 1
storey properties

Property is situated at base of ridgeline and is set back from a
busy road along a narrow track. Views over low-lying land to the
north and east are heavily restricted by vegetation surrounding
property. Steep landform to the west forms the extent of the
view.
Properties are situated at base of ridgeline in an elevated location
above a busy road. Front elevation views are available to the east
across low-lying land towards the Lee river. The steep landform of
the ridge forms the extent of views to the north and west.
Farm occupies hilltop location accessed along steep track from
busy road on valley floor. Front elevation views from the property
are available across the valley floor to the rivers Sullane and Lee
with distant ridgelines forming the extent of the view. Farm
buildings and vegetation conceal views west and north. Front
elevation views are filtered by mature vegetation.
Properties are clustered together on the ridgeline overlooking the
low-lying valley floor. Front elevation views comprise built form
within Macroom and the rivers Sullane and Lee filtered by
intervening landform and vegetation.

P289

3 x 1 storey properties

Properties are situated at base of ridgeline in an elevated location
above a busy road. Front elevation views east across low-lying
land are filtered by vegetation within property gardens. The steep
landform of the ridge forms the extent of views to the north and
west.

P290

1 x 1 storey property

Property fronts onto existing N22 and experiences direct views of
traffic. The Sullane river lies immediately north of the property
beyond a vegetated embankment. Views north are severely
restricted within summer by woodland vegetation along the river
corridor.

P291

1 x 2 storey property

Property fronts onto existing N22 with open views of traffic and
filtered views of warehouses beyond. Rear views across valley
floor and the Sullane river floodplain are filtered by vegetation
along river corridor and field boundaries.

October 2009

vegetated embankment to rear of properties and riverside
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential glimpsed views of traffic on proposed road from
side elevation of property filtered by landform and vegetation.
Partial views of proposed road on embankment and glimpsed
views of traffic filtered by vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views of the proposed road are concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views of the proposed road are concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Elevated panoramic views towards the proposed road on
embankment are filtered by vegetation adjacent to the
property and within the Sullane river corridor. Views are also
filtered by built form within Macroom.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Elevated open views from upper storeys would include the
proposed road on embankment and traffic partially filtered by
landform and vegetation within the valley floor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Elevated front elevation views towards the proposed road on
embankment would be filtered by intervening vegetation and
built form within Macroom. Potential glimpsed views of traffic
within winter views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15:Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential partial views north of the proposed road on
embankment within the river floodplain filtered by intervening
vegetation. Views of embankment slopes and vegetation loss
filtered by vegetation along river corridor and disused railway
embankment.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15:Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)
Elevated views north towards proposed road on embankment
across valley floor. Open views from upper floors. Ground
floor views filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Significant

Significant
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Ref.

P292

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor
All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
19 x 2 storey and 1 x
1 storey property

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

Properties are accessed from the N22 with front elevation views
of traffic and an industrial estate beyond. Views north across the
low-lying valley floor are filtered within ground floor views by
vegetation on the valley side to the rear of the properties.

P293

2 x 2 storey properties

P294

1 x 1 storey property
(Gatehouse to
Coolcower House)

P295

1 x 2 storey property
(Coolcower House)

P296

4 x 1 storey properties

P297

1 x 1 storey and 2 x 2
storey properties

Properties lie just off the existing N22 along an access lane with
front elevation views of traffic filtered by boundary vegetation.
Potential rear elevation views across Sullane river floodplain
filtered by vegetation.

P298

1 x 2 storey property
(possibly nonresidential)

Property occupies low-lying location by the Sullane river. Views
south and east of river, Bealahglashin bridge and traffic on the
existing N22. Views west of existing N22 along access lane
filtered by adjacent properties.

P299

1 x 1 storey property

Property set back from existing N22 along access track. Views
east across Sullane river towards existing N22. Views west
across farmland filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.

October 2009

Properties lie on the south side of the N22 with front elevation
views of traffic glimpsed through vegetation within gardens.
Views north across pasture filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries. Views north towards far ridgeline filtered by
vegetation on valley sides and built form of properties opposite.
Property fronts onto existing N22 behind a formal gateway with
high stone walls. Further screening provided by coniferous
hedgerow in front of property. Views severely limited from all
elevations of property.

Property situated along long driveway from the existing N22
through formal grounds. The existing N22 is largely obscured
from view. Front elevation views are available across fields filtered
by mature specimen trees. Views are available south and east of
the Lee river. Farm buildings form the extent of the view west.
Properties front onto existing N22 with direct views of moving
traffic filtered by vegetation within gardens. Rear views across
pasture limited by vegetation within gardens.

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Elevated views north towards proposed road on embankment
across valley floor. Open views from upper floors. Ground
floor views filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential glimpsed views of traffic on proposed road from
upper storeys in winter. Views heavily filtered by intervening
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Existing N22 is to be aligned to the north of the property.
Views towards the proposed road will be screened by the
property boundary wall and vegetation on the opposite side
of the road. Potential partial views of traffic, vegetation loss
and lighting columns associated with the link road. Views
limited by low elevation of windows on property, high
boundary wall and hedge surrounding property. Views will not
be inherently different from existing arrangement
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Upper storey front elevation views would be available of
Coolcour roundabout. Views of traffic and modified landform
would be filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential winter views from side elevation of westernmost
property of realigned link road and embankment slopes of
proposed road. Potential glimpsed views of traffic and partial
views of lighting columns at Coolcour roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views east of realigned road largely concealed by
hedgebanks and landform. Potential partial views of lighting
columns.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential views west towards vegetation clearance and
lighting columns associated with realigned road and Coolcour
roundabout from one upper storey window.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential rear elevation views towards vegetation clearance
and lighting columns associated with Coolcour roundabout to
west of property filtered by vegetation along field
boundaries. Potential winter glimpsed views of high-sided
vehicles.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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Ref.

Type of Building/ Visual
Receptor

P300

All receptors of High
Sensitivity unless
unless
otherwise stated
1 x 1 storey property

P301

1 x 1 storey property

P302

1 x 2 storey property

P303

1 x 2 storey property

P304

3 x 2 storey and 1 x 1
storey property

P305

1 x 2 storey and 6 x 1
storey property

October 2009

Description of Existing Winter View (summer if different)

Property situated adjacent to existing N22. Views north, west
and east concealed by dense coniferous hedgerow. Potential
views south across rising landform of ridgeline which forms the
extent of the view.
Property situated to the east of the existing N22 along a track.
Views north of the Lee river partially concealed by a coniferous
hedgerow along property boundary. Views beyond the river are
restricted by deciduous woodland along the river corridor.
Property situated to the east of the existing N22 along a track.
Views north across the Lee river are restricted by deciduous
woodland along the river corridor and vegetation adjacent to the
property. Front elevation views are afforded over the river
towards traffic on the existing N22.
Property occupies elevated location to the north of the existing
N22 accessed by a farm track. Front and side elevation views are
afforded across the rivers Lee and Sullane. Distant ridgelines
form the extent of views. Traffic is visible on the existing N22
along the farm track and crossing the Bealahgashin bridge within
front elevation views.
Properties occupy elevated location on ridgeline with views south
available over pasture. Rising landform forms the extent of views
north.
Properties occupy elevated location on ridgeline with views south
available over pasture and views north across valley floor filtered
by vegetation within gardens and along field boundaries.

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Potential Magnitude of Visual Impact at Year 1 and Year 15
(summer if different)

Potential Significance of Visual Impact
Year 1
Winter

Year 15 Winter
(Summer if
different)
different)

Views of proposed road concealed by vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not significant

Not significant

Potential views across pasture towards Coolcour roundabout
filtered by intervening vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential views across pasture towards Coolcour roundabout
filtered by intervening vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Potential glimpsed views of traffic on proposed road and
Coolcour roundabout within winter views filtered by landform,
built form and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not significant

Not significant

Views of the proposed road concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential views north from elevated location of proposed road
and Coolcour roundabout filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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Appendix 5.4
5.4

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

NightNight-time effects of Lighting upon Properties

The following table lists properties that immediately adjoin the Preliminary Design. It identifies those properties that are likely to be directly impacted by luminance from new light sources
forming part of the scheme (column lighting and vehicle headlights) at both Year 1 and 15. It also includes assessment of the potential magnitude of impact of new lighting upon the properties.
The significance of effect (for properties impacted by the scheme) is adverse whether the effect is evaluated as significant or not significant.

The following table lists properties that adjoin the Preliminary Design and is an objective assessment of its potential effect upon the visual amenity within night time views from each property
listed. The assessment has taken into consideration that the design of the lighting would ensure light spill beyond the highway boundary is kept to a minimum and upward light pollution would be
diminished. New lighting would be confined to the junctions and to approximately 100m on approaches to these junctions though lighting would not be implemented on the mainline of the
scheme.
The potential magnitude and significance of impact of the scheme has been evaluated following both summer and winter visibility surveys. Only properties within or immediately adjoining a 2km
corridor (1km either side of the centreline of the new road) have been included within the study as it is considered that these properties are those that are most likely to be impacted by the
scheme. The study includes an objective assessment of the potential visual impact of column lighting and vehicle headlights at night during winter (Year 1) and summer and winter (Year 15) using
the criteria listed in Appendix 5.1. The effect (for properties impacted by the scheme) is adverse whether the effect is evaluated as significant or not significant.

October 2009
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Clear views east of Baile Bhuirne junction and approaching traffic. Views
of static lighting columns and traffic headlights. Introduction of skyglow
within views. (Property PC will experience the worst of this).
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Oblique views towards Baile Bhuirne Junction. Views of static lighting
columns and traffic headlights on new road and junction. Introduction of
skyglow within views to the east.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Direct views towards Baile Bhuirne Junction including views of static
lighting columns and traffic headlights moving around junction with
potential for direct glare into property from lighting and vehicles.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Potential oblique views towards Baile Bhuirne Junction. Partial views of
static lighting columns and traffic headlights on remodelled approach
road. Introduction of skyglow within views east.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential oblique views towards Baile Bhuirne Junction and approach road.
Partial views of static lighting columns and traffic headlights. Introduction
of skyglow within views southeast.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Introduction of skyglow from lighting columns on western tie-in junction
and approach road within views southeast.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential oblique views towards Baile Bhuirne Junction and approach road.
Partial views of static lighting columns and traffic headlights. Introduction
of skyglow within views southeast.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Introduction of bright skyglow from Baile Bhuirne Junction lighting within
views south.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential oblique views towards Baile Bhuirne Junction and approach road.
Partial views of static lighting columns and traffic headlights. Introduction
of skyglow within views south.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
The proposed road would not affect views from these properties.
Year 1 Winter: No change

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated
PA,
PB,
and PC

2 x 2 and 1x 2
storey property

Properties located in an elevated position from existing N22. Open,
front elevation views of traffic headlights passing on road in intrinsically
dark landscape

PD

1 x 1 storey
property

Property located in elevated location and accessed via local access
road. Open, front elevation views of traffic headlights on existing N22
with views beyond towards opposite intrinsically dark ridgeline.

PE

1 x 2 storey
property

Property located in elevated location and accessed via local access
road. Open, front elevation views of traffic on existing N22 with views
beyond towards opposite ridgeline within intrinsically dark landscape.

P1

1 x 2 storey
property

Property accessed along track leading down from existing N22.
Existing views of vehicle headlights on embankment. Point sources of
light from scattered properties visible within landscape.

P2, P3
and P5

2 x 2 storey
properties

Property occupies elevated position above existing N22. Glimpse
views of traffic headlights on the existing N22. Point sources of light
from scattered properties visible within landscape.

P4

1 x 1 storey
property

Property accessed along lane leading north from existing N22.
Vehicle headlights on existing N22 concealed from view. Point
sources of light from scattered properties visible within landscape.

P6,P7,
P10
and
P11

5 x 1 storey and 2
x 1 storey
properties

Properties occupy slightly elevated location overlooking the existing
N22. Front elevation views of traffic headlights. Point sources of
light from scattered properties visible within landscape.

P8

1 x 1 storey
property

Property accessed via steep track leading east from the existing N22.
Front elevation views of point sources of light from scattered
properties on far ridgeline.

P9

1 x 2 storey
property

Property occupies elevated position on ridgeline to the north of the
existing N22. Potential upper storey views of traffic headlights on
existing N22. Point sources of light from scattered properties visible
within landscape.

P12

1 x 2 storey
property

Farmhouse occupies elevated location above N22. Glimpse views of
traffic headlights on existing N22. Point sources of light from

October 2009
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

scattered properties visible within landscape.
Properties front onto existing N22. Front elevation views of traffic
headlights. Point sources of light from scattered properties visible
within landscape.
Property fronts onto existing N22. Open views of traffic headlights
and point sources of light from properties within surrounding
landscape.

Year 15: No change
The proposed road would not affect views from these properties.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential partial views north of new lighting columns and associated
skyglow.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Introduction of skyglow to the west from lighting columns associated with
western tie-in junction and approach road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Skyglow to the east would be concealed from view due to woodland
vegetation immediately behind property.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed road aligned
across far ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated
P13
and
P14
P15

3 x 1 storey and 1
x 2 storey
property
1 x 2 storey
property

P16

1 x 1 storey
property

Property elevated above existing N22. Front elevation views of traffic
headlights and point sources of light from scattered properties within
surrounding landscape. Skyglow visible to the east over Baile Bhuirne.

P17

1 x 2 storey
property

P18
to
P22,
P24

4 x 2 storey, 2 x 1
storey properties
and group of
properties
southwest of Baile
Bhuirne
5x 2 storey
properties

Property occupies slightly low-lying location along lane adjacent to
existing N22. Views of traffic headlights on existing N22 against the
backdrop of lighting columns and associated skyglow within Baile
Bhuirne.
Properties lie within valley to the south of the existing N22. Glimpse
views of traffic headlights on existing N22 and point sources of light
from scattered properties. Skyglow to the east from Baile Bhuirne
and Baile Mhic Íre.

P25
to
P27
and
P28 A
P28

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Properties set back from local road running north from Baile Bhuirne
and the existing N22. Point sources of light from scattered
properties within valley in intrinsically dark landscape.

Properties would experience glimpse views of traffic headlights on
proposed road filtered by rock outcrops and woodland vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

1 x 2 storey
property

Property accessed from lane running north from Baile Bhuirne and
existing N22 and is in slightly elevated position. Views of Point
sources of light from scattered properties within valley in intrinsically
dark landscape.

Significant

Significant

P23,
P29
to
P32

10 x 1 storey and
6 x 2 storey
properties

Not
significant

Not
significant

P33 A

1 x 2 storey
property

Properties situated along lane running north from Baile Bhuirne and
existing N22. Point sources of light from scattered properties within
valley. Faint skyglow over Baile Bhuirne to the south. More distinct
skyglow from Baile Mhic Íre to the southeast visible over ridgeline.
Property situated on ridgeline and fronts onto a narrow access lane.
Front elevation views are filtered by intervening vegetation and
wooded valley towards Baile Mhic Íre.

Significant

Significant

P33,
34
and
P37
to
P39

4 x 1 storey
properties and 6 x
2 storey
properties

Views of traffic headlights on proposed road from the west passing from
high embankment into cutting. Direct glare of headlights maybe
experienced.
Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
Year 15: Large adverse
Properties would experience glimpse views of traffic headlights on
proposed road filtered by rock outcrops and woodland vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views of traffic headlights on proposed road embankment to the north
within adjacent fields but strongly filtered by vegetation on the boundary
of the property.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed road aligned to
south of properties.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

October 2009

Properties situated on ridgeline to the north of Baile Mhic Íre. Point
sources of light from scattered properties visible within valley. Views
of street lighting and associated skyglow visible within Baile Mhic Íre
to the south.
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Views of traffic headlights on proposed road embankment to the north
within adjacent fields.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views of traffic headlights on proposed road embankment to the south
within adjacent fields.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views of traffic headlights on proposed road over rising landform to the
north.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential views of traffic headlights on proposed road over rising
landform to the north.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights in winter on proposed road
to the north. Views would be filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties would experience views of traffic headlights on proposed road
aligned beyond adjacent field on embankment.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Potential front elevation views of traffic headlights over adjacent
woodland to south.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed road aligned
along ridgeline opposite.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

The proposed road would not affect views from these properties.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed road aligned along
ridgeline opposite.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated
P35
and
36

4 x 2 storey
properties and 1 x
1 storey property

As for P33

P40
to
P44

2 x 1 storey and 5
x 2 storey
properties

As for P33.

P45
to
P46

1 x 2 storey and 2
x 1 storey
properties

As for P33.

P47P76

Properties within
Baile Mhic Íre

P77
to
P81

3 x 1storey and 2
x 2 storey
properties

P82
and
P83

3 x 2 storey
properties

P84

1 x 2 storey
property

P85
to
P89

8 x 2 storey and 1
x 1 storey
property

P90
to 93
and
P97

24 x 2 storey and
4 x 1 storey
properties

P94
to
P96

3 x 1 storey and 3
x 2 storey
properties

Properties occupy adjacent plots within the valley floor and mostly
front onto the existing N22. Views of vehicle headlights and
illuminated built form along the N22 road corridor. Point sources of
light visible from scattered properties on surrounding ridgelines. Light
spill from street lighting will affect most properties. Skyglow visible
above the N22 road corridor.
Properties situated along lane to the north of Baile Mhic Íre. Views
south of illuminated industrial estate, lighting columns, and illuminated
properties within Baile Mhic Íre. Glimpse views of traffic headlights on
existing N22. Skyglow visible over Baile Mhic Íre.
Properties situated along track running along the base of the ridgeline
to the north of the existing N22. Filtered views towards illuminated
industrial estate. Skyglow visible to the southeast towards Baile Mhic
Íre and to a lesser extent to the southwest towards Baile Bhuirne.
Point sources of light visible from scattered properties on surrounding
ridgelines.
Property occupies remote location alongside the Bohill river accessed
along private access track. Skyglow visible to the southeast over
Baile Mhic Íre otherwise remote location results in intrinsically dark
surroundings.
Properties are situated to the south of Baile Mhic Íre and the existing
N22 beyond the Sullane river. Front elevation views of the illuminated
N22 corridor, associated skyglow and lighting associated with
intervening properties. Glimpse views of traffic headlights on existing
N22. Point sources of light visible on surrounding ridgelines.
Properties within Baile Bhuirne accessed directly from the existing
N22. Views of traffic headlights on existing N22. Front elevation
views of lighting columns along existing N22 and associated skyglow.
Uplighters on Inn within Baile Bhuirne also visible and strong spotlight
within car park to rear. Skyglow visible over Baile Mhic Íre to the
east.
Properties are situated within valley heading southwest from Baile
Bhuirne. Lighting within Baile Bhuirne visible within base of valley.
Glimpse views of traffic headlights on existing N22. Point sources of

October 2009
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

light visible from scattered properties on adjacent ridgelines. Skyglow
visible from Baile Bhuirne and to a lesser extent from Baile Mhic Íre
further east.
Views across intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light from
scattered properties. Glimpse views of traffic headlights on existing
N22.

Year 15: Slight adverse

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

P98
to
P104

5 x 2 storey and 2
x 1 storey
properties

P105

1 x 2 storey
property

P106

1 x 2 storey
property

P107
to
P109

3 x 2 storey
properties

P110

1 x 2 storey
property

P111

1 x bungalow and 1
x 2 storey
property

P112
to
P115

3 x 1 storey and 2
x 2 storey
properties

P116
and
P117

2 x one storey and
1 x two storey
property

P118
and
P119

3 x 2 storeys and
2 x 1 storey
properties

P120

2 x 1 storey and 1
x 2 storey
property

P121

4 x 1 storey and 2
x 2 storey

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed road on valley
floor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Property situated on local highpoint within valley surrounded by rocky
outcrops. Views across intrinsically dark valley with point sources of
light from scattered properties. Glimpse views of traffic headlights on
existing N22.
Property situated within low-lying location adjacent to River Sullane.
Views across intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light from
scattered properties. Glimpse views of traffic headlights on existing
N22 on ridgeline filtered by rock outcrops and vegetation.
Properties are located to the north of the existing N22. Limited views
south across intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light from
scattered properties. Views of traffic headlights on existing N22.

Glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed road aligned along
ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
The proposed road would not affect views from these properties.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

The proposed road would not affect views from these properties.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Property lies within the Sullane river valley and is accessed via a steep
track from the N22. The low-lying position of the property obscures
views towards the existing N22. Views south across intrinsically dark
valley with point sources of light from scattered properties.
Properties face onto existing N22. Near, front elevation views of
traffic headlights with point sources of light visible beyond from
scattered properties on ridgeline. Views south across intrinsically
dark valley with point sources of light from scattered properties.
Properties situated on ridgeline above existing N22. Views south
across intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light from
scattered properties. Existing N22 obscured by landform and
vegetation. Faint skyglow visible to the west above Baile Mhic Íre.
Properties occupy ridgetop location and are afforded views south
across intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light from
scattered properties. Existing N22 obscured by landform and
vegetation. Faint skyglow visible to the west above Baile Mhic Íre.
Properties are situated within broad valley heading northeast from the
existing N22. Views southwest towards illuminated N22 corridor
within Baile Mhic Íre and associated skyglow. Point sources of light
from scattered properties also visible.
Properties are situated within broad valley heading northeast from the
existing N22. Views southwest of skyglow above Baile Mhic Íre.
Point sources of light from scattered properties within valley also
visible.
Views southwest towards the illuminated N22 corridor and lighting
associated with intervening built form. Point sources of light from

The proposed road would not affect views from these properties.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Traffic headlights visible on realigned approach to bridge, and proposed
road to south of properties.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

The proposed road would not affect views from these properties.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Glimpse views of traffic headlights visible on proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views will be unaffected by the proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Glimpse views of traffic headlights available on proposed road to the
north.

Not
significant

Not
significant
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

scattered properties visible to the north. Glimpse views of traffic
headlights on the existing N22.
Properties situated along lane heading northeast from the existing
N22. Views southwest towards the illuminated N22 corridor and
lighting associated with intervening built form. Point sources of light
from scattered properties visible within intrinsically dark valley to the
northeast.
Properties occupy elevated location within broad valley heading
northeast from the existing N22. Views south of illuminated N22
corridor, adjacent properties and associated skyglow above Baile
Mhic Íre. Point sources of light from scattered properties within valley
also visible.
Properties occupy adjacent plots along an access track to the north
of the existing N22. Front elevation views of lighting columns along
existing N22 and associated skyglow. Rear elevation views across the
rising landform of the ridgeline and point sources of light from
scattered properties.
Property occupies low-lying location between existing N22 and narrow
lane. Front elevation views of lighting columns along existing N22 and
associated skyglow. Rear elevation views across the rising landform of
the ridgeline and point sources of light from scattered properties.
Properties front onto the existing N22 with open views of traffic and
built form beyond. Front elevation views of lighting columns along
existing N22 and associated skyglow. Rear elevation views across the
rising landform of the ridgeline and point sources of light from
scattered properties.
Property is accessed from lane and fronts onto the existing N22.
Front elevation views of traffic headlights on existing N22. Point
sources of light from scattered properties visible within intrinsically
dark valley to the northeast.
Property fronts onto the existing N22 and is afforded views of traffic
headlights on the existing N22. Point sources of light from scattered
properties visible within intrinsically dark valley to the south.
Properties are situated in low-lying location south of the existing N22
along access track. Views are afforded of traffic headlights on the
existing N22. Point sources of light from scattered properties visible
within intrinsically dark valley to the south.

Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views of traffic headlights on proposed road aligned within adjacent
fields.
Year 1 Winter: Substantial adverse
Year 15: Substantial adverse

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

properties
P122

1 x 2 storey and 2
x 1 storey
properties

P123
and
P124

2 x 2 storey

P125

1 x 2 storey and 4
x 1 storey
properties

P126

1 x 2 storey
property

P127

2 x bungalows

P128

1 x bungalow

P129

1 x 2 storey
property

P130
to
P132

1 x 1 storey and 2
x 2 storey
properties

P133

1 x 2 storey
property

Property is accessed along farm track to the north of the existing
N22. Glimpse views of vehicle headlights on the existing N22. Partial
views of lighting associated with properties to the south. Skyglow
visible to the west over Baile Mhic Íre.

P134
and
P135

6 x 1 storey
properties

Properties are situated directly adjacent to the existing N22. Front
elevation views of traffic headlights and lighting associated with
properties opposite. Skyglow visible to the west over Baile Mhic Íre.

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Significant

Significant

Views of traffic headlights on proposed road within valley against the
backdrop of built form within Baile Mhic Íre.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse

Significant

Significant

Potential glimpse rear views of vehicle headlights on proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views towards proposed road to north concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights available on proposed road to
the north.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights available on proposed road to
the northeast.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
The proposed road would not affect the existing view.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Oblique front, and side elevation views of traffic headlights and lighting
columns on proposed junction. Considerable skyglow caused lighting
associated with the proposed adjacent junction.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Open views of traffic headlights on proposed road embankment within
front elevation views. Considerable skyglow caused lighting associated
with the proposed adjacent junction.
Year 1 Winter: Substantial adverse
Year 15: Substantial adverse
Glimpse views of traffic headlights to the north filtered by intervening
vegetation. Considerable skyglow caused lighting associated with the
proposed adjacent junction.

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

Description of Existing View
View

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

P136
and
P137

3 x 2 storey
properties

Properties set back from narrow lane to the north of the existing N22.
Views over intrinsically dark landscape with point sources of light
visible from scattered properties.

P138

1 x 2 storey
property

House occupies elevated location over lane to the north of the
existing N22. Views south over intrinsically dark valley with point
sources of light visible from scattered properties.

P139

1 x 2 storey
property and
outbuildings to rear

Property fronts onto narrow lane on lower slopes of ridgeline to the
north of the existing N22. Rear views over intrinsically dark ridgeline
with point sources of light visible from scattered properties.

P140

1 x 2 storey
property

P141
to
P146

3 x 1 storey and 4
x 2 storey
properties

Property fronts onto a narrow lane that overlooks the existing N22.
Glimpse views of traffic headlights on the existing N22. Views south
over intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light visible from
scattered properties.
Properties front onto a narrow lane that overlooks the existing N22.
Views south over intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light
visible from scattered properties.

P147
and
P148

1 x 1 storey and 1
x 2 storey
property

P149

1 x 2 storey house
(P187)

P150
to
P156
and
P158
to
P159
P157

2 x 1 storey and
13 x 2 storey
properties

P160

1 x 1 storey and 2
x 2 storeys

2 x 2 storey
properties

October 2009

Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road within
cutting. Oblique front elevation views of skyglow over junction to the
east.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Open front elevation views of traffic headlights on proposed road within
deep cutting. Oblique front elevation views of skyglow over junction to
the east.
Year 1 Winter: Substantial adverse
Year 15: Substantial adverse
Potential views west of skyglow above adjacent junction.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential views southwest of traffic headlights on proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

As for existing.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Property P147 occupies slightly elevated location above lane with
front elevation views across small field towards existing N22. P148 is
accessed along track heading south from the existing N22. Views of
traffic headlights on N22. Views across intrinsically dark landscape
with point sources of light visible from scattered properties.
Farm accessed via winding track leading south from the existing N22.
Views across intrinsically dark landscape with point sources of light
visible from scattered properties.
Properties are scattered along either side of the existing N22 with
glimpse views available of traffic headlights. Views are also available
across the intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources of light
from scattered properties.

Views south of traffic headlights on proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Glimpse views north of traffic headlights on embankment.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Glimpse views south of vehicle headlights on the proposed road. Year 1
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Properties are accessed from the existing N22 via a narrow lane.
Views across intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources of
light from scattered properties. Vehicle headlights on existing N22
are concealed from view.
Properties front onto existing N22 and would therefore already have
views of vehicle headlights at night.

Existing views would not be affected as a result of the proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views of traffic on proposed road likely to be screened by landform.
Distant view of vehicle headlights of eastbound traffic likely to be
available.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

Description of Existing View
View

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated
P161
and
P162

2 x 2 storey
properties

P163
and
P164

3 x 2 storey
houses

P165
to
P167

3 x 2 storey and 1
x 1 storey
property

P168
to
P173

3 x 1 storey and 7
x 2 storey
properties

P174
and
P175

2 x 2 storey, 1 x 1
storey property

P176
and
P177

2 x 2 storey and
1x1 storey
property

P178
and
P179
P180
to
P183

1 x 2 storey and 1
x 1 storey
property
6 x 1 storey and 3
x 2 storey
properties

P184

1 x 2 storey house

P185

1x 1 storey

October 2009

Properties situated at lower elevation to existing N22 along narrow
access track. Views across intrinsically dark landscape towards point
sources of light from scattered properties. Vehicle headlights on
existing N22 are concealed from view.
Properties front onto lanes within the valley floor to the south of the
existing N22. Views are available across the intrinsically dark valley
towards point sources of light from scattered properties. Vehicle
headlights on existing N22 are concealed from view.
Properties slightly elevated above the Sullane river floodplain to the
south of the existing N22. Views are available across the intrinsically
dark landscape towards point sources of light from scattered
properties. Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on existing
N22 from upper storeys.
Properties are scattered either side of a lane running southwest from
the existing N22. The northernmost properties experience glimpse
views of vehicle headlights on the existing N22 and views of lighting
outside Mon’s Bar (P173) with associated faint skyglow. Views are
available across the intrinsically dark valley floor towards point sources
of light from scattered properties.
Properties P174 occupy low-lying location along lane accessed from
the existing N22. Property P175 is accessed from the same lane and
occupies an elevated location overlooking the valley. Glimpse views of
vehicle headlights are available on the existing N22. Views are
available across the intrinsically dark valley floor towards point sources
of light from scattered properties. Lighting is also visible at Mon’s
Bar (P173) with associated faint skyglow.
Properties are accessed from lane running north from the existing
N22. Glimpse views of vehicle headlights on existing N22. Views are
available across the intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources
of light from scattered properties. Potential faint skyglow visible to
the east over Mon’s Bar (P173).
Properties are accessed from lane running north from the existing
N22. Views are available across the intrinsically dark landscape with
potential views of point sources of light from scattered properties.
Properties are situated to the north of the existing N22 with front
elevation views of vehicle headlights. Views are available across the
intrinsically dark landscape with potential views of point sources of
light from scattered properties.
Property occupies hilltop location along farm track to the north of the
existing N22. Views are available across the intrinsically dark
landscape including the Sullane river valley to the south with potential
views of point sources of light from scattered properties. Vehicle
headlights on the existing N22 are concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Property occupies hilltop location along farm track to the north of the

Year 15: Slight adverse
Views of vehicle headlights on proposed road embankment aligned
between properties.
Year 1 Winter: Substantial adverse
Year 15: Substantial adverse
Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road to the
northeast within the valley floor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road on similar
alignment to existing N22.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views of vehicle headlights on proposed road embankment aligned across
valley floor.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse

Significant

Significant

Filtered views of vehicle headlights on proposed road embankment
aligned across valley floor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential glimpse views south of vehicle headlights on proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not
significant

Not
significant

The proposed road would not affect existing views.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Properties would experience filtered front elevation views of vehicle
headlights on proposed road embankment beyond the existing N22.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights filtered by intervening
landform. The distance over which the proposed would be seen would
result in a barely perceptible deterioration to existing winter views.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not

Not

The proposed road would not affect existing views.
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

existing N22. Views are available across the intrinsically dark
landscape with potential views of point sources of light from scattered
properties. Vehicle headlights on the existing N22 are concealed by
landform and vegetation.
Property faces onto the existing N22 with views of vehicle headlights
filtered by coniferous hedgerow along front boundary. Partial views
across driveway of point sources of light from scattered properties on
ridgeline opposite.
Farm accessed directly from the existing N22 with views of vehicle
headlights filtered by outbuildings and vegetation. Views south and
west across the intrinsically dark landscape with potential views of
point sources of light from scattered properties.

Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

significant

significant

Properties would experience filtered front elevation views of vehicle
headlights on proposed road embankment beyond the existing N22.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views of vehicle headlights on proposed road embankment immediately to
the rear of farmyard. Curved alignment of proposed road will result in
glare from headlights through property windows. Farm would experience
views of vehicle headlights to the north and south on the existing and
proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: Substantial adverse
Year 15: Substantial adverse
Potential limited views of vehicle headlights on proposed road
embankment to south beyond the existing N22.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Proposed road aligned on embankment within field to south of properties.
Glimpse views of vehicle headlights with more open views from upper
storeys.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Properties occupy elevated location above the existing N22 with
Proposed road aligned on embankment to south of properties within the
glimpse views of vehicle headlights. Views south are available across
valley floor. Elevated views south of vehicle headlights on proposed road
the intrinsically dark valley floor with potential views of point sources of embankment.
light from scattered properties on the ridgeline opposite.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties front onto existing N22 and experience near views of
Views of proposed road concealed by rock outcrops.
vehicle headlights. Views east and west of point source lights from
Year 1 Winter: No change
adjacent properties. Views over valley to south concealed by rock
Year 15: No change
outcrops on opposite side of existing N22.
Properties occupy elevated locations to the north of the existing N22. Potential views south of vehicle headlights on proposed road embankment
Properties experience glimpse views of vehicle headlights on the
to the south of the existing N22. Views filtered by intervening
existing N22. Views east and west of point source lights from
vegetation and rock outcrops within valley floor.
adjacent properties. Front elevation views towards the intrinsically
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
dark valley floor with potential views of point sources of light from
Year 15: Slight adverse
scattered properties on the ridgeline opposite.
Properties face onto existing N22 and experience views of vehicle
Views towards the proposed road concealed by rock outcrops.
headlights. Rock outcrops form the extent of the view to the south.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Views north of the rising landform of the ridge with point sources of
Year 15: No change
light from scattered properties.
Property is set back from the existing N22 with filtered views of
Proposed road and Carrigaphooca bridge would be partially concealed by
vehicle headlights. Views are available across the intrinsically dark
vegetation and rock outcrops to the west. Rear views of vehicle

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

property

P186

1 x 1 storey
property

P187

1 x 2 storey
property

P188

1 x 2 storey
properties

P189

3 x 2 storey and 3
x 1 storey
properties

P190
and
P191

2 x 2 storey and 1
x 1 storey
properties

P192

1 x 2 storey and 1
x 1 storey
property

P193,
P194,
P196
and
P197

6 x 2 storey
properties

P195

1 x 2 storey and 3
x 1 storey
properties

P198

1 x 2 storey
property

October 2009

Farm set back from existing N22 along long farm track. . Views are
available across the intrinsically dark landscape with potential views of
point sources of light from scattered properties. Potential glimpse
views of vehicle headlights on existing N22 from upper storeys in
winter.
Properties front onto existing N22 and experience open views of
vehicle headlights. Rear elevation views across the intrinsically dark
valley floor with potential views of point sources of light from
scattered properties on the ridgeline opposite.
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

landscape with potential views of point sources of light from scattered
properties.

headlights on proposed road would be partially concealed by rock
outcrops to west of property. Views would also be available of traffic on
the proposed link road. The proposed road would be further away than
the existing N22 however vehicle headlights would be more prominent on
embankment. Potential views of lighting columns by proposed
roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Proposed road would be concealed from view by landform and
vegetation..
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

P199
and
P200

P201

P202

P203
and
P204

P205

P206

P207
to
P210

P211
and
P212

2 x 2 storey and
1x1 storey
property

Properties occupy hilltop location accessed from a lane running
northwest from the existing N22. Vehicle headlights on the existing
N22 are concealed from view. Views are available across the
intrinsically dark landscape with potential views of point sources of
light from scattered properties.
1 x 2 storey
Property occupies elevated position on ridgeline and fronts onto a
property
narrow lane. Views are available across the intrinsically dark landscape
with potential views of point sources of light from scattered
properties within valley. Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights
on existing N22 filtered by landform and vegetation.
1 x 1 storey
Property occupies elevated location accessed by steep narrow lane to
property
the north of the existing N22. Potential glimpse views of vehicle
headlights on existing N22 filtered by built form and vegetation.
Views across intrinsically dark valley of point sources of light from
scattered properties within valley.
1 x 1 storey and 2 Properties accessed from lane to the north of the existing N22. Front
x 2 storey
elevation views of vehicle headlights on existing N22. Views west
properties
across intrinsically dark river corridor towards adjacent ridgeline.
Views south across intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources
of light from scattered properties on ridgeline opposite.
1 x 2 storey and 1 Properties occupy adjacent farmholdings accessed along tracks to the
x 1 storey
south of the existing N22. Views across intrinsically dark landscape
property
filtered by intervening landform and vegetation with potential views of
point sources of light from scattered properties. Glimpse views of
traffic on existing N22 from easternmost property.
1 x 2 storey
Property is situated along a narrow track to the north of the existing
property
N22. Views across intrinsically dark landscape filtered by intervening
landform and vegetation with potential views of point sources of light
from scattered properties.
1 x 1 storey and 4 Properties accessed along narrow, winding lane to the north of the
x 2 storey
existing N22. Views across intrinsically dark landscape filtered by
property
intervening landform and vegetation with potential views of point
sources of light from scattered properties. Vehicle headlights on the
existing N22 are concealed from view.
1 x 2 storey
Properties situated to the north of the existing N22. Views across
property and Group intrinsically dark landscape filtered by intervening landform and
of one and two
vegetation with potential views of point sources of light from adjacent
storey properties
properties. Vehicle headlights on the existing N22 are concealed

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views of vehicle headlights on the proposed road concealed by rocky
outcrops.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Views south of vehicle headlights on the proposed road within cutting
would be concealed by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views of vehicle headlights on the proposed road would be concealed
within cutting.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential glimpse views towards vehicle headlights along proposed road
on embankment within base of valley. Potential views of lighting columns
by proposed roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: No change
Elevated views south towards vehicle headlights on proposed road on
embankment within base of valley. Views of lighting columns by proposed
roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views from P204 across river corridor towards vehicle headlights on
proposed road embankment. Potential views of lighting columns by
proposed roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views north towards proposed road concealed by landform and
vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

Description of Existing View
View

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Potential views northeast of vehicle headlights on proposed road
embankment filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Property fronts onto lane to the north of the existing N22. Rear
views across intrinsically dark landscape filtered by intervening
landform and vegetation with potential views of point sources of light
from adjacent properties. A high stone wall (forming the boundary to
(P216)) on the opposite side of the lane forms the extent of views to
the north and east. Vehicle headlights on the existing N22 are
concealed from view.
Property set back from lane along formal avenue. Views across
surrounding farmland restricted by outbuildings and mature vegetation.
Potential rear upper storey views across intrinsically dark landscape
towards point sources of light from adjacent properties.
Properties are situated to the north of the existing N22 with open
views of traffic headlights (with the exception of P218 which has
oblique glimpse views). Views across intrinsically dark landscape
towards point sources of light from adjacent properties.
Properties are situated on a low ridgeline sloping south towards the
existing N22 and the Sullane river. Views across intrinsically dark
landscape towards point sources of light from adjacent properties.
Vehicle headlights on the existing N22 are concealed from view.

Views towards the proposed road concealed by built form and landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road
embankment to north filtered by intervening vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views north towards the proposed road concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views towards the proposed road concealed by vegetation, built form
and landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Property occupies exposed location on ridgeline and is accessed
through the grounds of (P230). Views across intrinsically dark
landscape towards point sources of light from adjacent properties.
Vehicle headlights on the existing N22 are concealed from view.
Property is set back from lane along long access track and occupies
an elevated position on a low ridgeline to the north of the existing
N22. Views across intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources
of light from adjacent properties. Vehicle headlights on the existing
N22 are concealed from view.
Properties are arranged in tiers rising up the ridgeline to the north of
the existing N22. Elevated views of illuminated residential
developments and associated skyglow within base of valley. Strong
point source of light from cattle shed on ridgeline opposite. Views
northwest of intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light from
scattered properties. Glimpse views of vehicle headlights from road in
base of valley. Existing N22 concealed from view.
Properties situated in base of valley surrounded by illuminated
residential developments. Glimpse views east of vehicle headlights
from adjacent road in base of valley. Existing N22 concealed from

Potential elevated views of vehicle headlights on proposed road in deep
cutting filtered by vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential elevated views of vehicle headlights on proposed road in deep
cutting filtered by vegetation and landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Elevated partial views northwest of vehicle headlights on proposed road.
Partial views of lighting columns and associated skyglow at Gurteenroe
junction. and along realigned approach road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Low-lying location of properties, vegetation, landform and built form
conceal views towards proposed road.
Year 1 Winter: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated
P213
and
P214

P215

Group of one and
two storey
properties
and 1 x 2 storey
and 3 x 1 storey
properties
1 x 1 storey
property

P216

1 x 2 storey
property

P217
to
220

5 x 1 storey and 2
x 2 storey
properties

P221
to
P223

1 x 1 storey
property
and group of 1 and
2 storey
properties
1 x 1 storey
property

P224

P225

1 x 2 storey
property

P226

Development of 2
storey properties

P227

Development of 2
storey properties

October 2009

from view.
Properties occupy elevated location on local ridgeline to the north of
the existing N22. Vehicle headlights on the existing N22 are
concealed from view. Views across intrinsically dark landscape filtered
by intervening landform and vegetation with potential views of point
sources of light from adjacent properties.
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

view. Strong point source of light from cattle shed on ridgeline to the
west.
Development situated within base of valley with illuminated residential
developments visible to the south and southeast. Views northwest of
intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light from scattered
properties. Glimpse views east of vehicle headlights from adjacent
road in base of valley. Existing N22 concealed from view. Strong
point source of light from cattle shed on ridgeline to the west.
Property situated in elevated location above valley floor. Views
northwest of intrinsically dark valley with point sources of light from
scattered properties. Views south of illuminated residential
developments and vehicle headlights along road within valley floor.
Existing N22 concealed from view. Strong point source of light from
cattle shed on ridgeline to the west.
Property is situated in secluded location along gated track. Views are
afforded to the east and west across an intrinsically dark valley with
point sources of light visible from scattered properties. Glimpse
views of vehicle headlights are available on a road running north from
the existing N22. Skyglow is visible to the southwest over illuminated
developments within the valley floor.
Property is set back from lane along farm track. Low-lying location of
property affords front elevation views across intrinsically dark farmyard
towards lane. Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on road in
base of valley from rear upper storey windows heavily filtered by
woodland. Potential views south towards faint skyglow over illuminated
development within valley floor.
Properties are accessed from narrow lane running across hillside to
the north of the existing N22. Properties are tightly clustered with
views of point sources of light from adjacent properties. Views over
intrinsically dark undulating landform towards point sources of light
from scattered properties. Potential views of faint skyglow from
development within valley to south.
Properties are situated either side of a narrow lane rising to the north.
Views in all directions over intrinsically dark undulating landform
towards point sources of light from scattered properties. Potential
views of faint skyglow from development within valley to south.
Glimpse views are available to the east of vehicle headlights on a lane
running north from the existing N22. The existing N22 is concealed
from views.
Properties are elevated above valley floor on adjacent plots. Front
elevation views are afforded of vehicle headlights on the road that runs
north to south through the valley. Views in all directions over
intrinsically dark undulating landform towards point sources of light
from scattered properties. Faint skyglow visible from development
within valley to south.

Year 15: No change

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

P228

Development of 2
storey properties

P229

1 x 2 storey
property

P230

1 x 2 storey
property

P231

1 x 2 storey
property

P232

1 x 1 storey and 3
x 2 storey
properties

P233
and
P234

7 x 1 storey
properties

P235

3 x 1 storey
properties

October 2009

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Views northwest of vehicle headlights on proposed road. Partial views of
lighting columns and associated skyglow at Gurteenroe junction. and
along realigned approach road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential views north towards vehicle headlights on proposed road.
Views also available of skyglow over Gurteenroe junction. and approach
road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views south of vehicle headlights partially concealed within cutting
through adjacent field against the backdrop of the intrinsically dark
ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: Substantial adverse
Year 15: Substantial adverse

Significant

Significant

Views towards proposed road concealed by landform. Views south of
slightly increased skyglow as a result of new lighting at Gurteenroe
junction.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Glimpse views southeast towards vehicle headlights on proposed road.
Potential partial views of lighting columns and associated skyglow over
Gurteenroe junction.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Proposed road is aligned to the south of the properties. Potential
glimpse views of vehicle headlights emerging from cutting through
ridgeline towards roundabout. Partial views of lighting columns on
realigned approach roads and Gurteenroe junction. Skyglow from lighting
columns would be only partially apparent due to properties orientation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Open views of vehicle headlights and lighting columns on realigned road
and Gurteenroe junction directly to north of properties. Illuminated
cutting slopes and vehicle headlights would also be available on the
proposed road heading east to west. Skyglow would also be
considerable within such close proximity.
Year 1 Winter: Substantial adverse
Year 15: Substantial adverse

Significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Property is elevated above road running north to south along the
valley floor. Vehicle headlights visible on adjacent road with views
available beyond across intrinsically dark valley towards point sources
of light from scattered properties. Views of skyglow over
development within valley to south.
Properties are situated within a narrow valley heading north from the
existing N22. Views comprise illuminated residential and commercial
developments and vehicle headlights along the busy road in the base
of the valley and the existing N22. Partial views are afforded towards
the intrinsically dark ridgetops and river corridor to the west.
Properties occupy hilltop location to the north of the existing N22.
Broad views are available across the intrinsically dark landscape
towards point sources of light from scattered properties. The existing
N22 is concealed from view. Faint skyglow visible to the southeast
over Macroom and Massytown.
Properties occupy hilltop location with panoramic views available
across pastoral fields filtered by vegetation along field boundaries.

Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road and
partial views of lighting columns on southern approach road in winter.
Views of skyglow over Gurteenroe junction and approach roads.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views northwest along the valley towards the proposed road are
concealed by built form, landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change.

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Vehicle headlights on proposed road would be concealed within cutting.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views towards the proposed road would be concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Property lies within the grounds of a ruined country house to the north
of Massytown. Property occupies hilltop location with broad views
across the intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources of light
from scattered properties. The existing N22 is concealed from view.
Faint skyglow visible to the southeast over Macroom and Massytown.
Properties situated to the north of Macroom and the existing N22.
Broad views across the intrinsically dark landscape towards point
sources of light from scattered properties. The existing N22 is
concealed from view. Faint skyglow visible to the southeast over
Macroom and Massytown.
Properties occupy adjacent plots that front onto a narrow lane with
front and side elevation views of surrounding properties. Partial views
are afforded across farmland filtered by built form and vegetation
within gardens. Undulating pasture and hedgebanks restrict views
across the wider landscape.

The proposed road would be aligned in cutting to the north of the
property. Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights partially
concealed within cutting.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Potential views of lighting columns and faint skyglow visible over
Ballyveerane roundabout. Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on
proposed road from P42.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Potential upper storey filtered views of vehicle headlights within cutting
to south of properties.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated
P235a

1 x 2 storey
property

P236

Group of
properties to the
west of Macroom

P237

6 x 1 storey
properties and 3 x
2 storey
properties

P238

4 x 1 storey
properties and 2 x
2 storey
properties

P239

1 x 1 storey
property

P240t
o
P243

1 x 2 storey and 2
x 1 storey
properties

P244

3 x properties

P245

3 x 2 storey
properties

Properties front onto narrow lane on rising ground to the north of
Macroom and the existing N22. Views across intrinsically dark
landscape towards point sources of light from adjacent properties.

Views north of vehicle headlights on proposed Kilnagurteen bridge with
potential skyglow from Gurteenroe Junction
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

P246,
247
and
P248a

2 x 1 storey
property

Not
significant

Residential estate

Potential glimpse views east of vehicle headlights on proposed road
aligned across far ridgeline filtered by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
Views towards proposed road concealed by landform and built form.

Not
significant

P248

Properties occupy elevated location on undulating landform to the
north of Massytown. Views comprise intrinsically dark landscape to
the north with views of illuminated built form and skyglow to the
southeast over Massytown and Macroom.
Properties lie within an illuminated residential estate on undulating

Not

Not
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

valley slopes to the north of the existing N22. Views comprise
intrinsically dark landscape to the north with views of illuminated built
form and skyglow to the southeast over Massytown and Macroom.
Properties occupy adjacent plots on rising ground on the western side
of a narrow lane. Elevated views across the intrinsically dark landscape
in all directions towards point sources of light from scattered
properties. Skyglow visible to the south over Massytown and
Macroom.
Property fronts onto a lane and has a farm track running along its
southern boundary. Elevated views across the intrinsically dark
landscape in all directions towards point sources of light from
scattered properties. Skyglow visible to the south over Massytown
and Macroom.
Farm occupies elevated location within undulating landscape. Views
across intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources of light from
scattered properties restricted by farm outbuildings and mature
vegetation associated with property.
Property fronts onto narrow lane within valley with views available
across intrinsically dark valley sides towards point sources of light
from scattered properties. Potential views south of faint skyglow over
Massytown.
Properties occupy elevated locations within undulating landscape to
the north of Massytown. Views available across intrinsically dark
landscape towards point sources of light from scattered properties.
Potential views south of faint skyglow over Massytown.
Properties occupy adjacent plots to the northwest of Macroom along
a lane running north. Potential upper storey views across intrinsically
dark landscape towards point sources of light from scattered
properties. Skyglow visible to the south over Massytown and
Macroom.
Properties are situated within Massytown to the north of the existing
N22. Views comprise illuminated built form within Massytown with
partial views of intrinsically dark farmland visible beyond. Skyglow
visible over Massytown and Macroom.
Properties are located along sweeping drive leading to derelict
country house overlooking Macroom. Properties have front elevation
views of point sources of light from adjacent properties. Skyglow
visible over Massytown and Macroom.

Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

significant

significant

Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road to the
south.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views towards the proposed road would be concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Existing views would not be greatly affected by the proposed scheme.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Existing views would not be greatly affected by the proposed scheme.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views of proposed road concealed by landform.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential upper storey glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed
road across far ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Existing views would not be affected by the proposed scheme.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Existing views would not be affected by the proposed scheme.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential glimpse views north and northeast of vehicle headlights on
proposed road across ridgeline on similar alignment to existing lanes.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

P249

5 x 2 storey
properties

P250

1 x 1 storey
property

P251

1 x 2 storey
property

P252

1 x 2 storey
property

P253
and
P254

2 x 2 storey
properties

P255

Group of 7 x 2
storey properties

P256

Group of
properties

P257

2 x 1 storey
properties

P258

Properties within
Macroom

October 2009

Properties are situated within Macroom on the south side of the
Sullane river in a slightly elevated location above the river floodplain.
Sodium lighting columns run the length of the N22 corridor within the
town with additional lighting from properties. Several prominent
buildings are also up lit and contribute towards skyglow over the town.
Partial views are available towards the intrinsically dark ridgelines
surrounding the town with point sources of light from scattered
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

Description of Existing View
View

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Potential glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed road along
similar alignment to existing lane on opposite ridgeline.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Existing views would not be affected by the proposed scheme.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential oblique rear views from upper storeys towards vehicle
headlights on proposed road aligned along ridgeline opposite.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential views northeast from upper storeys towards vehicle headlights
on proposed road aligned along ridgeline opposite.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road aligned within river
corridor would be available in winter.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)

Not
significant

Not
significant

Glimpse views along driveway to business park of vehicle headlights on
proposed road aligned across ridgeline opposite filtered by landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Existing views would not be affected by the proposed scheme.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Proposed road is aligned to south of properties within adjacent field.
Elevated views of vehicle headlights in shallow cutting filtered by
vegetation along field boundary and within gardens.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Proposed road would be aligned across the ridgeline in between
properties. Views of vehicle headlights on proposed road filtered by
intervening vegetation and landform.

Significant

Not
significant

Significant

Not
significant

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated
P258A

1 x 2 storey and 1
x 1 storey
property

P259

Group of 5 x 2
storey properties
north of Macroom

P260
and
P261

Group of 10 x 2
storey properties,
Macroom

P262
and
P263

1 x 1 storey
property, and
group of 2 storey
properties,
Macroom

P264

8 x 2 storey and 3
x 1 storey
properties,
Macroom

P265

4 x 2 storey
properties

P266

Group of 2 storey
properties

P267

5 x 2 storey and 1
x 1storey property

P268
and
P269

2 x 2 storey
properties

October 2009

properties.
Properties front onto the existing N22 with open, front elevation views
of vehicle headlights and illuminated residential estate opposite.
Filtered views available towards the intrinsically dark ridgelines
surrounding Macroom with point sources of light from scattered
properties.
Properties occupy elevated position on rising ground above the
Sullane river. Front elevation views of illuminated built form and
skyglow over Macroom beyond the intrinsically dark Sullane river
corridor.
Properties are situated within residential estate that backs onto the
floodplain of the Sullane river floodplain. Front elevation views of
sodium lighting columns and lighting associated with adjacent
properties. Upper storey rear elevation views over the intrinsically
dark river corridor towards point sources of light from scattered
properties on the opposite ridgeline.
Properties are situated within residential estate that backs onto the
floodplain of the Sullane river floodplain. Front elevation views of
sodium lighting columns and lighting associated with adjacent
properties. Upper storey rear elevation views over the intrinsically
dark river corridor towards point sources of light from scattered
properties on the opposite ridgeline.
Properties situated on the eastern extent of a residential estate within
Macroom. Views over road illuminated by sodium lighting towards
intrinsically dark river corridor. Partial views of up lit mill building on
opposite side of river in winter filtered by vegetation. Views south
available towards an illuminated residential estate and sodium street
lamps along the existing N22.
Properties situated within residential estate to the north of the
existing N22 within Macroom. Rear elevation views of illuminated built
form of Macroom and associated skyglow. Front elevation views over
illuminated road and along driveway to business park. Views towards
intrinsically dark ridgeline opposite with point sources of light visible
from scattered properties on the opposite ridgeline.
Properties situated within residential estate to the north of the
existing N22 within Macroom. Views in all directions limited by
illuminated built form of adjoining residential and an up lit industrial
development to the north.
Properties occupy elevated location on ridgeline with upper storey
views available southeast towards illuminated built form within Macroom
and associated skyglow. Views east over intrinsically dark landscape
towards point sources of light from adjacent properties.
Properties occupy elevated locations on ridgeline overlooking the river
Sullane and Macroom. Front elevation views available southwest over
intrinsically dark ridge slopes and river valley towards illuminated built
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

Description of Existing View
View

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

form within Macroom and associated skyglow.

P270

4 x 2 storey
properties
(P81)

P271

Row of two storey
properties

P272

Estate of two
storey properties

P273

12 x 2 storey
properties

P274
and
P275

1 x 2 storey and 1
x 1 storey
property

P276

1 x 1 storey
property

P277
to
P280

2 x 1 storey
properties and 11
properties

P281

2 x 2 storey
properties

P282
to
P284

3 x 1 storey and 1
x 2 storey
property

October 2009

Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties lie within residential estate to the north of the existing N22 Rear upper storey views across Sullane river towards vehicle headlights
within Macroom. Upper storey views are available across development on proposed road in cutting through ridgeline.
land towards intrinsically dark ridgeline to the north with point sources Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
of light visible from scattered properties.
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties front onto the existing N22 with open, front elevation views Potential upper storey glimpse views of traffic headlights on proposed
of vehicle headlights and sodium lit properties opposite. Filtered
road along similar alignment to an existing lane on opposite ridgeline.
views available towards the intrinsically dark ridgelines surrounding
Year 1 Winter: No change
Macroom with point sources of light from scattered properties.
Year 15: No change
Properties arranged in horizontal tiers rising up ridgeline. Properties
Properties offer elevated views towards vehicle headlights on proposed
offer elevated views across illuminated built form within Macroom and
road aligned across ridgeline opposite on similar alignment to an existing
the intrinsically dark Sullane river and ridgeline beyond.
lane. .
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Properties lie immediately to the north of the existing N22 within an
Glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road aligned within river
illuminated residential estate. Views available south towards sodium
corridor would be available in winter.
lamps and vehicle headlights along the existing N22 road corridor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Rear elevation views across the intrinsically dark Sullane river floodplain Year 15: Slight adverse (Summer: No change)
and point sources of light from scattered properties on opposite
ridgeline. Filtered views through vegetation to rear of properties of
up lit mill building on opposite side of Sullane river.
Properties occupy elevated location above the Sullane river floodplain. Open views west of vehicle headlights on embankment within river
Open views west across the intrinsically dark Sullane river corridor
floodplain.
towards skyglow and illuminated built form of Macroom. Views of
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
vehicle headlights available along lane directly to south of property
Year 15: Moderate adverse
boundaries. Views south of up lit mill building adjacent to Sullane river.
Property situated along lane running northeast from Macroom.
Views of the proposed road concealed by vegetation.
Property occupies position on hillside above the Sullane river with
Year 1 Winter: No change
views across the intrinsically dark valley concealed by tall roadside
Year 15: No change
vegetation on the opposite side of the lane.
Properties front onto lane running northeast from Macroom on
Front elevation views towards vehicle headlights on proposed road
opposite side of the Sullane river. Front elevation views across
embankment within river floodplain.
intrinsically dark alluvial pasture towards illuminated form and skyglow of Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Macroom. Views filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Properties occupy adjacent plots within elevated location accessed via Front elevation views west towards vehicle headlights on proposed road
embankment within river floodplain.
track leading up from lane along base of valley. Open views west
across the intrinsically dark Sullane river corridor towards skyglow and Year 1 Winter: Large adverse
illuminated built form of Macroom. Glimpse views along driveway
Year 15: Moderate adverse
towards vehicle headlights on lane and New Bridge (road bridge
across river). Glimpse views of vehicle headlights on the existing N22
are available beyond New Bridge.
Properties are accessed directly from the existing N22. Filtered views Potential side and oblique rear elevation views towards vehicle headlights
of vehicle headlights on N22, link to New Bridge and on lane on
on proposed road on embankment within base of valley.
opposite side of valley. Views across intrinsically dark valley floor
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
towards point sources of light from scattered properties on opposite Year 15: Moderate adverse

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant

Significant
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

Description of Existing View
View

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

Views of the proposed road are concealed by landform and vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change

Not
significant

Not
significant

Views of vehicle headlights on proposed road embankment beyond the
existing N22 filtered by landform and built form. Views of the proposed
road would be seen within the context of existing development within the
valley floor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Potential glimpse views east of vehicle headlights on proposed road
embankment within the river floodplain filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15:Moderate adverse (Summer: Slight adverse)

Significant

Significant
(Summer: Not
significant)

Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road from
upper storeys in winter. Views heavily filtered by intervening vegetation.
Potential views south of skyglow over Coolcour roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

Not
significant

Not
significant

Proposed road is aligned to the north of the property within the Sullane
river floodplain. Views of vehicle headlights on proposed road concealed
by intervening vegetation and landform. Potential oblique views east of
vehicle headlights, lighting columns and skyglow associated with
roundabout and approach road.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Filtered views east over property grounds towards vehicle headlights,
lighting columns and skyglow associated with Coolcour roundabout.
Year 1 Winter: Moderate adverse
Year 15: Moderate adverse
Views east of lighting columns and skyglow over Coolcour roundabout
filtered by intervening vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Views of proposed road concealed by vegetation. Potential views of
faint skyglow from Coolcour roundabout visible over boundary vegetation.
Year 1 Winter: No change
Year 15: No change
Potential views across river corridor towards lighting columns and

Not
significant

Not
significant

Significant

Significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

Not

Not

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated

P285
and
P286

3 x 1 storey
properties

P287
to
P289

3 x 2 storey and 5
x 1 storey
properties

P290
to
P292

20 x 2 storey and
2 x 1 storey
properties

P293

2 x 2 storey
properties

P294

1 x 1 storey
property
(Gatehouse to
Coolcower House)

P295

1 x 2 storey
property
(Coolcower House)

P296
to
P299

4 x 1 storey and 3
x 2 storey
properties

P300

1 x 1 storey
property

P301

1 x 1 storey and 1

October 2009

ridgeline heavily filtered by mature vegetation within Sullane river
floodplain.
Properties are situated at the base of a ridgeline to the west of the
existing N22. Views are available north and west across the
intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources of light from
scattered properties. Views southeast are dominated by an up lit
industrial building and adjacent sodium lit industrial estate.
Properties are situated to the north of a road heading west from the
existing N22. Views are available north and west across the
intrinsically dark landscape towards point sources of light from
scattered properties. Views southeast are dominated by an up lit
industrial building and adjacent sodium lit industrial estate. Views are
available to the east towards the Sullane river floodplain across
illuminated built form and vehicle headlights along the N22 road
corridor towards the Sullane river floodplain.
Properties front onto existing N22 and experiences direct views of
vehicle headlights and lighting associated with properties opposite.
Views north across the intrinsically dark Sullane river floodplain
towards point sources of light on ridgeline opposite. Illuminated
industrial estate and associated skyglow visible to the west.
Properties lie on the south side of the N22 with front elevation views
of vehicle headlights and an illuminated residential estate to the north.
Views are available beyond the existing N22 towards the intrinsically
dark Sullane river floodplain. A dimly lit filling station is visible to the
south. Skyglow is visible to the west over an illuminated industrial
estate.
Property fronts onto existing N22 behind a formal gateway with high
stone walls. Further screening provided by coniferous hedgerow in
front of property. Views severely limited from all elevations of
property. Potential extremely limited glimpse views of vehicle
headlights on existing N22. Potential partial views over intrinsically
dark grounds of Coolcower house to the west.
Property situated along long driveway from the existing N22 through
formal grounds. Views across intrinsically dark property grounds
towards point sources of light from scattered properties to the west
and south. Views of skyglow over industrial estate to the north.
Properties lie on opposite sides of the existing N22 with front
elevation views of vehicle headlights filtered by boundary vegetation.
Views are available east across the intrinsically dark Sullane river
floodplain.
Property situated adjacent to existing N22. Views north, west and
east concealed by dense coniferous hedgerow. Potential glimpse
views of vehicle headlights on existing N22. Potential views south of
intrinsically dark ridgeline, which forms the extent of the view.
Property situated to the east of the existing N22 along a track.
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Ref.

Type of Building/
Visual Receptor

McCarthy Hyder Consultants

Description of Existing View
View

Potential Visual Effects of New Lighting at Year 1 and Year 15 inc. potential
magnitude of impact

Potential Significance of Visual
Impact
Year 1
Year 15
Winter
(Summer if
different)

skyglow at Coolcour roundabout filtered by intervening vegetation and
landform.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse
Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on proposed road. Potential
views of vehicle headlights and lighting columns on Coolcour roundabout
and approach roads, which would be seen within the context of existing
development within the valley floor.
Year 1 Winter: Slight adverse
Year 15: Slight adverse

significant

significant

Not
significant

Not
significant

All High Sensitivity
receptors unless
otherwise stated
and
P302

x 2 storey
property

Views over the intrinsically dark Lee river towards point sources of
light from scattered properties and glimpse views of vehicle headlights
on the N22 over the river bridge.

P303
to
P305

5 x 2 storey and 7
x 1 storey
properties

Properties occupy elevated location to the south of the Lee river.
Elevated views across the intrinsically dark Lee river valley towards
point sources of light from scattered properties and illuminated built
form within Macroom. Potential glimpse views of vehicle headlights on
existing N22. Skyglow visible over Macroom.

October 2009
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6.0

SURFACE WATER QUALITY
QUALITY AND DRAINAGE

6.1

INTRODUCTION

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
This understanding was supplemented by site visits, during which walkovers of the proposed
road development were carried out to undertake water features surveys. All water features
and floodplains to be crossed by the road development were inspected.

Catchment

The N22 Baile Bhuirne to Coolcour section of the N22 Baile Bhuirne – Macroom – Ballincollig

boundaries, river networks and waterbodies were confirmed in the context of local topography,

road development is located in the south of County Cork. The western extent of the works lies

and digital photographs were taken to provide a visual record of baseline conditions.

approximately 1km to the west of Baile Bhuirne and the eastern limit of the road development is
approximately 2.6km to the south east of Macroom (NGR: 135,590: 071,060).
This technical report assesses the potential impacts of the road development on surface water

6.2.2

Water Quality Assessment

quality, hydrology and drainage, including flood risk. All surface water features likely to be

Where available, existing physico-chemical and biological water quality data has been collected

affected within the 21.8km proposed road development are identified and the potential

for the watercourses crossed by the road development. This data is summarised in Appendix

impacts arising from the construction and operation of the proposed road development are

6.1. The data was compared with criteria set out in the European Communities Freshwater

examined. Where potential negative impacts are identified, mitigation measures are proposed.

Fisheries Directive (78/659/EEC) and the Local Government (Water Pollution) Act 1977 (Water

Specific hydrological and hydraulic studies have been undertaken for the most significant of the

Quality Standards for Phosphorus) Regulations (SI 258/1998), which is presented in Appendix

proposed watercourse/floodplain crossings.

6.2.

There is overlap between this report and the assessments of Ecology (Habitats, Flora, Fauna

The EPA’s River Quality Class System (2002) was also used to characterise the baseline quality

and Fisheries) (Chapter 11.0), Geology (Chapter 16.0) and Hydrogeology (Chapter 17.0) in

of the watercourses crossed by the road development.

Volume 2 of this EIS. These Chapters are referenced where appropriate.

faunal diversity of macro-invertebrate communities within rivers, which is related to particular

This classification is based on the

levels of pollution. Each river is assigned a biotic index and there are four water quality classes
6.2

as shown in Table 6.1.

METHODOLOGY

The assessment has been completed in line with current best practice methodologies and with
reference to applicable guidelines.

6.2.1

Information Sources

Table 6.1: River Quality Class System
Biotic Index

Quality Status

Quality Class

Q5, Q4-5, Q4

Unpolluted

Class A

Q3-4

Slightly polluted

Class B

Q3, Q2-3

Moderately polluted

Class C

Q2, Q1-2, Q1

Seriously polluted

Class D

To determine the potential impacts of the road development, it was first necessary to gain an
understanding of the current status of the surface water environment within the study area.

No additional sampling and analysis of chemical water quality has been completed based on the

The collection of existing data and information therefore formed an important part of the

availability of the EPA data. However surveys were undertaken to sample the biological quality

assessment, helping to characterise existing conditions. A process of liaison and consultation

of the Rivers Sullane, Laney, Foherish, Bohill and Owengarve. Several tributaries of the Sullane

with a number of organisations and interested parties was undertaken.

River, at Tonn Láin, Lissacresig, Inchinlinane, Gurteenroe and Ballyveerane, were also included in

The Route Corridor

Selection Report and Constraints Report (MHC 2001) were also reviewed to extract all

the surveys.

relevant information.

For the numerous more minor tributary streams along the proposed road development,
assumptions have been made as to their baseline water quality.
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hydrological methodologies. In consultation with the OPW, a flow per unit catchment area equal

Hydrological and hydraulic studies have been undertaken for the River Laney, the Foherish

to 1.9 cumecs per km2 was adopted. Hydraulic analysis was also carried out to size a culvert

River, the Bohill River and the Owengarve River. Two reaches of the Sullane River have also

structure for each watercourse crossing. This analysis was undertaken using the Culvert Master

been modelled as follows:

software package.

• A 2.35km reach at the eastern extent of the road development from NGR 133,700:
072,865 (just upstream of Macroom Castle) to NGR 135,850: 072,093 (Harnett’s
Cross), and
• A 5.46km reach from NGR 125,940: 074,040 (just upstream of Sullane Bridge at Inse na
Amhraí) to NGR 129,820: 073,080 (just downstream of the Foherish River confluence at

agreed with the OPW that assessments would be undertaken using CIRIA guidelines. Further
details are provided in the road development’s Flood Risk Assessment report (MHC 2008).
The OPW has produced guidelines on applications for consenting bridges and culverts, which
include the following criteria:
•

Bridges and culverts should be designed to the 1-in-100 year flood for urban areas or
where developments (existing, proposed or expected) are involved;

Inchibrackane).
•

Bridges and culverts should be designed to the 1-in-25 year flood for rural areas or where
developments (existing, proposed or expected) are not involved;

Hydraulic models of the watercourses were constructed, using HEC-RAS software, to define
the extent of the existing floodplain of these rivers and assess the effects of the road

Where the road development crosses more minor watercourses it was

•

Bridge design must include a freeboard allowance of at least 0.3m between the bridge
soffit and the design flood level;

development crossings and embankments on baseline flood water levels and flood extents. The
models were constructed using river channel and floodplain cross-sections collected from

•

A minimum culvert size of 900mm is recommended to allow effective maintenance; and,

dedicated surveys, supplemented by 1:2500 contour maps (produced in a digital terrain

•

The structure should not significantly increase the risk of upstream/downstream flooding

modelling package) and the 1:50,000 Discovery map series. Information gathered during the

over the entire flow range.

surveys of existing bridges and from the site inspection was also utilised.

The flood potential and drainage assessment has been undertaken taking into account these

Although there are several water-level gauging stations located on the River Sullane in the

conditions.

vicinity of the proposed road development (Figure 10.1), during the data collection stage it
was established that none of these stations could yield suitable annual maxima flow data.
Estimation of flood flows for the Rivers Sullane, Laney, Foherish, Bohill and Owengarve was

6.2.4

Significance Criteria

therefore carried out using accepted best practice methodologies applicable to ungauged

The significance of the effect of the road development on water quality, hydrology and drainage

catchments. The Flood Studies Report (FSR) Statistical method, the UK best practice Flood

depends on the sensitivity of the affected receptor and the magnitude of the potential impact.

Estimation Handbook (FEH) Statistical method and the recently published Revitalised FSR/FEH

The assessment has been undertaken based on general criteria set out in the EPA Advice Notes

Rainfall –Runoff method (ReFH) were applied. Best estimate flows were judged to be those

on Current Practice (EPA 2003), as advocated in National Roads Authority guidance -

more conservative estimates, derived from the ReFH method. Further details are provided in

Environmental Impact Assessment of National Road Schemes - A Practical Guide (NRA 2005).

the road development’s Flood Risk Assessment report (MHC 2008).

These criteria share many similarities with those developed by the UK Government for the

Where the proposed road development crosses minor watercourses, an assessment of

assessment of transport schemes on the water environment, which are presented in the

potential impacts on hydrology and hydraulics has also been undertaken. For 9 of the larger

Transport Analysis Guidance (TAG), Unit 3.3.11 - The Water Environment Sub-objective

watercourses, 1-in-100 year flows were estimated by applying a range of best practice

(Department for Transport 2003). As such, the criteria used within this assessment are based
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on the UK criteria, which have been refined to reflect the EPA and NRA guidelines and the

Indicative definitions of impact magnitude used within this assessment are presented in Table

specific characteristics of the road development.

6.3

Sensitivity of Receptors

Table 6.3: Criteria for Determining Impact Magnitude

The relative importance or sensitivity of potential water environment receptors depends on
their attributes and the services that they provide. Indicative definitions of sensitivity of water

Magnitude
of Impact

Criteria

Example

Results in permanent
loss of attribute

Permanent impact irreversible on Class A (unpolluted) or designated
salmonid river, which will affect its designation. Permanent loss of
strategic water potable supply, significant increased flooding effects to a
number of residential properties/large areas of agricultural land with no
mitigation options.

Major
adverse

Results in temporary
loss of attribute

Temporary loss of EC designated Salmonid fishery or temporary change in
Q grade of river reach. Loss of flood storage/significant increased flood
risk to residential properties with limited scope for mitigation. Permanent
significant effect on strategic potable water source.

Moderate
adverse

Results in impact on
integrity of attribute
or loss of part of
attribute

Loss of productivity of a fishery. Deterioration in river water quality, but
insufficient to change its Q grade. Temporary impact on major potable
water source. Increased risk of flooding to a small number of properties
or agricultural land but with scope for mitigation.

Minor
adverse

Results in minor
impact on attribute

Measurable change in attribute (water quality/flooding) but of limited size
and/or proportion. Scope for mitigation. Temporary effect on local
potable water source.

No Effect

Changes that are
unlikely to affect the
integrity of a
resource or feature

Change that is unlikely to affect the integrity of a resource or feature. No
change to existing flood risk (within the limitations of modelling accuracy)

Minor
beneficial

Results in a minor
positive impact on
attribute

Reduction in potential pollution of water body or localised reduction in
flood risk for agricultural land.

Moderate
beneficial

Results in moderate
positive impact on
integrity of attribute

The improvement in Q grade of river reach or salmonid fishery.
Widespread reduction in flood risk or localised flood risk reduction at
residential properties, agricultural land or areas of special importance.

features are presented in Table 6.2.
Severe
adverse

Table 6.2: Criteria for Estimating the Sensitivity of Waterbodies / Features
Magnitude
of
Sensitivity

Very High

Criteria

Examples

Of high quality and rarity, important at a
regional or national scale

EC designated salmonid fishery; Strategic potable
water supply, existing high potential for flooding of a
large number of residential properties and
infrastructure.

Of high quality and rarity, important at a
local scale
Or
High

Of medium quality and rarity, important
at a regional or national scale
Of medium quality and rarity, important
at a local scale

EC Designated cyprinid fishery; Q Class A/B; Significant
salmonid habitat (non-designated); potable water supply
to small population; surface waters used for bathing &
other contact recreation; Existing significant potential
for flooding of residential properties, roads and
agricultural land.

Medium

Of low quality and rarity, important at a
regional or national scale

Designated cyprinid fishery; Q class C/D; surface water
abstraction for agricultural or industrial use; use for
non-contact recreation; Existing flood potential for a
small number of properties, gardens and agricultural
land.

Low

Of low quality and rarity, important at a
local scale

Q class E or unclassified; floodplain with limited existing
development.

Or

Significance of Effects
Magnitude of Impact

The level of importance ascribed to each attribute, together with the magnitude of impact that

The magnitude of the impacts of the road development on the water environment have been

the attribute is likely to experience as a result of the proposed works, allows an assessment of

determined by appraising the effects on the receiving waterbodies. These criteria have again

the significance of any potential effects to be made.

been derived from TAG, but have been applied in the context of Irish legislation and guidance

measured on a five-point scale, ranging from ‘Very Significant’ to ‘Insignificant’ for both

(EPA 2002). For example, the NRA requires that the new road will not flood (from rivers and

adverse and beneficial effects as shown in Table 6.4.

streams) up to the 1-in-100 year event.

The significance of effects has been

These criteria have therefore been used in

interpreting the magnitude of flood risk impacts on the River Sullane, Laney, Foherish, Bohill and
Owengarve and their floodplains.
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Table 6.4: Criteria for Estimating the Significance of Potential Effects

Water Quality

Sensitivity of Attribute

The River Sullane is not designated as a salmonid watercourse under the Quality of Salmonid

Magnitude of
potential
impact

Very High

High

Medium

Low

designated salmonid river. The EPA routinely monitors the chemical and biological quality of the

Major

Very Highly Significant

Highly Significant

Significant

Low Significance

Sullane at a number of locations, those in the vicinity of the proposed works are summarised in

Moderate

Highly Significant

Significant

Low Significance

Insignificant

Minor

Significant

Low Significance

Insignificant

Insignificant

No Effect

Low Significance

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Waters Regulations, 1988. However, it is a principal tributary of the River Lee, which is a

Table 6.5.

Table 6.5: Summary of River Sullane Water Quality Monitoring Stations
6.3
6.3.1

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
Surface Waterbodies

There are a number of surface water features within the study area, including named

No

Location

Easting

Northing

Data

0170

1st bridge d/s Baile Bhuirne Bridge

120,210

076,950

Biological data only

0200

Bridge d/s River Douglas confluence

122,720

075,570

Biological data only

0300

Sullane Bridge

126,050

074,070

Biological & Physicochemical data

0400

Linnamilla Bridge

131,180

072,800

Biological & Physicochemical data

0480

Ford u/s River Laney confluence

135,036

072,786

Biological data only

watercourses, tributaries of named watercourses and a reservoir, as shown in (Figure 10.1).
The Rivers Foherish, Laney, Sullane, Bohill and Owengarve and the Carrigadrohid reservoir are
the main water features to be potentially affected. In addition, the road development will cross
a large number of minor tributary streams of these rivers.

In the following sections, these

features are described in terms of their existing chemical and biological water quality, fisheries
and fishing interests and known flood history. The other uses and user groups of these water
features are also described.
Details of the fisheries and conservation importance of the main rivers crossed by the
proposed road development are discussed in further detail in Technical Report 7.0 Ecology
(Habitats, Flora, Fauna and Fisheries).

The concentrations of key water quality determinands recorded in the River Sullane at Sullane
Bridge (1995 to 2000) indicate that the river has a favourable baseline status. Recorded
concentrations of Dissolved Oxygen, Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and pH were compliant
with the Freshwater Fish Directive’s most stringent guideline limits.

concentrations of phosphate are indicative of an unpolluted, Class A, watercourse under the
Water Quality Standards for Phosphorous Regulations. With regard to nitrates, 95 percentile
concentrations of Total Ammonia marginally exceeded the Freshwater Fish Directive guideline
limit (0.04mg/l).

6.3.2

River Sullane

This is the dominant water feature within the study area and the alignment of the road

Also, recorded

However, values are compliant with the imperative limits set out in this

legislation.
A similar chemical water quality status was recorded further downstream at Linnamilla Bridge.

development is such that a new bridge structure will be constructed to cross the river at

In terms of its biological water quality, the Sullane has Q-values indicative of an unpolluted river.

Harnetts Cross and a significant embankment will cross the Sullane delta at Coolcour. The road

The highest quality has been consistently recorded at Linnamilla Bridge (Q5 – 1990 to 2005).

development also potentially encroaches onto the river’s floodplain in a number of other

Further upstream, Q values also place the river into the unpolluted category, however, Q values

locations, for example in the vicinity of the existing Sullane Bridge.

of 4-5 (1994-2005) are indicative of transitional conditions. The lowest Q-values (Q4) have
consistently been recorded at monitoring station 0480, which is located downstream of
Macroom. Additional surveys of biological water quality undertaken in September 2004 and
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June 2005 corroborate EPA monitoring trends. The suites of macro-invertebrates recorded

Baile Bhuirne, Baile Mhic Íre, and in the Massytown region. During this event, the highest flood

were indicative of unpolluted conditions, at all of the sites sampled.

flow in the River Sullane since records began was experienced. Unfortunately, no measurement

It can therefore be concluded that this watercourse is of high sensitivity to change due to the

of this flow or flood water level was obtained as instrumentation at the Sullane gauging sites

favourable status of its baseline water quality and given that this river is a major tributary of the

was submerged, however peak inflows to Carrigadrohid Reservoir during the flood are reported

designated salmonid River Lee.

to have equalled approximately 300m³/s.

Hydrology and Flood Risk

The low-lying area adjacent to the River Sullane between Baile Mhic Íre and Baile Bhuirne has
been identified as at risk of more frequent and localised flooding. The area adjacent to the

The River Sullane rises from several sources near Mweelin, to the south west of Cúil Aodha, and
flows in a north-easterly direction towards Baile Bhuirne.

The river then heads south east

towards Macroom, in close proximity to the existing N22 road.

Approximately 2km

downstream of Macroom the river channel characteristics change, forming a delta, which
supports wetland habitats and species.

Further downstream the river flows into the

Carrigadrohid reservoir. At this location, the river drains a catchment of approximately 320km2

Mills at Baile Bhuirne is subject to localised flooding to the east and flooding can result in the
existing N22 becoming temporarily impassable. Flooding of the whole village may occur during
more extreme events (approximately once every 20 years). Problems are also attributed to the
surface water drainage system, with a small number of houses in the village suffering flooding as
frequently as 2-3 times per year. This occurs when heavy rainfall events result in rates and
volumes of surface water runoff that exceed the capacity of the drainage system.

that experiences an average annual rainfall of 1570mm.
Further investigation into baseline flood risk from the Sullane has been carried out and hydraulic
The river channel slopes steeply in its upper reaches, where there are several white water
stretches, before flattening out downstream, with an average bed slope of 10.8m/km. The
catchment land use consists of a mixture of agricultural land (pasture), coniferous plantations,
natural woodland and scrub. The most significant settlements are those at Baile Bhuirne, Baile
Mhic Íre, Cúil Aodha and Macroom and there are also numerous small villages and individual

modelling studies completed (MHC 2008), which examined the inundation extent of the 1-in100 year flood of the River Sullane in the vicinity of the crossings of the road development and
further upstream, between Inse na Amhraí and Inchibrackane, where the road development
potentially encroaches onto the floodplain of the river. Figure 10.2 (Sheets 1 to 3) illustrate
the indicative baseline floodplain extents within the modelled reaches.

farmsteads.
The results of the baseline assessments reveal that the right and left banks of the Sullane River
The low flow regime of the river has been investigated using HydrA for Eire and a Q95 flow
(which is expected to be equalled or exceeded for 95% of the time) has been estimated as
1.29 cumecs. As described in Section 6.2.3, flood flows have also been derived, for use in
hydraulic models of the river. A best estimate 1-in-100 year return period flood flow at the

are both overtopped along the majority of the modelled reaches during the 1-in-100 year
event. In the upstream reach, the largest flood extents generally occur over the right bank,
reaching widths of approximately 250m and affecting areas of scrub and pasture.

Flood

extents in the vicinity of the Foherish River confluence are also relatively extensive.

upstream boundary of the first of the modelled reaches of the Sullane (NGR 125,940:
074,040) equal to 201 m3/s has been adopted.

In the modelled reach further downstream, the maximum baseline flood extent occurs
approximately 200m upstream of the Sullane/Laney confluence. Here, the floodplain extends

Existing flood risk within the area of interest was assessed in consultation with engineers from
the Office of Public Works and Cork County Council. The Electricity Supply Board (ESB) and
the South Western Fisheries Board were also consulted. These sources report that there are

approximately 147m on the left bank and 67m on the right bank. Further downstream, the
extents of the floodplain increase to a maximum of approximately 170m on the left bank and
375m on the right bank through the Sullane delta.

few recurring flooding problems associated with fluvial flows from the Sullane. The last incident
of significant flooding occurred in 1986 when the Sullane burst its banks causing flooding at
October 2009
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Along the modelled reaches, no houses or other buildings appear to be at risk of fluvial flooding

6.3.4

from the River Sullane, with the exception of the Sewage Treatment Plant, located at NGR

The Laney River, a first order tributary of the Sullane, will be crossed by the road development

134,970: 072,800.

at one location, just upstream of Laney Bridge (NGR 135,283: 072,709), at the downstream

Some minor and localised flooding of the existing N22 road is

predicted, especially just upstream of the existing Sullane Bridge. In terms of hydrology and

River Laney

boundary of its catchment.

flood risk, the River Sullane is therefore considered to be of medium sensitivity.
Water Quality
6.3.3

Water Uses

The River Laney is not designated as salmonid under the Quality of Salmonid Waters
Regulations, 1988. Physico-chemical data, collected (1998-2000) at a monitoring station

The River Sullane serves a number of functions. These include:

located just upstream of its confluence with the Sullane, was provided by Cork County Council.

•

Recreation, for example canoeing, riverside walks and fishing;

•

Biodiversity – the river supporting stocks of Brown Trout, as well as providing habitat for
the Freshwater Pearl Mussel, Otter and spawning grounds for Sea Lamprey;

•

Potable Water Supply – the majority of dwellings within the study area derive water supplies
from groundwater wells or group schemes/individual surface water intakes, however water is
abstracted from the Sullane River, upstream of the town bridge.

The water treatment

works, located at the western boundary of the town, is designed to cater for a maximum
abstraction and treatment of 3180 cubic metres per day;

This data indicates that the river has a favourable baseline status. Recorded concentrations of
Dissolved Oxygen, Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and pH were compliant with the
Freshwater Fish Directive’s most stringent guideline limits.

Recorded concentrations of

phosphate are indicative of an unpolluted watercourse under the Water Quality Standards for
Phosphorous Regulations, the river achieving a Class A status.
The biological quality of the river is monitored under the EPA’s River Quality Class System
(2002), with sampling sites at several locations. The most downstream of these, closest to
the proposed crossing of the river, is situated at Fords Mill.

•

Conveyance and dilution of effluents - the Waste Water Treatment Works for Macroom is
situated on the Sullane at the eastern edge of the town (NGR: 134,900: 072,800). The
final effluent discharged from the treatment works, which provides secondary treatment, is
released into the River Sullane at this point. Other effluent discharges are also received
from Lissacresig WwTW (NGR 126,000: 074,000) and Baile Bhuirne WwTW (NGR
121,800: 076,000);

Here, Q values indicative of an unpolluted river have been recorded (1994-2005), however its
position in the Q 4-5 category indicates potentially transitional conditions. Additional surveys
of biological water quality undertaken in September 2004 and June 2005 corroborate EPA
monitoring trends. The suites of macro-invertebrates recorded were indicative of unpolluted
conditions (Q 4-5). It can therefore be concluded that this watercourse is of high sensitivity
to change due to the favourable status of its baseline water quality.

Six activities within the study area are subject to Integrated Pollution Control licensing (under
the Environmental Protection Agency Act, 1992). In all cases, however, process effluent is
discharged to sewer and there are no direct discharges to surface waters.

Hydrology and Flood Risk
Rising in the Boggeragh Mountains to the north of Macroom, the river flows south to join the
Sullane River near Macroom town. The river drains a total catchment area of approximately
104km2 that experiences an average annual rainfall of 1433mm. The river channel has a total
length of approximately 23km and the average bed slope is 17.4m/km. Land use is dominated
by a mixture of forested slopes and rough grassland/scrub in the upper catchment, with
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agricultural land uses lower down, e.g. pasture. There are also many small villages and individual

offtake at Awboy Bridge replacing the existing abstraction from the Sullane River. This bridge

farmsteads.

is a considerable distance upstream of the road development crossing of the Laney.

The low flow regime of the river has been investigated using HydrA for Eire and a Q95 flow has
been estimated as 0.37cumecs.

6.3.5

River Foherish

As described in section 6.2.3, flood flows have also been derived, with a best estimate 1-in100 year return period flood flow at the top of the modelled reach equal to 133.4m3/s. The
results of hydraulic modelling indicate that the right and left banks of the Laney River are both
overtopped in the modelled reach during the 1-in-100 year flood. Upstream of Laney Bridge

The Foherish River is a first order tributary of the River Sullane and will be crossed by the road
development at one location, approximately 300m upstream of the existing Carrigaphooca
Bridge (NGR: 129,952: 073,923).

the floodplain extends approximately 5m on the left bank and 41m on the right bank, with flows
spreading onto the Bealick Mill gardens. Downstream of the bridge, the floodplain is wider, as

Water Quality

illustrated in Figure 10.2 (Sheet 1).

The River Foherish is not designated as salmonid under the Quality of Salmonid Waters

Further upstream, flood flows remain largely in bank due to the steeply sloping nature of the

Regulations, 1988, however its chemical and biological water quality is monitored by the EPA,

topography and no recurring flooding problems are reported.

with sampling carried out at a number of locations. The monitoring station in closest proximity

It should be noted that approximately 2km upstream of the road development crossing the

to the proposed road crossing is No 0600 at Carrigaphooca Bridge NGR: 129,636:

Laney’s channel splits. The smaller channel, which is known as the Mill Race, was constructed

073,766.

to carry water to Bealick Mill.

The concentrations of key water quality determinands recorded in the river at this location

This stream flows back into the main channel immediately

upstream of Laney Bridge. Baseline flood risk from the Mill Race is negligible.

(1995 to 2000) indicate that the river has a favourable baseline status.

Recorded

In the modelled reach, no houses or other buildings appear to be at risk of flooding, and

concentrations of Dissolved Oxygen, Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) and pH were compliant

consultation with OPW Officers has confirmed that occasional flooding around the Laney/Sullane

with the Freshwater Fish Directive’s most stringent guideline limits. Recorded concentrations

confluence is confined to lower lying pasture land, with no effects on property or roads. In

of phosphate are indicative of an unpolluted watercourse under the Water Quality Standards for

terms of hydrology and flood risk, the River Laney and the Mill Race are therefore considered

Phosphorous Regulations, the river achieving a Class A status. The biological quality of the

to be of medium/low sensitivity.

river is also monitored under the EPA’s River Quality Class System, with a sampling site located
at Carrigaphooca Bridge. Here, Q values indicative of an unpolluted river have been recorded

Water Uses

(2002-2005), however its classification in the Q 4-5 category indicates potentially transitional
conditions.

The river supports good stocks of Brown Trout and provides habitat for the Freshwater Pearl
Mussel. Otter populations are also likely to utilise the watercourse. Further detail is provided
in Technical Report 7.0 Ecology (Habitats, Flora, Fauna and Fisheries).
Whilst there are currently no sizeable abstractions from or discharges to the river, in the future,
the Laney is likely to support an abstraction for potable water supply to Macroom, with an

October 2009

Additional surveys of biological water quality undertaken in September 2004 and June 2005
corroborate EPA monitoring trends.

The suites of macro-invertebrates recorded were

indicative of unpolluted conditions (Q 4-5).
It can therefore be concluded that this watercourse is of high sensitivity to change due to the
favourable status of its baseline water quality.
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Hydrology and Flood Risk

Water Uses

This river rises at the foot of the Mullaghanish mountain, to the north of Baile Mhic Íre,

The river provides habitat for the Freshwater Pearl Mussel and is recognised as a minor fishery

proceeding east to Carriganimmy, then flows in a southerly direction to its confluence with the

for Brown Trout, also providing spawning and nursery habitat for salmonid species.

Sullane River (NGR 129,720: 073,300). The channel slopes steeply in its upper reaches,

populations are also likely to use the watercourse.

flattening out downstream, with an average slope of 23.3 m/km.

Its catchment covers an

The river also serves the purpose of conveyance and dilution of effluents, with licensed

extent of approximately 71km2 and experiences an average annual rainfall of 1619mm. Land use

discharges of effluent from the Clondrohid WwTW (NGR 129,700: 074,800) and the

within the catchment consists of a mixture of coniferous plantations, natural woodland, and

Clondrohid Creamery (NGR 129,400: 076,000).

Otter

agricultural fields that provide pasture and grazing for cattle.
The low flow regime of the river has been investigated using the HydrA for Eire package and a
Q95 flow of 0.3 cumecs has been estimated.
Flood flows for this watercourse have also been derived, with a best estimate 1-in-100 year
return period flood flow at the top of the modelled reach equal to 124m3/s.

6.3.6

The Bohill River

The Bohill River is a first order tributary of the River Sullane and will be crossed by the road
development at one location, approximately 850m upstream of the existing Bohill Bridge.

The results of hydraulic modelling indicate that in its upstream reaches, flood flows are largely
retained within bank during the 1-in-100 year flood. Further downstream, in the vicinity of the

Water Quality

existing N22 crossing, some overtopping onto the floodplain is predicted but floodplain

The EPA does not routinely monitor the chemical or biological water quality of the river and no

extents are relatively limited, as illustrated in Figure 10.2 (Sheet 2). Closer to the confluence

water quality sampling for chemical analysis has been completed at this stage. However, the

with the Sullane River, overtopping of both the left and right banks is predicted, the floodplain

river is assumed to have a favourable baseline water quality status. This is because it drains

extending approximately 100m on the left bank and 50m on the right bank.

into the River Sullane which is monitored just downstream of the Bohill inflow (Monitoring

No recurring problems of significant flooding within the river’s catchment are reported. The

station 0170 NGR 120465, 076,488).

river’s floodplain is limited in extent due to the steeply sloping nature of the topography and

consistently achieve Q values indicative of an unpolluted river and additional biological water

during the water features survey it was confirmed that, in the vicinity of the proposed crossing,

quality sampling from the Bohill river, carried out in September 2004 and June 2005,

there are no properties or other buildings at risk of inundation. The only reported existing

corroborate EPA monitoring trends.

flood risk within the Foherish catchment is at Clondrohid where localised flooding due to poor

In terms of water quality, the River Bohill is therefore considered to be of medium sensitivity.

River water samples collected from this station

surface water drainage is a problem at the local school. The school is located some distance
upstream of the proposed crossing.
In terms of hydrology and flood risk, the River Foherish is therefore considered to be of low
sensitivity.

Hydrology and Flood Risk
This river rises in the Doire na Sagart Mountains, near Knocknamork, proceeding in a generally
southeasterly direction to its confluence with the Sullane River at Baile Bhuirne
120,000: 077,410).

(NGR

The channel slopes steeply in its upper reaches, flattening out

downstream, with an average slope of 35.8m/km.
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Its catchment covers an extent of approximately 12.3km2 and experiences an average annual

conditions, achieving a biotic index of Q 4-5. Further details are provided in Technical Report

rainfall of 1726mm.

7 Ecology (Habitats, Fauna, Flora and Fisheries).

Land use within the catchment consists of a mixture of coniferous

plantations, rough grassland, and agricultural fields that provide pasture and grazing for cattle.

The river also drains into the River Sullane, which is monitored and consistently records a

The low flow regime of the river has been investigated using the HydrA for Eire package and a

Grade A ‘unpolluted’ water quality status in this reach.

Q95 flow of 0.058 m3/s has been estimated.

In terms of water quality, the Owengarve is therefore considered to be of medium sensitivity.

There are no flow gauging stations located on the river, however flood estimation methods
applicable to ungauged catchments have been applied and the 1-in-100 year flood flow at the
top of the modelled reach is estimated to equal 37m3/s. No recurring problems of significant
flooding within the river’s catchment are reported and the results of hydraulic modelling of a
962m reach of the river indicate that flood flows are generally contained within bank along much
of the downstream reached, affecting a narrow corridor of land (5 to 15m) further upstream,
and a slightly wider area of floodplain over the left bank at Cappagh Bridge (30m) and in the
vicinity of the Bohill weir, as illustrated in Figure 10.2 (Sheet 4).

The river’s floodplain is

Hydrology and Flood Risk
This river rises in the Doire na Sagart Mountains near Knockacommeen and proceeds south east
towards Baile Bhuirne, flowing adjacent to the existing N22 road for a reach of approximately
2.5km.

The river discharges to the Sullane upstream of Baile Bhuirne at NGR 119,050:

077,460.

The channel is steeply sloping in its upper reaches with an average slope of

30m/km.

limited because of the steeply sloping nature of the topography and during the water features

Its catchment covers an extent of approximately 6.8km2 and experiences an average annual

survey it was confirmed that in the vicinity of the road development crossing there are no

rainfall of 1769mm.

properties at risk of flooding.

catchment. The low flow regime of the river has been investigated using the HydrA for Eire

In terms of hydrology and flood risk, the River Bohill is therefore considered to be of low

Land use is predominantly rural, with forested slopes in the upper

package and a Q95 flow of 0.035 m3/s has been estimated.
There are no flow gauging stations located on the river, therefore flood estimation methods

sensitivity.

applicable to ungauged catchments have been applied and the 1-in-100 year flood flow at the
top of the modelled reach is estimated to equal 15.8m3/s.
6.3.7

Owengarve River

No recurring problems of significant flooding within the river’s catchment are reported and the

The final named watercourse that would be affected by the road development is the Owengarve

results of hydraulic modelling of a 1098m reach of the river indicate that flood flows are

River, which flows at the western most extent of the road development. The road development

retained in bank along the majority of the modelled reach, as the channel is deeply incised and

requires the permanent realignment of a reach of the river adjacent to a side road that

steeply sloping. Very small areas of floodplain have been identified where the river is crossed

connects to the mainline at the western extent of the road development.

by Colthusrt Bridge, as illustrated in Figure 10.2 (Sheet 5). During the water features survey

The river is a

tributary of the River Sullane and its existing characteristics are described below.

it was confirmed that, in the vicinity of the proposed crossing, there are no properties or other
buildings at risk of inundation. In terms of hydrology and flood risk this river is judged to be of
low sensitivity.

Water Quality
The EPA does not routinely monitor the chemical or biological water quality of the river
therefore indicative baseline conditions were determined by carrying out surveys of biological
water quality.
October 2009
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6.3.10

Existing Road Surface Water Drainage

Water Quality

There is understood to be no existing formal road drainage system on the N22 between

The EPA monitors the water quality of the reservoir and it is reported that over the last

Coolcour and Baile Bhuirne. Generally, along the existing highway run-off flows untreated to

monitoring period (1998-2000) there has been a marked and progressive reduction in the

adjacent watercourses, wetlands and field systems. To the west of Baile Bhuirne, however,

reservoir’s total phosphorous concentrations and a large reduction in planktonic algal growth.

where the N22 has already been improved, road drainage is achieved via over-edge runoff to

This waterbody currently has a trophic status that is classified as ‘mesotrophic’ (EPA 2001).

swales and filter drains, with interceptor ditches collecting natural catchment runoff,
segregating it from road surface runoff. Natural catchment runoff is conveyed under the road
via intermittent culverts.

Water Uses
The Carrigadrohid reservoir was commissioned, along with the neighbouring Inishcarra reservoir,
in 1957 and is owned and operated by the ESB, to serve the primary purpose of electricity

6.3.11

General Drainage Patterns

The reservoir, which has a surface area of approximately 9km2, is also used

In addition to the water features described above, numerous streams drain the hill slopes along

extensively by anglers, supporting good stocks of coarse fish. Other uses include recreational

the length of the road development. These are typically relatively steeply sloping and between

activities such as dinghy sailing and motor boating.

0.5 and 1m wide (bed width). The general drainage pattern can be described from west to

In addition, the reservoir also provides a degree of flood attenuation, providing storage that is

east as follows:

managed to reduce the risk of flooding (ESBI 2001). It also provides a major source of water

•

generation.

From the western tie in to Baile Bhuirne (Ch. 0 to 2+000), the road development requires

supply to the city of Cork.

the permanent realignment of a reach of the main channel of the Owengarve River and would

This water feature is therefore considered to be of medium sensitivity to change.

also cross one of its small tributary streams. The river drains a small, steep catchment and
is culverted under the existing N22 just downstream of the proposed crossing, flowing into
the Sullane River at Baile Bhuirne;

6.3.9

Areas of Sensitive Hydrology
•

From Baile Bhuirne to Baile Mhic Íre (Ch. 2+000 to 4+500) the road development

There are a number of areas of ‘wetland’ habitat along the proposed road development, some

crosses the Bohill River, in addition to two tributaries of the River Sullane and a field

of which will be directly affected by the construction of the road development. Examples of

drainage ditch.

areas of wetland that will be directly physically impacted are located in the vicinity of Teerbeg,

reservoir/water storage tank at Na Cillíní,

Clonfadda and Codrum. Another significant area of wetland habitat occurs at the Sullane Delta
in the vicinity of Coolcour, which the road development would cross on an embankment. For

•

The proposed road development passes in close proximity to a

From Baile Mhic Íre to Tonn LáinTonn Láin (Ch. 4+500 to 5+500) the proposed road
development crosses one small tributary of the Sullane River;

further details please refer to Technical Report 7.0 Ecology (Habitats, Flora, Fauna and
Fisheries).

•

From Tonn Láin to Cúil an Bhuacaigh (Ch 5+500 to 8+000) the road development would
cross two small tributaries of the River Sullane, and a land drainage ditch. To the road
embankment crossing, the streams drain small, steeply sloping catchments;

•

From Cúil an Bhuacaigh to Lissacresig (Ch. 8+000 to 10+000) four tributary streams of
the River Sullane would be crossed. The first is at Ch. 8+264 and is very small, draining a
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catchment of 0.15km2 to the road development embankment crossing. The second and

of the streams indicate favourable baseline quality, generally achieving biotic indices indicative

third streams are crossed at CH 8, 698 and CH 9,139.

of unpolluted (Q4) or slightly polluted (Q 3-4) conditions.

The fourth stream, at Ch.

9+899, has a catchment of approximately 2.3km2 and is currently culverted under the

Technical Report 7.0 Ecology (Habitats, Flora, Fauna and Fisheries).

existing N22 via a twin barrel 750mm by 750mm structure. The road development would

With regards to hydrology and flood risk, a small number of these streams have been identified

also encroach onto the River Sullane floodplain between Ch. 9+500 and 9+691;

as being of high sensitivity. These are typically streams with existing in-stream structures of

From Lissacresig to Inchinlinane (Ch. 10+000 to 11+500) the road development crosses

minimal capacity, which have sensitive downstream land uses or currently receive a number of

three streams, which are tributaries of the River Sullane and drain in a southerly direction.

surface water discharges from adjacent developments.

Two of these streams drain adjacent catchments of approximately 0.3km2. The third stream

example, in the vicinity of Gurteenroe (Ch. 16+089) and Kilnagurteen (Ch. 17+930). Streams

flows beside the proposed embankment of the road development along the majority of its

conveying surface water drainage to the River Sullane in the vicinity of the settlements of Baile

length and is crossed by the road embankment at Ch.10+766. The road also lies within

Bhuirne and Baile Mhic Íre are also of high sensitivity due to the existing flood risk in this area.

the Sullane floodplain between Ch. 10+280 and 10+532;

The remainder of the watercourses are judged to have medium/low sensitivity, as they generally

From Inchinlinane to Clonfadda (Ch. 11+500 to 14+500), the drainage catchment

drain steeply sloping rural catchments.

consists of the River Foherish (crossed at 13, 780) and three small streams.

•

•

Further details are provided in

These streams are located, for

These

streams are crossed at Ch. 11+946, 13+250 and 14+083 and the road embankments

6.4

encroach onto the River Foherish floodplain between Ch. 13+755 and Ch. 13,818;

Construction of the road development will involve a number of activities including for example,

From Clonfadda to Gorteenroe (Ch. 14+500 to 16+500) the road development

clearing and grubbing of vegetation, stripping of topsoil, excavation of soils and rock, laying of

intercepts the catchments of four small tributary streams of the Sullane River, the largest of

paving and other impermeable surfaces, temporary diversion and permanent realignment of

which, at Ch. 16+089, drains a catchment of 3.75km2 to the proposed crossing. This

watercourses and construction of structures at watercourse crossings and for road drainage.

stream currently crosses the N22 in a triple barrel 750mm by 750mm culvert and would be

All of these processes have the potential to affect various attributes of the surface water

crossed by the road development at two locations;

environment within the study area, and these impacts are discussed in the following sections.

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS:
EFFECTS: CONSTRUCTION

From Gurteenroe to Coolyhane (Ch. 16+500 to 18+500), the preferred road
development would cross four tributary streams of the River Sullane at Ch. 17+432,
17+767, 17+930 and 18+370. These streams drain relatively steep catchments, the
largest of which is 2.78km2 and joins with the Sullane as it flows through Macroom; and,

•

From Coolyhane to Coolcour (Ch. 18+500 to 21+780) the road development would
cross the River Laney (at Ch. 19+898) and the Sullane River at Harnett’s Cross (Ch.
20+700). The proposed road development would also encroach onto the floodplains of
these rivers.

6.4.1

Water Quality Impacts

Construction works have the potential to cause contamination of adjacent waterbodies. The
construction of the various culverts and bridges that are required where the road or its
embankments cross streams, rivers and their floodplains, has the potential to temporarily add
sediment loads to these watercourses due to the disturbance of bed materials. There is similar
potential for pollution of the water environment associated with stream realignment or diversion
works. Runoff that is high in silt and particulates may also be generated from flows of surface
water runoff across the works area, where vegetation will be cleared and the topsoil stripped

The sensitivity of the unnamed watercourses is judged as ‘medium’ in terms of water quality as

away.

This has implications for the physico-chemical quality of waters downstream of the

whilst these streams are important only at a local scale, biological water quality surveys of five
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construction works, with potential impacts on riverine habitats and species, as detailed in

temporary channels have insufficient capacities to convey high flow events, there is potential

Technical Report 7.0 Ecology (Habitats, Flora, Fauna and Fisheries).

for out of bank flows and minor, localised flooding. Due to the nature of the topography

Other potential sources of pollution include fuels and oils from construction equipment and

within the study area, diversion channels would be relatively steeply sloping and there is

materials such as cements and concrete. Risks are associated with the transport, storage and

only limited flood risk from existing watercourses. Also these impacts will be restricted to

careless use of these materials.

the duration of the construction works.

The most sensitive locations are the named rivers, as these have good baseline water quality

Given the relatively limited floodplain extents within the study area, storage of construction

status and are known to provide spawning and nursery habitat for salmonid species, and habitat

equipment and materials outside of the floodplain is easily achievable. In terms of the second

for the protected Freshwater Pearl Mussel (Margaritifera margaritifera).

potential cause of increased flood risk, any impact would have temporary, minor and localised

Any impacts will be limited to the duration of construction and will therefore be temporary.
However, if a pollution incident were to occur, prior to mitigation, there would be potential for
a major adverse impact that is ‘highly significant’ on the main rivers (Sullane, Laney and
Foherish) and a moderate adverse impact that is ‘significant’ for the reservoir and the Bohill

affects. Prior to mitigation, there is potential for impacts of moderate adverse magnitude, with
an overall classification of low negative significance. Where the larger watercourses will be
crossed, there are similar potential implications of temporary degradation to water quality and
increases in flood risk. Prior to mitigation, these moderate adverse impacts are judged to be
significant.

and Owengarve Rivers.
A moderate adverse impact that is of ‘low significance’ is judged as applicable to the smaller
streams, which are of medium sensitivity.

The implementation of appropriate mitigation

measures (described in Section 6.6) will considerably reduce both general site runoff and the
risk of an accidental spillage of a contaminant during the construction phase. In the event of a
spillage, measures will also be in place to increase the ability to contain it or otherwise minimise
the impact, therefore the potential impacts would be reduced.

6.4.3

Surface Water Drainage Impacts

The construction of the road development will result in an increase in the area covered by
impermeable surfaces within the Sullane catchment.

The construction of earthworks and

embankments will result in the interception of surface water runoff from adjacent slopes. If
appropriate drainage systems were not introduced in conjunction with the construction of the
road development, adjacent watercourses would have to convey increased rates and volumes

6.4.2

of runoff generated from additional impermeable areas and, as the construction works

Flood Risk Impacts

During the construction phase, impacts on the baseline flood risk may arise as a result of the

implications for hydrologically sensitive habitats.

following activities:
•

progressed, existing surface water drainage patterns may be disrupted, with potential

Storage of construction materials, plant and stockpiles of material within the floodplain,
resulting in a temporary reduction in the available fluvial floodplain storage volume. Should a
high flow event occur, this would affect flood water levels, with flooding potentially affecting

The majority of watercourses in the vicinity of the road development are judged to be of
medium importance in terms of their flow conveyance attributes because they are in good
physical condition e.g. having steeply sloping channels, but are relatively small in geographical
scale. They have medium to low sensitivity in terms of existing flood risk. The magnitude of the

a larger area of land;

impact is therefore judged to be moderate, due to the potential for temporary localised
•

The construction of watercourse crossings and new instream structures has potential
implications for flood risk. At the crossings of the smaller tributaries, where culverts will be
constructed, temporary channel diversions or damming is likely to be required.
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significant adverse impacts where the road development crosses tributaries that have been

By 2027 (the design year) traffic flows along the road development will be expected to be

identified as being more sensitive e.g. at Ch. 16+089 and17+930.

approximately 13,250 vehicles per day between Baile Bhuirne and Gurteenroe, and
approximately 13,600 vehicles per day between Gurteenroe and Coolcour.

The traffic

forecasts are therefore below the DMRB quoted thresholds.
6.4.4

Other Impacts
Outfalls from the surface water drainage system will discharge to the Rivers Laney, Sullane,

No impacts on the integrity of existing discharges to or abstractions from surface water
sources within the study area have been identified in association with the construction of the
road development.

Discharges to the River Foherish are located upstream of the road

development crossing.

Those that are received by the River Sullane are located in closer

proximity to the works, but the outfalls are situated on the opposite bank of the river and are
not likely to be affected.

The potential implications for private water supplies and other

abstractions from groundwater sources are discussed in Technical Report11.0 (Geology) and

Foherish, Bohill and Owengarve, in addition to several unnamed tributaries of these rivers.
The discharge of runoff from outfalls into local watercourses has the potential to increase the
risk of erosion within the receiving watercourse, resulting in elevated suspended sediment
loads downstream of the discharge point.

Without the inclusion of appropriate pollution

control/runoff treatment measures, there is also potential for physico-chemical water quality
degradation

as

watercourses

receive

discharges

of

road

runoff

containing

metals,

hydrocarbons, and other contaminants, which can exhibit toxic effects.

Technical Report 12.0 (Hydrogeology).
A combination of filter drains and swales will collect highway drainage, encouraging treatment of
road runoff prior to its infiltration to ground or discharge to a watercourse. Pollution control
6.5

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS:
EFFECTS: OPERATION

6.5.1

Water Quality Impacts

During routine operation, pollutants, for example oils and hydrocarbons from fuel combustion
and salts or herbicides from road maintenance, will be deposited on the road surfaces. The
implications for water quality relate to the potential for these pollutants to be transported in
surface runoff and enter the water environment via the road drainage system. The impact will
depend on the volume and type of traffic using the road, the provision of pollution control
measures, and the sensitivity of the receiving watercourse. This sensitivity is influenced by the
flow of the receiving watercourse, which partly depends on the watercourses’ catchment area.
This is because the flow determines the amount of available dilution for pollutants. Where road
drainage discharges to watercourses at locations close to their source, the impact of the
discharge on receiving water quality may be locally more noticeable.
The concentration of constituent contaminants is widely accepted to be dependent on traffic
volumes.

Significant pollution impacts on receiving waters is restricted primarily to roads

carrying more than 30,000 vehicles per day, although for roads carrying more than 15,000
vehicles per day the level of pollution associated with surface water runoff may result in some

devices (petrol/oil separators) will also be incorporated into the design where drainage
discharge outfalls are located in the vicinity of junctions (i.e. where there is a higher risk of an
accidental spillage incident). In addition, a total of 18 attenuation ponds are proposed, all of
which are situated such that they do not encroach onto the 1-in-100 year floodplain of the
River Sullane or its major tributaries. The ponds have preliminarily been sized to accommodate
flows generated from a 1-in-25 year return period storm, however this return period will be
agreed with the relevant authorities during Detailed Design. Whilst the primary function of the
ponds is flow attenuation (storage and controlled release of flows during storm events), basic
treatment of run-off will also be achieved when the ponds are in use e.g. settlement of
particulates. This will therefore further improve the quality of effluent that is discharged to
receiving waters.
The CIRIA Report 142 Control of Pollution from Highway Discharges identifies swales and
combined filter drains as among the most effective pollution removal measures for highway
works. The UK Highways Agency Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) Volume 11,
Environmental Assessment provides a comparison of the removal efficiency of various treatment
systems for major pollutants, as is presented in Table 6.6.

noticeable impact (DMRB, 2006).
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Traffic flow projections show that by 2012, traffic flows on the existing N22 will grow to
between 9,000 and 17,600 vehicles per day (AADT) if the road development is not built.

Table 6.6: Pollutant
Pollutant Removal Efficiency (%) of Treatment Systems (from UK DMRB Vol. 11

Once the road development is operational, vehicle usage on the existing N22 will reduce and

Section 3 Part10)

traffic flows are predicted to range from nominal levels to 8,500 in Macroom.

Treatment System

Zinc

Dissolved
Copper

Lead

Iron

Suspended
Solids

Hydrocarbons

Given that no mechanisms to treat highway drainage are present on the existing N22, it is
expected that the decrease in vehicle usage (and therefore potential for pollution arising from

Combined
filter/French drains
Swales/Grassed
ditches

70-80

10-30

80-90

80-90

80-90

70-90

70-90

50-70

90

80-90

60-90

70-90

Dry Balancing
Ponds
Wet Pond

35-45

<10

20-30

30-50

30-60

30-60

30-40

<10

30-50

40-60

40-70

30-60

highway drainage) along the existing N22 will have an overall localised minor beneficial impact on
the water quality attributes of receiving watercourses. This will be of low positive significance
for all receiving watercourses.

Any measures that increase the length of time for road drainage to travel from source to the
receiving watercourse will reduce potential water quality impacts by facilitating processes such
as settlement, containment or possibly degradation of potentially harmful materials.

6.5.2

Pollution Resulting from Accidental Spillage

Pollution may occur following accidents that result in spillage of fuel or other materials (e.g.
chemicals, milk etc). An abnormal event such as this has a small likelihood of occurring, with a
reduced risk subject to the road geometry and layout. Accidents are more likely to occur at
junctions, roundabouts and side roads i.e. locations where traffic enters or exits the main

Natural runoff from areas adjacent to the road development will be collected by interceptor
ditches and the quality of this runoff will be unaffected by the operation of the road
development. In the instances when it may be necessary to combine runoff from adjacent areas

carriageway. Spillage of a potentially polluting material is more likely to occur if a Heavy Goods
Vehicle (HGV) is involved in an accident. The likelihood that an accidental spillage will occur
also increases with increasing traffic flow and the proportion of HGVs.

with runoff from the road development, the entire volume of runoff will receive treatment.
However, combining the runoff from the two areas will result in increased dilution of pollutants,
and, after treatment, have a lesser impact on receiving water quality.

There are 3 junctions along the road development, in addition to 6 roundabouts (2 of which are
offline), and access will not be permitted elsewhere onto the proposed road development.
This will improve safety and considerably reduce the likelihood of accidents occurring compared

Future traffic flows for the road development are below the threshold flow (15,000 AADT) that

with the existing N22.

is reported to potentially result in a noticeable environmental effect. Mitigation in terms of road
run-off treatment will be incorporated however, but a limited potential for some minor localised
water quality effects would still remain. For the River Sullane, which provides a potable water
supply source and is a tributary of the salmonid River Lee, this impact is judged to be of minor
adverse magnitude, with a low negative significance. For the other main rivers there is judged
to be an insignificant impact and, where more minor streams receive road drainage discharges,
there is potential for an impact of low negative significance, due to potential lesser dilution of
pollutants.

In addition, petrol/oil separator devices will be provided at higher-risk accident locations, i.e.
outfalls in the vicinity of junctions and roundabouts, reducing the impact on receiving
watercourses should an accidental spill occur. During Detailed Design, the proposed pollution
control devices and attenuation ponds along the proposed road development will be designed
with an inherent component of storage for emergency spill containment scenarios. Should an
accidental pollution incident occur, the impact will therefore be localised and minor, having a low
negative significance for the River Sullane and its smaller tributaries, and an insignificant impact
for the remainder of the watercourses that receive road drainage.
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The existing N22 will be reclassified and the levels of traffic will considerably decrease as

given the above methodology for culvert sizing and the low sensitivity of many of these

discussed Chapter 3.0 (Traffic), in Volume 2 of this EIS. As a result, the overall likelihood of an

watercourses in terms of baseline flood risk, post mitigation, the impact on flood risk is

accidental pollution incident occurring on the existing N22 will also decrease. For the existing

insignificant.

N22, the localised magnitude of impact is expected to be minor beneficial, with an overall
effect of low positive significance for receiving watercourses.

6.5.4

Crossing of River Sullane and its floodplain

The encroachment of the road development onto the floodplain of the River Sullane and the
6.5.3

Flood Risk Impacts

crossing of the river has the potential to impact on baseline flood risk. Increased flood risk, in

Potential impacts on flood risk are associated with the introduction of new in-stream structures

terms of increased flood water levels and extents of inundation, could result due to permanent

where the road development carriageway or embankments cross water features. Should these

loss of floodplain storage volume and constrictions to flood flows at new bridge structures.

structures have an insufficient capacity to convey flood flows, causing a restriction during these

Within the modelled reach from just upstream of the existing Sullane Bridge at Inse na Amhraí to

events, there would be potential for elevated water levels upstream of the structure and an

just downstream of the Foherish River confluence, encroachment of the road development onto

increased risk of out of bank flows.

the floodplain of the Sullane River would result in a volume of floodwater storage loss equal to

The road development requires crossings of 5 main (named) rivers and many smaller streams.

approximately 4900m3. As a result of these losses, water level increases of up to 0.18m are

Culvert crossings along the road development have been sized using a number of

predicted, with minor affects on baseline water levels predicted along a 392m reach of the

methodologies, as detailed in Section 6.2.3. Sizing of several of the culverts required to

river. However, as illustrated in Figure 10.2 (Sheet 2), the extent of land that would be

convey the larger of the unnamed tributary streams has been undertaken by modelling the

inundated is only locally and very marginally increased from the baseline scenario (+17m). No

structures using the Culvert Master software package. Further modelling, for example of more

additional buildings have been identified that would be directly affected by the minor predicted

minor stream crossings or channel diversions/ realignments, will be undertaken as required

increases in water depths and inundation extents.

during the Detailed Design Stage. Preliminary culverts were sized to pass the 1-in-100 year

Further downstream, a new crossing of the river is proposed as part of the road development,

flow in all cases. Although the OPW recommend that culverts are adequate to convey the 1-in-

located at Ch. 20+700. A two 48m span bridge with a central pier is proposed.

25 year event in rural areas, a conservative approach has been adopted as the catchments

Comparing results from baseline and post development modelling, marginal increases in baseline

draining to these culverts are typically steeply sloping with a short time of concentration. In

flood water levels are predicted in some areas along the modelled reach. Where the road

addition, all culverts have been sized to avoid flooding of the road development during a 1-in-

development crosses the floodplain of the Sullane, maximum localised water level increases of

100 year event.

up to 0.25m would result.

A minimum capacity culvert of 900mm was used where assessment of the design flows resulted

increased with a maximum increase of 20m. Further downstream, the embankment of the road

in smaller culvert sizing. The minimum recommended culvert sizes, based on standard box or

development forms a barrier that prevents inundation of a relatively large area of the baseline

circular culverts, are given in Appendix 6.3. Some culverts may be increased in size to aid

floodplain, resulting in floodplain volume storage losses.

construction or may be alternative shapes to minimise the adverse effects on aquatic habitats

A total storage volume loss along this modelled reach has been estimated as approximately

and species.

2,250m3. This loss is a very small proportion of the total floodplain storage that is available

Prior to mitigation, the impact on flood risk associated with crossings of the more minor

and the effect of the road development is therefore minor in terms of reduced floodplain

watercourses is judged to be moderate, with an overall low negative significance. However,

storage.
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No additional buildings have been identified that would be directly affected by the predicted

The crossing of the Laney River by the road development therefore has an insignificant impact

increases in water depths and inundation extents. The only impacts relate to marginal increases

on baseline flood risk.

in flood water levels (0.06m maximum) at the Macroom sewage treatment works, which is
2

6.5.7

River Foherish Crossing

inundated in the baseline situation, and marginal increases in the area (200m ) affected by
localised flooding that occurs on the existing N22 road just upstream of Sullane Bridge in the

One new crossing of the river is proposed as part of the road development, approximately
500m upstream of the existing N22 crossing (Carrigaphooca Bridge). This structure is

current situation.
It is concluded that the crossing of the Sullane River and its floodplain by the road
development has a minor adverse impact on baseline flood risk.

proposed as a 40m single span bridge, with a minimum soffit level of 84m above Malin Head
Datum (aMHD).
As a result of the construction of the new crossing and very minor losses in floodplain storage
volume where the road development encroaches onto the Foherish floodplain, relatively minor

6.5.5

Carrigadrohid Reservoir Crossing

and localised water level increases are predicted. Impacts are restricted to a very localised

The proposed footprint of the road embankment crosses the River Sullane delta and

reach immediately upstream of the new crossing and during the 1-in-100 year flood event a

encroaches on the inflow to the Carrigadrohid reservoir between Ch. 21+400 to 21+740.

maximum increase in baseline water levels equal to 0.13m is predicted. Implications for flood

This results in a reduction in the storage volume of the reservoir (15,980m3), however, in

extents are negligible, and no properties will be affected by the predicted water level

relation to its current total surface area (9km2) the reduction in storage is negligible and flood

increases.

water level increases of just 0.01m are predicted at this location. The crossing of the

Downstream of the new bridge there is no impact on baseline flood water levels or inundation

reservoir by the road development therefore has an insignificant impact on baseline flood risk.

extents.

6.5.6

The crossing of the Foherish River by the road development therefore has an insignificant

River Laney Crossing

impact on baseline flood risk.
One new crossing of the river is proposed as part of the road development, adjacent to the
existing Laney Bridge (Ch 19+898). This structure is proposed as a 35m single span bridge,

6.5.8

with a minimum soffit level of 66m aMHD.

One new crossing of the river is proposed as part of the road development, located

Bohill River Crossing

approximately 850m upstream of Bohill Bridge and the existing N22 crossing.

The river

As a result of the road development only minor impacts on baseline flood water levels and

channel has a large meander at this location, however, the watercourse will be clear spanned by

extents are predicted. At the top of the Laney modelled reach, the 1-in-100 year water level

the road development via a proposed structure with a minimum soffit level of 162.22m aMHD.

is not considerably raised.

In the vicinity of the existing and proposed Laney bridges an

Comparison of baseline and post development modelling results indicates that there would be

average water level increase of 0.06m is predicted, mainly a result of the constriction of flow

negligible (+0.01m) impact on 1-in-100 year floodwater levels as a result of the construction

at the proposed Laney Bridge structure. These water level increases translate to a maximum

of the proposed crossing. The river channel and banks will be clear spanned, in line with NRA

increase in the baseline flood extent of approximately 10m on the right hand floodplain.

guidelines, however the embankments associated with access tracks would marginally encroach
onto the limited floodplain of the river, resulting in a negligible (approximately 22m3) loss of
floodplain storage volume.
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The crossing of the Bohill River by the road development therefore has a negligible impact on

Table 6.7: Summary of 11-inin-100 year Flood Risk to Proposed River Sullane Access Tracks

baseline flood risk.

Track

Ground Level

6.5.9

Location

The Owengarve River

The alignment of the road development is such that the Owengarve River will be realigned along

1-in-100 Year

Ground Level at

1-in-100 Year

at U/s Entrance Proposed U/s Flood

D/s Entrance (ma

Proposed D/s

(ma MHD)

MHD)

Flood Water

Water Depth (m)

Depth (m)

a short reach downstream of Colthurst Bridge. Results of hydraulic modelling of the realignment
proposals indicate that there would be no increase in baseline water levels either upstream or
downstream during the 1-in-100 year flood event. As the river drains a small, relatively steeply

Sullane Firville 65.0

0.8m

64.8

0.4m

64.8

0.4m

I

sloping catchment, flood flows are largely contained in bank. Given the appropriate sizing of the

Sullane Firville 66.6

Dry (0.7m

replacement channel there will be a negligible effect on the existing flow conveyance properties

II

freeboard)

of the watercourse and no discernable impact on baseline flood risk.

Sullane

62.7 (LB)

0.6 (LB)

62.0 (LB)

1.3m (LB)

Hartnett’s

63.1 (RB)

0.2 (RB)

63.2 (RB)

0.1m (RB)

Cross
6.5.10

Flood Risk to Proposed Access Tracks
Note: (LB – left bank) (RB – right bank)

The road development includes a series of access tracks under the alignment to facilitate
landowner and livestock movement. An assessment of the potential inundation of these access

6.5.11

Surface Water Drainage Impacts

tracks during the 1-in-100 year flood event has been undertaken. The track adjacent to the

When operational, surface storm water run-off will be received by the Sullane, Laney, Foherish

right bank of the Foherish River remains dry during this event and minor inundation to a depth of

Bohill and Owengarve rivers as well as by many of the smaller tributaries of these rivers.

approximately 0.31m is predicted on the left bank track.

Alongside the Sullane River at

The proposed road development will result in an increase in the area covered by impermeable

Lynch’s Crossroads, the track would be protected from inundation by a ridge of high ground.

surfaces such as tarmac and paving, with a corresponding increase in the volumes and rates of

Inundation of the remaining tracks adjacent to the Sullane River at, Firville and Hartnett’s Cross

storm water runoff that is generated.

is predicted, with inundation depths summarised in Table 6.7.

increases in flow in the receiving water bodies.

Prior to mitigation, this is likely to contribute to

There is also potential for the road development to disrupt the existing run-off flow paths,
which could affect the water regime of hydrologically sensitive habitats, earthworks adjacent to
these areas having the potential to intercept and divert existing flow paths of water influx to
these sites.
Where stream diversions/realignments are required there is potential for impacts on water
quality, flood risk and aquatic habitats and species. However, diverted watercourses will be
constructed to conform in general to the existing stream profiles upstream and downstream of
the diversion. This will include the width, invert levels and bank slopes of the streams. In some
instances however, the diverted stream profiles may be wider to accommodate culvert inlet
works and to minimise flood level increases. Stream transitions at culvert/stream and diversion
October 2009
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channel/existing stream interfaces will be designed to ensure smooth flow transitions. Diverted

fuels and oils for machinery.

streams will be recreated with appropriate planting as outlined in Technical Report 7.0 Ecology

concrete.

(Habitats, Flora, Fauna and Fisheries).

The risk of a pollution incident as a result of the transport and storage of construction materials

The magnitude of impact will therefore be classified as “no effect”, and overall there is an

can be reduced by ensuring that deliveries are supervised and that storage facilities are

insignificant impact.

surrounded by an effective and impervious bund capable of holding 110% of the contents of

Also there are risks related to the handling of cement and

the stored substance.
6.5.12

Other Impacts

Guidelines published by CIRIA and the Eastern Region Fisheries Board set out best practice
methodologies to avoid the degradation of surface water quality during construction works at

The addition of culverts at the points where the road alignment crosses a watercourse has a
number of potential impacts on the flow conveyance and biodiversity attributes of the water
feature.

river sites.

The following mitigation measures will be employed during construction of the

proposed road development:

The construction of the various culverts has the potential to temporarily add

significant sediment loads to the streams as the stream beds are disturbed. Once operational,
in-stream structures could act as a barrier, providing a physical obstacle to the free movement

•

Use of pre cast in preference to cast in situ concrete for bridge and culvert structures;

of species such as otter and fish. More subtle impacts on the hydraulics of the watercourse

•

Carrying out in-stream works involving cement in dry conditions and allowing works to cure
for 48 hours before re-flooding;

may also be caused by the addition of culverts, with results such as increased channel bed/bank
erosion due to increased flow velocities on entry and/or exit from the culvert.

•

Monitoring concrete usage carefully to ensure no accidental discharge into any
watercourse;

The watercourses to be crossed by culverts are of medium to high sensitivity in terms of their
existing flow conveyance and biodiversity attributes and the magnitude of the impact is

•

Avoiding the discharge of mixer washings and excess concrete to water; and,

classified as moderate adverse, resulting in a potential impact prior to mitigation that is

•

Refuelling of plant and other equipment at locations that are remote from any watercourse

classified as having low negative significance.

or drain.
Spill kits will be stored on-site during construction, and used in the event of a fuel or chemical

6.6

MITIGATION PROPOSALS

spillage.

Such kits will contain absorbent materials (such as absorbent granules, booms or

The impact of road development and improvement works on natural watercourses can be

mats) and plastic drain covers and operatives responsible for handling chemicals or oils or for

minimised by applying sound design principles and implementing good construction working

plant refuelling will be trained in the use of these kits.

practice on site.

In order to minimise the discharge of runoff with high concentrations of silts and particulates
the following measures will be adopted:

6.6.1

Mitigation of Water Quality Impacts

•

Containment of run-off from the working site or any areas of exposed soil in a settlement
pond before discharge to a watercourse;

Construction Impacts
•
A number of the most significant potential impacts on water quality during the construction of
the road development relate to risks of pollution from the transportation, storage and use of
October 2009
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Mitigation of Flood Risk Impacts

Provision shall be made for any silted or discoloured water pumped from excavations to be

6.6.3

irrigated over grassland or settled in a lagoon prior to any discharge to a watercourse.

Construction
The identified potential impacts of road construction on flood risk will be mitigated by ensuring

By implementing these measures, risks should be minimised to a level where any events that did

that equipment, materials and spoil are stored outside of the indicative floodplain of the Sullane

occur will be contained and limited in scale, such that the residual impact is classified as

and its tributaries. This can be achieved relatively easily due to the limited extent of fluvial

‘insignificant’.

floodplains within the majority of the study area. Potential flood risks can also be mitigated by

6.6.2

ensuring channel diversion works are carried out during the appropriate season, to avoid likely

Operational Impacts

The potential for permanent impacts on water quality as a result of routine operation of the
road development is judged not to be significant enough to influence the water quality
classification of the named watercourses in the study area. The risk of the occurrence of an

high flow periods, and completed in a timely manner. The length of the diversion channel will
also be restricted to the minimum required and culverts will be built perpendicular to the road
to minimise their length.

accidental spillage resulting in a serious pollution incident is also very low.
Highway drainage design includes ameliorative measures to minimise the risk of pollution of

Operation

watercourses by surface water run-off from the road development, including the provision of

Ensuring that culverts are suitably sized to avoid capacity problems during high flow events will

petrol/oil separators and the use of drainage systems such as filter drains and swales which can

avoid unacceptable increases in flood risk, and as such, where the road development crosses

remove more than 80% of suspended solids, lead and zinc and more than 70% of oils and

small, unnamed streams culverts will be sized to convey the 1-in-100 year flood flow. Where

organic chemicals in highway runoff.

In areas that have been identified as being particularly

permanent stream realignments are required, for example on the Owengarve River, the new

vulnerable to groundwater contamination, the proposed drainage principles will be modified.

channel will be sized to accommodate 1-in-100 year flood flows and designed to maintain the

Swales and combined filter drains will be lined with an impermeable membrane, to allow water to

existing watercourse characteristics. Impacts on flood water levels as a result of the road

enter but prevent water infiltrating out into the ground, with flows conveyed either to outfall

development crossing of the River Sullane, River Laney, Foherish River and Bohill River, and the

into a suitable surface watercourse, or to a point beyond the influence of the vulnerable aquifer

floodplains of some of these watercourses have been demonstrated to be acceptable.

where it will again be allowed to infiltrate into the ground. A number of attenuation ponds are

Soffits levels on all of the new bridge structures will be set at a minimum of 300m above the

also included in the drainage design. Whilst the primary function of the ponds is to attenuate

predicted 1-in-100 year flood water level, in line with OPW guidelines and to ensure adequate

flows, discharging to receiving watercourses at a controlled/regulated rate, some improvement

clearance for the passage of large floating debris. This will reduce the likelihood of blockage of

in the quality of run-off is also likely to be achieved as some silt and larger particulates would

the new bridge openings during a flood event.

settle out whilst run-off is retained in the ponds. It is concluded that overall, watercourses will

Also, to prevent part of the storage capacity of the Sullane delta/Carrigadrohid reservoir being

receive road drainage discharges from the road development that is of improved quality

cut-off by the road development embankment, culverts will be incorporated to ensure

compared to the runoff that is discharged from the existing N22. There is potential therefore

maintenance of a drainage path for flood flows, thereby preventing floodwater becoming

for a beneficial impact of low significance on the water quality of receiving watercourses.

trapped on this area of land.
As a result of these measures impacts on flood risk will be largely insignificant.
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Mitigation of Drainage Impacts

drainage culverts will incorporate ledges at a suitable level to ensure usability.

Culvert

During operation of the road development, the potential for impacts on baseline rates and

entrances and exits will also be landscaped using vegetation. In line with NRA Guidelines, to

volumes of surface water runoff have been identified associated with the addition of

reduce the potential impacts for migrating aquatic species, on fish sensitive watercourses,

impermeable surfaces. Subsequent to consultation with the Macroom Area Engineers office, it

natural bed materials and stream gradients will be maintained by using open-bottomed type

was agreed that attenuation would generally not be required where discharges are to be

culverts where feasible, or constructing culverts such that the invert is a minimum of 500mm

received by a major watercourse, for example the Sullane River.

However, at sensitive

below the grade line of the natural stream bed. Culvert design will also ensure that,year round

locations, for example, where regular flooding has occurred in the past, a combination of

flow is maintained through culverts (where watercourses are running) and excessive flow

infrastructure designed to minimise the potential for increasing flows in receiving watercourses

velocities are avoided. Avoiding excess flow velocities at culvert inlets and outlets will also

will be incorporated into the road development’s surface water drainage system. Swales and

prevent increased erosion of the channel bed and pollution of watercourses with suspended

filter drains will be constructed, where considered appropriate, to slow down flows and

solids/sediment.

maximise the amount of road runoff that infiltrates to ground or is lost via evapotranspiration.

Further details of mitigation are provided in Technical Report 7.0 Ecology (Habitats, Flora,

Where receiving watercourses have been identified as being at or close to their existing

Fauna and Fisheries). Mitigation measures will be detailed within the Construction Environmental

capacity, hence sensitive in terms of existing flood risk, and where aquifers vulnerable to

Management Plan, which will be prepared prior to construction commencing.

pollution have been identified, road runoff will be directed to attenuation ponds. These ponds
will function to limit the discharge of surface water road drainage to greenfield rates and to
provide some form of runoff treatment and spillage containment. As a result, any increase in
the rates and volumes of runoff discharging to receiving watercourses will be negligible and
baseline flood risk will not be affected.

6.7

CONCLUSIONS

An overall localised minor beneficial impact on water quality of low positive significance is
expected.

This is because no mechanisms to treat highway drainage are present on the

existing N22 and there are no measures in place that allow containment of pollutants should an
accidental spill occur.

6.6.5

Mitigation of Other Impacts

Following construction of the road development, vehicle usage (and

therefore potential for pollution arising from highway drainage) along the existing N22 would
decrease significantly. The proposed drainage infrastructure included in the road development,

The use of adequately sized and sensitively designed structures is key to the mitigation of

will facilitate both treatment of operational road runoff and containment should a spillage occur.

potential impacts associated with the introduction of in-stream structures. With the exception
of the Sullane River bridge, structures of a clear span design are proposed in line with NRA
guidelines ‘Crossing of Watercourses during Construction of National Road Schemes’, leaving
natural river bed and banks largely undisturbed. Where in stream works are required e.g. at the

Swales and combined filter drains will be used, in combination with attenuation ponds at key
locations, to minimise the effects of surface water runoff from the road on surface and

River Sullane bridge, which will be a two span structure with a central pier, works will be carried

groundwater water quality, and flood risk.

out under the direction of Fisheries Board personnel during the appropriate season, to minimise

proposed are intended to result in no net increase in flow from the road development,

the impact on in-stream habitats and species.
To prevent structures such as culverts acting as a barrier to the free movement of mammals
that live along the riverbanks, e.g. otters, a second culvert will be installed adjacent to the
main culvert with a minimum diameter of 600mm. If separate 600mm culverts are not provided,
October 2009
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therefore associated surface water drainage flood risk impacts are insignificant.
Surface water drainage from catchments that are intercepted by the road development will be
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minor redistribution of existing surface water runoff pathways, however the resulting impact for

Environmental Protection Agency.

catchment hydrology is judged as negligible.

Preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement. Environmental Protection Agency Ireland.

Any impacts on waterbodies during construction will be temporary.

Impacts on the water

(2003).

Advice Notes on Current Practice in the

Department for Transport. (2003). Guidelines on the Methodology for Multi-Modal Studies

quality of the main rivers can be mitigated such that the residual impact is judged to be of low

(GOMMMS). www.webtag.org.uk

negative significance.

Environmental Protection Agency.

A minor impact of low adverse significance on flood levels and inundation extents in the vicinity

within an Environmental Impact Statement. Environmental Protection Agency Ireland.

of the proposed crossing of the River Sullane near Harnetts Cross has been identified,

Environmental Protection Agency.

resulting in no increases in flood risk to any additional properties.

www.epa.ie/Newscentre/ReportsPublications/Water

Marginal and localised

impacts at on baseline flooding at the Macroom Sewerage Works, which is flooded during the 1
in 100 year baseline flood event, equate to a maximum increase in the depth of flooding of
60mm, with no increase in the area affected by flooding. At and the existing N22 near Sullane
Bridge, which is also vulnerable to flooding in the existing situation the impact of the proposed

(2002).

(2001).

Electricity Supply Board International.

Guidelines on the Information to be contained

Water Quality in Ireland 1998-2000 – Lakes.

(2001).

Flood Risk Management through Reservoir

Storage and Flow Control. www.opw.ie
Eastern Regional Fisheries Board.

(2003).

Requirements for the Protection of Fisheries

Habitat during Construction and Development Works at River Sites. www.fishingireland.net

scheme is to marginally increase the depth of floodwater and increase the extent of the area
affected by approximately 200m2 are predicted.
A minor impact of low adverse significance on flood water levels and inundation extents where
the road development encroaches onto the floodplain of the Sullane River further upstream is

Culvert Master Haested Methods Incorporated. www.haested.com
McCarthy Hyder Consultants.

(2008).

N22 Baile Bhuirne - Macroom - Ballincollig Project

(Baile Bhuirne - Coolcour) Road Scheme Flood Risk Assessment.
National Roads Authority. (2005). Guidelines for the Crossing of Watercourses during the

predicted.
An insignificant effect on flood levels upstream (20mm) and downstream (60mm) of the Laney
River crossing has been identified, resulting in no additional flood risk to any properties or
infrastructure.
On the Bohill River, an insignificant and localised effect on flood levels (10mm) has been

Construction of National Road Schemes. www.nra.ie
National Roads Authority.

(2005).

Guidelines for carrying out Environmental Impact

Assessment of National Roads Schemes. www.nra.ie
National Roads Authority (2001) Design Manual for Roads and Bridges. www.nra.ie

identified and similarly there would be no significant impacts on baseline flood risk as a result of

Highways Agency (2006). Design Manual for Roads and Bridges – Road Drainage and the

the proposed crossing of the Foherish River. The proposed realignment of a short reach of

Water Environment HA 216/06. www.standardsfor highways.co.uk

the Owengarve River has also been assessed and hydraulic model results indicate that there
would be no impact on baseline flood risk as a result of the construction or operation of the
road development.
The overall impact of the road development on the surface water environment is assessed to be
Minor adverse.

6.8
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APPENDIX 6.1 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROTECTION AGENCY WATER QUALITY
QUALITY DATA
River Sullane
Table A.1: ‘Q’ Values for River Sullane sampling stations in the vicinity of the proposed scheme (www.epa.ie)
2005
0170 – 1st bridge d/s of 4

2002

1999

1997

1994

4-5

4-5

4

4-5

4-5

4-5

4-5

4-5

Baile Bhuirne
0200 – Bridge d/s River 4-5
Douglas confluence
0300 – Sullane Bridge

4-5

4-5

4-5

4-5

4-5

0400 – Linnamilla Bridge

5

5

5

5

5

0480 – Ford u/s River 4

4

4

4

4

Laney confluence

Assessment: Continuing satisfactory. The protected pearl mussel inhabits parts of the river.

Table A.2: Water quality results (for selected parameters) for River Sullane sampling stations in the vicinity of the proposed scheme (www.epa.ie)
pH

0300 – Sullane Bridge

0400 – Linnamilla Bridge

October 2009

BOD

Dissolved

Ortho-

Total

Unionised

Oxygen

Phosphate

Ammonia

Ammonia

(mg/l O2)

(mg/l P)

(mg/l N)

(mg/l NH3)

Min

7.5

1.0

10.1

0.01

0.02

0

Median

7.6

1.2

10.1

0.01

0.03

0

Max

7.6

1.4

10.1

0.02

0.07

0

Min

7.4

1.0

9.6

0.01

0.01

0

Median

7.7

1.0

11.7

0.01

0.02

0

Max

7.8

1.2

12.9

0.01

0.02

0

Analysis

EPA

EPA
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River Foherish
Table A.3: ‘Q’ Values for River Foherish sampling stations in the vicinity of the proposed scheme (www.epa.ie)
2005
0600

-

Carrigaphooca 4-5

2002

1999

1997

1994

4-5

4

4-5

4-5

Bridge

Assessment: Continuing satisfactory with no significant change in water quality status,
which is good enough, at some sites, to support the protected pearl mussel.
Table A.4: Water quality results (1998 – 2000 selected parameters) for River Foherish sampling stations in the vicinity of the proposed scheme (www.epa.ie)
pH

BOD

Dissolved

Ortho-

Total

Unionised

Oxygen

Phosphate

Ammonia

Ammonia

(mg/l O2)

(mg/l P)

(mg/l N)

(mg/l NH3)

Analysis

0600 - Carrigaphooca

Min

7.6

0.4

-

0.01

0.02

<0.001

Cork County

Bridge

Median

7.8

0.8

-

0.03

0.03

<0.001

Council

Max

7.9

2.4

-

0.05

0.17

0.002

River Laney
Table A.5: ‘Q’ Values for River Laney sampling stations in the vicinity of the proposed scheme (www.epa.ie)

0500 – Ford’s Mill, u/s

2005

2002

1999

1997

1994

4-5

4-5

4-5

4-5

4-5

of Sullane river
confluence

Assessment: Continuing satisfactory with no significant change. The protected Pearl Mussel
lives in some stretches of the river.
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Table A.6: Water quality results (1998 – 2000 selected parameters) for River Laney sampling stations in the vicinity of the proposed scheme (www.epa.ie)
pH

BOD

Dissolved

Ortho-

Total

Unionised

Oxygen

Phosphate

Ammonia

Ammonia

(mg/l O2)

(mg/l P)

(mg/l N)

(mg/l NH3)

Analysis

0500 - Ford’s Mill, u/s

Min

7.4

0.4

10.3

0.01

0.02

<0.001

Cork County

of Sullane river

Median

7.6

1.0

10.6

0.02

0.03

<0.001

Council

confluence

Max

8.0

1.3

12.1

0.05

0.13

0.001
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European Communities (Quality of Salmonid Waters) Regulations, 1988.

APPENDIX 6.2 WATER QUALITY
QUALITY STANDARDS

Parameter

Phosphorous Regulations 1998

Unit

of

Standard

Measurement

Existing Biological Quality (Q) Minimum Target Biological Quality

Molybdate-Reactive

Rating/Q Index

Phosphate Median

(at the edge of the mixing zone as determined by the local authority)

Concentration*(ugP/L)

must not-

(Q) Rating/Q Index

Temperature

°C

Temperature measured downstream of a point of thermal discharge

(a) exceed the unaffected temperature by more than 1.5°C,
(b) exceed(i) 21.5°C, or
Unpolluted
5

(ii) 10°C, during the period from 1 November to 30 April where
5

15

species which need cold water for reproduction are present.
A

4-5

4-5

thermal

discharge

must

not

cause

sudden

variations

in

temperature.

20

(Temperature limits to be conformed with for 98% of the time).
4

4

30

Dissolved Oxygen

mg/litre O2

50%> 9
When the oxygen content falls below 6 mg/litre the local authority
must prove that there will be no harmful consequence for the

Slightly Polluted
3-4

balanced development of the fish population.
4

30

pH

>69
Artificial pH variations with respect to the unaffected values shall not
exceed ± 0.5 of a pH unit within the limits 6 and 9 provided that

Moderately Polluted
3

3-4

these variations do not increase the harmfulness of other

50

substances present in the water.
(Standard to be conformed with by 95% of samples over a period
2-3

3

70

of 12 months where sampling is carried out at least once per
month; where sampling is less frequent the standard shall be
conformed with by all samples).

Seriously Polluted
<=2

3

70

Suspended Solids

Mg/litre

>25
The standard is expressed as an average concentration over a
period of 12 months and does not apply to suspended solids with
harmful chemical properties.

Parameter

Unit

of

Standard

Measurement
BOD5

Mg/litre O2

>5
Where weed or sewage fungus growths are excessive appropriate
measures for control should be taken.
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(Standard to be conformed with by 95% of samples over a period

50

0.2

of 12 months where sampling is carried out at least once per

100

0.3

month; where sampling is less frequent the standard shall be

500

0.5

conformed with by all samples).
Nitrites

Mg/l N O2

Dissolved Copper

mg/litre Cu

Water

Hardness

(mg/litre

Ca

Standard

>0.05

CO3)

(To be conformed with by 95% of samples over a period of 12

10

0.005

months where sampling is carried out at least once per month;

50

0.022

where sampling is less frequent the standard shall be conformed

100

0.04

with by all samples).

500

0.112

Phenolic compounds must not be present in such quantities that

(Standard to be conformed with by 95% of samples over a period

they adversely affect fish favour.

of 12 months where sampling is carried out at least once per

Petroleum

Petroleum products must not be present in such quantities that

month; where sampling is less frequent the standard shall be

Hydrocarbons

they:

conformed with by all samples).

Phenolic Compounds

- form visible film face on the surface of the water or form coatings
on the beds of water-courses and lakes
- impart a detectable "hydrocarbon" taste to fish
- produce harmful effects in fish.
Non-ionized Ammonia

mg/litre NH3

>0.02
(Standard may be exceeded in the form of minor peaks in daytime
and, subject to this, be conformed with by 95% of samples over a
period of 12 months where sampling is carried out at least once
per month; where sampling is less frequent the standard shall be
conformed with by all samples).

Total Ammonium

mg/litre NH4

>1
subject to conforming with the standard for non-ionized ammonia.
(Standard to be conformed with by 95% of samples over a period
of 12 months where sampling is carried out at least once per
month; where sampling is less frequent the standard shall be
conformed with by all samples).

Total Residual Chlorine

mg/litre HOC1

>0.005
(Standard to be conformed with by 95% of samples over a period
of 12 months where sampling is carried out at least once per
month; where sampling is less frequent the standard shall be
conformed with by all samples).
Water

Hardness

(mg/litre

Ca

Standard

CO3)
10
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Appendix 6.3 – Culverts
Table 1: Culverts forming part of the Preliminary Design – Main Alignment
Culvert Reference
C001
C002
C003
C004
C005
C006
C007
C008
C009
C010
C011
C012
C013
C013A
C014
C015
C016
C017
C018
C019
C020
C021
C022
CO22A
C023
C024
C025
C026
C027
C028
C029
C030
C031
C032
C033
C034
C035
C036
C037
C038
C039
CO39A
C040

October 2009

Approximate Mainline Chainage
00-400
00+400
02+640
02+830
03+240
03+460
04+220
05+265
05+980
06+120
06+240
06+420
06+620
06+620
06+980
07+340
07+680
07+910
08+220
08+730
08+940
09+130
09+570
09+570
09+890
10+020
10+280
10+500
10+750
11+205
11+940
12+170
12+340
12+440
12+930
13+300
13+860
14+035
15+035
15+760
16+070
16+120
16+090

Culvert Under Mainline / Sideroad
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
SR
SR
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
SR
SR

Culvert Diameter (Width x Height)
Height)
1200mm
1.2 x 1.2m
1200m
1.8 x 1.8 m
1.8 x 1.8 m
1.8 x 1.8 m
1.8 x 1.8 m
2.70 x 1.8 m
1.8 x 1.8 m
1.8 x 1.8 m
900 mm
900mm?
900 mm
900mm
1.8 x 1.8 m
900mm
1.8 x 1.8 m
900mm
1.8 x 1.8 m
900 mm
900mm
900mm
1.8 x 1.8m
1.8 x 1.8m
3.6 x 2.1m
900mm
1.8 x 1.8 m
1.8 x 1.8 m
900mm
3.1 x 2.1m
1.5 x 1.2m
900mm
900mm
900mm
1200mm
1200mm
900 mm
6.0 x 3.0 m
3.6 x 3.0 m
900 mm
3.0 x 1.8m
3.0 x 1.8m
3.0 x 1.8m

Approximate length (m)
40
48
39
67
60
35
32
48
55
65
36
40
40
20
55
37
46
50
56
52
48
29
38
49
49
32
34
40
43
25
42
37
29
35
20
20
40
39
35
27
57
13
11
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C041
C042
CO42A
C043
C044
C045
C046
C047
C048
C049
CO50
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16+140
17+720
17+720
17+930
17+930
18+360
19+270
19+520
20+345
21+480
21+590
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SR
ML
SR
ML
SR
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML

3.0 x 1.8 m
3.0 x 3.0 m
3.0 x 3.0m
1.8 x 1.8 m
900 mm
1.5 x 1.2 m
900mm
1.8 x 1.8m
900mm
3.0 x 3.0 m
3.0 x 3.0 m

19
62
21
40
14
34
44
48
56
45
50
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7.0

ECOLOGY (HABITATS, FLORA, FAUNA AND FISHERIES)

7.1

INTRODUCTION

This Technical Report provides background information and data in respect of the consideration
and assessment of the likely impact on the ecological environment; i.e. habitats, flora and fauna,

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
•

A winter waterfowl survey of the ‘Sullane Delta’ area of Inishcarra Reservoir;

•

A freshwater Aquatic Ecology Survey;

•

A survey of freshwater pearl-mussel (Margaritifera margaritifera);

•

A bryophyte and fern survey of the Bohill River and Cascade Wood (St Gobnet’s Wood
cSAC);

of the Baile Bhuirne to Macroom proposed road development and focuses on ecological
features of conservation significance. Scientific names of plants and animals mentioned in the

•

Slievereagh area;

text are listed in Appendix 7.1.
Throughout this Technical Report, the reservoir immediately to the east of the study area is

•

A series of four summer / autumn surveys of bat activity along the length of the
proposed road development;

referred to as Inishcarra Reservoir. This water body is also sometimes known as ‘Carrigadrohid
Reservoir’, the ‘Lee Reservoir’ or the ‘Lee Valley Reservoir’.

A survey of Kerry slug at Cascade Wood (St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC) and in the

•

A winter survey of roosting bats in selected areas within the proposed road
development corridor;

•

Two spring bat surveys of selected portions of the proposed road development;

The study area assessed in this Technical Report covers the ‘ecological areas and features (i.e.

•

A Barn Owl survey (see Section 7.2.9);

the ecological resources/receptors) likely to be affected by the physical changes caused by the

•

Surveys for bird species of high conservation concern; Nightjar (see Section 7.2.9),

7.2

METHODOLOGY

project, however remote from the route’ land-take as prescribed in Guidelines for Assessment

Merlin, Hen Harrier and Curlew, in areas of potentially suitable habitat in the western part

of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes. Revision 1, (NRA 2006a) as updated by

of the study area (St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC, Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains

Revision 2 (NRA 2009). Areas outside the land-take of the proposed road development up to

SPA and surrounding areas of potentially suitable habitat, see Section 7.2.9).

250m from the centreline of the mainline are included in the study area where appropriate, but
in cases where local landscape features restrict the area likely to be affected by the proposed
road development, this distance is reduced.

Details of specific methodologies used for individual sections of this report are provided in
Sections 7.2.3 to 7.2.13.

The report is based on a series of field surveys, desktop reviews and consultation with
statutory and non-statutory bodies, including the following:
•

An assessment of published data on the lands through which the proposed road
development passes;

All the studies were carried out with reference to guidelines such as the National Roads
Authority’s National Roads Project Management Guidelines (March 2001), and Guidelines for

Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes, Revision 1 (NRA 2006a) and

•

Consultation with appropriate statutory and non-statutory bodies;

Revision 2 (NRA 2009); Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Guidelines on the Information

•

Habitat Survey of the proposed road development corridor (during which observations of

to be Contained in Environmental Impact Statements (EPA 2002), the UK Highways Agency’s

birds and other fauna were also recorded);

‘Design Manual for Roads and Bridges’, (DMRB 1997, 2001) and using ‘best practice’ in the

•

A survey of mammal activity (tracks and signs);

ecological assessment of road schemes.

•

An assessment of the hedgerows within the study area, both qualitative and quantitative;

Where relevant it has also been prepared in accordance with the Environmental Assessment and
Construction Guidelines series, as published by the National Roads Authority. Some of the
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ecological surveys undertaken were carried out prior to the publication of this guidance.
However, in each case an appropriate and robust level of survey was undertaken.

7.2.2

Non Statutory Consultation

•

Environmental Impact Assessment of National Road Schemes - A Practical Guide;

A consultation process was undertaken and the following bodies/individuals were consulted and

•

Best Practice Guidelines for the Conservation of Bats in the Planning of National Road

asked to submit relevant information and comments:

Schemes;

•

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) of the Department of Environment,

•

Guidelines for the Treatment of Bats During the Construction of National Road Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Treatment of Badgers Prior to the Construction of National Road

•

Cork County Council Heritage Officer;

Schemes;

•

South Western Regional Fisheries Board;

Guidelines for the Treatment of Otters Prior to the Construction of National Road

•

Central Fisheries Board;

•

The Marine Institute; and

•

The Electricity Supply Board (ESB).

•

Heritage & Local Government (DoEHLG);

Schemes;
•

Guidelines for the Crossing of Watercourses During the Construction of National Road
Schemes;

•

Guidelines for the Protection and Preservation of Trees, Hedgerows and Scrub Prior to,
During and Post Construction of National Road Schemes;

•

7.2.3

Habitat Survey

A full multi-disciplinary walk-over survey was undertaken along the length of the proposed road

A Guide to Landscape Treatments for National Road Schemes in Ireland.

development, in accordance with the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of

National Road Schemes, Revision 2 (NRA 2009). Habitats were classified according to the
habitat classification scheme published by the Heritage Council in A Guide to Habitats in Ireland
7.2.1

Desktop Review

(Fossitt 2000). Survey results were used to identify Sites of Ecological Interest (SEIs). The

A desktop review of the proposed road development corridor was carried out in order to

term “SEI” should not be taken to imply that these sites have any formal designation, but is a

identify the presence of designated sites of National or International Importance; i.e. Natural

term used in this assessment for ease of description. The SEIs are shown in Figure 11.2, and

Heritage Areas (NHAs), proposed Natural Heritage Areas (pNHAs), candidate Special Areas of

are discussed in Section 7.3.2.

Conservation (cSACs), Special Protection Areas (SPAs) and other designated sites.

These

Each SEI was evaluated according to the Site Evaluation Scheme described in Table 1 of

Non-designated sites of ecological interest, including

Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes, Revision 2 (NRA

sites are indicated in Figure 11.1.

‘shadow sites’, which have been identified by a grouping of Irish Non Government Organisations

2009), on the following scale of importance:

(Dwyer 2000), and Important Bird Areas (IBAs) as identified by BirdLife International, were also

•

International Importance;

•

National Importance;

•

County Importance;

•

Local Importance (higher value); and

•

Local Importance (lower value).

reviewed. All statutory designated sites, ‘shadow sites’ and other identified sites of nature
conservation importance within 5km of the proposed road development are considered. The
desktop review also included a search of published sources for information on the flora, fauna
and habitats of the study area.
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Results of this evaluation are discussed in Section 7.3.2. The impact of habitat loss by direct
physical land-take was quantified by overlaying the proposed road development onto the
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7.2.5

Winter Bat Survey

habitat plan (Figure 11.2). Table 7.17 gives the total area of each habitat type that will be

A winter assessment of bats along the proposed road development was undertaken between

lost in hectares; and Table 7.18 gives the total area of each habitat type that lies within the

January 28th and 30th 2005 to identify any hibernation sites in close proximity to the proposed

SEIs that will be lost.

road development.

Other impacts such as those relating to habitat fragmentation,

This involved an examination of structures identified as roosts in the

hydrological impacts and disturbance were assessed in a qualitative manner based upon

summer assessment of 2004 and any sites considered to have potential within the surrounding

available information from relevant technical literature (for example: Treweek 1999).

area. Bridges along the rivers crossed by the proposed road development were examined in

The significance of impacts was assessed according to Section 3.4 of Guidelines for

terms of the likelihood of their being roost sites. These may have potential as hibernation sites

Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes, Revision 2 (NRA 2009) (Impact

in winter.

Assessment).

Consultations were held with Conor Kelleher of the Cork County Bat Group and visits to known

Impacts on features of below Local Importance (higher value) should not be

selected as ‘key ecological receptors’ for which detailed assessment is required.
7.2.4

Summer and Autumn Bat Surveys

Field survey work was conducted from 19th August to 26th August 2004; from 2nd July to 6th
July 2005; from the 15th to 20th of July 2007 and from 25th to 27th June 2008. The following
methodology was employed for the summer and autumn bat surveys:
•

lesser horseshoe bat sites such as Silvergrove and Dunisky Cross were undertaken with Daniel
Buckley of the same group.

A souterrain in the townland of Clonfadda/Teerbeg was also

checked for evidence of bats.
A bat detector evaluation of sites along the proposed road development was undertaken on
the nights of 28th – 30th January 2005 (inclusive) to identify whether bats were active in this
period, which would indicate that there are likely to be hibernation sites close by.

Night-time bat detector assessment was conducted of feeding and commuting activity of
bats in sites adjacent to and crossed by the N22. Bats were identified from visual cues
(flight pattern, size, other features where resting bats were found) and aural cues (ultrasonic

7.2.6

Spring Bat Surveys

signals and their conversion to an audible real-time signal and to a time expanded signal).

Spring assessments of the proposed re-alignment were undertaken from Thursday 19th to

Droppings provided additional means of identifying the presence of bats and the species

Sunday 22nd April 2007 and from the 29th of April to the 1st of May 2008, to determine the

concerned in some circumstances;

species of bat resident within the area following hibernation. This is a period when some mating

•

Discussions with residents to gather local knowledge on bat fauna;

may occur (females that have not mated or have not successfully stored sperm and within whom

•

Day-time examination of buildings to either side of the proposed road development with high
potential for bats such as whiskered, Natterer’s, lesser horseshoe bat. This centred upon
large houses with outbuildings, stables, disused buildings etc.;

•

and this species may seek out a roost site relatively far (several kilometres) from their typical
summer site or may also mate close to the summer maternity roost.

Consultation with Cork County Bat Group. This involved a meeting with Conor Kelleher in
Macroom and subsequent communications by telephone on three occasions; and,

•

an egg has not been fertilised). Brown long-eared bats mate principally in the spring months

Review of the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) Database for lesser horseshoe
bats.
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Bats such as the lesser horseshoe bat hibernate in caves and may undergo a migration to a
nearby cave or much farther afield if there are no suitable sites nearby. Summer roosts would
not typically be occupied as early as mid April and hence there is a possibility that bats will
occupy an intermediate roost either in small groups or individually. Bats may venture from a
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hibernation site to this intermediate roost or to the summer roost at this time of year and

7.3. For the purposes of this study, the study area has been divided into five sections, each

there is a possibility that a roost occupied at this time serves one or both purposes.

of which has somewhat different characteristics with respect to hedgerows (see Section
7.3.3). A total of thirteen hedgerows were selected for detailed appraisal, with reference to

7.2.7

the Hedgerow Survey Handbook, A Standard Procedure for Local surveys in the UK (Bickmore

Terrestrial Mammal Survey

The survey was undertaken prior to the publication of the NRA Guidelines for the Treatment of

Badgers Prior to the Construction of National Road Schemes and was therefore carried out in
accordance with the guidelines given in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB 1997
& 2001).

Suitable hedgerows, field drains, riverbanks, roadsides, woodlands and scrub

boundaries were searched for signs of badger and otter. In the case of otter, these signs are

2002).

A sample of the best quality hedgerows from each part of the proposed road

development was selected for appraisal.

The selection was made subjectively; whenever a

relatively good quality hedgerow lying within the land-take of the proposed road development
was encountered during field survey work for other sections of this Technical Report.

The

thirteen hedgerows assessed therefore represent the better quality hedgerows from each
section. Results of this appraisal are presented in Section 7.3.3.

generally found in the vicinity of watercourses, and take the form of, spraint and anal secretions
(droppings), distinctive paths, footprints, sign heaps (territorial markers), ‘slides’ (by which the
animals enter the water), holts (dens) and couches (resting places). For badgers, the most

7.2.9

immediately obvious signs are, regularly used paths, latrines (dung-pits), hair caught in fences,

It was not necessary to undertake a detailed bird survey due to the nature of habitats

setts (dens) and footprints.

Examination of the

recorded along the proposed road development. However, notes were made on bird species

distribution of these signs in the field often assists in the locating of other important signs,

recorded during each site visit, and particular attention was paid to the possible presence of

such as badger setts.

Barn Owl (see below). In general the site was found to contain a typical assemblage of farmland

Suitable woodland areas were examined for the presence of red squirrel. Trees were examined

birds that are well represented in the surrounding area. It was determined that detailed bird

for the presence of dreys (nests) and the woodland floor was examined for distinctive feeding

surveys were required in two areas, the Sullane Delta (SEI 1) and the western upland portions

remains such as hazelnuts and pinecones.

of the route corridor (in and around SEI 22, Slievereagh and SEI 26 Mullaghanish To

All signs were recorded on field maps.

Habitats encountered along the proposed road

Bird Surveys

development were assessed as to their potential suitability for these and other protected

Musheramore Mountains SPA).

mammal species (see Section 7.3.5). Results of the mammal survey, and proposed mitigation

The Sullane Delta (SEI 1, see Section 7.3.2) in the east of the study area is known to be an

measures based on those results, are presented in Sections 7.3.5; 7.5.3; and Figure 11.3.

important site for wintering waterfowl. A series of three wader and wildfowl counts of this area
was made during the winter of 2004/2005 in order to evaluate the importance of this site and

7.2.8

to assess any likely impacts on the site resulting from construction and operation of the

Hedgerow Survey

proposed road development (see Section 7.4.5).

A hedgerow survey of the study area was undertaken in order to evaluate the quality of
hedgerows within the study area and to assess the impact on hedgerows of the proposed road
development. Initially, aerial photographs were examined. The sections of hedgerow and treeline that lie within the land-take of the proposed road development, and will therefore be
removed, were identified.

These are illustrated in Figure 11.4.

The total length of these

hedgerows was measured using a GIS package. Results of this analysis are presented in Table
October 2009

Some upland areas in the western portion of the route corridor, within Mullaghanish To

Musheramore Mountains SPA (SEI 26), and in and around Slievereagh (SEI 22, see Section
7.3.2) provide potentially suitable (though not optimal) breeding habitat for the species of high
conservation concern, Merlin, Hen Harrier and Curlew. Targeted surveys, according to
methodologies described in Gilbert et al. (1998) for these species were carried-out during the
breeding season of 2008.
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Much of the route corridor provides suitable breeding habitat for Barn Owl. During the course

The main legal constraints on the proposed development in relation to aquatic flora, fauna,

of other surveys such as the multi-disciplinary walkover and habitat survey, the mammal survey,

habitats and fisheries are:

the bat surveys and the other bird surveys, all suitable breeding sites for this species were

•

examined for signs of Barn Owl activity and suitable areas were visited at dusk during the
breeding season to search for Barn Owls, and areas where Barn Owls are known to occur such

prohibits the entry of unlicensed polluting matter into waters.
•

as Cappagh were monitored in the evenings to attempt to locate nest sites.

The Fisheries (Consolidation) Act, 1959 as amended by the Fisheries (Amendment) Act,
1962; which prohibits:

A Nightjar survey was conducted in the vicinity of Cascade Wood during the summer of 2007,

1. The entry of deleterious matter into waters. (Deleterious matter is defined as any

in an area where a local resident had reported the presence of Nightjar, and where there is

substance that is liable to injure fish, their spawning grounds or their food, or to

anecdotal evidence that the species was formerly present. The survey followed the

injure fish in their value as human food);

methodology described in Gilbert et al. (1998). The area was visited twice, once in June and

2. Obstructing the passage of salmon, trout or eels or their smolts and fry; and

once in July, 2007, on dry calm evenings and the areas that provide potentially suitable habitat

3. Injury or disturbance of the spawn or fry of salmon, trout or eels or to their

for this species were walked to within 100m of all points where such habitat occurs. No

spawning or nursery areas.

Nightjars were recorded. In addition to this survey, the bat worker who surveyed this area, and
who is familiar with the call / song of Nightjar, was asked to listen out for the species and did

The Local Government (Water Pollution) Act, 1977 (and associated regulations); which

•

Fisheries (Amendment) Act 1999; which requires the regional fisheries board to have

not record any birds during several nights of field survey work during the breeding seasons of

regard for the need for the conservation of fish and other species of fauna & flora habitat

2006 and 2007.

and biodiversity of inland fisheries and ecosystems; and
•

7.2.10

Freshwater Ecology

A freshwater aquatic ecological survey was undertaken:
•

To assess the present fish populations, fishery value, invertebrate fauna, aquatic flora, water
quality, habitat value and general ecological condition of freshwater streams/rivers and
reservoir in the vicinity of the proposed development and provide baseline data against
which future changes can be assessed;

•

To assess the general status of the streams/rivers and Carrigadrohid Reservoir from an

The Wildlife Act 1976 (and the Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2000); which prohibits damage to
protected species, which includes certain freshwater aquatic species.

Points at which the proposed development would have potential impacts on streams/rivers and
on the Inishcarra Reservoir were identified on the 1:50,000 Discovery Series Ordnance
Survey Map 79. As the 1:50,000 map generally includes streams/drains which are too small to
be useful salmonid habitat, and as general guidelines are presented for procedures at any
watercourse crossing, the survey is adequate to ensure that all measures necessary to prevent
significant impacts are identified. Potentially affected water bodies are presented in Table 7.1.

ecological and fisheries perspective in the context of downstream catchments;
•

To assess the potential impact of the proposed development on water quality and aquatic
flora and fauna; and

•

To suggest amelioration measures where negative impacts are predicted.
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Table 7.1 Potentially Affected Water Bodies
Potentially Affected Water Bodies

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Assessment of Fish Stocks: Timed electrofishing was carried out at eight of the stream/river
biological sampling sites to provide a Catch Per Unit Effort (CPUE) index of the salmonid

Potential Impact
Locations

population density. The classification of the importance of freshwaters is based partially on

Owengarve

A

Bohill River

B

Slievereagh West Stream

E

Slievereagh East Stream

F

“Toonlane” Stream

1

Sullane River

3, 5, 9 & 10 and
downstream impacts from
A, B, D, E, F,1, 2, 4 & 6

“Lissacresig” Stream

2

“Inchinlinane” Stream

4

electrofishing due to the size of the river. Sites C Sullane River and D Laney River were not

Foherish River

6

electrofished due to seasonal constraints.

“Gurteenroe” Stream

7

“Ballyveerane” Stream

8

Laney River

D

Inishcarra Reservoir

11

the assessment of fish stocks.

Limitations encountered
The Sullane River at Sites 5 & 10 was not suitable for back pack electrofishing due to the water
depth. Conditions at Sites 3 & 9 on the Sullane River were not optimal for back pack

A dedicated freshwater pearl-mussel survey was undertaken in 2007 (see Section 7.2.13).
This species was also considered during the general Aquatic Ecology survey of 2004 and

At each site a number of assessments were carried out, which are described briefly below. The

2005 as follows.

quality of all habitats was assessed with regard to the suitability of the habitat for invertebrate

•

and plant communities and for fish, riparian birds and mammal populations, as follows.

Freshwater pearl-mussel assessment. Irish Wildlife Manual No. 12 (Anon 2004) indicates
that Margaritifera are more likely to occur in stretches of river that are:
•

•

maps with a strong blue line.

Salmonid Habitat Assessment: an assessment of the salmonid habitat quality was carried out
from the impact point of the proposed development to a point 1km downstream. The

•

Close to and below reaches of 200 m contour lines.

presence of any important habitats as defined by the EU Habitats Directive will affect the

•

Away from contour lines that lie close together (i.e. large waterfalls or deep ravines).

•

Upstream of any part of the channel that is under saline influence.

•

In stretches with variation in river bed, i.e. pools followed by riffles, not a deep, even

classification of a site. Field work for habitat assessment was carried out from the 30th
August to the 3rd September 2004, and on the 10th of June 2005.
•

Invertebrate Sampling and Water Quality Assessment: a biotic index (Q-rating) was
determined for each site in accordance with the biological assessment procedure used by
the Environmental Protection Agency (McGarrigle et al., 2002) and S.I. No. 258 of 1998
(Phosphorus Regulations), and more detailed unpublished methodology (McGarrigle, Clabby
and Lucey pers. comm.). Field Work for invertebrate assessment was carried out from the

glide.
•

50cm and over in depth.

•

In stretches with overhanging trees.

•

Away from river beds of solid rock, preferably in areas where gravel and/or boulders are
present.

31st August to the 2nd September, 2004 and on the 10th and 11th of June 2005;
•

Below the mountainous initial source of the river, into the reaches marked in Discovery

Aquatic Plant Assessment: In-stream vegetation was assessed at each biological-sampling

•

At the exit point of lake outflows.

site. This classification is based partially on the aquatic plant assessment; and;
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Kerry slug (Geomalacus maculosus) survey

Moorkens (1999) states that in some rivers, mussels are associated with shaded areas of

7.2.12

river, but in very clean waters, they are found in high numbers in open, un-shaded areas.

Cascade Wood was surveyed for Kerry Slug in April 2007. At the time of the survey, weather
conditions were fine with continuous sunshine and ambient temperature reaching 18oC. Given

The characteristics of riverbed substrata are of critical importance for freshwater pearl mussel

these conditions slugs were unlikely to be observed feeding and the survey therefore

populations. The typical substrate preference is small sand patches stabilised amongst large

comprised a systematic search under large boulders, in crevices and in rot holes of trees or

stones or boulders in fast-flowing streams and rivers. Such boulder-sheltered mussel beds may

under moss on boulders and tree trunks.

be critical for recruitment after heavy floods. Riffle areas with mixtures of rocks, cobbles and

The area to the west of the Cascade Wood (the Slievereagh area) was further assessed in

sand are important habitats in low gradient sections, providing a well-oxygenated and silt-free

November 2007. Weather was dry and fine but dull, with ambient temperature reaching 14oC.

environment. Juveniles are mostly associated with such riffles, and require fine sediment within

Winds were light and variable.

which to shelter. There is consensus among researchers that the early post-settlement period,

observation of feeding Geomalacus.

Ground conditions were wet and in theory suitable for the

when juveniles establish themselves in sediment, is the most sensitive and critical phase in the
pearl mussel life cycle. Juveniles are thought to require sediment of low organic content for
Freshwater Pearl-mussel (Margaritifera margaritifera) Survey

their further development, with a structure that allows a high rate of exchange between the free

7.2.13

water body and the interstitial water. Gradient could affect mussel distribution indirectly by

A pearl mussel survey of the Sullane and its tributaries was carried-out during 2007. Two

determining the stability of the substrata. It has been demonstrated that an intermediate

different methodologies were employed in order to make a suitable assessment. In June and

-1

gradient range of 0.8–3 m km is preferred. The majority of adult mussels live in dense beds in

July 2007, a Stage 1 survey was conducted for rivers without prior mussel records, and in

substrates of mixed cobble, stone and sand at the tail-end of pools or in the moderate flow

September 2007, a Stage 2 survey was conducted in rivers with prior records. Both survey

channels of river bends. In these sites, stability of the bed is important. See Section 7.2.13

types followed the standard NPWS methodology (Anon., 2004).

for details of the methodology for the freshwater pearl-mussel survey conducted during 2007.

The Stage 1 survey was undertaken in the Owengarve, Bohill Stream, Toonlane Stream,
Lissacresig Stream, Inchinlinane Stream, Gurteenroe Stream, and Ballyveerane Stream, and

7.2.11

Bryophyte and fern survey of the Bohill River and Cascade Wood

During April 2007, a survey was conducted of the Bohill River gorge within Cascade Wood.
The site was intensively surveyed, (a) along the river gorge from the open dam at the Ordnance
Survey Ireland grid-reference W/20070-78052 (±7m), to the head of the gorge a short
distance downstream of the river’s S.W. bend to enter the gorge; (b) along the top of the
gorge to the west; and (c) throughout the woodland to the east of the river.

consisted of a rapid assessment to look for any living mussels from 50m above the proposed
crossing point downstream to the confluence with the Sullane River. No pearl mussels were
found in any of these watercourses.
The Sullane, Foherish and Laney Rivers were all known to have populations of the freshwater
pearl mussel. Stage 2 surveys following the standard NPWS methodology (Anon., 2004) were
conducted on these three rivers in September 2007. Survey of adult Margaritifera by Stage 2
survey is carried out by counting the animals in situ by standard methods (Anon., 2004). In

In addition to recording the bryophyte flora (mosses and liverworts), as well as the

addition, in appropriate places juvenile searches were carried out and some mussels were

pteridophytes (ferns and fern allies), GIS mapping of notable species was undertaken using a

removed from the water to measure their lengths in order to get a better estimate of the

hand-held G.P.S. (global positioning system) receiver.

relative importance of the populations being surveyed compared with Margaritifera populations
in other Irish rivers. Baseline counts were also made for future monitoring purposes.
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In order to protect the freshwater pearl mussel, any action that might have an adverse effect

Directive is that it provides for the creation of Special Protection Areas (SPAs) for the

upon the mussel can only be carried out under license. This includes mussel survey work (or any

protection of Annex I species as well as for regularly occurring migratory species not listed in

other form of research on mussels), as this has the potential to cause damage to the mussels.

Annex I. The Birds Directive is implemented in Ireland under the Wildlife Act (1976) and the

This survey was carried out under licence (Licence Number C32/2007). As part of the licensing

Wildlife (Amendment) Act (2000).

system, the appropriate forms were returned to the regional and national offices of the NPWS.
Results of the survey are presented in Section 7.3.8.

The Natura 2000 network is a European network of ecologically important sites (SPAs and
SACs) that have been designated for protection under either the Birds Directive or the

7.3

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

7.3.1

Designated Sites

All nationally and internationally designated sites that could be affected, either directly or
indirectly within the study area are considered, as prescribed in the NRA Guidelines (NRA,
2009).

Habitats Directive. The statutory agency responsible for these designated areas is the NPWS.

Appropriate Assessment Appropriate Assessment is the process by which potential impacts on
the integrity of a designated site are considered and assessed. The requirement for
Appropriate Assessment of plans or projects originates from Article 6 (3) and (4) of the EU
Habitats Directive.

Sites of International Importance
The main aim of the EU Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of
Natural Habitats and of Wild Flora and Fauna) is “to contribute towards ensuring biodiversity
through the conservation of natural habitats of wild fauna and flora in the European territory of
the Member States to which the treaty applies”. Any actions taken must be designed to
“maintain or restore, at a favourable conservation status, natural habitats and species of wild
fauna and flora of Community interest”. The Directive provides for the creation of protected
sites known as Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) for a number of habitat types and certain

This Directive has been transposed into Irish law in the European

Communities [Natural Habitats] Regulations 1997, as amended.
The appropriate assessment is focused on the potential impacts on the “integrity of the site”.
This relates to the conservation objectives of the Natura 2000 site. The integrity of the site
has been defined as “the coherence of the site’s ecological structure and function, across its
whole area, or the habitats, complex of habitats and/or populations of species for which the site
is or will be classified” (PPG 9, UK Department of the Environment, October 1994).

The

contents of this report and the chapter in the main volume of the EIS form part of the material
before An Bord Pleanala in the application for Approval as part of the EIA process.

species of flora and fauna. The Directive was transposed into Irish law by the European
Communities (Natural Habitats) Regulations, SI 94/1997.

Sites of National Importance
Proposed Natural Heritage Areas (pNHA) are sites of national significance that have been

The EU Birds Directive (Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the Conservation of Wild Birds) is the
main mechanism for protecting wild bird species that occur within the European Union. It
provides for the protection, management and control of bird species and defines rules for their
exploitation. According to Article 4 of the Birds Directive “species mentioned in Annex I shall

proposed but not yet formally designated. When formally designated, an NHA is legally
protected from damage under Irish legislation in the form of the Wildlife (Amendment) Act
2000. However, for all practical purposes a pNHA should be regarded as having the same level
of protection as a designated NHA.

be the subject of special conservation measures concerning their habitat in order to ensure
their survival and reproduction in their area of distribution”. The key element of the Birds
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McCarthy Hyder Consultants
under Annex I of the European Habitats Directive (Habitat Code 91E0). The Gearagh is also a
statutory Nature Reserve (SNR).

There are four candidate Special Areas of Conservation (cSACs) within 10km of the proposed

Mullaghanish Bog cSAC (site code 1890) is a small, good-quality mountain ‘blanket bog’, a

road development; none are directly impacted by the proposed road development (see Figure

priority habitat listed on Annex I of the EU Habitats Directive (Habitat Code 7130).

11.1 and Table 7.2). These sites are St. Gobnet’s Wood (site code 0106); The Gearagh

remarkable for its intactness, and is one of the few such sites in the country where the

(site code 0108); Mullaghanish Bog (site code 1890) and Killarney National Park,

vegetation has not been damaged by overgrazing or erosion.

Macgillycuddy's Reeks and Caragh River Catchment (site code 000365). Site locations are

Killarney National Park, Macgillycuddy's Reeks and Caragh River Catchment cSAC (site code

illustrated in Figure 11.1 and NPWS site synopses are included in Appendix 7.2.

000365) is a very large site encompassing the mountains and lakes of the Iveragh peninsula

St. Gobnet’s Wood cSAC (site code 0106) is a good example of native woodland typical of

and the Paps Mountains to the northeast of the study area. The site supports a large number of

the southwest of Ireland. It contains ‘old Sessile Oak woods’, a habitat listed on Annex I of

Annex 1 Habitats and Annex II species; however most of these are located some distance from

the EU Habitats Directive (Habitat Code 91A0), and also a small area of the Annex 1 habitat

the study area. The portion of the cSAC closest to Baile Bhuirne comprises the Clydagh River,

‘residual alluvial forest’ (91 EO) situated along the Sullane River. The cSAC boundary was

which could potentially support the Annex II species river, brook and sea lampreys, Atlantic

extended in 2007 to include the Cascade Wood area, which lies within 67m of the fenceline of

salmon or freshwater pearl-mussel, however none of these are mentioned in the NPWS Site

the proposed road development (see Figure 11.1). The primary conservation objective of the

Synopsis. The river may also support the Birds Directive Annex 1 species Kingfisher. Beyond

new section of the site is the protection of the Annex I habitat ‘old oak woodlands’. The

the Clydagh lie The Paps, Knocknabro, and Knocknagowan and Caherbarnach mountains. These

‘Notice of Intention to Designate’ form for the new Cascade Wood section of the cSAC also

are likely to support Annex 1 habitats such as blanket bog and wet heath, but this is not

mentions the rich lichen and bryophyte communities of the wood, the population of the Annex II

specified in the NPWS site Synopsis.

It is

species Kerry slug and the seven bat species known from the wood, including the Annex II
species lesser horseshoe bat. These species are however not listed as Qualifying Interests of

Special Protection Areas for Birds (SPAs)

the site, and it is therefore understood that the preservation of these species is not a

Two Special Protection Areas (SPAs) occur within 10km of the proposed road development

conservation objective of the cSAC.

(see Figure 11.1 and Table 7.2), The Gearagh SPA (site code 4109) and Mullaghanish to

The Gearagh cSAC (site code 0108) is a unique site that has formed where the River Lee

Musheramore Mountains SPA (site code 004162).

breaks into a complex network of channels (2 to 6m wide) weaving through a series of wooded

The Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains SPA lies adjacent to the proposed road

islands. Despite the fact that about half the original area was destroyed by flooding when the

development, to the north of Baile Bhuirne (see Figure 11.1).

Inishcarra Reservoir was created during the 1950s, The Gearagh still represents the only

objective of the site is the protection of a breeding population of the Birds Directive Annex 1

extensive alluvial woodland in Western Europe west of the Rhine. For this reason it is a unique

bird species Hen Harrier. Merlin, another Birds Directive Annex 1 species, is mentioned in the

site and has also been designated as a Statutory Nature Reserve (see below). The international

‘Notice of Intention to Designate’ as breeding within the SPA in small numbers.

importance of the site is recognised by its designation both as a Ramsar Site and as a

The Gearagh SPAto a large extent overlaps with the boundary of the Gearagh cSAC. It lies to

The primary conservation

Biogenetic Reserve in addition to its status as a cSAC. The ‘alluvial woodland’ habitat which

the south of Macroom and supports part of an important wintering bird population. The area

remains today at The Gearagh is of unique scientific interest, and qualifies as a priority habitat

most utilised by birds extends also east of the site, towards Cork city (Carrigadrohid). At The
Gearagh, Whooper Swans sometimes occur in nationally important numbers (40-110 present at
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The Gearagh, 1990's; all-Ireland threshold = 100).

Important numbers of Wigeon (640,

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
•

The Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains SPA (located adjacent to a side road

average max.1992-1994), Teal (707, average max. 1992-94), Mallard (250 in January 1993)

associated with the proposed road development and 60m from the centreline at its closest

and Tufted Duck (154, average max. 1992-94) are also present during the winter. Golden

points).

Plover utilise the site on occasions (e.g. 2,000 in January 1994), while there is a regular flock
of Dunlin (100-200, 1990s) a species unusual at inland sites. A late summering flock of Mute
Swan is regular, with nationally important numbers often present (120 and 250 present at The
Gearagh from 1992 to 1994; all-Ireland threshold = 100). Great Crested Grebe and Tufted
Duck breed in small numbers, while there is a feral flock of about 50 Greylag Geese.

A Screening Report for an ‘Appropriate Assessment of the potential for the proposed road
development to impact upon Natura 2000 sites (SPAs and cSACs) has been carried out by
McCarthy Hyder Consultants.

This assessment is presented in a separate report entitled

The EIS for the proposed road development has identified the most likely sources of adverse
impact to arise from the proposed road development as:
•

Fragmentation/severance of connections with adjacent habitat;

•

Nitrogen deposition as a result of increased NOx; and

•

Impacts upon natural processes, specifically those related to groundwater/hydrology.

Each of these has been explored in terms of the effects upon the qualifying interests identified
for the cSAC and SPA to determine whether there will be a likely significant effect as a result of
the proposed road development.

Habitats Directive Assessment Screening and Finding of No Significant Effects (FoNSE) Report
(Report Number 5001-NE02974-NER-01).

St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC

The screening study, through the EIS of the proposed road development, has identified that

St Gobnet’s wood is designated by virtue of the presence of old oak woodlands (91Ao) as its

there are five Natura 2000 sites identified within the proposed road development constraints

primary qualifying feature, there is also a small amount of habitat type residual alluvial forest

corridor. There are four cSACs within 10km of the scheme; St. Gobnet’s Wood (site code

(91Eo). There will be no direct effect upon either of these habitats as a result of the proposed

0106); The Gearagh (site code 0108); Mullaghanish Bog (site code 1890) and Killarney

road development.

National Park, Macgillycuddy's Reeks and Caragh River Catchment (site code 000365).

NOx emissions were analysed and modelled as part of the EIS for the proposed road

Two SPAs occur within 10km of the proposed scheme. These are the Gearagh SPA (site code

development.

4109) and Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains SPA (site code 004162).

loading thresholds.

Of these, two sites are located within 500m of the proposed road development route. The
remaining three (the Gearagh, Mullaghanish Bog and Killarney National Park, Macgillycuddy's

This has shown that any increase in emissions will be well below the critical
This, together with the fact that the habitats for which the site is

designated are not considered to be sensitive to such emissions means that there is no likely
effect upon the qualifying features as a result of air emissions.

Reeks and Caragh River Catchment) are located over 1km from the proposed road development

Hydrological and hydrogeological impact assessments have also been undertaken as part of the

and by virtue of the nature of the development proposed, the reasons for the site designation

EIS for the proposed road development. It was found that as a result of both the distance

and the likely effects of the proposed road development are deemed not likely to be affected

from the cSAC and the nature of the qualifying interests (i.e. they are not groundwater

by the proposed road development.

dependent), no impact is expected on the site.

The two sites located within 500m of the proposed road development are:
•

St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC (located within 150m of the proposed road development at its

Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains SPA

closest point); and
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The Primary Qualifying Interest for the SPA designation is Hen Harrier. The area supports some

001055), Lough Allua (site code 001065) and Sillahertane Bog (site code 001882). None

5 breeding pairs and contains within its 5056ha a mixture of suitable breeding and foraging

of these sites will be directly impacted by the proposed road development, and all but Prohus

habitat for the species. The area also contains an unconfirmed number of breeding Merlin.

Wood are too remote from the proposed road development for indirect impacts to be at all

The proposed road development will not result in the fragmentation or severance of hen harrier

likely.

habitat. The SPA is also situated some 130m higher vertically so is unlikely to have any direct

Prohus Wood pNHA(site code 1248) consists predominantly of young trees, partly coppiced,

impact through collision with birds. Surveys undertaken did not find any breeding of foraging

growing on rocky ground, which slopes to the east. Birch (Betula sp.), oak (Quercus sp.) and

Hen Harriers or Merlin in the vicinity of the proposed road development. The nearest suitable

Holly (Ilex aquifolium) are frequent, with some willows (Salix sp.) and Alder (Alnus glutinosa)

breeding habitat is some 1.2km from the proposed road development at its nearest point.

beside streams.

As with the cSAC, NOx emissions were analysed and modelled as part of the EIS for the

(Crataegus monogyna) occur with some Hazel (Corylus avellana). This site is a very young wood

proposed road development. This has shown that any increase in emissions will be well below

derived from widespread clearance during the 1940s. The site has not yet developed much

the critical loading thresholds. There is no likely effect upon the qualifying features as a result

habitat diversity but is developing quite naturally.

At the lower edge thickets of Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) and Hawthorn

of air emissions.
The height of the SPA above the proposed road development means that the proposed road
development will not have any impact upon hydrology or hydrogeological processes that could
affect the site.
The screening report concluded that there is no likely significant effect upon the qualifying
interests of the Natura 2000 sites as a result of the proposed road development.
NPWS confirmed in October 2009 that they agree with the conclusions of the Screening and
FoNSE Report i.e. that there are not likely to be significant effects as a result of the proposed
road development.
Following this conclusion, it is not necessary to proceed to undertake Appropriate
Assessment.

Sites of National Importance
Proposed Natural Heritage Areas (pNHAs)
There are nine proposed Natural Heritage Areas (pNHAs) within 10km of the proposed road
development (see Figure 11.1 and Table 7.2). Four of these sites, St. Gobnet’s Wood, The

Gearagh, Mullaghanish Bog and Killarney National Park, Macgillycuddy's Reeks and Caragh River
Catchment, are also designated as cSACs and are discussed above. The remaining five pNHAs
are Prohus Wood (site code 1248), Lough Gal (site code 1067), Glashgarriff River (site code
October 2009
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Statutory Designated Sites Within 10km of the Proposed Road development

Site Name

The Gearagh

NPWS Site Code

000108 (cSAC) and
004109 (SPA)

St. Gobnet’s Wood

000106

Distance and
Direction From
Proposed Road
development
(closest point)

Designation Type

1.3km to the
southwest *

cSAC / pNHA / SPA /
Statutory Nature
Reserve

A unique alluvial
forest

cSAC / pNHA

Old oak woodland

(Ch 21 +500)
67m to the south of
fenceline line

Key Habitats at
the Site

Mullaghanish Bog

001890

4.0km to the north
and northeast

cSAC / pNHA

004162

60m from centre line
(0m from a side
road) to the
northeast

A wide range of
habitats and
species, mainly in
relation to rivers,
uplands, bogs and
woodland

cSAC / pNHA

Mountain blanket
bog

SPA

Hen Harrier (and
other bird species)
in upland habitats

(Ch 3 + 000)
Mullaghanish to
Musheramore
Mountains SPA

001248

120m to the south

001067

4.6km to the
northeast

001055

7.2km to the
northeast

001882

8.6km to the
southwest

001065

11.5km to the
southwest

Section 7.4.2), but the extent to which this will include impacts on the Wildlife Sanctuary is not
known.

Shadow Sites
A number of environmental Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) have undertaken a review of
areas of conservation importance in Ireland. The result was a publication produced by the Irish

Conservation Shadow List" (Dwyer 2000). This document was reviewed to establish if there

Lake and fen habitats

pNHA

Wooded stream
valley. A former site
for Killarney Fern

One site within 5km of the proposed road development is listed by Dwyer (2000): Dunisky

Bog, heath and fen
habitats

of lesser horseshoe bats. The proposed road development will have no direct impact on this

Lake and heathland
habitats

road development (Chainage 21 + 900), it is considered very unlikely that there will be any

pNHA

(Ch 000)
Lough Allua

The proposed road development will have some direct impact on Inishcarra Reservoir (see

pNHA

(Ch 20 + 000)
Sillahertane Bog

Whilst affording a degree of protection to wildfowl, which learn

Semi-natural
woodland

(Ch 20 + 000)
Glashgarriff River

gun clubs and landowners.

pNHA

(Ch 10 + 500)
Lough Gal

however the boundaries are usually a compromise and are drawn up under consultation with local

Peatland Conservation Council entitled "Protecting Nature in Ireland”, The NGO Special Areas of

(Ch 2 + 900)
Prohus Wood

Wildlife Sanctuaries protect certain species of ducks, geese and waders from hunting activities;

planning and development and is not normally recognised by local authorities (Hickie 1997).

(Ch 000)

3.6km to the north

The Gearagh and Inishcarra Reservoir are designated as a Wildlife Sanctuary under the Wildlife

quickly the location of areas safe from shooting, this designation has little significance in

(Ch 2 + 100)
000365

Wildlife Sanctuaries

Act of 1976; the precise boundaries of the Wildfowl Sanctuary are not however available.

150m from
centreline
Killarney National
Park,
Macgillycuddy's
Reeks and Caragh
River Catchment

Additional sites

pNHA

(Ch 11 + 600)
* The Statutory Nature Reserve and SPA at the Gearagh are smaller than the cSAC and pNHA, and lie 2.3km from

are any additional areas of importance within the study area.

Souterrain, Macroom is proposed by the NGOs as fulfilling cSAC criteria due to its population
site; and as the site lies approximately 2.7km from the eastern end of the current proposed
negative impact on bats at this location as a result of either construction or operation of the
road.

the proposed road development.
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Important Bird Areas (IBAs)

SEI 1 Sullane Delta

Birdlife International (Hunt et al. 2000) classifies the area of ‘The Gearagh and the Inishcarra

This site includes a reas of the Inishcarra Reservoir in which the water levels fluctuate. The area

Reservoir’ as an Important Bird Area (Republic of Ireland IBA no. 84). The IBA covers The

is usually inundated during the summer (April to September) but during the winter months

Gearagh and the upper part of the Inishcarra Reservoir, as far downstream as Carrigadrohid

(October to March), when water levels are artificially lowered, it is mostly bare mud. Hence, the

Dam. The site as a whole holds nationally important numbers of Teal (1,600 birds, 1996),

habitat in this area changes regularly from open water, where Canadian Pondweed and

Wigeon (2,000 birds, 1996), Mallard (1,750 birds, 1985), Coot (312 birds, 1995) and

Alternate-flowered Water-milfoil become abundant in the shallows; to bare mud, which can

Golden Plover (1,500 birds, 1985). The proposed road development will have some direct

become colonised with Redshank, Common Water-starwort and other ground flora. The areas

impact on Inishcarra Reservoir and hence on this IBA (see Section 7.4.2).

of the site above the normal high water level of the reservoir are also prone to flooding on
occasion, and have developed into an extensive area of riparian-type woodland of Grey Willow

7.3.2

Habitat Survey

The aim of the Habitat survey was to identify sites within the study area that hold natural or
semi-natural habitats of ecological value.
Significant areas of semi-natural habitat identified during the field survey were classified as sites
of Ecological Interest (SEIs) with the following exceptions:
•

•

•

that has been coppiced in the past. The woodland is of open character, with no shrub layer
and a ground flora dominated by Creeping Bent, with few other species present. Despite the
low diversity of species within these woodlands, this is an unusual habitat mosaic that is
maintained by the fluctuating water levels of the reservoir. Between the areas of woodland
there are extensive areas of wet grassland, dominated by species such as Creeping Bent,
Yorkshire Fog, Reed Canary-grass, Soft Rush, Jointed Rush, Sharp-flowered Rush, Yellow Iris,

Hedgerows and tree-lines, which are assessed separately in Section 7.3.3 of this technical

Common Marsh Bedstraw, Redshank and Meadowsweet. For further details of the ecology of

report;

this site Section 7.3.6 and Section 7.4.6. This site includes the whole of Area of Ecological

Small areas of highly modified, or predominantly non-native, woodlands which whilst being of

Constraint (AEC) 40c and a part of AEC 40b of the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig

some value to birds mammals and insects, are widespread throughout the study corridor;

Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001) which were assessed as being of ‘low value’. This

and in the general area; and,

site has also been the subject of a winter waterfowl survey as part of this assessment (see

Small, isolated areas of scrub, which whilst being of some value to birds, mammals and

Section 7.3.5).

insects, are widespread throughout the study corridor and in the general area.

Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

The 26 Sites of Ecological Interest (SEIs) that have been identified within the Study Area are

SEI 2 Coolcour Woodland

described below, with a brief description of the habitats and ecological features that each one

This narrow strip of deciduous woodland lies between the Inishcarra Reservoir and the existing

holds, and an evaluation of the importance of these features based on Table 1 of Guidelines for

N22, east of Macroom town.

Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes. Revision 2 (NRA 2009)

sections of the site and Grey Willow, Alder and other willow species along the shore of the

examples of valuation at different geographical scales.

reservoir. There is a well developed shrub layer of Hawthorn and Hazel in some sections, and

The mature trees include Oak, Ash, and Sycamore in drier

there is a typical woodland ground flora including Wood Avens, Herb Robert, Sanicle, Lesser
Celandine, Common Nettle and extensive areas of Bramble and Honeysuckle. This site includes
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AEC 40f of the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report

was assessed as ‘may be of high value’. Whiskered or Brandt’s bats were recorded during the

(MHC 2001), which was assessed as being of ‘low value’.

summer bat survey in the vicinity of Bealick Mill just to the west of this SEI (see Figure 11.3

Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

and Section 7.3.5).
For further details of the ecology of the River Laney Section 7.3.6.
Evaluation: National Importance on the basis that it is a major trout river fishery; that it contains

SEI 3 River Sullane
The proposed road development runs close to the north of the River Sullane at several points
and crosses the River close to the eastern end of the proposed road development.

The

Sullane is a broad, shallow river, with a generally rocky and stony substrate. It has frequent

significant numbers of the Habitats Directive Annex II species freshwater pearl mussel (see
Section 7.3.8) and otter (see Section 7.3.5); and provides highly suitable breeding habitat for
the Birds Directive Annex 1 species Kingfisher (see Section 7.3.5).

riffled areas and cascades, and some rapids. The banks are generally natural, with few flood
prevention structures or other manmade structures. The margins of the river hold narrow bands

SEI 5 Coolyhane Valley

of riparian woodland consisting mainly of Alder, Grey Willow, Ash and Hawthorn along extensive

This site consists of the valley of a small stream. The site includes a range of semi-natural

sections; and also sections of broadleaved woodland, improved grassland (cattle pasture,

habitats, including mixed broadleaved woodland of Hazel, Ash, Oak and Downy Birch; wet

which is in many cases liable to flooding), and scrub. For further details of the ecology of the

willow-alder-ash woodland of Alder and Grey Willow; stands of dense Bracken; dry neutral

River Sullane see Section 7.3.6.

grassland; and Common Gorse scrub. Several ditches within the site held abundant common

Details of the potential impacts on the river resulting from this close proximity to the proposed

frogs, which were spawning, in February 2005. This site holds an active main badger sett (see

road development, and of the crossing of the river are discussed in Section 7.4.2. This site

Section 7.3.5 and Figure 11.3). A whiskered / Brandt’s bat was recorded feeding in farm

was considered separately from the Areas of Ecological Constraint in N22 Ballyvourney –

buildings at Coolyhane House, just to the east of this SEI, during the summer bat survey (see

Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001).

Figure 11.3 and Section 7.3.5).

Evaluation: National Importance on the basis that it is a major trout river fishery; that it contains

This site was not identified as an AEC in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route

significant numbers of the Habitats Directive Annex II species brook lamprey, freshwater pearl

Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001).

mussel (see Section 7.3.8) and otter (see Section 7.3.5); and provides highly suitable

Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

breeding habitat for the Birds Directive Annex 1 species Kingfisher (see Section 7.3.5).
SEI 6 Ballyveerane Valley
SEI 4 River Laney
Within the study area, the Laney is a broad, shallow river with a shingle substrate. The banks
hold a narrow but mature (up to 10m in height) and continuous strip of riparian woodland,
composed of Ash, Alder, Grey Willow, oak and Sycamore. At the confluence with the River

This site comprises riparian woodland along a fast-flowing, rocky, stream. Ash and Hazel are
the dominant trees, with Grey Willow and Blackthorn also common. Pedunculate Oak, Turkey
Oak, Sycamore, Alder, Hawthorn and some immature Beech are also present. Royal Fern is
present along the stream. Several Woodcock were present in the area in January 2004. This

Sullane, which lies within the study area, these riparian woodlands connect to the riparian

site was included within AEC 30c of the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route

woodland corridor along the north bank of that river. This site corresponds to AEC 40d of the

Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001) and was assessed as being of ‘low value’.

N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which
October 2009
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Fern. These small woodland blocks probably corresponds to the EU Habitats Directive Annex I
habitat ‘old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in the British Isles (91AO)’. This site

SEI 7 Codrum Wood
The main part of the woodland consists predominantly of semi-mature Beech with some Holly
and some Oak. Typically for a Beech wood there is little in the way of a shrub layer. The
ground flora includes Bluebell, Honeysuckle, Bramble, Great Woodrush, Wall Pennywort and
Hay-scented Buckler-fern. The north-eastern section of the SEI is an area where woodland was
once present, but has been felled, and most stumps have been removed. The area currently
consists of wet grassland dominated by species such as Soft Rush, Creeping Bent and
Yorkshire Fog.

A stream runs along the northern edge of this area, and then flows south

includes sections of AEC 22a of the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor

Section Report (MHC 2001), which was assessed as being unlikely to be of more than ‘low
value’. This area also includes one of the four sites where lesser horseshoe bats were found
during the summer bat survey (LHB 2), and a second location where lesser horseshoe bat was
recorded (LHB 1) lies close by to the east. A location where whiskered / Brandt’s bats was
also recorded (WB / BB 2) just to the southeast of this SEI (see Figure 11.3 and Section
7.3.5).

through a small section of riparian woodland of Alder, flanked on the west by a strip of

Evaluation: County Importance on the basis of the presence of a small area of habitat that

This site includes AEC 29 of the N22

corresponds to the Habitats Directive Annex I habitat ‘old sessile oak woods with Ilex and

Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which was

Blechnum in the British Isles (91AO)’ and that it supports the Habitats Directive Annex II

assessed as being of ‘probably no more than low value’.

species lesser horseshoe bat (NRA 2009).

broadleaved woodland of Beech, Oak and Holly.

Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).
SEI 10 Foherish River
SEI 8 Teerbeg Wetland
This area consists of a shallow-sided valley, on the northern slope of which is an area of flushed
wet grassland, with abundant Soft Rush. The southern portion of the site consists of Alder
dominated wet willow-alder-ash woodland which also holds a high proportion of Holly. This site
was not identified as an AEC in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor

Section Report (MHC 2001).
Evaluation: Local Importance (lower value).

Within the study area, the Foherish is a fairly fast-flowing, broad, shallow river with rocky and
shingle substrates.

North of Carrigaphooca Bridge, the banks support continuous riparian

woodlands, composed of Alder and Grey Willow, with Ash. South of the bridge, the river is
bordered by pastureland with occasional trees and groups of trees on the bank but no true
riparian corridor. For further details of the ecology of the Foherish River see Section 7.3.6.
This site was considered separately from the Areas of Ecological Constraint in the N22

Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001).
Evaluation: National Importance on the basis that it is a major trout river fishery; that it contains
significant numbers of the Habitats Directive Annex II species freshwater pearl mussel (see

SEI 9 Glananarig Woodlands
To the east of the Foherish River (see below) is an area consisting of a patchwork of lightly

Section 7.3.8) and otter (see Section 7.3.5); and provides suitable breeding habitat for the
Birds Directive Annex 1 species Kingfisher (see Section 7.3.5).

grazed cattle pasture and semi-natural habitats. The semi-natural areas consist mainly of scrubcovered rock outcrops, but there are also areas of woodland including three small patches of
relatively high quality oak woodland that have been classified as ‘oak-birch-holly woodland

WN1’. The dominant tree species are Sessile Oak, Ash and Holly, with some Sycamore. There
is a typical woodland ground flora, which is rich in mosses and liverworts and also includes Hard
October 2009
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This extensive site lies between the existing N22 to the north and the Sullane River to the
south. It consists of woodland, scrub and wet grassland, which is divided into distinct blocks
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and forms a fairly diverse area of semi-natural habitats.

Within the woodland blocks in the

western part of the site, which are generally open in character, Downy Birch and Holly
dominate. St Patrick’s Cabbage is present on some of the shady rock faces, along with Wall
Pennywort and ferns such as polypody. Wet grassland areas within the site have Soft Rush,
Creeping Bent, sweet-grasses and common wetland herbs such as Yellow Iris, Common Marshbedstraw and Lesser Spearwort. There are a number of large rock outcrops, which hold a dry
heath type habitat, with Western Gorse, Ling and Purple Moor-grass, but as the cover of
Common Gorse exceeds 50%, these areas are classified as ‘scrub WS1’ (Fossitt, 2000).
There are also areas of dense Bracken, Bramble, Common Gorse and Downy Birch scrub.
Areas of immature deciduous plantation woodland are included in the eastern part of the SEI;
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SEI 13 Prohus Wood pNHA
Prohus Wood is situated to the south of the Sullane River and will therefore not be directly
impacted by the proposed road development.

According to the NPWS site synopsis, the

wood has been developing naturally over the past 55 to 60 years, and consists mainly of
young trees. Downy Birch, Holly and Sessile Oak are dominant, with Blackthorn, Hawthorn and
Hazel.

Wetter areas have Alder, Grey Willow and other willows.

As a proposed Natural

Heritage Area, this site was considered separately from the Areas of Ecological Constraint in
the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001).
Evaluation: National Importance on the basis that it is part of a proposed Natural Heritage Area.

these areas are planted predominantly with Alder and Spruce, and are wet, overgrown with
rushes and coarse grasses and may have significant value for wildlife as part of the broader area

SEI 14 Lissacresig Scrublands

This site was included within AEC 17 in the N22 Ballyvourney –

This large site includes extensive areas that are classified as Scrub WS1 or as Wet Heath HH3.

Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001) which was a very large Area

These areas are broadly similar to one another in character, on rocky areas with shallow soils.

of Ecological Constraint and was assessed as follows: ‘it is unlikely that there are any areas of

Common Gorse, heathers and Purple Moor-grass are generally the dominant species; those

greater significance than low value’. This site holds an active main badger sett (see Section

areas with greater than 50% Common Gorse cover are classified as ‘scrub WS1‘ (Fossitt,

7.3.5 and Figure 11.3).

2000), but these scrub areas include elements of ‘dense bracken HD1’, ‘wet heath HH3‘ and

Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

‘dry siliceous heath HH1‘ type habitats. The site also includes several areas of species-poor

of semi-natural habitats.

wet grassland composed mainly of grasses and rushes.
SEI 12 Carrignamaddry Woods

In the southwest is an area of

broadleaved woodland, where the dominant species are Downy Birch, Holly and Grey Willow;
and a small area of dry neutral grassland where fescues are abundant. In the northeast is a

This site consists of two areas of woodland and scrub lying to the north of the existing N22.

section of Grey Willow dominated ‘wet ash-alder-willow woodland WN6’. This site was included

Both areas consist of dense Common Gorse scrub interspersed with areas of Downy Birch

within AEC 17 in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report

woodland, at various stages of maturity. The eastern block also includes an area of mature

(MHC 2001), which was a very large Area of Ecological Constraint and was assessed as

broadleaved woodland of Ash, Alder, Sycamore and Downy Birch. This site was included within

follows: ‘it is unlikely that there are any areas of greater significance than low value’.

AEC 17 in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC
2001) which was a very large Area of Ecological Constraint and was assessed as follows: ‘it is

Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

unlikely that there are any areas of greater significance than low value’.
Evaluation: Local Importance (lower value).

SEI 15 Coolavokig Stream
This wooded stream valley lies between two large sections of scrub that have been identified as
SEIs; Lissacresig Woodlands (SEI 14) and Coolnacaheragh East (SEI 16), but as there are
areas dominated by improved cattle pasture either side of the stream valley, they are
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considered as three separate SEIs. The site consists of a narrow strip of woodland along a

The site also includes sections of Grey Willow dominated ‘wet willow-alder-ash woodland WN6’;

small stream. In the northern part this is classified as ‘mixed broadleaved woodland WD4’ of

Beech, Oak, Downy Birch, Sycamore and Ash dominated broadleaved woodland; and species

Ash, Sycamore and Holly; and in the south as ‘wet willow-alder-ash woodland WN6‘ dominated

rich, rush-dominated wet grassland.

by Grey Willow. This site was included within AEC 17 in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom -

Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which was a

Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which was a very large Area of

very large Area of Ecological Constraint and was assessed as follows: ‘it is unlikely that there

Ecological Constraint and was assessed as follows: ‘it is unlikely that there are any areas of

are any areas of greater significance than low value’. This site holds an active main badger sett

greater significance than low value’.

(see Section 7.3.5 and Figure 11.3).

Evaluation: Local Importance (lower value).

Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

SEI 16 Coolnacaheragh East

SEI 17 Coolnacaheragh West

This large SEI holds a diverse range of semi-natural habitats. Much of the site consists of

This site consists of a low-lying basin that holds modified wetland habitats.

elevated rocky outcrops with shallow soils.

Whilst these are all similar to one another in

areas are acid in nature, with Purple Moor-grass, Tufted Hair-grass, Sharp-flowered Rush and

character, holding species such as Common Gorse, Ling, Purple Moor-grass, Cross-leaved

Soft Rush conspicuous, and Common Gorse abundant on locally dryer patches. The whole area

Heath, Tormentil, Bramble and Bracken, they have been classified as either ‘wet heath HH3’ (in

has abundant growth of Downy Birch and Grey Willow and is probably developing towards

the western part, where scrub growth is less well developed) and as ‘scrub WS1’ over the

woodland quite rapidly. Two dryer sections hold mixed broadleaved woodland composed of

remainder of the area, where Common Gorse cover exceeds 50% (Fossitt 2000).

Downy Birch, Holly, Ash and Sycamore.

The site includes a small area of standing water with abundant emergent, floating and

Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which was a

submerged vegetation including a high component of rushes, sedges, tussocky grasses and

very large Area of Ecological Constraint and was assessed as follows: ‘it is unlikely that there

sphagnum mosses.

are any areas of greater significance than low value’.

Bogbean, Common Water-starwort and Bog Pondweed were noted,

however detailed examination of the site was not possible due to health and safety

This site was included within AEC 17 in the N22

Wet grassland

This site was included within AEC 17 in the N22

Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

considerations. This wetland is probably peat-forming, and is tentatively classified as ‘poor fen
and flush PF2’. Some Grey Willow grows within the fen.
Three small sections of woodland are classified as ‘oak-birch-holly woodland WN1’, however
these are not considered to be of sufficient quality to correspond to the EU Habitats Directive
Annex I habitat ‘old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in the British Isles (91AO)’. The
northernmost section is composed of Oak, Beech, Downy Birch, Holly and Sycamore; the
western section has a high proportion of Oak, with Ash, Downy Birch, Sycamore and Holly; the
southern section is composed largely of Downy Birch, with some oak. All three areas have a
typical woodland ground flora including Wood Sorrel, Wood Anemone, Lesser Celandine, Great
Wood-rush, Wall Pennywort, St. Patrick’s Cabbage, mosses and liverworts. Honeysuckle is also

SEI 18 Toonlane
The habitat over most of this SEI is classified as ‘scrub WS1’, but in actual fact consists of a
diverse patchwork of habitats, typical of large areas of West Cork where soils are generally thin
and the bedrock is close to the surface. The habitat patches within the SEI include, rough
cattle pasture; rocky outcrops (which vary from bare rock devoid of vegetation, to densely
vegetated); damp flushed areas of grassland dominated by Purple Moor-grass; dry scrubby
areas with heathers and Bracken; damp scrub, damp areas with stands of Grey Willow and dryer
wooded patches where Downy Birch and Holly are present. Some of these areas are large

conspicuous.
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enough that they have been classified and mapped (see Figure 11.2) but others are too small

The triangular-shaped woodland in the east of the SEI is on a relatively dry substrate, and is

and have been included within the ‘scrub WS1’ classification.

cattle-grazed. The canopy species are Oak, Beech and Holly, with a sparse shrub layer that

A small area of woodland in the west of the site has been classified as ‘oak-birch-holly

includes Holly and Hazel. There is a typical, though rather sparse, woodland ground flora, with

woodland WN1’, and probably corresponds to the EU Habitats Directive Annex I habitat ‘old

species such as Wood Sorrel, Sanicle, Enchanter’s Nightshade, Wood Avens and Bramble. This

sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in the British Isles (91AO)’. The dominant trees are

wood is connected to the south, via dense and continuous hedgerows, to a more extensive

Sessile Oak, Downy Birch, Rowan and Holly.

The ground flora includes Wood Sorrel, Hard

area of woodlands with wetter substrates, and a typically acidic flora. The dominant trees are

Rush, Great Wood-rush, Common Cow-wheat and Bilberry. Scrub areas around this woodland

Downy Birch, Grey Willow and Holly, with some Alder; with Ash, Sweet-chestnut, spruce and

are composed of Blackthorn, Crab Apple and Grey Willow.

Beech present in dryer sections. The ground flora includes: Bugle, Heath Wood-rush, Herb-

This area is included within AEC 17 in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route

robert, Opposite-leaved Golden-saxifrage, Bramble, Male Fern, Ivy, Bluebell, Yellow Pimpernel,

Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which was a very large Area of Ecological Constraint

Lesser Celandine, Wood Avens, Wood Anemone, Sanicle, Common Cow-wheat, Wood Sorrel,

and was assessed as follows: ‘it is unlikely that there are any areas of greater significance than
low value’.
Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

Hard Fern and Germander Speedwell.
The easternmost of these woodland sections is very wet, with a flushed grassland area.
Common grasses such as Sweet Vernal Grass and Yorkshire Fog are present, along with a high
proportion of sphagnum mosses and a diversity of wetland, species including, Greater Bird’s-

SEI 19 Carrigaphooca Bog
This site was not surveyed in detail due to access restrictions. It appears to be a peatland
system, with an extensive area that appears to be waterlogged, with extensive growth of
heathers, grasses and Common Gorse. This area is bordered on three sites by dense Alder
and Grey Willow dominated ‘wet willow-alder-ash woodland WN6’; and on the western side by a
dryer ridge that holds mixed broadleaved woodland of mature Oak, Beech and Downy Birch.
This site was included within AEC 17 in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route

Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which was a very large Area of Ecological Constraint
and was assessed as follows: ‘it is unlikely that there are any areas of greater significance than
low value’.
Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

foot Trefoil, Bog Myrtle, Lesser Spearwort, Meadowsweet, Jointed Rush, Sharp-flowered
Rush, Carnation Sedge, Heath-spotted Orchid, Creeping Buttercup, Meadow Buttercup, Marsh
Ragwort and Water Mint.
The westernmost section of the SEI, on the opposite side of the small road from Cascade
Wood (see SEI 21 below), is more scrubby and patchy in nature, with stands of Downy Birch
and Grey Willow; sections of wet grassland where Soft Rush, Meadowsweet, Creeping
Buttercup, Sweet Vernal Grass and Yorkshire Fog are abundant; Hawthorn, Grey Willow,
Common Gorse and Bramble scrub; and areas of improved grassland.
Lesser horseshoe bat was recorded in a derelict farmhouse just to the north of this SEI during
the summer bat survey (LHB 4 on Figure 11.3).
This site was included within AEC 1a, in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route

Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which, as a whole, was assessed as being of Low Value.
Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

SEI 20 Cappagh Woodlands
This is an area of small, interconnected woodlands that are interspersed with, and largely
surrounded by areas of Improved Grassland.
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SEI 21 Cascade Wood Complex (St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC)
This is an extensive area of woodland along the Bohill River, to the north of Baile Bhuirne, which
is designated as part of St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC (site code 000106).

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
There is conspicuous Oak regeneration in the area to the south of the gorge. The gorge itself
holds filmy-ferns and mosses. According to a local resident, both Tunbridge Filmy-fern and
Wilson’s Filmy-fern are present (the former was confirmed in the area during the bryophyte
survey but not the latter).

The westernmost section of the woodland, to the west of the small road, is grazed by cattle.
This section includes a large component of Beech, but nevertheless retains elements of natural
Irish Oak-Holly woodland. The dominant tree species is Downy Birch, with oak also common.
There is some Holly and Rowan, and evidence of limited regeneration of all of these species.
Occasional Sitka Spruce and Scots Pine are also present. The ground flora is sparse due to the
grazing pressure, with common species such as Wood Sorrel present, but rather scattered,
and there is a lot of bare earth present. Bryophytes are common, with sphagnum mosses in
some wet flushed patches.

There is a small meadow in the southern part of this section. The sward is dominated by
Common Bent and Sweet Vernal Grass, with some Yorkshire Fog and Compact Rush and a low
diversity of herbs, including Common Sorrel, Creeping Buttercup and hawk’s-beard, all of which
are common. Oval Sedge is also present.
The eastern section of the Cascade Wood complex, to the east of the Bohill River comprises
mature woodland to the north and secondary growth woodland to the south, in an area that
was apparently clear-felled some years ago (according to local residents). The canopy of the
mature woodland in the north is composed mainly of Downy Birch and Beech, with frequent
Rowan, Oak, Holly, Hazel, Grey Willow and Western Hemlock. A considerable number of

The central section of the wood, between the road and the Bohill River is ungrazed. There are
stands of large, mature conifers in the southeastern part of this section, adjacent to Coláiste
Íosagáin, but the majority is broad-leaved woodland, with only scattered conifers. The western
parts of this section consist of naturally regenerated Downy Birch woodland, over what appears
to have been a wet heath-type habitat. Ground conditions here are generally wet. There is a
diverse ground flora that includes heathland species such as Ling, Bilberry and Bell Heather;
wetland species such as Soft Rush, Jointed Rush and Star Sedge; and woodland species such
as St Patrick’s Cabbage, Wood Sorrel, Honeysuckle, Great Woodrush, Scaly Male Fern and
Hard Fern. Hay-scented Buckler Fern and Irish Spurge are also present.

spontaneously seeded Western Hemlock and spruce seedlings are also evident. There is little in
the way of a shrub layer, but Bramble and Honeysuckle are common. There is a typical woodland
ground flora that includes Bugle, Hard Fern, Great Wood-rush, Ivy, Bilberry, Broad Buckler-fern,
Wood Sorrel, and Irish Spurge.
Further south on the eastern bank of the stream, the secondary growth woodland and scrub is
very dense, and there is a dense infestation of Rhododendron over much of this area, but also
a high diversity of tree species, with Downy Birch, Rowan, Oak, Holly, Grey Willow, Blackthorn,
Wych Elm, Alder and Hazel.
A whiskered / Brandt’s bat was recorded feeding along the western bank of the Bohill River
during the summer bat survey (see Figure 11.3 and Section 7.3.5), and a Natterer’s bat was

Along the Bohill River, which runs through a deep gorge in this area, the canopy species are
mixed, with Beech dominant, and also oak, spruce and pine. All of the trees on the western
bank are mature, and appear to be of similar age, indicating that this section of the wood was
probably planted. There is a dense growth of Rhododendron in this section of the wood, such
that the ground flora is very limited in extent and diversity. Sections of Alder dominated riparian

also seen feeding in this area (NB 1 on Figure 11.3). Common pipistrelle, soprano pipistrelle
and brown long-eared bat were also recorded in and around the wood.
Signs of red squirrel were found within the wood, and it is likely that Cascade Wood supports a
significant population of this mammal species (see Sections 7.3.5, 7.4.5 and 7.5.3).
Results from the bryophyte and fern survey of Cascade Wood, conducted in April 2007, are

woodland are present to the north (see also SEI 25 Bohill River Corridor) and south of the

presented in Section 7.3.4 of this report.

gorge, where the ground flora includes species such as Irish Spurge, Opposite-leaved Golden-

Results from the Kerry slug survey, conducted in April and November 2007, are presented in

saxifrage, Water Avens, Sanicle, Hogweed, Great Wood-rush, Pignut and Yellow Pimpernel.

Section 7.3.5 of this report.
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Forget-me-not and Jointed Rush. For further details of the ecology of the Owengarve River see

This site corresponds to AEC 1b, in the N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route

Section 7.3.6 and 7.3.7.

Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which, was assessed as follows, ‘The northern section

Evaluation: County Importance on the basis that it is includes areas of high quality salmonid

of this site is of High Value. The ecological value of the southern section is reduced through

spawning habitat and has potentially suitable habitat for the Habitats Directive Annex II species

Rhododendron infestation’.

freshwater pearl mussel and otter.

Evaluation: International Importance as a candidate Special Area of Conservation (cSAC).
SEI 24 Cappagh West
SEI 22 Slievereagh

This site lies to the east of St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC (SEI 21), to the north of Cappagh

This SEI has an upland character, lying on the southern slopes of Slievereagh. The area is

Woodlands (SEI 20) and the east of Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains SPA (SEI 26). The

generally on a peaty and rocky substrate supporting bog and heath type habitats; but mineral

site consists mainly of Scrub (WS2) dominated by Common Gorse, Bramble, Bracken and Grey

soils in some areas support grassland and scrub.

Willow; and fairly species-rich, lightly cattle-grazed, Wet Grassland (GS4), where a number of

The habitat within the SEA is classified as Lowland blanket bog (PB3), but also includes
elements of Wet Heath (HH3). Deergrass, Purple Moor-grass, Black bog-rush, Bog Myrtle and
Western Gorse are abundant. Ling and Cross-leaved Heath are present but are not common in
most areas. There are flushed areas where Jointed Rush, Carnation Sedge, Large-flowered
Butterwort and sundews are present. This site was included within AEC 1a, in the N22

Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Route Corridor Section Report (MHC 2001), which, as a
whole, was assessed as being of Low Value.
Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

seepages and springs are present where Ivy-leaved Water-Crowfoot is present, but no
significant flush communities were noted. Dominant species in the wet grassland areas are,
Yorkshire-fog, Creeping Bent, Sweet Vernal-grass, Tufted Hair-grass, Soft Rush, Compact
Rush and Sharp-flowered Rush. Marsh Foxtail and Carnation Sedge were also noted. Herbs
include Common Sorrel, Creeping Buttercup, White Clover, Lesser Spearwort, Marsh Thistle,
Marsh Pennywort, Marsh Ragwort, Greater Bird’s-foot Trefoil, Creeping Cinquefoil, Selfheal,
Nipplewort, Meadow Buttercup, Silverweed and Heath-spotted Orchid. The grassland has a
generally acidic character, and Bracken, Ling and Cross-leaved heath are present in dryer
sections. The driest section of grassland towards the west of the site lacks the wetland
species included in the list above, but is otherwise of similar character. A small area in the west

SEI 23 Owengarve River
Within the study area, the Owengarve is a shallow, fast-flowing river, generally with a gravel /
shingle substrate. The northern bank holds a continuous strip of riparian woodland, composed

of the site is classified as Dry-humid acid grassland as it lacks wet grassland species. It is
partially improved and is dominated by rushes and coarse grasses.
Evaluation: Local Importance (lower value).

of Alder and Grey Willow, with Ash, Beech, Downy Birch, Hazel and Oak. Further west this
riparian corridor becomes narrow and is composed of smaller Grey Willows. In this section it is
classified as Scrub (See Figure 11.2). Between the river and the existing N22 road, is an area
of ungrazed wet grassland. Much of this area is dominated by Soft Rush, Creeping Buttercup
and Yorkshire Fog, but some sections are more diverse and include a range of species
including, Burnet-saxifrage, Plicate Sweet-grass, Marsh Thistle, Marsh Ragwort, Creeping

SEI 25 Bohill River Corridor
This site adjoins St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC (SEI 21) and covers the sections of the Bohill River
corridor to the north of the cSAC boundary. The site consists of a fairly narrow but intact
riparian corridor along the River Bohill, consisting of mature trees and scrub. Alder is dominant,
with Ash, Sycamore, Wild Cherry and Hazel. The riparian corridor continues to the north of the
small road, and connects with areas of confer plantation and broad-leaved plantation
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(Sycamore), the sections of which that lie adjacent to the river are also included within the SEI

following the methodologies described by Gilbert et al. (1998), were conducted in this section

(see Figure 11.2). Red squirrel signs were recorded in this area, otter signs are present along

or the SPA during the 2008, breeding season. No Merlin or Curlew were recorded (see

this section of the Bohill River and a number of bat species have been recorded including a

Section 7.3.5).

small roost of brow long-eared bats within the land-take of the road (see Section 7.3.5).
Evaluation: Local Importance (higher value).

7.3.3

Hedgerows

As described in Section 7.2.7, a survey of hedgerows within the study area was conducted.
SEI 26 Cappagh Uplands (Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains SPA)

Overall, the results indicate that hedgerow quality within the study area is relatively low. For

This area consists of a mosaic of habitats that is designated within Mullaghanish to

the purposes of the hedgerow survey, the study area has been divided into five sections, each

Musheramore Mountains SPA (site code 004162), on the basis of a breeding population of the

of which has somewhat distinctive characteristics with respect to hedgerows. The five sections

Birds Directive Annex 1 species Hen Harrier. This site is therefore of International Importance

are as follows (see Figure 11.4 for their boundaries):

(see Section 7.3.1). Habitats within the sections of the SPA that lie close to the proposed
road development are of low ecological value consisting primarily of improved grassland, much
of which is highly improved, and other areas of a rough nature with rushes; conifer plantation
and areas of Grey Willow and Common Gorse scrub (see Figure 11.2). Areas of heath, bog and
acid grassland occur within the higher Sections of the SPA, further away from the proposed
road development.
This SPA was designated in 2007, primarily for the protection of the Birds Directive Annex I
species Hen Harrier. The sections of the SPA adjacent to the proposed road development
comprise mainly Improved grassland, with small sections of dry / humid acid grassland (see
Figure 11.2), which does not provide suitable breeding habitat for Hen Harrier, but does

A. The Baile Bhuirne hills. From the western end of the proposed road development to the
crossing of the Baile Mhic Íre - Clondrohid road (Ch. 4 + 900);
B. The Western scrublands. From the crossing of the Baile Mhic Íre - Clondrohid road (Ch.
4 + 900) to Sullane Bridge (Ch. 9 + 500);
C. The Sullane floodplain – west. From Sullane Bridge to the River Foherish (Ch. 13 +
770);
D. The Eastern Plateau. From the River Foherish to Firville (Ch. 19 + 470); and
E. The Sullane floodplain – east. From Firville to the eastern end of the proposed road
development (Ch. 21 + 900).

provide good quality feeding habitat for Hen Harriers that may be nesting elsewhere within the
SPA. The closest section of potential breeding habitat for Hen Harrier is an area of semi-mature

Quantitative Survey

conifer plantation and mature heather which lies 1.2km to the north of the proposed road

As described in Section 7.2.8, a review of aerial photographs was carried out, and the total

development at Chainage 3 + 300. A Hen Harrier survey of this area was conducted during the

loss of hedgerows within the land-take of the proposed road development was quantified using

2008 breeding season and no birds were recorded (see Section 7.3.5).

the GIS package MapInfo Professional 6.5. The location of the hedgerows is presented in
Figure 11.4 and the results of the study are presented in Table 7.3.

In addition, the SPA as a whole provides potentially suitable breeding habitat for the ‘Red List’
species Curlew and the Birds Directive Annex I and ‘Red List’ species Merlin (see Section
7.3.5), however the improved grassland and dry-humid acid grassland habitats in the sections
of the SPA close to the proposed road development (see Figure 11.1) do not provide suitable
breeding habitat for these species. At the request of NPWS, surveys for these species,
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Table 7.3: Affected Hedgerows within the Land-take of the Proposed Road development.
‘Section’ of proposed
road development (with
respect to hedgerows
only)

Total number of
hedgerows and tree lines
within land-take

Total length of hedgerows
and tree lines within landtake

A

60

4,949m

B

27

2,336m

C

33

4,617m

D

32

2,690m

E

31

1,901m

Whole Proposed road
development

183

16,493m

A. The Baile Bhuirne hills
The western section of the proposed road development consists mainly of agricultural
pastureland, with section of woodland and heathland, and some rough and wet grassland.
Hedgerows in the area are variable, with a few of relatively good quality and many reduced to
banks with some scrubby vegetation. Hedgerows 10, 11, 12 and 13 within this section were
assessed in detail and were all found to be of ‘Moderate’ quality, but they generally had a
relatively low diversity of tree and shrub species and lacked mature standard trees.
B. The western scrublands
Few hedgerows are present in this section of the study area, which is composed largely of
extensive fields of cattle pasture and areas of scrub.

Qualitative Assessment
The overall quality of hedgerows within the study area is quite low. They are generally not
maintained, few remain stock-proof, and many are reduced to little more than linear scrub
features composed of Bramble and Common Gorse, with wire fencing keeping the boundaries
stock-proof. For the purposes of the qualitative assessment, thirteen hedgerows that will be
impacted by the proposed road development were selected. A 50m length of each hedgerow
was examined and was assessed with reference to the Hedgerow Survey Handbook, A

example between Chainages 7 + 200 and 7 + 900, they are generally grown-out and are
developing either into tree lines or comprise walls and banks with little shrub content other than
Common Gorse and Bramble. Hedgerows 1 and 2 within this section were assessed in detail
and found to be of ‘Moderate’ and ‘Low’ value respectively.

Hedgerow 1 is probably the

highest quality hedgerow in this section, which probably includes no hedgerows of ‘High’ value.
C. The Sullane floodplain – west

Locations of the

The western part of this section includes a number of long hedgerows that will be impacted by

Results of the assessment are

the proposed road development. The hedgerow within this area that was assessed in detail

Standard Procedure for Local Surveys in the UK (Bickmore, 2002).
hedgerows that were examined are shown in Figure 11.4.

Where hedgerows are present, for

presented in Appendix 7.3.

(Hedgerow 3) was the only one on the nine found to be of ‘High’ value, but this is probably

A total of thirteen hedgerows were assessed: four in section A were all assessed as being of

exceptional, and the other hedgerows close to Hedgerow 3 are generally of lower quality;

‘Moderate’ quality; two in Section B were assessed as being of ‘Moderate’ and ‘Low’ quality

most would probably be classed as ‘Moderate’ value if subjected to a detailed assessment.

(one of each); one in Section C was assessed as being of ‘High’ quality; five in Section D were

The dominant species of this pastureland area are Hawthorn, Blackthorn and Grey Willow. The

assessed as being of ‘Moderate’ (three) and ‘Low’ (two) quality; one in Section E was

eastern part of this section contains almost no hedgerows.

assessed as being of ‘Moderate’ quality. Overall therefore, one hedgerow was assessed as

D. The Eastern Plateau

being of ‘High’ quality, nine of ‘Moderate’ quality and three of ‘Low’ quality.

This section of the study area holds the highest density of hedgerows within the proposed

For the purpose of this qualitative study, hedgerows which appeared to be of relatively good

road development corridor, particularly between Chainages 15 + 700 and 17 + 500. Five of

quality were selected. The majority of hedgerows that will be impacted by the proposed road

the hedgerows in this section were assessed in detail (Hedgerows 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8), and were

development within the study area are of significantly lower quality than those described in

found to be of ‘Moderate’ or ‘Low’ value. Many of the other hedgerows in the area would

Appendix 7.3.

probably be found to be of ‘Low’ value if subjected to a detailed assessment. The majority
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consist of broad banks, with a varying, but generally small amount of shrubby vegetation atop

11.4. It should be noted that many of these ‘Low’ value hedgerows consist of little more than

and against them. The most common shrub species are Common Gorse, Bramble and Hawthorn.

bramble or gorse covered banks, are of very low ecological value, and indeed would not qualify

E. The Sullane floodplain – east

as ‘hedgerows’ by some definitions. Results of this review are presented in Table 7.4.

The hedgerows of this section fall into two categories; either they have grown-out and are
developing into tree lines, such as Hedgerow 9, which was assessed in detail and found to be

Table 7.4: Hedgerows, excluding those of ‘Low’ value, Within the Land-take of the Proposed

of ‘Moderate’ value; or they have become gappy lines of low Common Gorse, bramble and

Road development

occasional Hawthorns, such as those immediately to the north of the River Sullane crossing.
The hedgerows to the south of the crossing are on fairly wet ground and include a high
proportion of Grey Willow along with Hawthorn, Blackthorn and Dog-rose.

Section of Proposed road Total number of potentially
development
‘High’ and ‘Moderate’
hedgerows and tree lines
within land-take
A

4,629m

B

1,614m

C

3,988m

In order to properly assess the impact that the proposed road development will have upon

D

2,583m

hedgerows it is important that a full assessment of the ecological value of the hedgerows is

E

324m

made, which provides an indication of the number and total length of ‘Moderate’ and ‘High’

Whole Proposed road
development

13,138m

Hedgerows of Ecological Importance

value hedgerows on which there will be impacts. Whilst it not practicable to make a detailed
field assessment of the quality of every hedgerow that will be impacted by the proposed road
development, this aim can be achieved by synthesising the qualitative and quantitative
assessments presented above.

Hence, the total length of hedgerows that are potentially of either ‘High’ or ‘Moderate’ value
that will be directly impacted upon by the proposed road development is 13,138m.

It is

At a simplified level, the proportion of ‘Low’, ‘Moderate’ and ‘High’ value hedgerows identified

highly likely that this figure includes many hedgerows of ‘Low’ value, and the majority would

in the quantitative study can be extrapolated to the total length of hedgerow loss identified in

probably be assessed as being of ‘Moderate’ value. It is considered unlikely that the total

the quantitative study to give the approximate proportion of each type that will be affected.

length of ‘High’ value hedgerows that will be affected by the proposed road development

This would indicate that of the total length of 16,493m of hedgerow that will be impacted (see

exceeds 1,000m.

Table 7.2), approximately 1,269m will be of ‘High’ value; 11,418m will be of ‘Moderate’ value
and 3,806m will be of “Low’ value. However, as the higher quality hedgerows in each section
of the proposed road development were assessed, this simple extrapolation will give an
inaccurately high figure for the length of ‘High’ and ‘Moderate’ value hedgerows that will be
affected.
In order to produce a more accurate estimate of the total length of potentially ‘High’ or

Evaluation: The hedgerows of the study area are assessed as generally being of moderate or
low quality, and ecological value, with very few of high quality. Overall, the assessment is that
the hedgerows that will be impacted upon by the proposed road development are of Local
Importance (lower value). Hedgerows do however provide important linear features in the
landscape, connecting other areas of semi-natural habitat, such as woodlands, to one another,
and can be of importance to fauna such as bats, other mammals, birds and invertebrates.

‘Moderate’ value hedgerows that will be impacted, a further review of aerial photography has
been undertaken, and in conjunction with notes made during field survey, the hedgerows that
are known to be of low quality have been identified. These are shown separately on Figure
October 2009
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‘…recently being found to occur in large swards on the exposed bed of a reservoir near

Flora

The proposed road development passes through Ordnance Survey National Grid 10km squares

Macroom in County Cork. Here the Mudwort is the dominant species in a predominantly

W17, W26 and W27. A plant species list for these 10km squares was generated from the

annual vegetation over several square kilometres of reservoir bed’.

CD-Rom version of the New Atlas of British and Irish Flora (Preston et al. 2002). This list was
then compared to the lists of species protected under the Flora (Protection) Order of 1999;

The NPWS Rare Plants Database includes records of Mudwort from The Gearagh from 1983

and those included in the Irish Red Data Book (Curtis and McGough 1988). Red Data Book

and 1984, but includes no records from Inishcarra Reservoir. NPWS staff were contacted and

‘Threat Categories’ are also given, these range from ‘Endangered’, the most threatened

are not aware of any record of this species in the study area from sites other than The

species, of most concern (which does not apply to any of the species discussed here), to

Gearagh. No Mudwort was recorded at Inishcarra Reservoir during field survey work for this

‘Vulnerable’, ‘Rare’ and ‘Not Threatened’, the least threatened species; the lowest level of

Assessment, nevertheless, the potential for its occurrence, and the potential therefore for

concern (Threat Categories also include ‘Extinct’ and ‘Indeterminate’, however these do not

negative impacts on the species are discussed in Section 7.4.4.

apply to any of the species discussed here). Table 7.5 shows these species with details of the

Small Cudweed occurs in ‘sandy and gravely places‘(Webb et al.1996), on sandy grassland,

records presented in Preston et al. (2002).

wasteland, railways and heaths (Rose, 1981). It has not recently been recorded in Co. Cork
(Curtis and McGough, 1988). No suitable habitat for this species was found within the study

Table 7.5: Rare or Protected Plant Record for 10km Grid Squares Crossed by the Proposed

area, and it is considered unlikely that it occurs.

Road Development (W17, W27 and W37)

Heath Cudweed occurs in ‘upland pastures and damp, sandy places’ (Webb et al.1996). It has

Species

Status within
10km square
W17

Status within
10km square
W27

Mudwort

1987-1999

Flora Protection Order.

Bird Cherry is a shrub or small tree of woods, stream sides and damp rocky places. It has

Red Data Book

been recorded recently from Co. Cork (Curtis and McGough 1988), and is known from The

unlikely that this species occurs within the study area.

Pre-1970

Red Data Book
‘Rare’

Heath
Cudweed

Pre-1970

Bird Cherry

Round-leaved
Cranesbill

Pre-1970

Pre-1970

Red Data Book
‘Rare’

1987-1999

It is considered

Notes

‘Rare’
Small Cudweed

not recently been recorded from Co. Cork (Curtis and McGough, 1988).

Status within
10km square
W37

1987-1999

1987-1999

Gearagh.

This species is allocated the lowest ‘Threat Category’ by Curtis and McGough

(1988): ‘Not Rare or Threatened’. Personnel who conducted the Habitat Survey and other
ecological field surveys for this assessment are familiar with the identification features for the

Red Data Book

species, particularly its highly distinctive flower racemes, and were aware that the presence of

‘Not Rare or
Threatened’

occasional individuals was a possibility. It was not however recorded during any field survey

Red Data Book
‘Vulnerable’

work for this Assessment. No areas of highly suitable habitat are present within the land-take of

As indicated in Preston et al. (2002).

the proposed road development and it is considered unlikely that it occurs.
Round-leaved Cranesbill has an uncertain distribution in Ireland due to difficulties with its

The Irish Red Data Book: 1 Vascular Plants (Curtis and McGough 1988) reports that Mudwort

identification. Curtis and McGough (1988) report that its distribution is centred in Co. Cork.

has:

It is found in hedgerows, on walls and on roadsides as an opportunistic casual often occurring
on ephemeral habitats waste ground (Curtis and McGough, 1988).

Because of these

opportunistic habits, any loss of potentially suitable habitat resulting from construction of the
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proposed road development is likely to be balanced by the creation of new habitats which are

Summer and Spring Surveys

likely to be equally suitable for the species. Indeed during construction and for some years

Broadly speaking, results of the surveys indicate that the study area is of considerable

following construction it is likely that substantial areas of suitable habitat for this species will

importance to a range of bat species, including the EU Habitats Directive Annex II species

become available.

lesser horseshoe bat, which was found to be present at four locations within the study area

A survey of bryophytes and ferns was conducted at the Bohill River gorge in Cascade Wood

(see Figure 11.3).

during April 2007. Whilst none of the bryophyte species protected under the Flora

Macroom, this species had not previously been recorded within the current study area.

(Protection) Order of 1999 were found or suspected to occur at the site, and the site was

Whiskered bat, a species of high conservation concern, was found to be more common within

not considered suitable to support the EU ‘Habitats Directive’ Annex II species Killarney Fern,

the study area than is usual in Ireland. Soprano Pipistrelle was found to be abundant within the

the results of the survey indicate that the site supports a high frequency and diverse

study area.

community of hygrophyllous bryophytes (oceanic species dependent upon high levels of

Daubenton’s bat were also recorded.

humidity).

Whilst being previously known from five sites in the general vicinity of

Common Pipistrelle, Leisler’s bat, brown long-eared bat, Natterer’s bat and

A number of roosts, feeding areas and commuting routes were identified and these are
presented in Figure 11.3. A summary of the results is given below.

7.3.5

Fauna

Bats

Lesser horseshoe bat

All bat species are protected under the Wildlife Act 1976, Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2000,

This species was recorded from four sites within the study area during the summer bat surveys

the European Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) and the Bern and Bonn Conventions. Ireland is

(see Figure 11.3):

also a signatory of the European Bat Agreement. All Irish bat species are listed in Annex IV of

•

One bat was found roosting in a deserted farmhouse at Clonfadda. A lesser horseshoe

the Habitats Directive. Lesser horseshoe bat is listed under Annex II of the Directive as a

bat was recorded flying in the same farmhouse at night and a lesser horseshoe bat was

species that requires special protection. It is an offence under the Wildlife (Amendment) Act

seen entering the house at dawn. It is not clear whether these records refer to a single

2000 to intentionally destroy a bat roost during construction or engineering activities.

individual or whether a number of individuals may be present (marked as ‘LHB1’ on Figure

The following is a summary of the most significant findings of the winter and the summer

11.3);

surveys.

•

as ‘LHB2’ on Figure 11.3);

During the course of the bat surveys, no access was allowed to the buildings at Home Farm,
250m to the south of the road at Chainage 3,300, which appear to have high potential to

•

support roosting bats. It is therefore not possible to fully evaluate the bat fauna of this site
and thus it can only be considered in the light of the bat activity close to the farm. Species
that may use Home Farm include brown long-eared bats, pipistrelle species and whiskered/
Brandt’s bat.

Lesser horseshoe bat droppings were noted in another farmhouse at Clonfadda (marked

Lesser horseshoe bat droppings were found in the chimneys of Mount Massey ruins
(marked as ‘LHB3’ on Figure 11.3); and

•

Lesser Horseshoe bat droppings were noted in a derelict farmhouse and yard in the
vicinity of Cappagh, Baile Bhuirne (marked as ‘LHB4’ on Figure 11.3). As there were no
roosting bats at the time of the surveys, it was impossible to determine how the lands
surrounding the house are utilised and how bats approach and leave these buildings.
However, this is clearly a roost used by this species at some point in the year.
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•

A summer roost was found at an out building of Mount Massey ruins. One bat was confirmed

on June 26th 2008. This bat was within 30 metres of the laneway leading to the

to be a whiskered bat and a further number of bats, approximately 10, may also have been

farmyard at Cappagh (marked as ‘LHB4’ on Figure 11.3).

of this species. If confirmed, this would constitute a roost of National Importance (WB 1 on
Figure 11.3);

All of these sites lie within 250m of the proposed road development; Clonfadda and Cappagh

•

Clonfadda and feeding along the lane that runs west from there (WB / BB 2 on Figure 11.3);

lie to the north of the proposed road development and Mount Massey to the south.
Individual lesser horseshoe bats were present at the two previously reported roost sites at

•

A whiskered / Brandt’s bat was recorded travelling northwest along the lane past the farm
buildings at Mount Massey (WB / BB 1 on Figure 11.3);

Clonfadda (marked as ‘LHB2’ on Figure 11.3) and Cappagh (marked as ‘LHB4’ on Figure 11.3)
in spring 2007. The bat at Clonfadda was noted to return to the house from a northerly

A whiskered / Brandt’s bat was roosting in a shed to the south of the minor crossroads at

•

Whiskered / Brandt’s bats were recorded at Firville, east of Macroom, along the two roads

direction at 11.00 pm on Thursday 19th April 2007 and entered the house at 11.05 pm.

converging at Bealick Mill most especially that level with the Sullane River. Activity was

The bat at Cappagh was absent during a night-time examination on Thursday 19th April 2007 at

noted here both in the night and early morning and a roost is likely to be close to here.

12.30 am, over an hour after the bat at Clonfadda had returned. There was a bat within the

Whiskered bat activity in the morning suggested that the roost lay to the northwest of

attic on Saturday 21st April and this bat exited the house to feed somewhere between 9.20

Bealick Mill. Night-time activity was also noted along the trees north of Bealick Mill close to

pm and 10.00 pm on this night and was not in evidence within the building over the next hour.

the Laney River (WB / BB 3 on Figure 11.3);

This species is difficult to hear or track and it is unsurprising that it was not heard feeding or

•

Whiskered / Brandt’s bats were recorded at Hartnett’s Cross, southeast of Macroom.

commuting. There were exit points from the building on two sides, making observations difficult

Feeding and commuting activity was noted in a cutting that appears to be the remnants of a

for an individual and hence the bat was not seen during emergence.

railway line south of the road junction (WB / BB 4 on Figure 11.3); and within the grassland

Lesser horseshoe bat droppings are scattered throughout the upper floor level (in excess of

to the north of the parking and picnic area (WB / BB 5 on Figure 11.3). One was also

one hundred droppings) but there are no large accumulations or piles of droppings that would

feeding around and within the farm buildings immediately east of the road junction (WB / BB

indicate the presence of large numbers of bats at any point in the year. This building would

4 on Figure 11.3);

clearly offer roost opportunities for a large number of bats but this would appear to be availed

•

of by only small numbers (one during this assessment and two in February 2007).

At Coolyhane House, north of Macroom, a whiskered / Brandt’s bat was feeding within the
farm buildings (WB / BB 6 on Figure 11.3);

•

At Toonlane, east of Baile Mhic Íre, an unconfirmed signal, approaching sunrise, of a

Whiskered bat (and Brandt’s bat)

whiskered/ Brandt’s bat was noted along a lane that will be cut by the proposed road

Whiskered and Brandt’s bats are two very similar species which are recognised to be extremely

development.

difficult to distinguish in the field. Examination in the hand is required in order to identify them.

identification was too brief to allow for certainty;

Until recently, Brandt’s bat was not thought to occur in Ireland, but there have been at least

•

This may alternatively have been a common pipistrelle.

The time for

A whiskered / Brandt’s bat was noted repeatedly within Cascade Wood, feeding along the

three records of this species in recent years, and it is now considered appropriate to refer to

western bank of the Bohill river, crossing the line of the proposed road development (WB /

what were previously presumed to be whiskered bats as ‘whiskered / Brandt’s bat’ unless the

BB 7 on Figure 11.3);

identity of the animal has been confirmed. The following observations were made during the
survey:
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A whiskered / Brandt’s bat was feeding along a lane in Killeen, to the east of Home Farm,

No Daubenton’s bat roosts were identified in this assessment but roosts are known from

crossing the line of the proposed road development (WB / BB 8 on Figure 11.3); and

Raleigh Bridge (Linnamilla Bridge) on the Sullane at Grid Ref. W317727 (approximately 1.1

Whiskered bat activity was noted along the Bohill River at Cappagh Bridge. A whiskered bat

south of the proposed road development at Codrum); and Ballymichael Bridge at Grid Ref

was noted along the lane to the west of this area close to the terminus of the proposed

W389670 (approximately 4.5km to the southeast of the eastern end of the proposed road

road development. The road alignment does not intersect this lane and the feeding bat was

development) (Conor Kelleher, Cork County Bat Group).

south of the proposed road development. Habitat north of the site where the bat was
feeding is progressively less beneficial for bats.
In addition, a roost of whiskered bats is also known from a site at Carrigdarerry, southeast of
Macroom, within 5km of the eastern end of the proposed road development (Conor Kelleher

Brown long-eared bat
The following observations regarding the brown long-eared bat were made during the surveys:
•

and Daniel Buckley, Cork County Bat Group). A whiskered bat has previously been recorded in
Macroom town (on a shop window) by the Cork County Bat Group.

of the proposed road development (BLE 2 on Figure 11.3);
•

Whiskered (/Brandt's) bat activity was very low in spring 2007, with only one bat encountered,
at the Clonfadda crossroads and nowhere else.

Two were found roosting in a small barn west of Lissacresig, very close to the land-take

Eight were flying within the barn and stables at Ballyveerane House (BLE 2 on Figure
11.3);

•

Ten roosted in a window frame at Mount Massey ruins (BLE 1 of Figure 11.3); during the
spring survey, a single brown long-eared bat was seen at Mount Massey within sheds

Natterer’s bat

while droppings indicated that this species was present at Coolyhane House but none

This species is easily overlooked in bat detector surveys due to the relatively weak signals it

were encountered;

registers, and can therefore be under-recorded. It is considered likely that Natterer’s bats are

•

present throughout much of the study area.
A Natterer’s bat was heard and seen flying along the Bohill River in Cascade Wood (NB 1 on

on Figure 11.3);
•

Figure 11.3), and a Natterer’s bat was heard along the Bohill River at the bridge, in June
2008.

the course of the bat survey, both in woodland areas.

Between two and six individuals was seen at a farmyard at Codrum (BLE 5 on Figure
11.3);

•

Further encounters to the west of the wood and to the east of Home Farm which were thought
to refer to this species. Two further possible encounters with Natterer’s bat were made during

Signs of this species were found in a barn at the minor crossroads at Clonfadda (BLE 4

Brown long-eared bats were seen and heard in Codrum Woods during both the summer
and spring surveys (BLE 6 on Figure 11.3);

•

Brown long-eared bats were noted at Home Farm (BLE 8 on Figure 11.3), and northeast
of here at Cappagh (BLE 7 on Figure 11.3). As there were no roosting bats within the
Cappagh house at the time of the surveys, it was impossible to determine how the lands

Daubenton’s bat

surrounding the house are utilised and how bats approach and leave these buildings.

During the course of the survey, this species was recorded feeding along the River Laney and

However, this is clearly a roost used by this species at some point in the year;

at Laney Bridge; along the River Sullane and along the Bohill River in Cascade Wood and
upstream of the wood at Cappagh Bridge.

•

Bats, probably of this species were observed along the northwestern edge of Cascade
Wood, and a local resident reported having cared for an injured brown long-eared that
was found in Cascade Wood (BLE 9 on Figure 11.3); and
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During the spring survey, a new roost for this species was noted north of the proposed
road development at Glananarig within a derelict house (noted previously for the

road to Glebe. Activity was most concentrated in a band one hundred metres wide and

presence of a small number of lesser horseshoe bat droppings). Here approximately six

centred upon the proposed road development of the proposed road development. This

individuals roost within the house in an attic of a room shared with swallows. Droppings

could possibly be the same bat as noted above (LB 1 on Figure 11.3);

and butterfly wings in another room also indicated their presence (BLE 10 on Figure

•

11.3).
•

Clonfadda. A bat was calling in flight over trees and grassland mainly to the east of the

Ballyveerane. A Leisler’s bat was heard calling over grassland to the east of this house,
north of the proposed road development (LB 4 on Figure 11.3);

A brown long-eared bat roost of approximately five individuals was noted in June 2008

•

Hartnett’s Cross.

Leisler’s bat social calls were repeatedly heard in the section of

within the land take of the proposed road development. These bats were noted in a long

proposed road development between the road junction and south of the entrance lane

farm shed that is adjacent to the Bohill River to the north-west of Cascade Wood (BLE

to Coolcower House (LB 3 on Figure 11.3);

11 on Figure 11.3).

•

Macroom public park close to Macroom Mill. A male bat called over a protracted period
from mature trees within the park. The mill has been noted formerly as a Leisler’s bat

The single previous record of this species here was a roost at St. Gobnait's church, Baile

roost;

Bhuirne, approximately 1km to the south of the proposed road development at Grid Ref.

•

W198767 (Cork County Bat Group).

The Bohill River at Baile Bhuirne (LB 5 on Figure 11.3), and along the existing N22 west
to the end of the study area (LB 6 on Figure 11.3);

It is considered that Brown long-eared bats are common and widespread throughout the area.

•

Cappagh roost. A Leisler's bat called repeatedly around the buildings and trees for at
least 40 minutes in spring 2007. In spring 2007, a Leisler's bat was noted from 9.40

Leisler’s bat

pm onwards flying around the house at Cappagh and over a stand of mature conifers

Leisler’s bats were uncommon along the proposed road development but a number of

while emitting calls (LB 7 on Figure 11.3); and

individuals were heard either feeding or emitting social calls. The principal areas were:
•

•

During the spring survey, a Leisler's bat passed over Mount Massey during observations
there after 12.30 am (LB 8 on Figure 11.3).

Codrum. A Leisler’s bat was seen prior to darkness approaching the grassland north of
the woodland here from the east, and during the spring survey, Leisler’s bats also
arrived from this direction. Leisler’s bat activity was noted here over the following hour
(LB 2 on Figure 11.3). In spring, Leisler's bats were seen and heard along the woodland
edge and over fields within clearings. Bats were feeding as well as emitting social calls.
Individuals were also seen and heard to the east and southeast of the wood and within

Common pipistrelle
This species was encountered throughout the study area during the course of the bat survey.
Areas with a particularly high concentration of this species were recorded as follows:
•

Clonfadda;

•

Lissacresig;

Leisler's bat social calls were noted over fields adjacent to the woods and the bats

•

Ballyveerane House;

themselves were visible both over the fields and along housing estates and residential

•

Firville;

areas.

•

Mount Massey; and

housing estates in Macroom. Leisler's bat activity was noted from 9.00 pm onwards until
observations ceased at Codrum and to the east and southeast of here in spring 2007.
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Droppings indicate a possible roost of this species at the remains of an old estate house
southeast of Codrum Woods (SP 9 on Figure 11.3);

Roosts of this species were found at a house at Killeen (CP 1 on Figure 11.3); a shed at

•

This species was recorded around Ballyveerane House, where this species or Common
Pipistrelle roosts (SP 3 on Figure 11.3);

Killeen (CP 5 on Figure 11.3); at a house on the eastern edge of Cascade Wood (CP 3 on
Figure 11.3); at a farmyard at West Muskerry (CP 3 on Figure 11.3); and at a house at

•

Soprano pipistrelle bat activity was notable on the road passing Coolyhane House;

Slievereagh at the western end of the proposed road development (CP4 on Figure 11.3).

•

Soprano pipistrelles were noted within Cascade Wood (SP 4 on Figure 11.3), and along the

The roost at the house at Killeen lies less than 50m from the carriageway of the road (CP 1 on
Figure 11.3). During the spring survey, approximately thirty bats emerged from this house after
sunset and were seen returning to the house from 4.31 am up to 4.55 am into relative
brightness. A common pipistrelle was noted to emerge from a shed along this lane (CP 5 on
Figure 11.3) in April 2008. This shed is south of the proposed road development and within
100 metres of the land take. Common pipistrelles were again heard here in June 2008

Bohill river at Baile Bhuirne (SP 5 on Figure 11.3);
•

At Killeen, where a roost is though to exist (SP 7 on Figure 11.3); and

•

A soprano pipistrelle was noted day roosting in a crevice at the joint of the segments of a
culvert passing under the current N22 approximately 400 metres beyond the western end
of the current realignment (SP 6 on Figure 11.3).

returning to the shed in the morning.
A common pipistrelle roost is present in the house nearest to the western terminus of the
proposed road development (a former guest house that was formerly on the main road prior to
realignment. While twenty bats emerged, it would appear likely that there is a greater number of
bats present. These bats emerged and flew eastward to the nearest lane along which common
pipistrelle activity was high.

With the exception of the Cascade Wood area, there was much less soprano pipistrelle activity
in the western part of the study area (Baile Mhic Íre / Baile Bhuirne) than in most of the study
area. Soprano pipistrelle numbers are generally higher in wetter habitats and this hilly portion of
the proposed road development generally lacks such habitats.
A record of the Cork County Bat Group indicates that a roost of soprano pipistrelles
approximately 400m to the south of the eastern end of the proposed road development at

Soprano pipistrelle
This species was recorded commonly throughout the study area during the course of the
survey. Some known roosts in the vicinity of Macroom are very large, one to the southeast of
the town which holds in excess of 1700 individuals at times may indeed be the largest in

Inchinashingane at Grid Ref. W355700 is perhaps the largest known such roost in Ireland. In
excess of 1700 bats emerged from this house during a count. An examination of the
surrounding area during this assessment revealed that soprano pipistrelles were present within
this house at the time of study. A further two roosts of this species (one with 400 individuals)
are known from Macroom town itself.

Ireland. The following sites were identified as being noteworthy during the survey:
•

A bat roost in Coolyhane House, most likely of Soprano pipistrelles, is thought, based on
the quantity of droppings present, to hold several hundred individuals (SP 1 on Figure
11.3);

Winter Survey
Fieldwork for this phase of the survey was carried-out during late January 2005. Bats were
not active in the Macroom area during the period. Inishcarra Reservoir, Mount Massey ruins,

•

Six were noted emerging from a building at Codrum (SP 2 on Figure 11.3);

•

Individuals were seen returning towards a house at Toonlane prior to sunrise and may

The night temperatures were low but not freezing and it was milder than would be typical of this

therefore be roosting there (SP 8 on Figure 11.3);

time of year. The winter of 2004 / 2005 is noted as being milder than any since 1978 in the
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Kerry / west Cork area (Valentia Observatory recorded the driest winter since 1996 / 1997

2. Ardaneneen, Kilmurry OS Grid Ref. W343661 (approximately 4.4km to the southwest of

with a mean temperature of 8.20C, The Kingdom newspaper, March 11th 2005). It is

the eastern end of the proposed road development). This is a derelict cottage (one and a

considered likely that bats would be active (flying) in the vicinity of large hibernation sites under

half storey) within which one lesser horseshoe bat and brown long-eared bats were noted in

these conditions.

July 2001.

A souterrain was examined at Clonfadda / Teerbeg, but was inaccessible (vegetation was dense,

3. Dunisky Cross. OS Grid Ref. W367682 (approximately 2.3km to the southeast of the

mounds of soil reduced the height of the tunnels and prevented access) and would require

eastern end of the proposed road development). This souterrain appears to serve as a

careful manoeuvring by bats to enter and avail of it. This would not be especially problematic

hibernation site for this species. Two bats were seen in March 1999 and three were

for lesser horseshoe bats.

present in January 2000. The number has increased annually to five in January 2001 and

The three locations where lesser horseshoe bats were recorded during the summer survey (see

finally to seven in 2002. Four bats were present on January 30th 2005.

Figure 11.3) were examined, but no lesser horseshoe bats were found.

4. Warrenscourt, Kilmurry. OS Grid Ref. W377668 (approximately 4km to the southeast of the

There are no known hibernation sites with significant numbers of bats close to the proposed

eastern end of the proposed road development). These stables provided evidence of lesser

road development, nor is there any clear corridor along which bats may migrate to a hibernation

horseshoe bat presence in 1999 by means of droppings. No bats were present.

site that will be affected by the proposed road development. It is reasonable to expect that

5. Silvergrove, south of Cill na Martra. There is a roost of at least 15 lesser horseshoe bats

once bat movement is permitted to continue across the proposed road development by

approximately 4 kilometres south of the proposed road development (to the south of SEI

measures such as underpasses and unlit river stretches, there will be no long-term interference

13 Prohus Wood) in a disused two storey house. A second nearby disused two storey

with bat ecology on the regional or landscape scale.

house serves as a night roost. While 15 bats were noted in late summer/ autumn 2003, this

Evaluation: as a Habitats Directive Annex II species, the presence of any population of lesser

may be higher in early and mid summer. There were 18 bats present here in 2004 (Daniel

horseshoe bat at a site would make it of at least County Importance (NRA, 2009), and as a

Buckley, Cork County Bat Group). The actual roosting area of the bats was difficult to

species of high conservation concern, significant populations of whiskered bat are also

determine as there was no clear connection between the attic area and the emergence area

considered to be of County Importance. The presence of a strong population of other bat

at the back door of the house. No bats were hibernating here or in the outbuildings. It is

species within the study area, including good numbers of whiskered / Brandt’s bats, is also

unlikely that any measurable effects will occur to the bats in this structure due to the

considered to be of County Importance.

proposed road development.

Other Records of Lesser Horseshoe Bat
There are five records of lesser horseshoe bat in the Macroom area prior to the

Other Mammals

commencement of this study, provided courtesy of Conor Kelleher and Daniel Buckley of Cork

Table 7.6 shows the protected mammal species recorded by Hayden and Harrington (2000) as

County Bat Group:

occurring in the two 20km x 20km squares through which the proposed road development

1. Lagneeve, Inchigeelagh, OS Grid Ref. W197653 (approximately 12km due south of Baile

passes. Each 20km x 20km square is composed of four OS 10km National Grid Squares: one

Bhuirne). This is a derelict two storey house within which droppings attributable to this

comprising, W06, W07, W16 and W17; the other, W26, W27, W36 and W37.

species were noted in May 1999.
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Table 7.6: Protected Mammal Record for the 20km Grid Square Crossed by the Proposed
Road Development
Species

Badger

W06, W07,
W16 and
W17

W26, W27,
W36 and
W37

Indication of
population

Level of Protection

Hedgehog

present

present

Throughout
Ireland

Bern Convention Appendix III.

low. A total of 15 setts were located (see Table 7.7). Ten of the setts were considered likely

Pygmy shrew

present

present

Throughout
Ireland

Bern Convention Appendix III.

to be ‘main’ setts. A total of six setts were active, including four of the ‘main’ setts. Very little

Lesser
horseshoe bat

present

Restricted to
portions of
western and
southwestern
Ireland.

Irish Red Data Book ‘Internationally
important’. Annex IV of the Habitats
Directive. Appendix II Bern Convention and
Annex II of the Habitats Directive.

development indicate that the density of badgers within the study area appears to be relatively

Daubenton’s bat

present

Scattered
throughout
Ireland

Irish Red Data Book ‘Internationally
Important’. Habitats Directive Annex IV.
Bern Convention Appendix II.

Common /
soprano
pipistrelles

present

Throughout
Ireland

Irish Red Data Book ‘Internationally
Important’. Habitats Directive Annex IV.
Bern Convention Appendix II.

Irish (mountain)
hare

present

present

Throughout
Ireland

Protected under Wildlife Order 1985.Irish
Red Data Book ‘Internationally important’.
Annex V Habitats Directive Annex V. Bern
Convention Appendix III.

Red squirrel

present

present

Scattered
throughout
Ireland, but with
evidence of a
recent decline.

Wildlife (Amendment) Act (2000).

Pine marten

present

present

Found
predominantly in
western Ireland
with scattered
sites elsewhere.

Wildlife (Amendment) Act (2000). Bern
Convention Appendix III. Irish Red Data
Book ‘Internationally Important’.

(Irish) stoat

present

present

Found throughout
Ireland

Wildlife (Amendment) Act (2000). Bern
Convention Appendix III.

Badger

present

present

Found throughout
Ireland

Irish Red Data Book ‘Internationally
Important’ Wildlife (Amendment) Act
(2000).

Otter

present

present

Found throughout
Ireland

Irish Red Data Book ‘Internationally
important’. Habitats Directive Annex II and
IV. Bern Convention Appendix III. Wildlife
(Amendment) Act (2000).

Red deer

present

Found in thee
areas: Kerry,
Ulster and
Wicklow

Wildlife Act (1976), but designated as a
quarry species that can be hunted under
licence.

Sika deer

present

Restricted to
southwest
Ireland, with
hybrid populations
with red deer
found in the
southeast and
north.

Wildlife Act (1976), but designated as a
quarry species that can be hunted under
licence.

present

Results of the Mammal survey carried out along the whole length of the proposed road

badger activity was noted away from the immediate area of these active setts. It should be
noted from Table 7.7 that the three largest and most active setts, sett numbers 12, 13 and
15, all lie close to the land-take of the proposed road development (see Figure 11.3).
Three of the setts, sett numbers 2, 13 and 14, lie within the land-take of the proposed road
development.

The badger population of the study area is considered to be of Local

Importance (higher value). (NRA 2009).

As indicated in Hayden and Harrington (2000)
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for otter. As a species listed on Annex II of the EU Habitats Directive, this apparently strong

Table 7.7: Badger Setts Located Within the Study Area

population of otter is considered to be of County Importance (NRA 2009).

Sett
no.

Active /
Inactive

Distance
from the
land-take

Sett type

Details

1

Inactive

500m

Outlying /
subsidiary

Single Disused Entrance

2

Inactive

Within landtake

Probably
subsidiary

Three disused entrances, which have been partially
blocked.

Direct evidence of the presence of red squirrel was found during the mammal survey at

3

Inactive

40m

Probably main

Four disused entrances, which have been partially
blocked.

Cascade Wood (SEI 21) and immediately north of Cascade Wood at the Bohill River Corridor

4

Inactive

70m

Probably annex

Two disused entrances.

(SEI 25). This area provides very good quality habitat for this species. This population is

5

Active

136m

Main

Five or six active entrances and perhaps others
within the dense scrub. Some have been partially
blocked.

6

Inactive

140m

Main

At least nine widely scattered entrances, but long
disused.

7

Inactive

380m

Probably annex

Two or three old, long-disused entrances.

8

Inactive

400m

Main

The area has been greatly disturbed, but it appears
that there may have been up to ten entrances. This
sett appears to have been recently destroyed, and
there is no evidence of recent badger activity.

9

Inactive

130m

Main

There are four long-inactive entrances, and two
showing signs of some recent activity. This appears
to be an old main sett that has only recently again
become active.

10

Inactive

300m

Main

This sett is at the site of a Souterrain, and has four
or five entrances. The badgers from this sett were
recently shot (January 2005) by the Department of
Agriculture, presumably as part of the TB control
programme.

Red Squirrel

considered to be of County Importance (NRA 2009).

There are several other sections of the proposed road development that hold habitat suitable
for this species, but where its presence has not been confirmed. Areas of mature deciduous
and mixed woodlands within the study area that appear suitable are Codrum Woods SEI 7,
Prohus Wood SEI 13 and the area to the northeast of Bealick Mill.

Other Mammals
Deer droppings, hoof prints and paths were found in the Toonlane area, and hoof prints were

11

Inactive

15m

Probably main

This sett is long disused. There are at least three
entrances.

also found at the western end of the proposed road development at Slievereagh (see Figure

12

Active

Within 30m of
land-take;
60m from
centreline.

Main

A highly active main sett, with approximately eleven
entrances along a hedgerow.

11.3). The size and form of the footprints and droppings indicate that the species involved is

Within landtake, on
centreline of
road.

Main

13

Active

almost certainly Sika deer. Hayden and Harrington (2000) indicate that Sika Deer are present
A highly active main sett in boulders, with at least
seven active entrances.

Whereas red deer are present in the 20km x 20km square that includes 10km square W17, but

14

Active

Within landtake

Probably
subsidiary

A sett with two entrances, and a clear path
connecting to sett no. 13 above, which lies
approximately 50m distant.

15

Active

Within 30m of
land-take;
130m from
centreline

Main

A large sett within a rocky outcrop. At least five
active entrances were located, but many others may
be present.

Otter
Results of the Mammal Survey carried out along the whole length of the proposed road
development indicate the presence of a strong population of otter throughout the suitable
habitats of the entire study area. Otter signs were found along the Rivers Sullane, Foherish
and Laney, and a number of tributaries of these rivers were assessed as being highly suitable
October 2009

in both of the 20km x 20km squares through which the proposed road development passes.
not further east. Hence, there remains a slight possibility that the deer herds within the study
area might include hybrids between the two species or some red deer.
Hedgehog, pygmy shrew and Irish stoat are likely to be found throughout the study area. The
scrubby habitats in the western part of the study area (e.g. SEIs 11, 12, 14, 16 and 18) are
particularly suitable for Irish stoat. The habitats present in the Cascade Wood area are suitable
for all of these species.
A single Irish hare was recorded in the Cappagh uplands area (SEI 26), within Mullaghanish to

Musheramore Mountains SPA, approximately 850m from the fenceline of the proposed road
development, in May 2008. A single hare was recorded in the Slievereagh area in July 2007,
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approximately 200m to the south of the alignment and two were seen together in the same

Hen Harrier

Confirmed breeding

Birds Directive Annex
1;

area in June 2008; approximately 150m to the north of the alignment (see Figure 11.3). Other

‘Red List’;
RDB ‘Endangered’

sections of the study area appear suitable for this species, particularly the relatively large fields
found along the Sullane floodplain and on the higher land in the eastern part of the study area,
between Mount Massey and Glananarig.

Merlin

Confirmed breeding

RDB ‘Rare’

Lapwing

Confirmed breeding

‘Red List’

Curlew

Possibly / probably
breeding

‘Red List’

recorded in this 20km square on the basis of some released animals and possibly a small

Black-headed
Gull

Confirmed breeding

‘Red List’

remnant population in Killarney woods. The species is however expanding its range southwards

Kingfisher

No evidence was found for the presence of pine marten within the study area. Pine martens are

from Co Clare and Co Tipperary into Co Limerick and Co Waterford and could soon recolonise

Confirmed breeding

Birds Directive Annex 1

From the ‘New Atlas survey’ 1988-91 (Gibbons et al. 1993).

Co Cork. Woodland and dense scrub areas, particularly in the western half of the study area
The Rivers Laney, Sullane and Foherish, and Bohill Stream provide highly suitable breeding

appear potentially suitable for this species.

habitat for Kingfisher. Kingfisher is reported by a local resident to have bred in the past on the
Evaluation: overall for these other mammals, the study area as a whole is considered to be of
Local Importance (lower value).

Bohill Stream to the south of Cascade Wood. Kingfishers nest in earth banks; usually the banks
of watercourses. The nest consists of a deep burrow in the vertical face of a bank, excavated
by the birds themselves.
suitable banks occur.

Birds

It is likely that Kingfisher breeds an all of these rivers wherever

The feeding territory associated with each nest may extend some

distance from the nest itself, and hence most sections of these rivers may potentially lie within

Bird Species of High Conservation Concern

Kingfisher breeding territories.

Table 7.8 shows bird species of high conservation concern recorded by Gibbons et al. (1993)

proposed road development may lie within the breeding territories of Kingfishers.

as breeding within 10km grid squares W17, W27 and W37, through which the proposed road

No highly suitable breeding habitat for Hen Harrier, Lapwing, Curlew, Black-headed Gull or

development is routed. Species considered here to be of high conservation concern are those

Merlin occurs within the land take of the road development or immediately adjacent to it, and it

included in any of the following:

is not considered at all likely that any of these species currently breed in the vicinity.

•

The ‘Red List’ of species of high conservation concern in Ireland (Lynas et al. 2007);

Surveys were conducted of potentially suitable breeding habitat for Hen Harrier, Curlew and

•

The Irish Red Data Book (RDB) (Whilde 1993); and,

Merlin within the sections of Mullaghanish To Musheramore Mountains SPA (SEI 26) that lie

•

Annex I of the EU ‘Birds Directive’.

It is therefore possible that the crossing points of the

within 1km of the proposed road development, and in and around Slievereagh (SEI 22) during
the 2008 breeding season. Targeted surveys for these species, according to methodologies

Table 7.8: Bird Species of High Conservation Concern Recorded From 10km National Grid
Squares W 17, W27 and W37.
Species

October 2009

Breeding status
within 10km
square W17

Breeding status
within 10km
square W27

Breeding status
within 10km
square W37

Notes

described in Gilbert et al. (1998), were carried-out during the prescribed period between April
and July.
No highly suitable habitat for Curlew is present in either area, however sub-optimal habitat is
present. No Curlew were recorded during the course of the survey and the species is not
suspected of breeding in either area.
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Suitable nesting habitat for both Hen Harrier and Merlin occurs along the fringes of an extensive

A single Whooper Swan was recorded at the Sullane Delta in October 2004.

There is a

immature spruce plantation approximately 1,200m to the north of the proposed road

regular winter flock of this Birds Directive Annex I species at The Gearagh, and these birds

development, within Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains SPA (SEI 26). Neither species

occasionally occur at other sites within the reservoir system.

was recorded during the survey however the area provides apparently highly suitable breeding

A local resident has reported sight records of Ring Ouzel during the breeding season in recent

habitat for both Hen Harrier and Merlin, and nesting in this area in the future is possible. The

years close to Cascade Wood. Whilst no suitable breeding habitat for this red data book ‘rare’

nearest area of suitable breeding habitat is elevated more than 130m (vertical distance) above

species (Whilde, 1993) exists along the proposed road development, and the closest

the proposed road development and is 1.2km distant from it, so it is considered very unlikely

breeding record reported by Gibbons et al. (1993) lies 15 to 30km to the northwest, in 10km

that the proposed road development will discourage these species from nesting in this area in

Grid Square W08, potentially suitable habitat may be present within a few kilometres to the

the future.

north of Baile Bhuirne.

Black-headed Gulls nest colonially in wetlands such as marshes and lake islands. No colony is

A local resident reports breeding Nightjar in the vicinity of Cascade Wood, where small areas of

present in the vicinity of the proposed road development.

potentially suitable habitat for this species exist. The closest breeding record reported by

In addition to the species recorded breeding in the area by Gibbons et al. (1993), two other

Gibbons et al. (1993) for this red data book ‘endangered’ species (Whilde, 1993) is

species of high conservation concern were recorded during the field surveys of 2004 / 2005.

approximately 40 to 50km to the northwest within National Grid 10km square V98. A survey
for this species was conducted during the summer of 2007 and no birds were recorded.

Barn Owl was confirmed breeding at Mount Massey during the course of the summer bat survey
in 2004, and also during the spring bat survey of 2007, so this is clearly a regular breeding

Other birds

site for this species. A local resident reported that Barn Owl formerly bred at Carrigaphooca

Overall, the study area holds a bird fauna typical of lowland agricultural areas of southern

Castle, close to the point where the proposed road development crosses the Foherish River,

Ireland, but generally lacks the species associated with arable land such as Yellowhammer (which

however no birds were recorded in this area during the field surveys. Barn Owl was seen on

was not recorded from the study area during the course of the field surveys). Few species of

two occasions in the Cappagh area during the 2007 bat survey, however the breeding site has

restricted range in Ireland were noted during the course of the field surveys, however,

not been determined. Barn Owl is listed by Lynas et al. (2007) on the ‘red list’ as a species of

noteworthy species were recorded as follows:

conservation concern, and it is also listed in the Irish Red Data Book, its status being

•

‘Indeterminate’ (Whilde, 1993).

Jay, a woodland specialist species of restricted range in Ireland, was recorded at four
sites: Inchinlinane Woodlands (SEI 11), Coolnacaheragh East (SEI 16), Cappagh Woodlands

Peregrine Falconwas recorded on two occasions in the vicinity of Prohus Wood (September

(SEI 20) and Cascade Woods Complex (SEI 21). Jays are common at the latter site, where

2004 and April 2005). It is impossible to be certain whether or not these records refer to

the species was encountered on each of four visits. This species is also likely to be present

local breeding birds or to wandering non-breeders. Whilst there is no highly suitable breeding

in Prohus Wood (SEI 13) and perhaps in other woodland sites within the study area such as

habitat for Peregrine within the study area, breeding Peregrines can have a very large feeding

Codrum Woods (SEI 7). It is likely that Jay breeds at these sites.

range, and it is possible that these records refer to birds that are breeding some distance
from the study area in surrounding mountain areas. Peregrine is listed under Annex I of the EU
Birds Directive and the Irish population is classified as ‘Internationally Important’ in the Irish
Red Data Book (Whilde, 1993).
October 2009

•

Dipper, a species confined to rivers with good water quality, has a strong population within
the study area. Dipper was recorded from the following sites:
¾ River Laney (SEI 4), Bealick Mill, and upstream, up to 3 birds present;
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¾ River Sullane (SEI 3), four sites: at Sullane Bridge; close to Prohus Wood; close to

Species

Early Winter
September 24th
2004

Mid-winter
January 14th
2005

Late winter
March 23rd
2005

Little Grebe

0

3

0

Grey Heron

0

3

1

Spotted Flycatcher, a widespread but relatively uncommon breeding bird of woodland and

Cormorant

0

3

3

parkland in Ireland was confirmed breeding at Toonlane (SEI 18).

Mute Swan

56

13

6

Greylag Goose

0

1

0

Teal

0

0

87

Wigeon

40

244

32

generally typical of agricultural (pasture) areas of lowland Ireland, and is therefore of no more

Mallard

490

148

18

than Local Importance (lower value); the presence of two breeding species of high conservation

Shoveler

40

1

0

concern is of significance. As a species listed under Appendix 1 of the EU Birds Directive, a

Gadwall

0

2

0

site holding any population of breeding Kingfisher is considered to be of County Importance

Tufted Duck

3

58

0

(NRA, 2009). A location supporting breeding Barn Owl (Mount Massey, see Figure 11.3), a

Lapwing

16

441

0

species of high conservation concern, listed in both the Irish Red Data Book (Whilde 1993)

Green Sandpiper

6

0

0

and on the ‘Red List’ of species of high conservation concern in Ireland (Lynas et al. 2007) is

Curlew

20

0

0

Black-tailed Godwit

40

0

0

Dunlin

0

59

0

Kingfisher

1

0

0

Carrigaphooca Castle; and at the crossing point of the proposed road development
at Chainage 20 + 700; and,
¾ Foherish River (SEI 10), at Carrigaphooca Bridge.
•

Evaluation: Whilst the diversity and abundance of breeding birds within the study area is

considered to be of County Importance.

Sullane Delta Bird Survey
During the scoping process for this assessment, the ‘Sullane Delta’ area at the western end of
Inishcarra Reservoir was identified as a significant site for wintering waterfowl.

During the

winter of 2004 / 2005 a series of bird counts was conducted at the Sullane Delta (SEI 1) in
order to evaluate the site’s importance for wintering wildfowl and waders. The site is included
within Birdlife International’s Important Bird Area, Republic of Ireland no. 84 The Gearagh and

the Inishcarra reservoir’ (Hunt et al. 2000), which is of National Importance for Teal (1,600
birds, 1996), Wigeon (2,000 birds, 1996), Mallard (1,750 birds, 1985), Coot (312 birds,
1995) and Golden Plover (1,500 birds, 1985). Table 7.9 shows the results of the present
survey.

The results indicate that the Sullane Delta is an important element within the broader area of
Inishcarra Reservoir (including The Gearagh), and that the site is of considerable importance in
its own right, particularly for ducks.

The counts of 490 Mallard and 420 Teal in late

September 2004 are both close to the thresholds for a site of National (all-Ireland)
Importance. A site of National Importance is defined as a site that regularly holds 1% of the
estimated all-Ireland population of a species.
population is 500 (Colhoun 2001).

For both Teal and Mallard, the threshold

The number of Mallard observed at the Sullane Delta

declined considerably by mid-winter to a population of 148 in mid-January. This indicates that
the Mallard flock may represent a post-breeding concentration rather than a wintering
population.

Table 7.9: Results of the 2004 / 2005 winter wildfowl and wader survey of the Sullane Delta,

The results also indicate that the site is of some importance for Wigeon, Lapwing and Tufted

Inishcarra Reservoir, Co. Cork.

Duck; and for an inland site, also holds noteworthy numbers of Black-tailed Godwit and Dunlin,

October 2009
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Green Sandpiper is a

species. Results of the survey indicate that Cascade Wood appears to support an abundant

relatively scarce species in Ireland, so the count of six in late September 2004 is also of

population of the species. The area to the west of Cascade Wood was further assessed in

interest.

November 2007.

Evaluation: County Importance. Whilst water levels in Inishcarra Reservoir were rather lower

Evaluation: ‘National Importance’ (NRA, 2009).

which are wader species more usually associated with coastal sites.

The species is widespread in the area and locally abundant at this site.

than is usual during much of the winter of 2004 / 2005, which may have resulted in a somewhat
higher than usual population of ‘dabbling’ ducks such as Teal and Mallard, it is unlikely that this

There are no recent records of the Habitats Directive Annex II butterfly species marsh fritillary

evaluation would be reduced during a winter with ‘normal’ water levels.

in OS National Grid 10km squares W17, W27 or W37 (Asher et al. 2001). It is considered
unlikely that this species occurs within the study area. Gatekeeper, a butterfly of restricted

Other Fauna

range in Ireland was recorded from Toonlane (SEI 18).

Reptiles and Amphibians

None of the three species of Vertigo snails (V. geyeri, V. angustior and V. moulinsiana) that are

Common frog, the Irish population of which is described in the Irish Red Data Book as being of
‘International Importance’ (Whilde 1988), is likely to occur over a large part of the study area.
The species was recorded at Coolyhane Valley (SEI 5) where spawning frogs were abundant in
February 2005 and at Teerbeg Wetland (SEI 8) where spawning frogs were also present in

listed under Annex II of the EU Habitats Directive are known to occur in the Lee River catchment
(Kerney 1999).
There is a diverse range of habitats within the study area, and it is likely that this is reflected in
a diverse invertebrate fauna.

With the exception of the Kerry slug population, there is no

February 2005. Coolnacaheragh West (SEI 17) and other wet sites along the whole length of

evidence that the habitats within the land-take of the proposed road development support

the proposed road development are also suitable for this species.

invertebrate populations of particular ecological value, or that the lands are of any particular
importance to any other invertebrate species of conservation concern.

Much of the site holds small areas of rocky and heath habitats which are potentially suitable for
common lizard. Marnell (2002) presents the distribution of common lizard in Ireland based on

7.3.6

‘casual’ records between 1990 and 2002, and includes records from OS 10km National Grid

Description of the Existing Environment

squares W014 and W025 which lie only 10 to 20km to the south of the proposed road
development. No lizards were recorded during the course of the field survey, but potentially
suitable sites include the rocky and heathy areas of Inchinlinane Woodlands (SEI 11),
Lissacresig Scrublands (SEI 14), Coolnacaheragh East (SEI 16) and Toonlane (SEI 18).

Aquatic Ecology

General Catchment
The proposed road development is in the catchment of the Sullane River which along with its
tributaries drains the western slopes of the Derrynasaggart Mountains. The river flows in an
easterly direction for 23 miles through Baile Bhuirne and Macroom and enters Inishcarra
Reservoir c. 3km downstream of Macroom. Tributaries of the Sullane to be crossed by the

Invertebrates

proposed road development include the Owengarve, Bohill, Foherish and Laney Rivers. The

Kerry slug, a species listed under Annex II of the EU Habitats Directive is recorded by Kerney

reservoir also receives the flow from the upper River Lee and it drains to the River Lee which

(1999) from OS National Grid 10km squares W17 and W27, through which the proposed road

flows to the sea at Cork Harbour.

development passes. Kerry slug is known from Cascade Wood (SEI 21) and a survey of this
site was carried out in April 2007 in order to fully assess the importance of this site for this
October 2009
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Fishery Information

O’Halloran (1998) states that: “In the Lee, all reared smolts were adipose fin-clipped in

O’Reilly (2002) states that “the Sullane holds good stocks of brown trout from Ballyvourney

selected years and it was determined that virtually all adults returning to Inniscarra were of

downstream, averaging just over half-a-pound, but it also gets a run of larger fish up from the

hatchery origin: in 1995, a total of 1,371 adults returned to Inniscarra, of which 361 were

reservoir and 1½lb trout are not uncommon. In 2001, a 4½ lb trout was taken and several of

wild fish. These returning wild adults were probably derived from autumn 0+ parr stocked into

2lb. … The fishing extends upstream as far as Ballyvourney and the most popular stretches are

the Sullane tributary during the years 1991–1993 and from any naturally spawning juveniles

from the New Bridge upstream to Macroom; a stretch upstream of Raleigh Bridge on the right

occurring upstream of Inishcarra. Large scale unfed fry planting upstream of Carrigadrohid did

bank; a half-mile stretch on the right bank downstream of the Half-Way House Bridge and a

not take place until 1993. …the estimated average yearly rod catch for the river (Lee) over a

stretch on the right bank upstream of Poul na Bro Bridge. … The Laney River is 15 miles long

10-year period was less than 600.” The South Western Regional Fisheries Board had stated

and joins the Sullane River three miles east of Macroom. It is a fast-flowing moorland stream

in a consultation response that “in an attempt to reintroduce natural runs, the Board in

and had the reputation of having trout of the highest average weight of all the Lee tributaries.

association with the ESB have been carrying out a stocking and recapture programme in the

… The Foherish and Finnow rivers have their confluence about two miles before joining the River

Sullane and tributaries for the past 8-9 years. Native juvenile salmon are stocked on an annual

Sullane, near Macroom. They hold small trout in the upper reaches but there are some good

basis throughout the upper system with descending salmon smolts captured and transported

pools and nice glides in the lower reaches.”

below the dams. Because of the small numbers of salmon currently within the upper Lee, the
management and protection of this native stock is essential to the success of the restoration

The South Western Regional Fisheries Board had stated in a consultation response that “the

programme.”

salmon run into the upper Lee River and tributaries were decimated as a result of the

ESB salmon stocking data for the Sullane catchment were gathered and electro-fishing surveys

introduction of the ESB dams in the 1950s”. Twomey (1991) states that “a deterioration in

carried out by ESB in 2001-recorded salmon in the main channel of the Sullane, in the River

water quality in the tail-race downstream of Inishcarra dam caused by the decaying vegetation in

Laney and in the Foherish River (ESB 2002).

the new reservoirs brought about mortality of adult fish from 1956 onwards. …. In 1957 it

The Lee Reservoir is described by South Western Regional Fisheries Board (quoted in Cork

was estimated that more than 2,000 dead or dying fish were removed from the tail race.

County Council N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Road Project Route Selection

…Predation by pike and trout on the descending smolts in the reservoirs and damage to

Report) as a year round coarse fishery with bream and rudd the main species in the lower

smolts in their passage downstream through the turbine shaft were identified as the principal

reservoir and pike in the upper. The ESB (2002) states that “the reservoir is predominantly a

factors to the loss of salmon in the system. … The restoration of the nursery areas of the

coarse fishery where bream, rudd, roach, pike, perch and a small number of eel are recorded.

River Lee by stocking with juvenile salmon was successful in producing smolts but did not

Bream are the predominant fish occurring in large numbers.”

succeed in restoring the runs of adult fish because of the high smolt mortality owing to various

7.3.7

factors. The decision taken in 1970 to construct a smolt-rearing station succeeded in
restoring in part the salmon runs into the River Lee. It was not possible to restore the very
valuable early run fish into the Sullane and its tributary the Foherish. These early run two sea
water (sic) fish were the main component of the Lee stocks.”

Fishery Value

The Lee Reservoir is described by South Western Regional Fisheries Board (quoted in Cork
County Council N22 Ballyvourney – Macroom - Ballincollig Road Project Route Selection
Report) as a year round coarse fishery with bream and rudd the main species in the lower
reservoir and pike in the upper. ESB (2002) states that “Inniscarra reservoir is predominantly a

coarse fishery where bream, rudd, roach, pike, perch and a small number of eel are recorded.
Bream are the predominant fish occurring in large numbers.”
October 2009
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The potentially affected area of reservoir does not constitute significant salmonid habitat but is

submerged branches are favourite sites if weed are absent. Eggs take 8 – 16 days to hatch at

likely to provide spawning habitat for coarse fish species. Under normal conditions (the

normal water temperatures. At first the young fish have a planktonic existence. Once their fins

exceptions being in flood or drought conditions) ESB control the water levels such that the

have become fully developed, they move inshore and adopt a more benthic habit, still moving

area where impacts will occur will usually be under approximately 0.62m of water between April

about in shoals but sheltering among marginal vegetation. As autumn approaches the young fish

and September and will be dry between October and March (RPS Group pers comm.)

and adults move offshore into water up to 12 – 15 m deep if this is available. However, solitary

A review of the feeding and reproduction of these coarse fish species is presented below.

individuals are sometimes encountered sheltering under vegetation or stones in shallow water.
Although perch feed on other smaller fish, their diet comprises mainly aquatic invertebrates

Bream

which they pick off the bottom or from stems and leaves of aquatic plants.

Spawning takes place in weed beds in May/June. Eggs are adhesive and stick to the weeds
down to a depth of 3m. At first the young feed mainly on small plankton and small crustaceans,

Pike

but they tend to move to a more benthic (bottom feeding) diet after a few weeks. Molluscs are

Spawning takes place from February to May in areas of shallow water with thick vegetation, or,

a particularly important food of large bream, along with freshwater shrimps and slaters. Their

if the water level is high, in flooded terrestrial vegetation. The eggs adhere to the vegetation

diet includes worms, molluscs, crustaceans and various benthic insects (e.g. caddis, mayfly and

and hatch in approximately 15 days. On hatching the young pike larva attaches itself to the

midge larvae). A small amount of vegetable matter is eaten in the form of filamentous algae and

vegetation by means of adhesive glands in the head. After about 6-10 days the yolk sac is

the leaves of higher plants.

used up and the larva becomes free swimming. At the attached larval stage “a fall in water level

can have fatal consequences, as the adhesive larvae cannot escape” (Maitland & Campbell
Roach
Spawning takes place in April, May and June. The eggs are adhesive and stick to weeds, often
in enormous numbers. The eggs hatch in 5 – 10 days depending on local temperatures and the
new fry remain attached to weed for a further few days until the yolk sac is adsorbed and they

1992).
On the basis of this information and the plants recorded in the area of the reservoir it is
presumed that the potentially affected area serves as a significant spawning area for coarse
fish.

can start to swim freely. The young feed on very small invertebrates at first along with some
vegetable matter. As they grow they move to larger invertebrates, especially planktonic

Water Quality

crustaceans and eventually to a diet of a wide variety of bottom living animals such as worms,

EPA biological water quality monitoring data 1971 – 2005 for the Sullane, Laney and Foherish

molluscs, crustaceans and many species of insect larvae, as well as much detritus, filamentous

are tabulated in Appendix 4 of the aquatic survey report (Aquatic Ecological Survey of the

algae and higher plants.

Sullane River and tributaries as part of the EIS for the Ballyvourney to Macroom Section of the
Proposed Macroom Bypass). Up to 2002 the EPA Q-values at sites on these rivers have

Perch

without exception indicated unpolluted conditions and in most instances have indicated pristine

Spawning takes place from mid-March to June. The eggs, which adhere to each other and are

or close to pristine conditions. However for the first time since monitoring began in 1971 in

enveloped in slime, are usually laid in shallow water, in long white ribbons up to a metre in

2005 half of the sites assessed on the Sullane River were Q4 rather than Q4-5 or Q5

length, draped over water plants or other submerged objects. Water logged tree trunks and

indicating a decline from the near pristine conditions previously recorded. The results of the
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present survey indicate that the water quality of the Sullane and Foherish Rivers remains high at
the main channel sites assessed.
EPA (2002) classified Carrigadrohid Reservoir as mesotrophic in 2000 based on a maximum
chlorophyll level of 10.8 µg/l.
Ecological Importance
Brook Lamprey (Lampetra planeri) have been recorded as spawning in the Sullane (Kurz &
Costello 1998). Freshwater Pearl Mussel (Margaritifera margaritifera) have been recorded in
the Sullane, the Foherish and the Laney Rivers (Clabby et al. 2003 & J. Lucey, EPA, pers.

comm.). Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) have been recorded in the Sullane & Foherish Rivers in the
present survey. All three species are listed in Annex II of the Habitats Directive, and the
freshwater pearl mussel is a scheduled species under the 1976 Wildlife Act (Statutory
Instrument No. 112, 1990) and consequently the species and its habitat are protected by law.
The exceptionally high quality of Salmonid habitat combined with an unbroken record of virtually
pristine water quality, along with the protected species listed above, render the Sullane and its
tributaries the Laney and Foherish of regional or arguably national importance.
A summary of the existing environment at and downstream of each Potential Impact Location
(PIL) is provided in Table 7.10.
A summary of fish catch at each site is provided in Table 7.11. Numbers caught are given for
salmonids; where non-salmonid species were taken, their presence is recorded. Details of
salmonids captured are given in Appendix 2 of the aquatic survey report. Conditions were
unsuitable for backpack electro-fishing at the proposed crossing points of Site 5 and Site 10;
trout were observed at Site 5. It should be noted that sites A and B were fished in June
2005; all other sites were fished in late August/early September 2004.
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Table 7.10 SUMMARY OF EXISTING ENVIRONMENT AT AND DOWNSTREAM OF EACH POTENTIAL IMPACT LOCATION (PIL)

PIL

Qrating

Pollution Status
in Vicinity of
Potential Impact
Location

Salmonid
Habitat
Recorded at
Potential
Impact Point

Salmonids Recorded
at Potential Impact
Location

Best Salmonid Habitat
Recorded and Distance
Downstream of Potential
Impact Location

Margaritifera Habitat in

Importance Rating**

Potentially Affected
Section

Protected and/or Annex
II Habitats Directive
Species in Potentially
Affected Section

A

Q4

Unpolluted

Very Good

Brown Trout

Very Good (at location)

Good

M. margaritifera (Moorkens

County Importance at proposed road crossing
point. national Importance 2.5km downstream

2007))

Salmon (ESB records)
Brook Lamprey (likely)
B

Q3-4

Slightly polluted

Very Good

Brown Trout

Very Good (at location)

Good

M. margaritifera (Moorkens
2007))

National Importance

Salmon (ESB records)
Brook Lamprey (likely)
D

E

Q4-5

Q4

Unpolluted

Unpolluted

Good

Good

Not assessed salmon &
brown trout can be
assumed to be present

Very Good
(250 m)

Good

None

Very Good (150m)

Good

Salmon (ESB survey)

National Importance

Brook Lamprey (likely)

M. margaritifera (Moorkens
2007)

County Importance

Salmon (ESB records)
Brook Lamprey (likely)
F

Q3

Moderately Polluted

Fair - Good

None

Very Good (c.700m)

Good

M. margaritifera (Moorkens
2007)

Salmon (ESB records)

Local Importance (higher value).County
Importance c.700m downstream, National
Importance c.2km downstream

Brook Lamprey (likely)
1

Q3

Moderately Polluted

Fair - Good

Brown Trout

Very Good – Excellent (600m)

Good

M. margaritifera (Moorkens
2007)

County Importance at Proposed Crossing
Point. National Importance 600m downstream

Salmon (ESB records)
Brook Lamprey (likely)
2

Q4

Unpolluted

Fair - Good

Brown Trout

Good – Very Good (20m)

Good

M. margaritifera (Moorkens
2007))

County Importance at Proposed Crossing
Point. National Importance20m downstream

Salmon (likely)
Brook Lamprey (likely)
3

Q4-5

Unpolluted

Good – Very
Good

Brown Trout

Good – Very Good (at location)

Good

M. margaritifera (Moorkens
2007))

National Importance

Salmon (likely)
Brook Lamprey (likely)
4

Q3

Moderately Polluted

Poor - None

None

Very Good (c.150m)

Good

M. margaritifera (likely)
Salmon (likely)
Brook Lamprey (likely)

5

Q4-5

Unpolluted

Good – Very
Good

Not Assessed* (Brown
Trout observed)

V. Good (just downstream of
location)

Good

M. margaritifera (Moorkens
2007)

Local Importance (lower value) at proposed
crossing point; National Importance 150m
downstream
National Importance

Salmon (likely)
Brook Lamprey (likely)
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PIL

Qrating

Pollution Status
in Vicinity of
Potential Impact
Location

Salmonid
Habitat
Recorded at
Potential
Impact Point

Salmonids Recorded
at Potential Impact
Location

Best Salmonid Habitat
Recorded and Distance
Downstream of Potential
Impact Location

Margaritifera Habitat in

Protected and/or Annex
II Habitats Directive
Species in Potentially
Affected Section

Importance Rating**

Potentially Affected
Section

6

Q4-5

Unpolluted

Very Good Excellent

Salmon
Brown Trout

Very Good – Excellent (at
location)

Good

M. margaritifera (Moorkens

National Importance

2007)

Salmon (present survey)
Brook Lamprey (likely)
7

Q3-4

Slightly Polluted

Good

Brown Trout

Good (at location and for 1.3km
downstream)

Poor

M. margaritifera (possible in
Sullane River)

Salmon (possible)

County Importance.
National Importance c.1m downstream

Brook Lamprey (possible)
8

Q3

Moderately Polluted

Good

Brown Trout

Good (at location and for 1km
downstream)

None

M. margaritifera (possible in
Sullane River)

County Importance. National Importance c.1km
downstream

Salmon (possible)
Brook Lamprey (possible)
9

Q4

Unpolluted

Good – Very
Good

Brown Trout
Salmon

Good – Very Good (at location)

Good

M. margaritifera (possible)

National Importance

Salmon (present survey)
Brook Lamprey (likely)

10

Q4

Unpolluted

Fair - Good

Not Assessed*

Fair – Good (at location)

Fair

Salmon (likely)

National Importance

Brook Lamprey (likely)
11

-

-

Poor

Not Assessed*

-

None

None Likely

County Importance

*Site unsuitable for backpack electro-fishing assessment.
**Note: For criteria for classifying the importance of freshwaters see Section 2.7 of the aquatic survey report. NOTE: The criteria presented in the aquatic survey report were based on the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road

Schemes. Revision 1 (NRA 2006a). For consistency, within this Technical Report the Importance Rating Criteria have been amended to reflect those presented in Revision 2 of these Guidelines (NRA 2009).
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TABLE 7.11 SUMMARY OF FISH CATCH AT EACH SITE
Numbers caught are given for salmonids; where non-salmonid species were taken, their
presence is recorded. Details of salmonids captured are given in Appendix 2 of the aquatic
survey report. Conditions were unsuitable for backpack electro-fishing at the proposed
crossing points of Site 5 and Site 10; trout were observed at Site 5. It should be noted that
sites A and B were fished in June 2005; all other sites were fished in late August/early
September 2004.

0+

1+

2+

3+/4+

0+

1+

trout

trout

trout

trout

Site A

3

1

3

1

0

0

Site B

2

10

5

0

0

0

Stone Minnow 3-spined Gudgeon

Salmon Salmon loach

Stickleback

Site D Site not fished due to seasonal constraints, salmon and trout can be assumed to be
present

Site E

0

0

0

0

0

0

Site F

0

0

0

0

0

0

Site 1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Site 2

8

0

0

0

0

0

Site 3

24

3

0

0

0

0

Site 4

0

0

0

0

0

0

Site 5

Unsuitable for backpack electro-fishing; trout

+

+
+

+

+

observed

Site 6

14

11

0

1

4

0

Site 7

1

5

0

0

0

0

Site 8

25

5

0

0

0

0

Site 9

13

3

0

0

0

1

Site 10

Unsuitable for backpack electro-fishing
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TABLE 7.12 SUMMARY OF SALMONID CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT AT EACH SITE
To calculate catch per unit effort, the catch figures and fishing time are combined to calculate
the theoretical catch per hour fishing.

0+

1+

2+

3+/4+

0+

1+

trout

trout

trout

trout

Site A

18

6

18

6

0

0

Site B

8

40

20

0

0

0

Salmon Salmon

Stone Minnow 3-spined Gudgeon
loach

Stickleback

Site D Site not fished due to seasonal constraints, salmon and trout can be assumed to be
present
Site E

0

0

0

0

0

0

Site F

0

0

0

0

0

0

Site 1

4

0

0

0

0

0

Site 2

32

0

0

0

0

0

Site 3

53

7

0

0

0

0

Site 4

0

0

0

0

0

0

Site 5

Unsuitable for backpack electro-fishing; trout

+

+
+

+

+

observed
Site 6

42

33

0

3

12

0

Site 7

4

19

0

0

0

0

Site 8

75

15

0

0

0

0

Site 9

39

9

0

0

0

3

Site 10

Unsuitable for backpack electro-fishing
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widespread search had to be made in order to put the results in context. Therefore, 6

7.3.8

Freshwater Pearl-Mussel Survey Results

Table 7.14: Summary of estimated freshwater pearl mussel numbers in the Foherish River

Sullane River
The population of freshwater pearl-mussels in the Sullane River has been recorded since 1987,
but the population has never been fully surveyed previously. Fifteen sections were surveyed in
September 2007. Results are presented in Table 7.13.
Table 7.13: Summary of Estimated Mussel Numbers in the Sullane River
Section

Sections were surveyed in September 2007. Results are presented in Table 7.14.

Estimate of mussel
numbers per kilometre
where surveyed

Section

Estimate of mussel
numbers per kilometre

Foherish 1

0

Foherish 2

0

Foherish 3

2

Foherish 4

14

Foherish 5

44

Sullane 1

0

Foherish 6

22

Sullane 2

0

Total

82

Sullane 3

0

Sullane 4

300

River Laney

Sullane 5

10

The population of freshwater pearl mussels in the Laney River has been known since the late

Sullane 6

0

1980s but a full Stage 2 survey of the river has never been undertaken previously. The low

Sullane 7

0

numbers of individual mussels found in the vicinity of road crossings meant that a more

Sullane 8

278

Sullane 9

6

Sullane 10

26

Sullane 11

20

Sullane 12

0

Sullane 13

4

Sullane 14

40

Sullane 15

0

Total

684

widespread search had to be made in order to put the results in context. Therefore, 8
Sections were surveyed in September 2007. Results are presented in Table 7.15.
Table 7.15: Summary of estimated mussel numbers the Laney River
Section

Estimate of mussel
numbers per kilometre

Laney 1

0

Laney 2

0

Laney 3

0

Laney 4

10

Laney 5

0

Laney 6

30

The population of freshwater pearl mussels in the River Foherish has been known since the late

Laney 7

0

1980s but a full Stage 2 survey of the river has never been undertaken previously. The low

Laney 8

0

numbers of individual mussels found in the vicinity of road crossings meant that a more

Total

40

Foherish River
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Figure 11.6: Size profile of Sullane mussels measured expressed as lengths in mm.

As the majority of the summer had poor conditions for algal growth, it was alarming to see the

12

severity of nutrient enrichment in all three Margaritifera rivers. In sustainable freshwater pearl

Fontinalis. Although Ranunculus beds form an Annex I habitat in certain mesotrophic rivers, their
presence in Margaritifera rivers is considered to be a very negative indicator.

numbers

mussel rivers, filamentous algae would not be present, nor would macrophyte growth other than

10
8
6
4
2
140-149

130-139

120-129

110-119

100-109

90-99

80-89

70-79

60-69

50-59

40-49

30 - 39

in Tables 11.13 – 11.15. There is potential for a considerable underestimation as the algal and

20 - 29

The estimated number of Margaritifera in all three rivers is 806, their distribution is summarised

10 - 19

0-9

0

mm

Ranunculus growth made survey conditions poor in most of the sections. However, this was
compensated for by exhaustive fingertip searching in samples of the best habitat that was
obscured; therefore it is highly unlikely that significant underestimations were made. As there
were gaps in the coverage of all three rivers, it would be appropriate to conservatively assume
that the River Sullane population is not likely to exceed 2,000, that the Foherish population is
unlikely to exceed 200, and that the Laney River population is likely to be less than 150.

There was very little opportunity for age profiling, as numbers of individual mussels were very
low, and in considerably stressed conditions. It can be said with confidence that the
populations in all three rivers are unsustainable, with no juvenile recruitment, and if nutrient
conditions are not significantly lowered, then this generation of Margaritifera will be the last.
Figure 11.6 shows the size profile of the mussels measured as a proxy for age, with all the
younger age classes missing. Young mussels can be aged alive, but accurately aging an adult
pearl mussel requires killing the animal, so is not recommended in small populations. The
relationship of length to age generally follows a Von Bertalanffy equation, and varies between

From this age profile, the decline of the populations in all three rivers is likely to have
commenced at least 20 years ago, and the most likely cause is increased fertiliser application
in the catchment, and drainage leading to rapid loss of nutrients and silt into the rivers.

7.4

POTENTIAL IMPACTS

This section outlines the potential impacts, i.e. impacts in the absence of mitigation, on
habitats, flora and fauna that would result from the construction and operation of the proposed
road development. Predicted Residual Impacts, i.e. those resulting from construction of the
proposed road development including implementation of the mitigation measures described in
Section 7.5, are discussed in Section 7.6. The magnitude and the significance of potential
impacts are assessed according to the criteria described in the Guidelines for Assessment of

Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes Revision 2. (NRA, 2009).

Margaritifera populations considerably (Von Bertalanffy, 1934). By way of example, mussels
between 90 and 99mm vary between the ages of 18-22 in some rivers and 35-45 years in
others. In a sustainable recruiting population, at least 20% of the individuals should be less
than 65mm, and individuals in all age classes, including less than 30mm, should be present. In
the best recruiting population, 4mm and 7mm can be the most frequent size classes.

7.4.1

Designated Sites

Potential Direct Impacts on Designated Sites
There will be no direct impacts on any designated sites as a result of construction or operation
of the proposed road development. Of the non-statutory sites identified in the desktop review
(see Section 7.3.1), there will be an impact on the Important Bird Area, Republic of Ireland no.
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84 ‘The Gearagh and the Inishcarra Reservoir’ as defined by Birdlife International (Hunt et al.

Suitable nesting habitat for both Hen Harrier and Merlin occurs along the fringes of an extensive

2000). This impact is discussed under ‘SEI 1’, in Section 7.4.2.

immature spruce plantation approximately 1,200m to the north of the proposed road
development, within Mullaghanish To Musheramore Mountains SPA (SEI 26). However, neither
species was recorded during the survey conducted during the 2008 breeding season. The

Potential Indirect Impacts on Designated Sites
The Cascade Wood portion of St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC lies within 67m of the fenceline
(approximately 150m from the centre line) of the proposed road development.

The site is

designated on the basis of the presence of the Habitats Directive Annex I habitat ‘old oak

areas of suitable breeding habitat are elevated more than 130m (vertical distance) above the
proposed road development and it is considered very unlikely that the proposed road
development will discourage these species from nesting in this area in the future.

woodland’. The proposed road development will have no direct or indirect impact on this
habitat. The site also supports a number of Habitats Directive Annex II species; namely, Lesser

Prohus Wood pNHA is approximately 111m from the proposed road development, but is

Horseshoe Bat, Otter and Kerry slug. Whilst these species are not included as Conservation

separated from it by the Sullane River. The presence of the river negates the potential for

Objectives for the site (NPWS pers. comm.) it is likely that portions of their populations use the

hydrological or severe severance impacts on the site, however there is the potential for

riparian corridor of the Bohill River which runs north from the wood, and may hence suffer a

negative impacts on flora and fauna in the form of air quality and on fauna in the form of visual

degree of habitat severance as a result of construction of the proposed road development.

and noise disturbance. Such impacts are however considered unlikely to be of significance. The

The proposed road development may also act as a physical barrier to the movement of some

woodland and scrub habitats for which the pNHA is designated are not characterised by low

species, including the Habitats Directive Annex 1I species Kerry slug. As no Annex II species

nutrient levels. The lower edge of the wood, adjacent to the Sullane River consists of a broad

are included by NPWS as conservation objectives of the site, however; such impacts are not be

band of dense Blackthorn and Hawthorn scrub that will to a large extent screen potential noise

viewed as impacts on the cSAC, but solely as impacts on those species, which are discussed in

and visual disturbance impacts on fauna (see also Section 7.4.2).

Section 7.4.5.

None of the remaining sites listed in Section 7.3.1 are close enough to the proposed road

Mullaghanish to Musheramore Mountains SPA is adjacent to the proposed road development.

development for indirect impacts to be of significance.

The SPA is designated on the basis of its breeding population of Hen Harrier, and the boundary

Of the non-statutory sites identified in the desktop review (see Section 7.3.1), there is

of the SPA has been drawn to include the area used by the birds for all aspects of their

potential for indirect impacts in the form of visual and noise disturbance, on birds within

breeding biology including typical feeding habitat. Hence, under normal circumstances, lands

Important Bird Area, Republic of Ireland no. 84 ‘The Gearagh and the Inishcarra Reservoir’ as

outside the SPA are not of importance to the birds during the breeding season. Therefore,

defined by Birdlife International (Hunt et al. 2000). This is discussed under ‘SEI 1’ in Section

there shall be no indirect impacts on the birds, or on the Conservation Objectives of the site,

7.4.2, and mitigation measures to minimise such impacts are proposed in Section 7.5.3.

as a result of construction of the proposed road development. Breeding season surveys for
Hen Harrier, and also for Red Grouse, Merlin and Curlew during the 2008 breeding season

No indirect impacts on other non-statutory sites identified in the desktop review (see Section

indicate that none of these species breed within 1.2km of the proposed road development

7.3.1) are anticipated as a result of either construction or operation of the proposed road

within the SPA. Hence, whilst parts of the SPA adjacent to the proposed road development are

development.

likely to be used on occasion as feeding habitat by both Merlin and Hen Harrier, construction or
operation of the road will not reduce the quality of the feeding habitat within the SPA.
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Many of the habitat blocks listed in Table 7.17 are of little or no significant ecological value.

Habitats

Table 7.18 shows the number of habitat blocks and the total area of direct habitat loss that lie

Potential Direct Impacts
A number of the SEIs identified in Section 7.3.2 will be directly impacted by construction of

within the identified SEIs (see Section 7.3.2).

the proposed road development. Direct impact will take the form of habitat loss and habitat
Table 7.18: Direct Habitat Loss within SEIs

fragmentation.

Habitat Type with
habitat code (Fossitt,
2000)

SEI numbers
where habitat
type will be
lost

Number of
habitat blocks

Total area

Scrub

5, 6, 9, 11, 14,
16, 18, 23, 24.

24

11.6ha

(and therefore of potential ecological value), that lie within the land-take of the proposed road

Riparian woodland

1, 3, 4, 6, 10,
25.

14

4.3ha

development (including its associated side roads, slip roads and junctions), and the total area

Wet grassland

1, 8, 18, 24.

5

3.7ha

Broadleaved woodland

2, 3, 5, 11, 14,
15, 18, 20.

9

3.6ha

Lowland blanket bog

22.

1

1.9ha

Wet willow-alder-ash
woodland

7, 8, 15, 16.

5

1.5ha

Extent of Direct Habitat Loss
The total land area of semi-natural habitat within the land-take of the road is 0.46km2
(46.02ha). Table 7.17 shows the number of blocks of each potentially semi-natural habitat type

of each habitat type that is involved (see also Figure 11.2).

Table 7.17: Direct Habitat Loss (all potentially semi-natural habitats)
Number of habitat blocks

Total area (ha)

Dry grassland

24.

1

1.0ha.

Scrub

51

20.7

Wet grassland

8

5.8

Dry – humid acid
grassland

24.

2

0.74ha

Broadleaved woodland

17

4.6

Oak-birch-holly woodland

9, 18.

2

0.73ha

Riparian woodland

17

4.6

Immature woodland

11.

2

0.45ha

Lowland blanket bog

1

1.9

Wet willow-alder-ash woodland

5

1.5

Exposed sand gravel or
till

3.

1

0.37ha

Dry-humid acid grassland

3

1.3

Conifer plantation

15

1.2

Wet heath

14, 16.

2

0.35ha

Dry Grassland

3

1.0

Dense bracken

5.

1

0.32ha

Immature woodland

4

0.9

11, 24.

2

0.22ha

Mixed broadleaved / coniferous woodland

8

0.75

Mixed broadleaved
/coniferous woodland

Oak-birch-holly woodland

2

0.73

71

30.8ha

Exposed sands and gravels

1

0.36

*NB – Areas of habitat with no potential significant ecological value (such as sections of

Wet heath

2

0.35

Dense bracken

1

0.32

improved agricultural grassland, hard standing areas, small private gardens etc.) are not

Exposed siliceous rock

1

0.01

Total

139

46.0ha

Habitat Type (Fossitt, 2000)

Total

included in Table 7.18.

In addition to these terrestrial and wetland habitat blocks, a section of Inishcarra Reservoir
(3.1ha), and several sections of river, lie within the land-take area of the road. Some areas of
land are included in the CPO for the proposed road development because it is not economically
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feasible to provide alternative access arrangements. At certain points along the proposed
road development, this includes small areas of river channel because the adjacent land
ownership extends to the centre of the river, namely at the River Sullane at Chainage 9,400 to
10,500; at the Foherish River at Chainage 13,400 to 13,700 and at the confluence of the
Rivers Sullane and Laney at Chainages 19,900 to 20,100 (see Figure 11.2). Although the
CPO includes the river channel, there will be no direct impact on the river itself at these

Impacts on Sites Evaluated as being of International Importance
SEI 21 Cascade Wood Complex
There will be no direct impacts on the cSAC portion of this site. Potential indirect impacts are
discussed in Section 7.4.1.

locations. Associated areas of bank-side vegetation in these immediate areas would also not
be directly impacted by the proposed road development and are therefore not included in the

SEI 26 Cappagh Uplands (Mullaghanish To Musheramore Mountains SPA)

total areas of habitat loss or in Tables 7.17 and 7.18. These areas will be identified and

No direct or indirect impacts on this site are anticipated.

protected from disturbance during the construction phase of the proposed road development,
in line with the NRA Guidelines for the Protection and Preservation of Trees, Hedgerows and
Scrub Prior to, During and Post-Construction of National Road Schemes (see Section 7.5.1).
The extent of the areas of river where there will be direct impacts on aquatic habitats are
detailed in Table 7.19.

Impacts on Sites Evaluated as being of National Importance
SEI 3 River Sullane
Whilst much of the length of the proposed road development runs along the Sullane River
valley, it runs especially close to the river, and impacts directly on the SEI, at four locations as
follows:

Table 7.19: Direct Impacts on Rivers

•

SEI numbers
where habitat
type will be
directly
impacted

Length of the stretch
of river directly
impacted

•

Owengarve River

23

279m

•

Bohill River

25

359m

Sullane River

3

8m

Sullane River

3

23m

Foherish River

10

22m

River Laney

4

22m

Water Body

Between Chainages 9 + 500 and 9 + 600 where the road lies within 10m of the river
channel, and an area of 0.02ha of riparian woodland is directly impacted;
Between Chainages 10 + 525 and 10 + 575 where the road lies within 13m of the river
and an area of 0.18ha of mixed broadleaved woodland is directly impacted;
Between Chainages 20 + 000 and 20 + 075, at New Bridge, where the road runs within
one metre of the river channel and where two sections of riparian woodland totalling 0.02ha
in area are directly impacted; and

•

And at the point where the main carriageway of the road crosses of the Sullane at Chainage
20 + 650, where 0.40ha of riverine exposed sand and gravel will be directly impacted.

(It should be noted that whilst additional areas of habitat within this SEI lie within the fenceline
Magnitude of Potential Impacts on Sites of Ecological Interest (SEIs)

SEIs 12 (Carrignamaddry Woods), 13 (Prohus Wood), 17 (Coolnacaheragh West) and 19
(Carrigaphooca Bog) will experience no direct or indirect impact from the proposed road
development.
October 2009

of the proposed road development including sections of the River Sullane itself this is as a
result of the fenceline following land ownership boundaries which often extend to the centreline
of watercourses. These areas will not be impacted upon by the proposed road development.)
Whilst the site as a whole has been assessed as being of National Importance on the basis of
the presence of a number of Habitats Directive Annex II species in the river itself (see Sections
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7.3.2 and 7.3.6), the sections of woodland that will be lost are not in themselves be viewed

Details of the potential impacts on the River Laney itself, resulting from its close proximity to

as being of National Importance and the site’s ecological value will remain of ‘National

the proposed road development, and from the crossings of the river, are discussed in Section

Importance’ despite the loss of these areas. The impact of this habitat loss is therefore

7.4.6. Potential impacts on otter and other fauna are discussed in Section 7.4.5.

assessed as significant at the National level, but not at International level.
SEI 10 Foherish River
Details of the potential impacts on the Sullane River itself, resulting from its close proximity to

Three sections of riparian woodland will be lost within SEI 4, totalling 0.72ha. These sections

the proposed road development, and from the crossings of the river, are discussed in Section

of woodland lie on either bank of the Foherish River at the point where it is crossed by the main

7.4.6. Potential impacts on otter and other fauna are discussed in Section 7.4.5.

carriageway of the proposed road development. Whilst the site as a whole has been assessed
as being of National Importance on the basis of the presence of a number of Habitats Directive
Annex II species in the river itself (see Section 7.3.2), these sections of woodland are not in

SEI 4 River Laney
Two sections of riparian woodland will be lost within SEI 4, totalling 0.14ha. These sections of
woodland lie on either bank of the River Laney at the point where it is crossed by the proposed
road development.

Whilst the site as a whole has been assessed as being of National

themselves viewed as being of National Importance, and the site’s ecological value would remain
of ‘National Importance’ despite the loss of these areas. The impact of this habitat loss is
therefore assessed as not significant at the National level.

Importance on the basis of the presence of a number of Habitats Directive Annex II species in

The removal of these stretches of riparian woodland will result in the severance of the remaining

the river itself (see Section 7.3.2 and 7.3.6), these sections of woodland are not in

riparian woodland strips along the banks of the Foherish.

themselves viewed as being of National Importance, and the site’s ecological value would remain

section of the Foherish is currently unbroken, and construction of the proposed road

of ‘National Importance’ despite the loss of these areas. The impact of this habitat loss is

development will therefore constitute fragmentation of this habitat. The impact of this habitat

therefore assessed as not significant at the National level.

loss is therefore assessed as not significant at the National level.

The riparian corridor along this

Details of the potential impacts on the Foherish River itself, resulting from its close proximity to
The removal of these stretches of riparian woodland will also result in the fragmentation of the

the proposed road development, and from the crossings of the river, are discussed in Section

remaining riparian woodland strips along either bank of the River Laney. The proposed new

7.4.6. Potential impacts on otter and other fauna are discussed in Section 7.4.5.

bridge lies approximately 20m downstream of the existing road bridge at Bealick Mill.

The

presence of the existing bridge and the mill itself means that a considerable break
(approximately 50m on the western bank) already exists within the River Laney’s riparian
woodland corridor in this vicinity. The new severance resulting from construction of the new
bridge will result in an additional gap in the riparian corridor of approximately 40m.

The

additional break in the riparian corridor is therefore viewed as cumulative impact as it will result
in an increased degree of fragmentation to an already fragmented habitat. The impact of this
habitat loss is therefore assessed as not significant at the National level.

Impacts on Sites Evaluated as being of County Importance
SEI 9 Glananarig Woodlands
A section of 0.31ha of oak-birch-holly woodland will be lost from SEI 9. Whilst this habitat
type, as defined by Fossitt (2000), corresponds to the EU Habitats Directive Annex I habitat
‘old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in the British Isles (91AO)’, the small area of
woodland concerned is not considered to be a ‘good example’ of this Annex I habitat, due to
its small size and isolated location, and is therefore not evaluated as being of ‘National
Importance’ under the NRA evaluation criteria (NRA, 2009). A 1.18ha section of scrub will
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of Ireland no. 84 ‘The Gearagh and the Inishcarra reservoir’ (Hunt et. al., 2000). The section

significant at the County level, but not at National level or higher.

of the reservoir within the land-take of the proposed road development is not, however, of

Whilst the proposed road development will sever a small area of semi-natural scrub to the

importance to waterfowl, and the most significant negative impact on the wildfowl and wader

south, from the more extensive areas of semi-natural habitats to the north, this fragmentation

population is likely to be in the form of disturbance rather than direct habitat loss. There is

affect is not considered to constitute a significant impact due to the small size and low quality

potential for negative impacts on wildfowl in the form of both visual and noise disturbance

of the section of scrub that is involved.

during both construction and operation of the proposed road development, but particularly

Potential impacts on lesser horseshoe bat at this site are assessed in Section 7.4.5.

during construction. The main concentrations of wildfowl and waders (mainly ducks) occurs in
the main basin of the site, at a minimum of 200m to 250m to the south and east of the
proposed road development, beyond the woodland areas. The presence of the woodland

SEI 23 Owengarve River

between the proposed road development and the area where wildfowl are concentrated will go

A stretch of the Owengarve River measuring approximately 280m lies within the land-take of the
proposed road development. In addition, two sections of riparian scrub totalling 0.05ha in area
will be directly impacted. Whilst the site as a whole is assessed as being of County Importance,
this assessment reflects the importance of the Owengarve River itself rather than the
surrounding terrestrial habitats. The impact of direct habitat loss at this site is assessed as not
significant at the County level.Details of the potential impacts on the Owengarve River itself,
resulting from its realignment and close proximity to the proposed road development, are
discussed in Section 7.4.6.

Potential impacts on otter and other fauna are discussed in

Section 7.4.5.

Impacts on Sites of Local Importance (higher value)
SEI 1 Sullane Delta

some way towards buffering both noise and visual disturbance, however it should be noted that
this area currently receives very low levels of either noise or visual disturbance, and this is
undoubtedly one of its chief attractions to wildfowl. It should be noted that this site is not far
from other large areas of suitable habitat for ducks and other waterfowl, for example at The
Gearagh, which displaced birds can utilise if there is temporary disturbance in this area during
construction of the proposed road development.
In this context, the potential disturbance impacts are assessed as significant at the local level,
but not at County level or higher.

SEI 2 Coolcour Woodland
Two small sections of Broadleaved Woodland, totalling 0.71ha in area will be lost from SEI 2.
This impact is assessed as not significant at the local level.

Sections of Riparian Woodland (1.38ha) and Wet Grassland (0.10ha) will be lost from SEI 1.
The proposed road development will, however not have a direct impact on the main part of this
site which lies to the east of the road. Extensive areas of Riparian Woodland type habitats, wet
grassland and shallow water and mud habitats will remain at the Sullane Delta, to the east of the
road, and only small areas of riparian woodland and wet grassland will be severed from this area
to the west of the road. The impact of this habitat loss and fragmentation is assessed as
significant at the local level, but not at County level or higher.
This site has been identified as being of ‘Local Importance (higher value)’ to non-breeding

SEI 5 Coolyhane Valley
Sections of scrub (0.40ha), broadleaved woodland (0.42ha) and dense bracken (0.33ha) will
be lost from SEI 5.

The proposed road development will also result in a high degree of

fragmentation to the remaining semi-natural habitats in this site. This impact is assessed as
significant at the local level, but not at County level or higher. Potential impacts on badgers at
this site are assessed in Section 7.4.5.

wildfowl and waders, and is included within Birdlife International’s Important Bird Area, Republic
SEI 7 Codrum Wood
October 2009
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A 0.41ha section of wet willow-alder-ash woodland will be lost from the northern edge of this

SEI 18 Toonlane

site. The woodland is however of quite low quality and the impact on this site is therefore not

A section of oak-birch-holly woodland will be lost from SEI 18 (0.39ha). Whilst this habitat

considered to be of significance. There will be 0.04ha of riparian woodland lost from the east

type, as defined by Fossitt (2000), corresponds to the EU Habitats Directive Annex I habitat

of the site, however this is not part of a continuous riparian corridor so this will not result in

‘old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in the British Isles (91AO)’, the small area of

any significant severance. This impact is assessed as not significant at the local level.

woodland concerned is not considered to be a ‘good example’ of this Annex I habitat, due to
its small size and isolated location, and is therefore not evaluated as being of ‘National

SEI 11 Inchinlinane Woodlands

Importance’ under the NRA evaluation criteria (NRA, 2009). Large sections of scrub, totalling

Sections of scrub with a total area of 3.22ha, which include elements of heath type habitats,

4.7ha which includes components of heath, will also be lost from this site; and also areas of

will be lost from SEI 11. In addition, sections of immature (plantation) woodland (0.32ha),

broadleaved woodland (0.56ha), wet willow, alder, ash woodland (<0.01ha) and wet grassland

broadleaved woodland (0.34ha) and mixed broadleaved and coniferous woodland (0.36ha) will

(0.27ha). The impact of direct habitat loss at this site is assessed as significant at the local

be lost. The site will also experience a degree of fragmentation, which will sever areas of scrub,

level, but not at County level or higher.

broadleaved woodland and immature (plantation) woodland from the remainder of the site. The

The proposed road development in this area will result in fragmentation of an extensive area of

impact of this habitat loss and fragmentation of habitat is assessed as significant at the local

semi-natural habitat. The impact of this fragmentation is assessed as not significant at the local

level, but not at County level or higher. Potential impacts on badgers at this site are assessed

level.

in Section 7.4.5.
SEI 20 Cappagh Woodlands
SEI 14 Lissacresig Scrublands

Two sections of mixed broadleaved woodland will be lost from this site, totalling 0.37ha area.

Sections of scrub (0.70ha) and wet heath (0.04ha) will be lost from SEI 14. This habitat loss is

There will be significant severance of the remaining areas of woodland. This impact is assessed

assessed as not significant at the local level. Small areas of scrub, dry neutral grassland and

as significant at the local level, but not at County level or higher.

broadleaved woodland will also be severed from the remainder of the site, however this
fragmentation is not considered to be of significance. Potential impacts on badgers at this site
are assessed in Section 7.4.5.

SEI 22 Slievereagh
Construction of the proposed road development will result in the direct loss of an area of
Lowland blanket bog, which includes elements of wet heath (1.93ha). Severance at the site will

SEI 16 Coolnacaheragh East

also be of significance. This impact is assessed as significant at the local level, but not at

Sections of scrub (0.92ha), wet willow-alder-ash woodland (0.13ha) and wet heath (0.32ha)

County level or higher.

will be lost from this site; and small sections of scrub and wet willow-alder-ash woodland will
become fragmented from the remainder of the site.

The impact of this habitat loss and

SEI 25 Bohill River Corridor

fragmentation of habitat is assessed as not significant at the local level. Potential impacts on

Construction of the proposed road development will sever the riparian corridor that extends

badgers at this site are assessed in Section 7.4.5.

along the river. This will isolate woodland area to the north from the extensive Cascade Wood /
St Gobnet’s Wood woodland complex to the south. The Impact on this site is assessed as

October 2009
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significant at the local level, but not at County level or higher. Impacts on bats, red squirrel,

Indirect Impacts on habitats

Kerry slug and other fauna within Cascade Wood are discussed in Section 7.4.5. Impacts on

As well as direct impacts in terms of habitat loss and resultant habitat fragmentation, there is

aquatic ecology are discussed in Section 7.4.6.

potential for indirect impacts outside the land-take area of the proposed road development. If
habitats are changed significantly by the proposed road development then these can effectively

Impacts on Sites of Local Importance (lower value)
SEI 6 Ballyveerane Valley

constitute additional habitat loss. The two most likely indirect impacts of the proposed road
development on ecological features are air pollution impacts and hydrological impacts.

Whilst the proposed road development will avoid most of the riparian woodland in this site, and
will result in the loss of only small sections of scrub (0.09ha) and riparian woodland (0.42ha),

Air Pollution

the proposed road development will result in a high degree of fragmentation of the existing

The likelihood and potential significance of ecological impacts resulting from air pollution are

riparian corridor. This impact is assessed as not significant at the local level

poorly known (PAA 1993), however certain habitats can be impacted. Plant communities that
require nitrogen-poor conditions may suffer impacts from increased aerial depositions of

SEI 8 Teerbeg Wetland
Sections of wet willow-alder-ash woodland (0.77ha) and wet grassland (1.39ha) will be lost
from SEI 8; and in addition, the remaining areas of each habitat will become severed from one
another.

The impact of this habitat loss and fragmentation of habitat is assessed as not

significant.

SEI 15 Coolavokig Stream
A section of wet willow-alder-ash woodland (0.25ha) will be lost from SEI 15. The impact of
this habitat loss is assessed as not significant at the Local level. A small section of wet willowalder-ash woodland will also be severed from the remainder of this site, however this

nitrogen (Bobbink et al. 1998). Angold (1997) for example, demonstrated a link between the
proximity to increased traffic levels and an increase in Purple Moor-grass cover on heathland at
the expense of heathers and Cladonia lichens.

Such nutrient-poor habitats as heathland,

calcareous grassland, and some forms of wet grassland and woodland may experience negative
impacts from air pollution.

Within the study area there are several plant communities that are potentially vulnerable to
impacts from air pollution, for example, the heathland areas within Inchinlinane Woodlands (SEI
11), Lissacresig Scrublands (SEI 14), Coolnacaheragh East (SEI 16), Toonlane (SEI 18) and
Slievereagh (SEI 22).

fragmentation is not considered to be of significance.
Technical Report 9 (Air Quality, Volume 4) of this EIS presents the results of an assessment of
SEI 24 Cappagh West

the potential for nutrient nitrogen deposition to impact upon designated sites as required by
the NRA’s Air Quality Guidelines (NRA, 2006b). No significant impacts are anticipated.

Construction of the road will result in the direct loss of a fairly large area of wet grassland
(2.0ha) and smaller areas of dry grassland (1.0ha), scrub (0.46ha) and dry-humid acid
grassland (0.74ha), and Mixed broadleaved / coniferous woodland (0.03ha). The remaining

Hydrological Impacts

areas of each habitat will become severed from one another. The impact of this habitat loss

Other than the five rivers, the Sullane, Laney, Foherish, Bohill and Owengarve, few wetland

and fragmentation of habitat is assessed not significant.

habitats are present within the study area. Impacts on these rivers are assessed in Section
7.4.6. A number of smaller watercourses are crossed by the proposed road development, and
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impacts on these may result from the installation of culverts and in some cases diversions to

these areas. Similar impacts may occur on wet grassland areas outside the land-take of the

their courses.

proposed road development in other areas, for example at Inchinlinane Woodlands (SEI 11).

Whilst ecological impacts may occur at any of these culvert locations, and

general mitigation measures for culverts are presented in Section 7.5.4; Table 7.20 gives

Direct impacts on wet woodland areas have been identified in Section 7.4.2, at Codrum Wood

details of those culverts where ecological impacts are considered most likely due to the

(SEI 7), Teerbeg Wetland (SEI 8), Coolavokig Stream (SEI 15) and Coolnacaheragh East (SEI

relatively large sizes of the watercourses involved.

16); and on riparian woodland at the Sullane Delta (SEI 1), the River Sullane (SEI 3), the River
Laney (SEI 4), Ballyveerane Valley (SEI 6), the Foherish River (SEI 10) and the Bohill River
Corridor (SEI 25). There is the potential for minor hydrological impacts to occur in these areas

Table 7.20: Culverts at existing larger watercourses

which could be either positive or negative in terms of biodiversity.

Estimated
length of
watercourse
affected

details
Large existing watercourse
culverted

Culvert
Code

Chainage

C008

5 + 265

62m

C023

9 + 890

79m

The poor fen area within Coolnacaheragh East (SEI 16) lies more than 110m from the land-take
of the proposed road development, and between the two there is a high rocky ridge. Indirect
hydrological impacts on this site are considered unlikely.

Large existing watercourse
culverted and realigned
(marked on 1:50,000 OS)

C025

10 + 280

39m

Existing watercourse realigned

C026

10 + 500

80m

Existing watercourse realigned

C027

10 + 750

64m

Existing watercourse realigned

C028

11 + 205

250m

Existing watercourse realigned

or ‘High’ value hedgerows will be impacted by the proposed road development. Whilst known

C029

11 + 940

46m

Existing watercourse realigned

‘Low’ value hedgerows are excluded, it is highly likely that this figure includes a considerable

C032

12 + 440

35m

Existing watercourse culverted

length of hedgerow that would in fact be found to be of ‘Low’ value if subjected to detailed

C033

12 + 930

74m

Existing watercourse culverted

assessment. It is considered that only a small fraction of this length refers to ‘High’ quality

C037

15 + 035

110m

Existing watercourse culverted and
realigned

C038

15 + 760

70m

Large existing watercourse
culverted and realigned

C042

17 + 720

160m

Existing watercourse culverted and
realigned

38m

Existing watercourse culverted and
realigned

C045

18 + 360

7.4.3

Hedgerows

Results of the hedgerow study indicate that a total length of 13.1km of potentially ‘Moderate’

hedgerows, probably in the region of some 700 to 1,000m.
Whilst hedgerows can constitute important linear features in the landscape which can be of
importance to fauna, and this may be the case locally with respect to particular hedgerows
along the proposed road development; overall within the study area, it is not considered that
hedgerows are a highly significant component in the landscape with respect to flora and fauna;

Appendix 6.3 of Volume 4 of this EIS presents a full schedule of culverts

and the overall impact of the proposed road development on hedgerows is assessed as not

Direct impacts on sections of wet grassland have been identified in Section 7.4.2, at the

significant at the local level.

Sullane Delta (SEI 1), Teerbeg Wetland (SEI 8), Toonlane (SEI 18) and Cappagh West (SEI 24);
and on lowland blanket bog at Slievereagh (SEI 22), and it is possible that indirect hydrological
impacts in the form of alterations to surface water patterns, may have impacts on areas of wet
grassland and lowland blanket bog outside the land-take of the proposed road development in

October 2009
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Flora

As discussed in Section 7.3.4, the Flora Protection Order species Mudwort, which is known
from The Gearagh, is an annual species that grows from seed on exposed mud at the fringes of
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water bodies. Whilst the species has not been recorded from Inishcarra Reservoir other than at
The Gearagh, exposed mud does occur on occasion within the land-take of the road when water
levels are low.
The occurrence of Mudwort tends to be unpredictable in both time and space due to the
ephemeral nature of its preferred habitat, and it is described as “strikingly intermittent in its

7.4.5

Fauna

Bats
Loss of Tree Roosts

It requires relatively warm and sunny conditions over a prolonged period for

Tree removal will lead to a loss of roost sites and the loss of potential roost sites. Bats avail

germination of seeds to occur and seedlings typically appear during the late summer and

of trees principally as short-term roosts but maternity roosts are also known for most species

autumn period, between June and October. In ‘natural’ waterbodies this season is probably

of bat. Trees also serve as night roosts and as mating roosts.

occurrence”.

associated with dry, warm summer weather that results in falling water levels allowing mud to
become exposed and to warm up sufficiently for seed germination to occur. The water levels in

It is impossible to quantify the loss of tree roosts, as it would not be practicable at the EIS

Inishcarra Reservoir are artificially controlled and do not follow this ‘natural’ seasonal pattern.

stage to check each tree individually.

Indeed the water levels follow the opposite pattern being high in summer and low in winter.

likelihood of discovering bats within a tree are low unless the tree is used by a number of bats

Under normal circumstances (i.e. other than in drought or flood conditions), the area of the

at the time of assessment or the tree serves as a roost over a protracted period. This is only

reservoir beneath the land-take of the proposed road development is submerged beneath

likely in a large tree with a number of roost options or with good crevices or cavities.

As bats may use trees in a sporadic manner, the

approximately 0.6m of water between April and September and is exposed (dry) between
October and March. Hence, conditions are not suitable for germination of Mudwort seeds in
this area.

Loss of Roosts in Buildings
There is one bat roost identified as being demolished as a result of the proposed road
development. This is a roost of approximately 5 brown long-eared bats in an agricultural shed

In addition, direct sunshine is important to provide enough warmth for seed germination. The
area of the reservoir within the land-take of the proposed road development is shaded for much
of the day by large trees and a steep incline to the south and west. Hence, even under atypical
circumstances when mud is exposed in this area during the period between April and
September, the potential for suitable conditions for the germination of Mudwort seeds is very
limited.

The area of the reservoir within the land-take of the proposed road development is therefore
not suitable for the germination of Mudwort seeds and it is considered highly unlikely that the
species occurs here. Hence, no impact on this species is anticipated.

No negative impacts on any of the plant species listed in the Irish Red Data Book (Curtis and
McGough, 1988) that are discussed in Section 7.3.4 are anticipated.
October 2009

at chainage 1,900 which will be demolished as part of the proposed road development.
There are three other buildings within the land-take of the proposed road development. Any
demolition or alteration to buildings in line with the road construction is likely to have an impact
upon bats either through loss of roost or from risk to individual bats during building works.
One roost used by lesser horseshoe bats at Clonfadda lies very close to the proposed road
development but will not be demolished for the proposed road development.

Interference with commuting and feeding activity
Lesser horseshoe bat
It does not appear likely from any of the examinations to date that there are large numbers of
lesser horseshoe bats feeding within the land-take of the proposed road development. There is
clear evidence from the results of the surveys conducted for this assessment combined with
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data from Cork County Bat Group and from NPWS that individuals are commuting through the

The proposed road development crosses a number of rivers, all of which are good feeding

land-take of the proposed road development.

sites for bats. Any illumination here would lessen the suitability of these areas for feeding and
commuting bats.

Other bat species
Bats feed, commute or roost in townlands, roads, hedgerow, trees and rivers along the entire
proposed road development and there is a likelihood of most Irish bat species occurring in all
townlands traversed by the proposed road development. Pipistrelles (common and soprano) are
the most abundant and widespread species in this area and were noted flying along several
roads and hedgerows that are intersected by the proposed road development. In general,

The increase in traffic to areas currently removed from the existing N22 will lead to a raised
noise level which may affect the ability of bats to hear social calls emitted by their own species
and for species such as the brown long-eared bat, there may also be an impact on the ability to
avail of passive hearing as a means of prey capture (i.e. without the use of echolocation). This is
a significant impact that will affect activity very close to the proposed road development but is
unlikely to interfere with areas greater than 100 metres from the proposed road development.

there is a potential for numerous crossing points for each of the species to which roads may
pose the greatest threat (lesser horseshoe bat, whiskered bat, brown long-eared bat).

Increased mortality due to collision with vehicles
Pipistrelle roosts lie close to the proposed road development in a number of places including a

Whiskered bats utilising the shed to the south of the lesser horseshoe bat roost at Clonfadda

roost of common pipistrelles 50 metres from the proposed road development at Killeen

will experience interruption to flight to the north of the proposed road development (in the

(ch3600). These roosts are placed at a greater risk of road casualty especially where they are

absence of suitable mitigation).

maternity roosts (summer roost sites wherein the young are born). Even though the house will
still be 50 metres from a major road, the feeding and commuting activity will interact with this

Whiskered bats and brown long-eared bats at Mount Massey will be severed from much of the
undeveloped land to the north as well as lands to the east and west (in the absence of
mitigation). The signs of lesser horseshoe bats in the chimneys of the ruins indicate that this
area also has potential as a site for this species.

road.
Pipistrelles of both species constitute the species most affected by road death numerically.
This may still be a much less damaging impact than upon species such as lesser horseshoe bat
or whiskered bat due to the lesser overall abundance of these species.

Brown long-eared bats utilising a shed west of Lissacresig will be affected in a number of ways

Mortality rates of bats as a result of road traffic collisions have been examined by several

by the proximity of the proposed road development. The road will be beside the roost and will

authors including, WAG / CCW (2003) in Wales, Lezinski (2007 and 2008) in Poland, Lemaire

create a new barrier to movement to and from the roost. The noise of the traffic will interfere

and Arthur (1999) in France and Kiefer et al. (1998) in Germany. All of these researchers

with the ability of brown long-eared bats to hunt for invertebrate prey.

found that mortality rates are highest during late summer and autumn (Kiefer et al. (1988) also

This species avails of passive acoustic cues to locate resting or non-volant prey such as
spiders, earwigs, resting butterflies and moths. These sounds are extremely weak and would be
drowned out by the noise of passing traffic.
Brown long-eared bats avoid light where possible and any illumination of the roost may lead to
abandonment.
October 2009

detected a peak during May), when immature bats are on the wing, and it appears that young
animals are more susceptible to collision. Only Lezinski (2007 and 2008) provides quantitative
data on casualty rates. One of his studies involved the examination of 167 records of 14 bat
species killed on roads in Poland and calculation of mortality rates for different bat habitat
features. He found that the highest casualty rates occurred at locations where roads crossed
bat flyways, particularly junctions with forest edges and tree lines, such as locations where
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roads approach tree stands where he calculated that up to 6.8 individual bats are killed per

Significance of Potential Impacts on Specific Sites for Bats

kilometre of road per year. Within forested areas the rate was 2.7 individuals per km per year.

Lesser horseshoe bat, which is listed under Annex II of the EU Habitats Directive, is relatively

In his second study, Lezinski (2007) recorded a mortality rate of up to 9 animals per 100m

scarce in Co. Cork, and all populations are therefore considered to be ‘of significance’. Hence,

section of road per year in an area on the outskirts of Warsaw, where a major trunk road

all populations within the study area are considered to be of National Importance (NRA 2009).

crossed two perpendicular tree lines that connected a forested area to pastures.

Therefore a sizeable impact on such a population, for example the loss of a roost site, would

The mortality rate will be a function of a number of factors relating to both the traffic and to the

constitute a Significant Impact at the National level, but not at International level. Lesser

bats. Traffic variables will include including the density, speed, type and bats’ ability to detect

impacts, for example, the loss of part of the population’s favoured feeding area, or the

of traffic, and these will in turn be dependent upon other factors such as the slope of the road,

permanent loss of an established commuting route would constitute a Significant Impact at the

enforced speed limits, the type of vehicle, the extent of lighting, etc. Variable relating to the

County level, but not at National level or higher. Lesser temporary impacts are assessed as

bats will include the number and frequency of bats attempting to cross the road, which will be

Significant at the Local level, but not at County level or higher.

determined by such factors as the proximity to roosts, hibernacula, the habitat elements
present and in particular the presence or absence of linear landscape features that bats follow.

Whiskered / Brandt’s bats and Natterer’s bats, whilst not listed under Annex II of the EU

Additional variables will relate to the behaviour of bats crossing the road: whether high or low

Habitats Directive are nevertheless scarce species, and any population of these are therefore

to the road surface; quickly or slowly and in a straight line of wandering. These last behavioural

considered a ‘significant population of a locally rare species’ and hence of County Importance.

variables are likely in part to be a function of the species and the age of the bats. Various

Therefore a sizeable impact on such a population, for example the loss of a roost site, would

authors have suggested that pipistrelles, Natterer’s bat and lesser horseshoe bat may be

constitute a Significant Impact at the County level, but not at National level or higher. Lesser

particularly susceptible species.

impacts, for example, the loss of part of the population’s favoured feeding area, or the

Clearly, modelling the mortality rate of bats quantitatively is a complex undertaking, and

permanent loss of an established commuting route would constitute a Significant Impact at the

insufficient data is available on many of the variables discussed above to be able to make a

Local level, but not at County level or higher..

meaningful prediction of mortality rates on the proposed road development.

The likely

This current assessment provides evidence (mainly from droppings) of three previously unknown

locations where traffic collision will be a potential impact on bats have however been identified,

sites used by lesser horseshoe bats: Mount Massey, Clonfadda and Cappagh. The species is

particularly those locations where mortality of the Habitats Directive Annex II species lesser

present in close proximity to the proposed road development but no large roosts occur. No

horseshoe bat may occur. Mitigation measures are proposed in Section 7.5.3 which will reduce

individuals were noted at Mount Massey, but droppings were found during the summer. At

a number of the mortality factors discussed above, these include the provision and modification

Clonfadda, two buildings are used by the species, one or perhaps two or three individuals were

of underpasses at a number of locations (see Figure 11.5) which will reduce the number of bats

present at one building during the summer survey in 2006, and droppings were present at the

attempting to cross the road; and the provision of linear hedgerows and tree-lines running

second building. At Cappagh, droppings were present during the summer survey; two lesser

parallel to the road and dense planting of shrubs and trees, which will ‘deflect’ bats commuting

horseshoe bats were noted in winter by Cork County Bat Group and one bat was present

along routes which might take them across the road. It should also be noted that reduced

during the spring survey.

traffic volumes on the existing N22 will very likely result in a reduction in mortality rates of bats
on that road.

October 2009

Common pipistrelle, soprano pipistrelle, brown long-eared bat, Leisler’s bat and Daubenton’s
bat whilst of significant ecological value, are relatively common and widespread species, and it
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is therefore considered that only a relatively large population of these species would be

Severance of commuting routes to and from the (apparently) large common pipistrelle roost at

considered equivalent to a site of County Importance.

Killeen (CP 1 on Figure 11.3) is assessed as a Significant Impact at the County level, but not

Smaller roosts of these species would be considered to be sites of Local Importance (higher

at National level or higher.

value). Therefore a sizeable impact on a small population of these species for example the loss
of a roost site, would constitute a Significant Impact at the County level , but not at National

Feeding and commuting areas for Whiskered / Brandt’s bats will also be disrupted in this area

level or higher. Lesser impacts, for example, the loss of part of the population’s favoured

to an unknown extent, this is assessed as a potential Significant Impact at the County level, but

feeding area, or the permanent loss of an established commuting route would constitute a

not at National level or higher.

Significant Impact at the local level, but not at County level or higher .
Specific locations where likely potential impacts on bats have been identified are as follows
(from west to east).

Toonlane
Disruption to commuting routes and probable loss of feeding habitat for soprano pipistrelles in
this area (SP 8 on Figure 11.3) is assessed as a potential Significant Impact at the Local level,

Bohill River

but not at County level or higher.

A roost of approximately 5 brown long-eared bats in a shed will be removed when this shed is
demolished. This is assessed as a potential Significant Impact at the County level, but not at
National level or higher.

Lissacresig
A sizeable population of brown long-eared bats in a shed west of Lissacresig (BLE 2 on Figure

The riparian corridor along the river is used as a feeding area and commuting route for a number

11.3) will be affected in a number of ways by the increased proximity of the proposed road

of bat species including whiskered / Brandt’s bats. Severance of this corridor would also

development. The proposed road development will be beside the roost and will create a new

constitute a potential Significant Impact at the County level, but not at National level or higher.

barrier to movement to and from the roost. The noise of the traffic will interfere with the ability
of brown long-eared bats to hunt for invertebrate prey. This species avails of passive acoustic

Cappagh

cues to locate resting or non-volant prey such as spiders, earwigs, resting butterflies and

The proposed road development is very close (100 metres) to a roost of lesser horseshoe

moths. These sounds are extremely weak and would be drowned out by the noise of passing

bats (LHB 4). This will result in increased disturbance levels and severance of commuting route

traffic. Brown long-eared bats avoid light where possible and any illumination of the roost may

for this population. This is assessed as a potential Significant Impact at the National level, but

lead to abandonment. This is considered to be a a potential Significant Impact at the County

not at International level or higher.

level, but not at National level or higher.
Clonfadda

The same building supports a small roost of brown long-eared bats (BLE 7 on Figure 11.3),

Lesser horseshoe bat(s) have been identified at Clonfadda immediately north of the proposed

which will experience similar impacts. This is assessed as a Significant Impact at the Local level,

road development, (LHB 1 on Figure 11.3), and in another building to the northwest (LHB 2 on

but not at County level or higher.

Figure 11.3). The proposed road development would sever these roost sites from good
quality feeding areas to the southwest, along the Foherish River; and to the southeast at

Killeen
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Codrum Woods. This is assessed as a potential Significant Impact at the National level, but not

many of the smaller watercourses crossed by the proposed road development have been

at International level.

identified as providing suitable habitats for otter, and it should be assumed that these are used

The whiskered bat in the shed to the south of Clonfadda (WB / BB 2 on Figure 11.3) will

by otters.

experience interruption to flight to the north of the proposed road development (in the

points, any or all of the potential impacts listed above could occur in the absence of mitigation.

absence of suitable mitigation). This is considered a potential Significant Impact at the County

In addition, the proposed road development runs within 50m of the River Sullane at several

level, but not at National level.

points which may bring otters into contact with motor vehicles, and result in otter mortality.

These crossing points are presented in Table 7.21.

At all of these crossing

These locations are also listed in Table 7.21.
Mount Massey
The signs of lesser horseshoe bats in the chimneys of the ruins (LHB 3 on Figure 11.3) indicate
that this area also has potential as a site for this species. This roost will be severed from the
undeveloped land to the north as well as lands to the east and west. This is assessed as a
potential Significant Impact at the National level, but not at International level or higher.
Similarly, whiskered bats (WB / BB 1 and WB 1 on Figure 11.3) and a large population of brown
long-eared bats (BLE 1 on Figure 11.3) at Mount Massey will be severed from this feeding
area; this constitutes a Significant Impact at the County level, but not at National level or
higher.

Whilst appropriate mitigation to minimise or to eliminate these potential impacts has been
proposed (see Section 7. 5.3 and Figure 11.3); in the absence of such mitigation impacts on
otters are viewed as potentially being Significant Impact at the National level, but not at
International level.
In addition, sections of riparian woodland and other riverside vegetation that may hold suitable
habitat for holts will be lost at a number of locations (see Section 7.4.2). Loss of riparian
woodland can also impact indirectly upon the food supply for otters by reducing insect
populations and hence making an area less attractive to fish (the main prey of otters).
A full otter survey will be conducted prior to the commencement of construction in accordance
with the NRA Guidelines for the Treatment of Otters Prior to the Construction of National Road

Coolyhane

Schemes, and all of the mitigation measures proposed for otters in Section 7.5.3 will be
reviewed in the light of results of this survey.

The lane at Coolyhane (Chainage 19 + 250) will be intersected. Pipistrelles roost in a house
here and soprano pipistrelles were noted feeding along this avenue. A whiskered / Brandt’s bat
was also recorded feeding in this area. It is likely that this constitutes a significant corridor for
bats roosting and feeding here. This is assessed as a Significant Impact at the County level,
but not at National level or higher.

Otter
Potential impacts on otters include habitat loss; increased risk of mortality due to traffic
accidents; habitat fragmentation; the loss of holts, potential holt sites, couches and food
resources; disturbance; and effects resulting from deterioration in water quality.
The proposed road development, includes four crossings of major rivers where otters are
present; the River Sullane, the River Laney, the River Foherish and the Bohill River. In addition,
October 2009
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Table 7.21: Locations where significant impacts on otters are most likely to occur.
Location

Chainages

Corresponding
PIL of Section
7.3.6.

Nature of location

A

Approximately 200m of the
Owengarve River will be
realigned.

0 + 200
Owengarve River

to
0 + 850

Badger
Badgers are social animals that live in extended family groups within an extensive and fairly
stable territory. A new road development can impact upon badgers in four main ways: by direct
loss of setts; direct loss of habitat; by severance of badger territories; and by causing an
increase in mortality due to traffic accidents.
Table 7.7 details the location of badger setts recorded during the mammal survey.

Figure

Bohill River.

1 + 810

B

Crosses the Bohill River.

Toonlane Stream

4 + 750

1

Crosses a stream.

11.3 shows the location of these setts and of other badger signs recorded during the survey.
Figure 11.5 shows the location of mitigation measures that are required to reduce or to

2, 3

Main line runs within 10m of
the Sullane River at one
point and within 30m at
another; the existing bridge
over the river is located
within the land-take of the
proposed road
development. Main line
crosses two streams.

4

Main line crosses a stream.

and 15, lie within 30m of the land-take of the proposed road development, 60m and 130m

5

Main line runs within 50m of
the River Sullane.

respectively from the centreline of the road (see Figure 11.3). Impact on these setts is a

6

Main line crosses the River
Foherish and runs within
50m of the river.

Sullane Bridge area

Stream at Inchinlinane
Sullane River
River Foherish crossing

8 + 900
to 10 + 600

10 + 940
11 + 950
to 12 + 250
13 + 400
to 13 + 850

eliminate potential impacts on badgers.
Over the length of the proposed road development as a whole, the density of badgers appears
to be relatively low. One badger main sett, sett number 13, will however be directly impacted
by the land-take of the proposed road development, and two further setts, sett numbers 12

potential Significant Impact at the County level, but not at National level or higher.

It will be

necessary, prior to the commencement of construction of the proposed road development, to

Stream at Carrigaphooca

12 + 200

none

Main line crosses a stream.

seek a licence for the destruction of sett number 13, and consultation with NPWS will be

Stream at Teerbeg

15 + 000

none

Main line crosses a stream.

required during the pre-construction phase of the proposed road development regarding the

Stream at Gurteenroe

16 + 100

7

Main line crosses a stream.

approach to be taken to impacts on setts 12 and 15. For further details, see Section 7.5.3.

Stream at Ballyveerane

17 + 750

8

Main line crosses a stream.

none

Main line crosses a stream.

none

Side road runs within 30m
of the River Sullane.

9

Main line crosses the River
Laney and runs within 1m of
the River Sullane.

badgers. A full badger survey will be conducted prior to the commencement of construction in

10

Main line crosses River
Sullane

National Road Schemes, and all of the mitigation measures proposed for badgers in Section

11

Main line crosses Inishcarra
Reservoir.

Stream at Coolyhane
River Sullane
River Laney
Main River Sullane crossing
Inishcarra Reservoir

18 + 370
19 + 300
to 19 + 550
19 + 850
to 20 + 650
20 + 650 to
20 + 750
21 + 000
to 21 + 750

Appropriate mitigation for all of these locations is described in Section 7.5.

Apart from these two setts, badger signs recorded during the badger survey indicate that
potential impacts upon badgers will probably not be significant at the local level relatively minor,
and that it will be possible to implement mitigation that will minimise potential impacts on
accordance with the NRA Guidelines for the Treatment of Badgers Prior to the Construction of
7.5.3 will be reviewed in the light of results of this survey.

Potential Impacts of Blasting on badger setts
Badger setts are prone to collapse or serious damage if blasting is carried-out close to them,
and as badger setts are legally protected under the Wildlife Acts, blasting activity in the
vicinity of badger setts required a Section 23 (7) (iv) licence from National Parks and Wildlife
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Service (NPWS). Mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate impacts of blasting on badgers

time, this impact will decline, as landscape, screening and compensation planting grows-in. In

are described in Section 7.5.3.

the absence of mitigation, impacts on the rivers within the study area, and therefore on
Kingfisher and Dipper are potentially significant (see Section 7.4.6). Overall, in the absence of

Deer

mitigation, the impact of habitat loss on birds is assessed as not significant at the Local level.

Sika deer have been recorded in the Toonlane area and close to the western terminal junction,
in the western part of the study area. The number of prints and droppings found is small in both

Increased mortality

locations and a small group (less than 10 animals) appeared to have been involved. Whilst there

Birds are vulnerable to mortality resulting from collision with fast moving motor vehicles, and

is no evidence that large numbers of deer are regularly present within the study area, it must

whilst collision is more likely in certain situations, for example where a road bisects areas of

be assumed that small numbers of animals do use the area and construction of the road may

woodland and scrub where bird populations are dense, it is reasonable to suppose that

result in severance impacts on these animals. This is assessed as not significant at the Local

mortality rates in birds due to collision with vehicles will be correlated with the overall total

level.

length of road in a given area and with traffic volumes on those roads. Construction of the
proposed road development will result in an increase of approximately 22km in the total length

Red Squirrel
Red squirrel is known to occur in Cascade Wood (SEI 21) and north along the Bohill river
corridor (SEI 25) and is suspected of being present at several other sites along the length of
the proposed road development. Severance of the riparian corridor associated with the Bohill
River may have a significant impact on Red Squirrel, isolating Cascade Wood and St Gobnet’s
Wood to the south from other suitable habitat to the north. The UK Species Action Plan for red
squirrel states that fragmentation of habitat can result in an increase in the species’ vulnerability
to displacement by grey squirrels, which is a major cause of the decline in range and population
of this species in recent years. Operation of the road will also result in an increased risk of
mortality and injury due to collisions with traffic. Impacts on red squirrel at this location are
assessed as significant at the County level but not at National level or higher, whilst impacts on
this species along the remainder of the proposed road development are assessed as being not
significant at the local level.

of high speed road in the Macroom / Baile Bhuirne area, but will also result in substantial
decreases in traffic volumes on the existing N22, and therefore a likely reduction in mortality of
birds on that road. Projected figures for traffic volumes are discussed in Chapter 3 of this EIS.
In the absence of detailed data on mortality rates in Irish birds relative to traffic volumes and
speeds, it is not possible to model current and predicted future mortality rates, but it is
reasonable to suppose that the higher vehicle speeds on most sections of the proposed road
development, the overall increase in the length of road in the area, and the slightly increased
total volume of traffic in the area that can be attributed to construction of the proposed road
development, will result in an increase in mortality of birds as a result of collision with vehicles.
The possibility of increased mortality levels is of particular concern for species of high
conservation concern that may be present in the vicinity of the proposed road development
(see Section 7.3.5). Barn Owl is known to occur as a breeding species at several locations
close to the proposed road development and Curlew occurs as a non-breeding species at
Inishcarra Reservoir. Other than these populations (which are discussed in detail below), no
other populations of either breeding or non-breeding birds of high conservation concern are

Birds - General

present in the immediate vicinity of the road and hence none are considered likely to be

Habitat loss

vulnerable to increased collision rates as a result of construction of the proposed road

Construction of the proposed road development will result in an overall temporary loss of

development.

breeding and feeding habitat for common, widespread bird species within the study area. Over
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Breeding Barn Owl

Wintering Wildfowl Population of the Sullane Delta

Barn Owls breed at Mount Massey ruins, within 200m of the main carriageway of the road. The

Direct Impacts

reported former breeding site at Carrigaphooca Castle lies 250m from the main carriageway of
the road, and Barn Owls have also been observed foraging within 100m of the carriageway of
the road at Cappagh (see Section 7.3.5), however no nest site has been located in this area.
Whilst it is not considered likely that construction of the road will have negative impacts on
these birds, operation of the road will increase the risk of collision with road vehicles, which is
significant cause of mortality for Barn Owls. Ramsden (2003) found them to be by far the most
frequent raptor or owl casualty, and calculated that 72% of Barn Owls that encounter a major
road [where mitigation measures are not in place] are killed during the encounter. ‘Major’ roads
are defined as motorways, dual carriageways, modern two/three lane roads and local bypasses.

Habitat Loss
As discussed in Section 7.3.5, the Sullane Delta holds important post-breeding and wintering
populations of waterfowl, particularly Mallard and Teal. The autumn 2004 flock of 490 Mallard
was close to the threshold for a site of National Importance, which is 500 (Colhoun 2001).
The areas of the site where these species, and other waders and wildfowl, concentrate within
the delta is the southern and eastern sections of the site, in the main basin through which the
river Sullane flows. This area will not be directly impacted by the proposed road development,
and hence there will be little or no direct impact on the important bird habitats of the site, and
hence direct impacts on the waterfowl population of the Sullane Delta are assesses as being
not significant at the local level.

Breeding Hen Harrier, Curlew and Merlin
Suitable nesting habitat for both Hen Harrier and Merlin occurs along the fringes of an extensive
immature spruce plantation approximately 1,200m to the north of the proposed road
development, within Mullaghanish To Musheramore Mountains SPA (SEI 26). Neither species
was recorded during the survey (see Section 7.3.5) however the area provides apparently
highly suitable breeding habitat for both Hen Harrier and Merlin, and nesting in this area in the
future is possible. The area of suitable breeding habitat is elevated more than 130m (vertical
distance) above the proposed road development and is 1.2km distant from it, so it is
considered very unlikely that the proposed road development will discourage these species
from nesting in this area in the future.

Mortality
The section of the proposed road development between Chainage 20 + 200, to the north of
the crossing of the Sullane, and Chainage 21 + 700, the eastern end of the proposed road
development is embanked up to 3m above the existing level of the flood plain of the Sullane and
the level of the reservoir. Curlew and other species of wader and wildfowl occur in the vicinity
of the road at Inishcarra Reservoir, and are potentially susceptible to collision with vehicles in
this area, for example when passing between Inishcarra Reservoir to the east of the road and
the Gearagh, a major wetland, which lies to the west of the road. It is however considered that
the landforms and wooded landscape in this area are such that it is unlikely that birds will fly low
over this section of the proposed road carriageway. Along the whole of this section of the

No highly suitable breeding for Curlew occurs in the vicinity of the proposed road development

proposed road development there is a steep scarp slope of between 6m and 10m in height

within Mullaghanish To Musheramore Mountains SPA (SEI 26) or the Slievereagh area (SEI 21),

immediately to the west of the road, within 200m of the centreline of the carriageway.

and no Curlew were recorded during the survey of 2008. Some suboptimal habitat is present

Furthermore, along most of its length, this escarpment and much of the plateau atop the

and the possibility of future breeding by this species cannot be ruled out, however these areas

escarpment is vegetated with mature trees and has houses atop the northern section, where

are not immediately adjacent to the proposed road development and it is considered very

trees are absent. Hence, in order to pass above this hill, and above these trees and houses,

unlikely that the presence of the proposed road will result in any negative impact on future

birds passing from east to west, or west to east, across the line of the road will generally be

breeding of this species in this area.

forced to cross the carriageway at a height several metres above the vehicles using the road.
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Indirect Impacts – Disturbance

road development is therefore proposed. Appropriate mitigation measures for these species

There is potential for impacts on the winter waterfowl populations of the Sullane Delta in the

are presented in Section 7.5.3 and may be modified in light of the findings of this survey.

form of disturbance. Both visual and noise disturbance during both the construction and
operation of the proposed road development could potentially have negative impacts. In the

In the absence of mitigation construction and operation of the proposed road development

absence of mitigation, this impact is assessed as potentially being a Significant Impact at the

would constitute a Significant Impact at the Local level, but not at National level or higher.

County level, but not at National level or higher, however, effective mitigation can be employed,
which will reduce the magnitude of this impact considerably (see Section 7.5.2).

Breeding Kingfisher and Dipper

Other Vertebrates
Impacts on common frog and common lizard are difficult to quantify as the distribution of these
species within the study area is not known in detail. Both species may suffer fragmentation of

Potential Impacts on breeding Kingfisher, a Birds Directive Annex 1 species; and Dipper, a

habitat and common frog in particular may suffer severance between different seasonal habitat

scarce specialist species of clean water rivers and streams, are possible at the following points

types, some populations may, for example, be excluded from traditional spawning ponds as a

where the road crosses or runs very close to watercourses:

result of construction of the road. Construction of dry south-facing embankments may

•

The Owengarve River, from Chainage 0 + 200 to 0 + 850 (SEI 23; PIL A);

potentially result in the creation of new suitable habitat for common lizard. These impacts are

•

The Bohill River crossing at Chainage 1 + 810 (SEI 21; PIL B);

assessed as not Significant at the Local level.

•

At Sullane Bridge on the River Sullane, between Chainages 8 + 900 and 9 + 200 (SEI 3;
PIL 3);

Invertebrates

The Foherish River crossing at Chainage 13 + 800, and west from there to Chainage 13 +

Cascade Wood and the surrounding area supports a large population of the EU ‘Habitats

400 (SEI 10; PIL 6);

Directive’ Annex II species Kerry slug. There is therefore the potential for barrier effects on

•

Ballyveerane Stream at Chainage17 + 750 (SEI 6; PIL 8);

this species as a result of construction of the proposed road development, with populations

•

The River Laney crossing at Chainage 19 + 900 (SEI 4; PIL 9);

potentially becoming isolated north and south of the proposed road development. There will

•

The River Sullane between the crossing of the River Laney at Chainage 18 + 900 and

•

Chainage 20 + 650 (SEI 3; PIL 9);
•

The River Sullane crossing from Chainage 20 + 650 to 20 + 750 (SEI 3; PIL 10); and

•

Inishcarra Reservoir from Chainage 20 + 650 to 21 + 250 (SEI 1; PIL 11).

also be a direct impact to the species as the proposed road development will result in the loss
of suitable habitat. The surveys have determined that the species is common throughout the
area, including the area of the proposed land-take. This constitutes a Significant Impact at the
National level, but not at International level

Other Indirect Impacts on Fauna
Nest sites of these species can change from year to year and hence any survey of these
species at the current time would need to be repeated immediately prior to construction of the
road. A pre-construction survey for Dipper and Kingfisher of these sections of the proposed
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Disturbance

7.4.6

Disturbance issues in relation to bats and in relation to birds at the Sullane Delta have been

Assessment of significance of potential impacts

discussed within Section 7.4.5, and mitigation to minimise these impacts has been proposed in

Aquatic Ecology

Impacts are defined on the basis of severity of impact on salmonid fish or any rare, protected,

Section 7.5.3. The construction and operation of the proposed road development has the

or commercially significant species and/or habitats. Assessment of the importance of a potential

potential to produce more widespread disturbances to fauna along the whole length of the

impact takes into account not only the ecological considerations in the immediate vicinity of the

proposed road development in several forms as follows:

potential impact, but also geographical and wider catchment considerations. If spawning and

•

Increased noise levels during both construction and operation of the proposed road

nursery habitat are limiting factors in short supply in a particular river system, then impacts on

development;

them will have an importance out of proportion with their apparent value.

•

Increased levels of visual disturbance in the form of movements of people, machinery and
vehicles during construction; and of vehicles during operation of the proposed road
development; and,

•

Species protected under national or European legislation are given special consideration.
Because of their amenity, commercial and legal status, salmonid fish (trout and salmon) are also

Increased night-time lighting levels in otherwise dark areas.

given special consideration. If an aspect of a proposed development is judged likely to have a
measurable negative effect on salmonid fish populations or a protected species, it would be

Whilst some studies on these issues, for example Reijnen et al. (1993), have shown that

classified as a significant potential impact

increased noise levels in close proximity to roads can impact upon breeding birds, reducing
their reproductive success; in general, the significance of such disturbance impacts is very

In line with the EPA guidelines (EPA 2002) the following terms are defined when quantifying

difficult to assess. However, as no breeding bird populations of high conservation concern

duration:

occur close to the proposed road development, no significant impacts are anticipated in this
regard.

Barrier Effects
Roads may act as barriers to the movement of many types of animal, including vertebrates and
invertebrates (see for example, Mader 1984; Richardson et al. 1997). These barrier effects

•

Temporary: Up to 1 year;

•

Short-term: From 1 to 7 years;

•

Medium-term: 7 to 15 years;

•

Long-term: 15 – 60 years; and

•

Permanent: over 60 years.

apply along the length of the proposed road development, but where the proposed road
development fragments or severs semi-natural habitats and hedgerows, the significance of

For the purposes of this report 'localised' impacts on rivers are loosely defined as impacts

these impacts is likely to be greatest. Common frog is known to occur within the study area

measurable no more than 250 metres from the impact source. 'Extensive' impacts on rivers are

and common lizard is suspected of occurring.

defined as impacts measurable more than 250m from the impact source. Any impact on

effects.

These species may be vulnerable to barrier

salmonid spawning habitat or nursery habitat where the habitat is in short supply, would be
regarded as an extensive impact as it is likely to have an impact on the salmonid population
beyond the immediate vicinity of the impact source.
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excavation, can have severe negative impacts on invertebrate and plant life and on all life stages

Potential Significant Impacts of the Proposed Road on Freshwater Flora, Fauna and Habitats

of fish.

The potential significant impacts of the construction and operation of the proposed

The following are such potential impacts:

development will be:

•

•

•

•

sediments can infill pools and riffles, reducing the availability and quality of rearing habitat

Pollution of watercourses and reservoir with other substances such as fuels, lubricants,

for fish;
•

•

•

Pollution of watercourses and reservoir with contaminated water draining from the proposed
road development during its operation.

•

Changes in hydrology, peak and minimum flow rates, etc.

•

Impact of blasting for road construction on aquatic fauna.

Increased levels of sediment can displace fish out of prime habitat into less suitable areas
(Chilibeck et al. 1992); and,

etc.
•

Settled sediments can smother and displace aquatic organisms such as macroinvertebrates, reducing biodiversity and the amount of food items available to fish;

to facilitate the road.
Obstruction to upstream movement of fish due to construction of culverts or bridge aprons

Suspended sediment can reduce water clarity and visibility in the stream, impairing the
ability of fish to find food items;

Permanent loss of habitat where the road is constructed over or in close proximity to
streams/rivers/reservoir or where streams/rivers are permanently diverted to new channels

•

Bed Load (coarse material transported along the bottom of the stream) and settled

instream construction and excavation.

waste concrete, waste water from site toilet and wash facilities, etc.
•

the eggs and alevins (newly hatched fish) in the gravel;

Pollution of watercourses and reservoir with suspended solids due to runoff of soil from
construction areas, or due to disturbance of fine subsurface substrates in the course of

Suspended sediment can settle on spawning areas, infill the intra-gravel voids and smother

•

Suspended solids can abrade or clog the gills of salmonid fish.

It takes a high

concentration of solid wastes to clog a fish gill and cause asphyxiation, but only a little to
cause abrasions and thus permit the possibility of infections (Solbe 1988).

Pollution by suspended solids will be a potential problem at all points where the proposed road
Potential impacts are described under two headings:
•

Construction Impacts (to Aquatic Ecology); and,

•

Operational Impacts (to Aquatic Ecology).

development is constructed close to or over watercourses, particularly where this involves
instream works, construction of culverts or river diversion. Likely impacts are summarised in
Table 7.22.

Impact of Suspended Solids on the Freshwater Pearl Mussel
Construction Impacts

Silt has been identified in the scientific literature as a serious threat to Margaritifera; the

Pollution of Streams, Rivers and Reservoir with suspended solids

I.U.C.N. Red Data Book states that in the U.K. Margaritifera is 'threatened by siltation' and in

Research in North America indicates that the equivalent of many decades of natural or even

North America 'accelerated siltation from land development could endanger them in future'

agricultural erosion may take place during a single year from areas cleared for construction

(Wells et al. 1983); Woodward (1989) states that 'the stripping of surface soils in the Midland

(Wolman and Schick 1967). Suspended sediment due to runoff of soil from construction areas,

Valley for open cast mining and elsewhere for peat extraction will likewise seriously threaten

or due to disturbance of fine sub-surface sediments in the course of in-stream construction and

mussel colonies in the areas concerned'; Valovirta (1989) cites increase in the silt load of
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rivers as a reason for the decline of Margaritifera in Finland. Hendelberg (1960) and Young

of topsoil on a finished roadway before final placement, or the washing of finished road surfaces

and Williams (1983) also implicate silt in damaging or eliminating Margaritifera populations.

to remove soil and other accumulated matter, may cause significant pollution loads to enter the

Ross (1988) states that it appears that 'the only significant stocks of Margaritifera remaining in

storm drainage system (Masters-Williams 2001).

the European Community countries are located in Ireland and Scotland'. Dr Evelyn Moorkens,

Pollution by substances associated with the construction process will be a potential problem at

who carried out surveys of Margaritifera in Ireland for the National Parks and Wildlife Service

all points where the proposed road development is constructed close to or over watercourses,

has stated that the decline in Margaritifera has been most serious in Ireland over the last 15

particularly where this involves instream works, construction of culverts or river diversion.

years. In her survey she found a serious decline in mussels under the age of 20 years, which

Likely impacts are dealt with on a site by site basis in Section 7.4.6 and summarised in Table

were found in very few rivers. She has concluded that most Irish rivers only have adults and no

7.22.

new generation, and that future large scale extinctions in Irish rivers seem likely (Moorkens

Contamination of lakes/reservoirs can eliminate more sensitive invertebrate and plant species

pers. comm.). As juvenile Margaritifera are fully buried in the sand and gravel of the river bed

and adversely affect the health and feeding of both coarse and salmonid fish.

they are more vulnerable to siltation. 'Any siltation of the river bed results in a rapid decrease
in the oxygen content of the interstitial water and death of the juveniles living there'
(Buddensiek et al. 1993). Further details of potential impacts on freshwater pearl-mussel are
presented in Section 7.4.6.

Potential Impact of Blasting on Aquatic Fauna
It is proposed to use explosives at some locations during the construction of the proposed
road. The following information is taken from Washburne & Gillis Associates (2000). Blasting in
or near streams can harm fish if not properly administered. Blasting in or adjacent to fish

Pollution of streams with other substances associated with the construction process

habitat has the potential to cause disturbance, injury, and/or death to fish, and disturbance,

The potential exists for a range of serious pollutants to enter watercourses during proposed

destruction or alteration of their habitats, sometimes at considerable distance from the point of

road development construction. For example, any of the following will have deleterious effects

detonation (Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 1993). When detonated, explosives

on fish, plants and invertebrates if allowed to enter watercourses:

release large quantities of energy over a brief interval of time. Pressure generated from an

•

Raw or uncured concrete and grouts;

explosion produces a shock wave in the surrounding medium (air, water, and soil), which

•

Wash down water from exposed aggregate surfaces, cast-in-place concrete and from

attenuates over distance. Explosives detonated underground or underwater produce pressure

concrete trucks;

waves within the particular medium which are propagated as body waves or surface waves. Two

•

Fuels, lubricants and hydraulic fluids for equipment used on the development site;

•

Bitumen and silanes used for waterproofing concrete surfaces; and,

•

Waste from on site toilet and wash facilities.

types of body waves are recognized: compressional waves and shear waves. Compressional
waves have higher velocities and will arrive at any given point, prior to shear waves. The
concern is that compressional waves will be propagated from the earth into waterbodies.
Surface waves are usually produced when a body wave travels to the surface and is reflected
back. Surface waves contribute to production of ground vibrations that are of concern to

The final stages of construction have significant potential for causing water pollution. The laying

incubating fish eggs. The degree of damage is related to the type of explosive, size and

of the wearing course on roads means the drainage designed and installed for storm water

pattern of the charge(s), method of detonation, distance from the point of detonation, water

management will be open and operational, providing a major potential pollution pathway to the

depth, and species, size, and life stage of fish. Underwater shock waves resulting in sudden

aquatic environment. Activities such as topsoil placement or landscaping, temporary dumping

changes of hydrostatic pressure may result in trauma and death of fish. This would be expected
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of strong shock waves resulting from a blast in close proximity to fish. Injuries may range from

Marine and Natural Resources (Anon 1998) state that "culverts are highly inimical to stream

ruptured internal organs to scale loss. Potentially lethal injuries include the rupture of the swim

plant and fish life and become effectively sterile". By eliminating the natural aquatic vegetation

bladder and rupture and haemorrhage of the kidney, liver, spleen, gonads, and sinus venous

and its associated invertebrate fauna, culverts can result in a significant reduction in

(Wright, 1995). Other injuries resulting from shock waves include ribs torn loose from the body

invertebrate drift downstream which constitutes a significant food source for salmonid fish. By

wall, torn adipose tissue, and ruptured blood vessels in the body wall (Wright, 1995). Fatalities

changing the hydrology of a section of stream or river, culverts may also result in changes in

are caused either directly by trauma or indirectly through loss of equilibrium resulting in

upstream and downstream habitat, due to changes in flow conditions and substrates.

increased predation by other organisms or the inability to feed. The susceptibility of fish to
pressure change is dependent upon orientation with respect to the wavefront, body shape,

Obstruction to Upstream Movement of Fish and Other Aquatic Fauna Due to Construction of

body size, and presence or absence of a swim bladder (Wright, 1995; Yelverton et al..,

Culverts

1975). The impulse required to cause mortality increases considerably with body weight and
thus smaller fish are more likely to be injured than larger fish. Larval stages of fish do not
develop a swim bladder until they have absorbed the yolk sac and have emerged. Therefore,

Habitat Fragmentation

they are fairly resistant to rapid pressure changes (Bishai, 1961). However, the eggs and

Habitat fragmentation, the splitting of natural habitats and ecosystems into smaller and more

embryos of salmonids and other fish are particularly sensitive to shock or agitation. The

isolated patches, is recognised as one of the most important global threats to the

sensitivity varies with the stage of development (Smirnov, 1954; 1955). There is a high

conservation of biological diversity. Habitat fragmentation is mainly a result of changes in land

degree of sensitivity to shock and vibration until the eggs reach the eyed stage. Sub-lethal

use, but a major impact also results from the barrier effect caused by the construction and use

effects such as a change in behaviour in fish have also been observed on several occasions as a

of linear infrastructure of transportation systems. (Bekker & Iuell 2004)

result of noises in the environment (Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 1993). The
use of explosives in and near fish habitat also may result in the physical and/or chemical

Stream continuity has in the past frequently been ignored in the design and construction of

alteration of that habitat (Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 1993). Sedimentation

stream crossings (culverts and bridges). Many crossings are barriers to fish and wildlife. Even

resulting from the use of explosives may cover spawning areas or may reduce, or eliminate,

crossings that were not barriers when originally constructed may now be barriers because of

benthic invertebrates which are an important source of food for many fish. By-products of

stream erosion, mechanical breakdown of the crossings, or changes in the upstream or

explosions can be toxic to fish and other aquatic biota as they may contain ammonia or similar

downstream channel shape. (Singler & Graber 2005)

compounds which have the potential to enter the water.
Effective stream protection requires consideration of the needs of all species including
Operational Impacts

invertebrates such as crayfish and insects, fish such as trout, salmon and eels, amphibians such

Permanent loss of habitat and species

as frogs, and mammals such as otters. Streams and the interconnectedness of different parts

Permanent loss of aquatic and /or riparian habitat will take place where the proposed road
development is constructed through, over or in close proximity to streams/lakes, or if streams
are permanently diverted to facilitate the proposed road development and/or its associated
access roads. Fishery Guidelines for Local Authority Works published by the Department of the
October 2009

of a stream or watershed are essential to these animals. For reasons as simple as escaping
random disaster or as complex as maintaining genetic diversity, animals living in or along
streams, ephemeral watercourses and linear wetlands need to be able to move unimpeded
through the watershed.
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other aquatic organisms in field drains or ephemeral watercourses can be disrupted by

Through the combined effects of dams and poorly designed bridges and culverts, streams can

unsuitable culverts.

be partitioned and wildlife forced to cope with harmful restrictions such as the following
examples based on Singler & Graber (2005):

Small Fish Including Juvenile Eels
Obstruction to fish upstream movement in culverts is primarily due to the fact that most

Restricted access to feeding areas: Different habitats provide different feeding opportunities

culverts do not offer an irregular natural boundary which can provide an occasional resting

throughout a day or season, and species regularly travel to exploit these resources. Seatrout

place. Long undersized culverts with smooth surfaces tend to pose greatest challenges for

swim up tidal creeks to feed during high tide. Insect communities in small ponds and riparian

migrating fish. Some culverts are elevated at one or both ends, and even minor drops may be

wetlands can be abundant at times, and stream fish will move into these habitats to feed. Eels

enough to block small fish. Young eels migrating upstream from the sea are remarkable in their

which start their lives on the far side of the Atlantic Ocean return to these shores and swim

ability to bypass obstacles by moving through damp marginal vegetation etc.; however drops of

upstream as small elvers. Restricting access to prime feeding areas will ultimately hurt the

only a few centimetres at the entrance to a road culvert may be enough to block their upstream

fishery.

movement (Singler & Graber 2005). Culverts can also impede eels because they concentrate
flow and create high water velocities that may exceed the limited swimming speed of juvenile

Restricted access to breeding and spawning areas: Some species need to travel miles to

eels. At water velocities of 0.3 meters per second, elvers generally cannot swim further than 3

reach spawning areas in streams. The best examples are anadromous species that live in the

meters. Older juveniles can swim 1.5 meters per second, but cannot swim far against fast

ocean but spawn in freshwater, such as Atlantic salmon, sea lamprey and sea trout. Fish may

water (McCleave 1980).

encounter many barriers when adults travel to spawning areas, offspring disperse into juvenile
and eventually adult habitat, and juvenile anadromous species swim to the ocean.

Salmonid Fish (Trout & Salmon)
Negative effects of culverts on salmonid upstream movement have been well documented (e.g.

Restricted natural dispersal: Some species such as frogs may spend most of their lives near

Jackson 1950; Dane 1961; Stuart 1964; Evans and Johnston 1980; Powers and Orsborn

streams and travel in and along a stream’s length. Poorly designed crossings may force them

1985; Chilibeck 1992; Fitch, G.M. 1995). The effect of a particular culvert will depend on

to climb over an embankment and cross a road, where they are vulnerable to road mortality and

water depth, speed and volume, length of culvert, type of culvert, species of fish, size and

predators. Freshwater mussels disperse by having larvae that attach to fish, so if a stream

condition of fish etc. Above a critical flow velocity fish can only sustain progress for a limited

crossing blocks fish then it may also prevent upstream dispersal of mussels. If a stream is

period of time without resting. The faster the current velocity above this critical speed, the

damaged by a catastrophic event (such as pollution, flooding, or severe drought), then natural

shorter the distance the fish can travel against the current. The impact of a culvert on fish

dispersal will return the stream to a healthy productive environment.

movement is therefore primarily due to changes in hydrological conditions. Other factors such
as the length of the structure and light are commonly used as significant criteria in determining

Obstruction to Upstream Movement of Aquatic Fauna
Culverts and other artificial channels, if not appropriately designed and constructed with the
aquatic ecosystem in mind, can totally prevent any upstream movement of many aquatic
organisms, including fish. Even in the case of watercourses unsuitable for fish, movement of
October 2009

the fish passage capability of an installation. However, Baker & Votapka (1990) state that light
is not a major consideration in determining fish passage conditions. They also state that the
"length is not a single criterion by itself. Velocity over a given length in relation to fish

capabilities is a more appropriate consideration." A consultation paper published by the
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Scottish Executive in 2000 titled "River Crossings and Migratory Fish Design Manual" states

the water pollution risk will be less from the proposed road development than from the existing

that; "Long culverts do not in themselves represent an increased obstruction to fish as long as

road. This is because on average the proposed road development will be at a greater distance

appropriate conditions for fish passage are maintained throughout. Lack of light in a culvert

from the Sullane River, and it would be expected that serious accidental spillages would be less

does not appear to influence fish passage". (Anon 2000).

likely on the proposed road development than on the existing old road which is narrow and very
winding along much of its length.

In addition to current velocity, turbulence and depth in culverts play a critical role. Jackson
(1950) noted that turbulence deflects a swimming fish from its course, causing it to expend

Types of pollutants in runoff and their biological impact

energy resisting upwellings, eddies, entrapped air and vortices, which in turn make it impossible

The run-off from major roads contains contaminants from various sources. The principal sources

for a fish to use its swimming power effectively. Stuart (1964) noted that the reduced density

which have been identified are:

of the air-water mixture reduces the propulsive power of the fish's tail. Because of uniform

•

Degradation of road surface and vehicles producing small discrete particles;

•

The products of combustion from vehicle exhausts;

•

Salts used for de-icing;

function efficiently, promoting oxygen starvation while also reducing the fish's ability to maintain

•

Accidental spillages of transported goods;

burst activity (Powers & Orsborn 1985).

•

Soil erosion; and,

•

Aerial deposition.

channel bottom, culverts may have inadequate depth to allow fish movement. Partial
submergence impairs the ability of the fish to generate thrust, normally accomplished by a
combination of body and tail movement. Also, if gills are not totally submerged, they cannot

Other Aquatic Invertebrates
In a review of the impact of road culverts on the upstream movement of invertebrates Vaughan

There are significant differences between the sources that contribute to routine discharges and

(2002)

other

accidental discharges. Accidental spillages can consist of almost any polluting substance, and

macroinvertebrates indicate that these organisms may travel long distances within a stream,

their impact will vary from incident to incident. More than 30 potential polluting substances

either attached to the gills of fish in the case of mussels or by their own power in the case of

have been identified in highway runoff. The effects of these may range from aesthetic nuisance,

snails, amphipods, crayfish and other crustaceans. Because many of these species are confined

to causing biochemical and ecological deterioration of the receiving body of water.

states:

“The

studies

we

reviewed

on

molluscs,

crustaceans,

and

to the water, any barrier to their dispersal impacts their populations more than insects”.
Further details of potential Impacts on freshwater pearl-mussel are presented in Section 7.4.6.

Luker and Montague (1994) summarise the pollutants that are of most concern in highway
drainage as (i) sediments, (ii) hydrocarbons, (iii) metals, (iv) salts and nutrients, (v) others.

Pollution of Waterbodies with Contaminated Water Draining from the Proposed road
development During its Operation

Potential Impacts on Individual Water bodies in the Absence of Mitigation Measures
Potential impacts on individual water bodies in the absence of mitigation measures are

The proposed road development will run roughly parallel to the existing N22 road and roughly

summarised in Table 7.22.

parallel to the Sullane River. Despite likely increases in traffic volume due to the improved road,
it is likely (even in absence of the proposed pollution reduction and prevention measures) that
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Potential Impact on the Sullane River Main Channel

Potential Impact on the Foherish River

The proposed road development is to be constructed in close proximity to a c.1km section of

The proposed road is to be constructed in close proximity to a c.400m section of the

the Sullane River at Potential Impact Location 3, a c.150m section of the river at Potential

Foherish River at Potential Impact Location 6. In the absence of adequate mitigation,

Impact Location 5, and c.500m section of the river at Potential Impact Location 9. The

construction could result in contamination of water with suspended solids and other pollutants

proposed road development will cross the Sullane River at Potential Impact Location 10. In the

at and downstream of the impact locations, with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish

absence of adequate mitigation, construction could result in the loss of in-stream habitat at the

(particularly spawning), freshwater pearl mussels and brook lamprey. The development could

road crossing point with direct loss of salmon and their habitat. The proposed road

also result in loss of riparian vegetation, especially tree cover, with consequent detrimental

development crossing could also cause obstruction to upstream fish movement, particularly

impact on aquatic insects, many of which require mature vegetation during their adult (winged)

movement of salmonid fish from Carrigadrohid Reservoir to spawning areas in the Sullane River.

phase, and which form an important element of fish diet. Runoff from the proposed road also

Contamination of water with suspended solids and other pollutants at and downstream of these

has the potential in the absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the river.

impact locations could also occur with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish (particularly
spawning), freshwater pearl mussels and brook lamprey. The development could also result in

In the absence of adequate mitigation, contamination with suspended solids and other

loss of riparian vegetation, especially tree cover, with consequent detrimental impact on

pollutants would occur at the proposed bridge crossing of the Foherish River at Potential

aquatic insects many of which require mature vegetation during their adult (winged) phase, and

Impact Location 6. Bridge construction could also result in the permanent loss of salmonid

which form an important element of fish diet. Runoff from the proposed road also has the

habitat at the crossing point and obstruction to upstream fish movement, particularly movement

potential in the absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the river.

of salmonid fish to spawning areas in the Foherish River.

Suspended solids and other pollution of the Sullane could also be caused by proposed
tributary crossings at Potential Impact Locations A, B, D, E, F, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7 & 8.

Potential Impact on the Owengarve River
The proposed road development is to be constructed in close proximity to a c.250 m section

Surveys of freshwater pearl mussels in the Sullane River and its tributaries carried out in 2007

of the Owengarve River at Potential Impact Location A and it is proposed to realign a further

(Moorkens 2007) estimated that c. 41% of the total mussel population in the Sullane River

c.200m of the river into a new channel. In the absence of adequate mitigation, construction

itself and c.35% of the total population in the Sullane River system (including its tributaries)

could result in contamination of water with suspended solids and other pollutants at and

occur immediately downstream of the confluence with the Bohill River i.e. c.1.2km downstream

downstream of the impact locations, with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish (particularly

of the proposed Bohill River crossing and c. 3km downstream of the proposed Owengarve

spawning), brook lamprey and particularly freshwater pearl mussels which are present c.2km

realignment. The report concludes that the species is endangered in the Sullane system,

downstream of the potential impact location and which are extremely sensitive to suspended

endangered in Ireland, and is in serious danger of global extinction. In the context of the

solids pollution (Moorkens 2007). Moorkens (2007) estimated that c. 41% of the total

Sullane population Moorkens (2007) states that “It has been established that mussels that are

mussel population in the Sullane River itself and c.35% of the total population in the Sullane

already stressed by algal blooms or other problems have much less resistance to siltation than

River system (including its tributaries) occur c.3km downstream of the Owengarve realignment.

very healthy mussel individuals, so extreme care needs to be taken to prevent silt reaching the

The report concludes that the species is endangered in the Sullane system, endangered in

rivers”.

Ireland, and is in serious danger of global extinction. Runoff from the proposed road also has
the potential in the absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the river.
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Construction of the road and slip road has the potential for significant loss of riparian habitat

phase, and which form an important element of fish diet. Runoff from the proposed road also

particularly trees and bushes on both sides of the river. The proposed realignment of the river

has the potential in the absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the river.

will result in the loss of c. 200m of in-stream habitat which constitutes good adult salmonid
habitat, very good salmonid nursery habitat and fair- good salmonid spawning habitat.

Bridge construction could also result in the permanent loss of salmonid habitat at the crossing
point and obstruction to upstream fish movement, particularly movement of salmonid fish to

Potential Impact on the Bohill River

spawning areas in the Laney River.

It is proposed to bridge the Bohill at Potential Impact Location B. The proposed bridge will
require no in-stream works and will have no in-stream structures, however the bridge will have

Potential Impact on the Slievereagh West Stream

support structures in close proximity to the river. In the absence of adequate mitigation

In the absence of adequate mitigation, construction of a road crossing over the stream at

construction of the bridge is likely to result in contamination of water with suspended solids

Potential Impact Location E could result in the loss of c. 50m of habitat which constitutes

and other pollutants at and downstream of the impact location, with detrimental impacts on

good salmonid nursery and fair–good spawning habitat, and could result in pollution with

salmonid fish (particularly spawning), freshwater pearl-mussels and brook lamprey. Surveys of

suspended solids and other pollutants of the lower 150m of the stream and of the Owengarve

freshwater pearl-mussels in the Sullane River and its tributaries carried out in 2007 (Moorkens

and Sullane River downstream of the confluence, with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish

2007) estimated that c. 41% of the total mussel population in the Sullane River itself and

(particularly spawning), freshwater pearl mussels and brook lamprey. If the proposed stream

c.35% of the total population in the Sullane River system (including its tributaries) occur

crossing is not made passable for fish, upstream movement of fish and other aquatic fauna in

immediately downstream of the confluence with the Bohill River i.e. c.1.2km downstream of the

this stream could be prevented. Runoff from the proposed road also has the potential in the

proposed bridge. The report concludes that the species is endangered in the Sullane system,

absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the stream and downstream waters.

endangered in Ireland, and is in serious danger of global extinction. The development could
also result in loss of riparian vegetation, especially tree cover, with consequent detrimental
impact on aquatic insects, many of which require mature vegetation during their adult (winged)
phase, and which form an important element of fish diet. Runoff from the proposed road also
has the potential in the absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the river.

Potential Impact on the Slievereagh East Stream
In the absence of adequate mitigation, construction of a road crossing over the stream at
Potential Impact Location F could result in the loss of c. 50m of habitat which constitutes fair good salmonid nursery and fair–good spawning habitat, and could result in pollution with

Potential Impact on the Laney River

suspended solids and other pollutants of the lower 700m of the stream and of the Owengarve
and Sullane River downstream of the confluence, with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish

The proposed road is to cross the Laney River at Potential Impact Location D, c. 100m

(particularly spawning), freshwater pearl mussels and brook lamprey. If the proposed stream

upstream of its confluence with the Sullane. In the absence of adequate mitigation, construction

crossing is not made passable for fish, upstream movement of fish and other aquatic fauna in

could result in contamination of water with suspended solids and other pollutants at and

this stream could be prevented. Runoff from the proposed road also has the potential in the

downstream of the impact location, with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish (particularly

absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the stream and downstream waters.

spawning), and possibly on freshwater pearl mussels and brook lamprey. The development could
also result in loss of riparian vegetation, especially tree cover, with consequent detrimental
impact on aquatic insects, many of which require mature vegetation during their adult (winged)
October 2009
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Potential Impact on “Toonlane Stream”
Construction of a road crossing over the stream at Potential Impact Location 1 will result in the

Potential Impact on “Gurteenroe Stream”

loss of c. 100m of fair – good salmonid nursery habitat due to culverting, and could result in

Construction of a main road crossing and two minor road crossings over the stream at

pollution with suspended solids and other pollutants of the lower 500m of the stream and of

Potential Impact Location 7, and the construction of a junction in close proximity to the stream,

the Sullane downstream of the confluence, with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish (particularly

could result in pollution with suspended solids and other pollutants of the lower 1.3km of the

spawning), freshwater pearl mussels and brook lamprey. If the culvert is not made passable for

stream with detrimental impacts on trout and possibly salmon and brook lamprey and of the

fish, upstream fish movement in this stream could be prevented. Runoff from the proposed road

Sullane downstream of the confluence with possible detrimental impacts on freshwater pearl

also has the potential in the absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the stream.

mussels. If the three stream crossings are not made passable for fish, upstream fish movement
in this stream could be prevented. The road crossings will result in the loss of a c.100m of

Potential Impact on “Lissacresig Stream”
Construction of a road crossing over the stream at Potential Impact Location 2 could result in
pollution with suspended solids and other pollutants of the lower 200m of the stream with

good trout nursery habitat if the stream is culverted at the road crossings. Runoff from the
proposed road also has the potential in the absence of adequate mitigation to result in
pollution of the stream.

detrimental impacts on salmonid fish (particularly spawning) and brook lamprey in the stream and
of the Sullane downstream of the confluence, with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish

Potential Impact on “Ballyveerane Stream”

(particularly spawning), freshwater pearl mussels and brook lamprey.. The road crossing will

Construction of a road crossing over the stream at Potential Impact Location 8 could result in

result in the loss of a 50m section of fair–good salmonid nursery and spawning habitat due to

pollution with suspended solids and other pollutants of the lower 1km of the stream with

culverting. If the culvert is not made passable for fish, upstream fish movement in this stream

detrimental impacts on a good trout population and possibly on salmon and brook lamprey and

could be prevented. Runoff from the proposed road also has the potential in the absence of

with possible detrimental impacts on freshwater pearl mussels in the Sullane River downstream

adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the stream.

of the confluence. The road crossing will result in the loss of a 75m section of good trout
nursery habitat and of a man made pond due to culverting. Runoff from the proposed road also
has the potential in the absence of adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the stream. Any

Potential Impact on “Inchinlinane Stream”
Construction of a road crossing over the stream will result in the loss of c. 500m of stream
habitat due to culvert construction and stream realignment at Potential Impact Location 4. In
this section of stream salmonid habitat quality is classified as poor – none. The crossing could

improvements to the existing road to the south of the junction, which is in close proximity to
the stream, has the potential for contamination of the stream and loss of bankside vegetation.
Loss of c. 200m of riparian trees and bushes may occur on the east side of the stream
downstream of the crossing.

also result in pollution with suspended solids and other pollutants of the lower section of the
stream (which does not constitute significant salmonid habitat) and of the Sullane downstream

Potential Impact on Inishcarra Reservoir

of the confluence, with detrimental impacts on salmonid fish, freshwater pearl mussels and

Construction of the road on a 63m wide causeway across a shallow marginal section of the

brook lamprey.

Runoff from the proposed road also has the potential in the absence of

reservoir will result in the loss of c. 2.25ha of shallow water habitat (RPS pers comm.)

adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the stream and the Sullane River downstream of the

Construction of the causeway and road has the potential for pollution with suspended solids

confluence.

and other pollutants. Runoff from the proposed road also has the potential in the absence of
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adequate mitigation to result in pollution of the reservoir. In the absence of mitigation the

Table 7.22: Summary of the Impact Significance Without Mitigation Measures

construction of the causeway has the potential to prevent movement of fish and other aquatic

Potential
Impact
location

Importance Rating**

Impact Significance Rating**

A

County Importance at proposed road crossing point
National Importance 2.5km downstream

Significant at the County level, but not at
National level or higher

On the basis of existing information and applying the precautionary principle it is concluded that

B

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

the 2.2h ha of reservoir which will be lost serves as a significant area for coarse fish spawning.

D

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

E

County Importance

Significant at the County level, but not at
National level or higher

F

Local Importance (higher value).County Importance
c.700m downstream, National Importance c.2km
downstream

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

1

County Importance at Proposed Crossing Point
National Importance 600m downstream

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

2

County Importance at Proposed Crossing Point
National Importance20m downstream

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

3

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

4

Local Importance (lower value) at proposed crossing
point; National Importance 150m downstream

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

5

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

6

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

7

County Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

life from the main reservoir to the area of shallow habitat to the west of the causeway.

Summary of Significance of Potential Impacts in the Absence of Mitigation Measures
A summary of the significance of potential impacts of the proposed road development in the
absence of mitigation measures is given in Table 7.22 below.

National Importance c.1m downstream
8

County Importance
National Importance c.1km downstream

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

9

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

10

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at
International level

11

County Importance

Significant at the County level, but not at
National level

*The impact assessment presented in the aquatic survey report is based on the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological

Impacts of National Road Schemes. Revision 1 (NRA 2006a). For consistency, within this Technical Report the significance
assessments have been amended to reflect those presented in Revision 2 of these Guidelines (NRA 2009).
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Freshwater Pearl-Mussel

7.5

MITIGATION

The results show that almost half of the freshwater pearl-mussels found in the Sullane are

This section provides details of measures that can be employed to mitigate against the

upstream of any proposed road works, and that there is a second key section just below the

potential impacts discussed in Section 7.4. The measures described are designed to minimise

confluence of the Bohill River, therefore the mitigation measures in the section of road

or where possible to eliminate these potential impacts. Residual Impacts that are predicted

construction close to the Bohill River are of the utmost importance.

after mitigation are discussed in Section 7.6. General mitigation measures that can be applied
along the whole length of the proposed road development are discussed in Section 7.5.1;

The estimate for the Foherish River is 82 freshwater pearl-mussels, approximately 20% of
which are above any proposed works. The remaining mussels in the Foherish River and the

whilst site specific or species / species group specific measures are discussed in Sections
7.5.2, 7.5.3, 7.5.4 and 7.5.5.

(approximately) 20 mussels in the Sullane immediately downstream of the Foherish confluence
are at risk during the road construction and again, mitigation measures here need to be fully
implemented.

7.5.1

General Mitigation Measures

Construction in the Identified Sites of Ecological Interest (SEIs)
Within the identified Sites of Ecological Interest (SEIs), construction activity and associated

The Laney River was found to have the lowest mussel population, and individuals found were all

interference with, and disturbance of, habitats shall be confined to the land-take of the

upstream of any proposed road works and therefore will not be impacted by any construction.

proposed road development. Specific mitigation measures required in each SEI are detailed in
Section 7.5.2.

7.4.7

Cumulative Impacts

The proposed road development runs through rural areas largely devoid of large-scale

Habitat Fragmentation and Barrier Effects

industrial, civic, residential or other developments. No other large-scale development schemes

Many of the impacts associated with severance of habitats and the creation of barriers to free

are known of that could potentially contribute towards cumulative impacts on the habitats, flora

passage of fauna are not practically mitigable.

and fauna within the study area. There is some potential that the construction of the proposed

7.5.3 and Figure 11.5 detail the appropriate locations for underpasses and other means of

road development could increase the possibility of further development within the study area at

access across the proposed road development, and these facilities may also be utilised to

some point in the future, however there is no direct evidence that this will occur, or that if such

some extent by other species. It should be noted however that these locations are provisional

development were to occur that there would be any significant negative impacts on habitat,

upon the results of the pre-construction mammal survey (see Section 7.5.3).

In the case of otters and badgers, Section

flora and fauna as a result.
No large-scale development schemes are known of that could potentially contribute towards

Hydrological Impacts

cumulative impacts on the significant habitat, flora or fauna features identified in this technical

As a general precautionary measure existing surface drainage patterns shall be maintained

report.

through provision of culverts and drains, to allow free movement of water beneath the
proposed road development at SEI sites with a wetland component, Sullane Delta (SEI 1),
Codrum Wood (SEI 7), Teerbeg Wetland (SEI 8), Inchinlinane Woodlands (SEI 11), Coolavokig
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Stream (SEI 15), Coolnacaheragh East (SEI 16); Toonlane (SEI 18), Slievereagh (SEI 22) and
Cappagh West (SEI 24).

All planting proposals shall be reviewed by a suitably qualified ecologist prior to their
implementation. Within Sites of Ecological Interest (SEIs), the contracted ecologist shall ensure
that the planting is appropriate to the local vegetation communities and habitat types.

Air Quality
Dense planting of scrub adjacent to roads can significantly reduce air pollution by filtering
pollutants from the air (PAA 1993). All planting shall conform to the requirements described

Grassland

below. Sites where dense roadside planting is proposed are identified in Section 7.5.2.

Where possible, natural colonisation of grasses and herbs shall be allowed. Seed-mixes that
are used shall be composed of native species; seed shall be of native Irish stock.

Landscape Planting
Wherever the proposed road development passes through Sites of Ecological Interest (SEIs),

Hedgerows

landscape and other roadside planting shall be of appropriate native species that are

Wherever construction of the proposed road development results in the loss of sections of

representative of local vegetation, and are, where possible of local provenance i.e. from

hedgerow, and severance of the hedgerow network therefore occurs, replacement planting

southwest Irish native-origin stock. Locations where specific species mixes shall be used are

shall be carried-out.

discussed in Section 7.5.2, but general guidelines are presented below.

Whilst severance of the hedgerow network by the proposed road development is not practically
mitigable, the network on either side of the proposed road development can be enhanced by

Trees and shrubs

planting of roadside vegetation in such a way that connectivity of hedgerows is maintained and

The most abundant native trees and shrubs within the proposed road development corridor are

enhanced. Roadside tree and shrub planting shall be designed so that lines and groups of

as follows:

trees and shrubs connect with existing hedgerows, tree lines, woodlands and areas of scrub.

•

Planting of isolated stands of trees and shrubs is of relatively little ecological value as

Dry and humid soils: Downy Birch, Ash, Holly, Blackthorn, Hawthorn, Common Gorse,

compared to the creation of an interconnected network of trees, shrubs, woodlands,

Sessile Oak, Hazel; and,
•

hedgerows etc. The design of such planting will require that a suitably qualified ecologist works

Wet soils: Alder, Grey Willow, Ash.

in tandem with the landscape design team.

Wherever possible these species shall be used for landscape planting and screening. Other
native species that might be considered are Rusty Willow, Rowan, Goat Willow and Eared
Willow.
For general shrub planting, Hawthorn, Blackthorn and Hazel are probably the most appropriate
species over much of the proposed road development.

Generally speaking, there is no

requirement to plant Common Gorse, as this species will colonise naturally. Potentially invasive
non-native species such as Cherry-laurel shall be avoided as these can become naturalised and
spread into areas of semi-natural habitat, greatly reducing the ecological value of those areas.
October 2009

In some locations, specific planting designs will be required, for example, to guide mammals
such as bats and badgers to crossing points of the proposed road development such as
underpasses. These specific locations are discussed in Sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.3.

At certain points along the proposed road development, small sections of river channel are
included within the CPO boundary because the adjacent land ownership extends to the centre
of the river, namely at the River Sullane at Chainage 9,400 to 10,500; at the Foherish River at
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Chainage 13,400 to 13,700 and at the confluence of the Rivers Sullane and Laney at

development.

Site staff shall also remain within the land-take of the proposed road

Chainages 19,900 to 20,100 (see Figure 11.2). These areas will be protected from

development, and shall not enter these woodland areas, or other areas of this site. Fencing

disturbance during the construction phase of the proposed road development, in line with the

and signage shall be erected along the edge of the CPO line in this area to prevent site staff

NRA Guidelines for the Protection and Preservation of Trees, Hedgerows and Scrub Prior to,

from entering this area, and all site staff shall be instructed that this area is strictly out of

During and Post-Construction of National Road Schemes (see Section 7.5.1). These areas will

bounds.

be fenced off during construction and clearly signed to prevent an access or any construction

Visual impacts will be largely screened from the main areas where water birds concentrate, to

activity whatever, including storage, dumping, parking of vehicles, etc. from occurring either

the south and east, by existing trees, but direct lines of sight to these areas exist between

within the river channel or on the river banks outside the direct land-take of the road.

Chainages 21 + 400 and 21 + 750 and perhaps also between 20 + 550 and 21 + 000,
and at these points, activity on the construction site may result in some visual disturbance to

7.5.2

Site Specific Mitigation Measures

Mitigation measures specific to each SEI where significant impacts have been identified are
described below. It should be noted that general mitigation measures (Section 7.5.1) and
mitigation measures for fauna (Section 7.5.3) apply within these sites in addition to the specific
mitigation measures outlined below.

birds, which constitutes a residual impact (see Section 7.6).
During the operational phase of the proposed road development, visual disturbance issues are
less likely to be of significance, as birds quickly become accustomed to predictable visual
disturbances such as moving traffic. Measures shall, however be taken to minimise the potential
for such disturbance in the form of screening planting. Specific mitigation proposals shall be
incorporated at the detailed design stage of the development in consultation with National
Parks and Wildlife Service. Such measures will include (but are not limited to) dense planting of

Sullane Delta SEI 1

shrubs, and / or banks or solid barriers (depending upon practical limitations). These shall be

Disturbance to birds at this site, particularly during construction of the proposed road

considered on the eastern side of the proposed road development between the crossing of

development, has been identified as a potential Significant Impact at the County level, but not

the River Sullane at Chainages 20 + 720 and Chainage 21 + 150 in particular. Planting of

at National level or higher.

Whilst some degree of disturbance to birds in this area during

additional Grey Willow and Alder in low-lying areas either side of the proposed road

construction of the proposed road development is inevitable, measures can be taken to reduce

development between the crossing of the River Sullane at Chainage 20 + 720 and Chainage

this impact.

21 + 150 shall also be implemented; to reduce disturbance and air pollution impacts, and

The site is important for ducks, particularly Mallard and Teal, during the post-breeding period

compensate for tree loss within the site.

as well as during the winter, when many other species are also present (see Section 7.3.5).

The proposed road development passes through Inishcarra Reservoir between Chainages 21 +

Hence, disturbance is likely to be a significant impact from August through until March. It is

400 and 21 + 750. The road will be constructed atop an embankment which will incorporate

recognised that it will not be possible to restrict construction over such a long season, and

frequent culverts, designed to allow free passage of water beneath. The specifications and

hence disturbance to birds will constitute a residual impact (see Section 7.6), the magnitude of

locations of culverts beneath the causeway shall be agreed with South West Regional Fisheries

which is very difficult to quantify.

Board during the detailed design stage of the road design programme. The embankment shall

Noise disturbances during construction are not practically mitigable, however, there is dense

also include measures to allow free passage of otters beneath the proposed road development

tree cover to the southeast of the proposed road development, and removal of trees in this

(see Sections 7.4.5 and 7.5.3).

area shall be kept to a minimum, and strictly within the land-take of the proposed road

October 2009
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Coolcour Woodland SEI 2

impact of habitat severance can also be reduced by appropriate design of the bridge over the

Loss of woodland and severance of remaining woodland at this site has been assessed as not

river. The detailed design of the bridge will be reviewed prior to construction, with the aim of

significant at the local level. Whilst this is not directly mitigable, replacement planting shall be

providing a clear span structure that retains a broad section of undisturbed bank on either side

carried out at suitable sites that compensates for this loss.

of the river that will allow free passage of wildlife and the establishment of vegetation
communities beneath the structure. Planting of appropriate species such as alder and native
willows shall be carried out immediately adjacent to the completed bridge, on both banks of the

Sullane River SEI 3
Mitigation proposals in relation to the river itself are discussed in Section 7.5.4. Mitigation

river, in order to minimise the width of severance to the riparian corridor.

measures in relation to otter are discussed in Section 7.5.3. Within this site there will also be
some loss of bank side broadleaved and riparian woodland. The total loss of riparian woodland,

Coolyhane Valley SEI 5

from this and other sites, as a result of the proposed road development, will be approximately

Mitigation measures in relation to otter and badger are discussed in Section 7.5.3.

2.7 hectares (see Section 7.4.2).

Loss of woodland and scrub and severance of remaining semi-natural habitats at this site have
been assessed as a not significant at the local level. Whilst this is not directly mitigable,

At several points, the proposed road development runs very close to the Sullane River, and

replacement planting shall be carried out at suitable sites that compensates for this loss.

planting of riparian woodland in these areas would help to mitigate several negative impacts,
including habitat loss, impacts on otters, disturbance impacts to fauna of the river, air pollution,

Ballyveerane Valley SEI 6

and general impacts on fauna. Replacement planting is essential on the northern bank of the

Fragmentation of the existing riparian corridor at this site is assessed as being a not significant

Sullane between Chainages 9 + 525 and 9 + 650; and between Chainages 20 + 000 and

at the local level. Whilst this is not practically mitigable, creation of new riparian woodland along

20 + 150, where there will be direct impacts on an existing riparian corridor. Planting of

the river Sullane (see above) will partially compensate for this impact.

riparian woodland shall also be carried out on the northern bank of the Sullane between
Chainages 10 + 000 and 10 + 500; to connect with existing riparian woodland to the east
and to the west.

Riparian planting shall be of species typical of the local vicinity, and will

certainly include, Alder, Grey Willow and Ash and may also include other native willow species,
and in locally dryer areas, Sessile Oak, Rowan, Holly and Downy Birch.

Teerbeg Wetland SEI 8
Habitat loss and severance of wet grassland and wet willow-alder-ash woodland at this site has
been assessed as not significant at the local level. Barrier effects to common frogs are also
likely to be a negative impact at this site. Whilst the fragmentation and barrier effect impacts
are not practicably mitigable, free passage of water below the proposed road development will

River Laney SEI 4

preserve wetland to either side, and if designed appropriately, culverts may also allow free

Mitigation proposals in relation to the river itself are discussed in Section 7.5.4. Mitigation

passage of frogs beneath the proposed road development.

measures in relation to otter are discussed in Section 7.5.3.

Replacement planting of trees shall be carried-out.

Loss of riparian woodland and severance of remaining woodland at this site have both been

proposed along the southern side of the proposed road development in this area in order to

assessed as not significant at the local level.

Whilst these are not directly mitigable,

reduce disturbance and potential air pollution impacts in the Teerbeg/Codrum woodland

replacement planting shall be carried out at suitable sites that compensates for this loss. The

complex. This area, south of the proposed road development, between approximate Chainages

October 2009
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14 + 900 and 16 + 150, would also make an appropriate location for compensation planting

Lissacresig Scrublands SEI 14

for tree loss elsewhere along the proposed road development.

Mitigation measures in relation to badger are discussed in Section 7.5.3. Habitat loss, of

Suitable species include

Hawthorn, Blackthorn, Ash, Alder, native willows, Pedunculate Oak, Holly, Hazel and Rowan.

scrub, wet willow-alder-ash woodland and broadleaved woodland; and fragmentation of habitat
at this site is assessed as not significant at the local level.

Glananarig Woods SEI 9
Mitigation proposals for bats in this area are discussed in Section 7.5.3. Direct habitat loss

Barrier effects to common lizard

may also be a negative impact at this site. Whilst fragmentation, barrier effects and loss of
scrub are not practically mitigable, replacement planting of trees shall be carried-out.

at this site, in the form of a small area of native oak woodland has been assessed as significant
at the County level, but not at National level or higher.. Replacement planting of trees shall be

Coolavokig Stream SEI 15

carried-out, including Sessile Oak.

Loss of wet willow-alder-ash woodland at this site has been assessed not significant at the
Local level. Whilst this is not directly mitigable, replacement planting shall be carried out at

Foherish River SEI 10

suitable sites that compensates for this loss.

Mitigation proposals in relation to the river itself are discussed in Section 7.5.4. Mitigation
measures in relation to otter are discussed in Section 7.5.3.

Coolnacaheragh East SEI 16

Loss of riparian woodland and severance of remaining woodland at this site have both been

Mitigation measures in relation to badger are discussed in Section 7.5.3. Habitat loss, of

assessed not significant at the local level.. Whilst this is not directly mitigable, replacement

scrub, wet willow-alder-ash woodland and wet heath; and fragmentation of habitat at this site is

planting shall be carried out at suitable sites that compensates for this loss. The impact of

assessed as not significant at the Local level. Barrier effects to common lizard may also be a

habitat severance can also be reduced by appropriate design of the bridge over the river.

negative impact at this site. Whilst fragmentation, barrier effects and loss of scrub and wet

Ideally the span will include a broad section of undisturbed bank on either side of the river that

heath is not practically mitigable, replacement planting of trees shall be carried-out. Habitat

will allow free passage of wildlife and the establishment of vegetation communities beneath the

loss and severance of wet grassland and wet willow-alder-ash woodland at this site has been

structure. Planting of appropriate species such as alder and native willows shall be carried out

assessed as a not significant at the Local level. Barrier effects to common frogs are also likely

immediately adjacent to the completed bridge, on both banks of the river, in order to minimise

to be a negative impact at this site. Whilst the fragmentation and barrier effect impacts are not

the width of severance to the riparian corridor.

practicably mitigable, free passage of water below the proposed road development will
preserve wetland to either side, culverts may also allow free passage of frogs beneath the

Inchinlinane Woods SEI 11

proposed road development.

Mitigation measures in relation to badger are discussed in Section 7.5.3. Habitat loss, mainly
of scrub and broadleaved woodland; and fragmentation of habitat at this site is assessed as a

Toonlane SEI 18

Significant at the local level, but not at County level or higher. Barrier effects to common lizard

Direct habitat loss at this site, in the form of a small area of native oak woodland has been

may also be a negative impact at this site. Whilst fragmentation, barrier effects and loss of

assessed as significant at the local level, but not at County level or higher and fragmentation of

scrub are not practically mitigable, replacement planting of trees shall be carried-out.

semi-natural habitats at this site has been assessed as a not significant at the local level.
Barrier effects to common lizard may also be a negative impact at this site.

October 2009
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effects and habitat fragmentation are not practicably mitigable, replacement planting of trees

minimum and trees and shrubs shall be replanted along the riverbank to ensure that the riparian

shall be carried-out, including Sessile Oak.

corridor remains intact beneath the bridge. A suitably qualified ecologist shall be retained to
liaise with National Parks and Wildlife Service staff and to oversee the details of mitigation
works in this area, to ensure that suitable mitigation is implemented that will prevent any

Cappagh Woods SEI 20
Loss of woodland and severance of remaining woodland at this site has been assessed as
significant at the local level, but not at County level or higher.

Whilst this is not directly

indirect impact on St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC and will maintain the continuity of the riparian
corridor along the Bohill River.

mitigable, replacement planting shall be carried out at suitable sites that compensates for this
loss.

7.5.3

Fauna

Bats
Slievereagh SEI 22

A suitably qualified bat worker shall be employed at an early stage of the detailed design phase

Direct habitat loss at this site, mainly of dry-humid acid grassland, has been assessed as a

of the project, to design, implement and oversee the details of the mitigation measures

significant at the local level, but not at County level or higher. Impacts on this widespread

outlined in this section.

habitat are not practically mitigable, however, the impact in this areas will be minimised by the
general mitigation measures outlined in Section 7.5.1.

General Mitigation Measures for Bats
Establishment of Vegetation Cover

Owengarve River SEI 23

Planting of hedgerow and shrubs of native species along the proposed road development will

Mitigation proposals in relation to the river itself are discussed in Section 7.5.4. Mitigation

provide a screen against the lights of travelling vehicles and also provide feeding habitat for

measures in relation to otter are discussed in Section 7.5.3.

bats.

Loss of riparian woodland at this site has been identified as a negative impact. Whilst this is

vegetation shall also serve as a corridor along which bats would feed. Specific locations where

not directly mitigable, replacement planting shall be carried out at suitable sites that

planting is required as mitigation for bats are discussed under ‘Specific Mitigation Measures for

compensates for this loss.

Bats’ below, but planting along any section of the proposed road development will provide

In addition to this, once the plants have established and are growing, the row of

mitigation for impacts on bat species.
Bohill River Corridor (SEI 25)
Section 7.5.4 presents details of the required aquatic ecology mitigation measures at this

Vegetation Corridors

crossing point. Construction of the proposed road development will result in the loss of an

Lines of vegetation leading to under-bridges, underpasses culverts and bridges shall be

important riparian corridor that connects Cascade Wood (part of St Gobnet’s wood cSAC) to

established prior to the opening of the proposed road development, using native species of

other wooded areas further upstream. This area is known to be used by a number of bat

local stock which will provide feeding and shelter for commuting and feeding bats. These man-

species and by red squirrel. The bridge across the Bohill will be raised above the river and the

made linear features will help to encourage bats to cross the road in safe locations and will

impacts on bankside vegetation will largely be restricted to essential tree felling, and as much

provide alternative vegetation corridors to replace hedgerow lines that are removed during

as possible of the riparian corridor will be retained. Tree felling shall be kept to an absolute

construction. Most species of bat commute along such corridors for feeding, wind shelter and

October 2009
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for some species (e.g. lesser horseshoe bats), they may serve as a navigational aid. Design
details for vegetation corridors shall be determined by a suitably experienced bat worker during

Prevention of tree felling by former landowners after CPO

the detailed design stage of the proposed road development.

Trees shall not be removed in advance of a pre-felling survey, to be undertaken by a suitably
qualified bat worker. Negotiations with landowners prior to compulsory purchase coupled with

Checking of Mature Trees for Bats Prior to Felling

whatever safeguards are appropriate, will be implemented in order to ensure that trees are not

All trees with suitable crevices or cavities that offer roosting opportunity for bats shall be re-

felled by the former landowners, prior to the necessary inspections and mitigation detailed

examined for bat presence prior to construction of the scheme. These surveys should be

above.

carried out in the summer and autumn prior to construction of the scheme, allowing sufficient
time to obtain licenses from NPWS, if necessary, for the removal of any identified roosts.

Buildings

Timing and methodology of mitigation measures to avoid mortality of bats will depend on the

All buildings that have been earmarked for demolition shall be re-examined for bats by a bat

nature of the roost sites and numbers of bats present, and may also be seasonally- constrained

specialist in the summer/autumn prior to demolition. This will require an internal examination of

(ideally late August-early November). However, measures that may be used include exclusion

the buildings for evidence of bats as well as a bat detector assessment of the structures from

devices, sectional felling and lowering of limbs, checking for any bats once cavities are on the

outside, allowing sufficient time for obtaining licences from NPWS as necessary, for the removal

ground, and not removing or chipping trees for at least 24 hours following felling. A suitably

of any confirmed roosts. The timeline and methodology of demolition works to prevent mortality

qualified bat worker shall be employed during the tree felling programme to implement and

of bats will demand, to some extent, on the types of roosts and numbers of bat present

oversee these mitigation measures, in accordance with NRA Guidelines for the Treatment of

however, in general buildings will be demolished in the period mid / late September to late

Bats During the Construction of National Road Schemes (2006).

October when bats will have finished breeding but have not entered hibernation.

Erection of Bat Boxes

Where ever possible bats will be excluded from the buildings prior to demolition. Alternatively,

Bat boxes shall be in place before the demolition of buildings or the felling of trees. Bat boxes

bats may leave the buildings without exclusion measures in late autumn. A suitably qualified bat

of varying designs shall be erected in the vicinity of felled trees. These will provide alternative

worker shall be employed during the tree felling programme to implement and oversee these

roost sites.

mitigation measures, in accordance with NRA Guidelines (2006).

A number of designs are available that provide a range of temperatures and

humidity. Bat box designs that favour species such as Natterer’s bat and whiskered bat shall
be included. The number and location of these boxes shall be decided at the time of clearance
once it is known what vegetation will be retained and what level of usage of any tree has been

Bat boxes shall be sited in areas that will not be subject to further vegetation removal or
demolition, on trees or building walls that will not be affected by the road construction or other
operations. These shall be erected at least one month prior to the demolition of the buildings.

noted. Location will also depend upon the goodwill of landowners to allow their installation
upon lands other than within the CPO line. Where there is land acquired due to severance etc.
this can also serve as a site for the erection of boxes. County Council lands at riversides, in
parks etc., can also be used for the siting of bat boxes. A suitably qualified bat worker shall be
employed during the tree felling programme to implement and oversee these mitigation
measures.
October 2009

Rock blasting during construction
Blasting in areas of rock shall be undertaken in winter. Prior to blasting it shall be established
that there are no exposed features suitable for bat hibernation sites in the vicinity. This will
require a survey to be conducted by a suitably qualified bat worker. Where there are areas of
exposed rock, these shall be examined by a suitably qualified bat worker both prior to the
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hibernation period (during October or November) and during the winter hibernation period

under and on the side of this bridge will create new roost potential for bats and replace roosts

(December to February inclusive).

lost during tree removal.

Monitoring

Cappagh

All measures shall be reviewed by a bat specialist to ensure that mitigation measures identified

The sides of the road shall be especially heavily planted running past the roost building north of

in this report and in subsequent evaluations of the proposed road development are properly

Baile Bhuirne between Chainages 2 + 600 and 2 + 900. This section will require the

installed/addressed. This will require an examination of the measures prior to the opening of

introduction more advanced planting to create a substantial feature as rapidly as possible.

the proposed road development.
Bat boxes will be assessed annually for a minimum of five years to determine the success of
mitigation measures for the conservation of bats.

Provision of Dense Cover West of Lissacresig and at Clonfadda
The two areas at which the proposed road development comes closest to other roosts are the
brown long-eared bat roost at Lissacresig (Chainage 8 + 750) and the lesser horseshoe bat

Specific Mitigation Measures for Bats

roost at Clonfadda (Chainage 14 + 400). Planting shall be especially dense in these two areas
(i.e. between Chainages 8 + 550 and 9 + 000 and between Chainages 13 + 770 and 14 +

Bohill River

600) to screen off any impact from lighting and to reduce the noise disruption.

The proposed bridge over the Bohill River shall allow a clear passage for bats under its span.
This shall allow for a minimum of two metres above the water surface in order that species such

Underpasses Providing Access for Bats at Clonfadda

as whiskered, Natterer’s and pipistrelles may all fly under rather than over or be restricted from

An underpass will be constructed at Chainage 14 + 035 to allow the passage of bats. The

accessing woodland and river.

underpass will measure 6m (span) x 3m (height). This will allow free passage of bats across the

A licence shall be secured from the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local

carriageway from roosting sites to the northeast (LHGB 1 and LHB 2 on Figure 11.3) to

Government in exercise of the powers conferred on him by section 22, 23 and 34(3)(d) of the

feeding areas to the south. Underpasses shall be designed under the supervision of a bat

Wildlife Act, 1976 allowing the exclusion of bats from a roost at Cappagh Bridge over the

expert. Suitably designed vegetation corridors as described under ‘General Mitigation

Bohill River of brown long-eared bats. This exclusion shall be undertaken by a licensed bat

Measures for Bats’ (above) must be incorporated into the design and these mitigation

specialist and following the stipulations of the licence issued by NPWS. This normally requires

measures shall be approved by a suitably qualified bat worker.

that bats are only handled by a licensed bat specialist where necessary and that exclusion shall
not place young bats at risk. Exclusion may best be achieved in late autumn when bats are all
capable of flight and are not in hibernation.

The stream culvert that passes under the road at Ch 15 + 035 shall be ‘oversized’ to 3.6m x
3m in order to allow free passage of bats across (beneath) the carriageway of the road. This

A minimum of 9 Bat boxes of an appropriate design shall be erected in the vicinity of the Bohill

will mitigate against severance of probable existing commuting routes of bats between roosts

River. These will provide alternative roost sites for brown long-eared bats. A number of designs

to the northwest at Clonfadda (LHB 1 and LHB 2 on Figure 11.3) and feeding areas to the

are available that provide a range of temperatures and humidity. The provision of bat boxes

south at Codrum Woods. Dense linear planting of shrubby vegetation will be carried-out along
the northern side of the proposed road (parallel to it), between Chainages 14 + 350 and 15
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+ 100, which will help to guide bats to this crossing. Landscape planting to the south of the

Cappagh

culvert will be planned in such a way that bats can follow linear routes to the existing network of

Bats roosting in the farmhouse at Cappagh, Baile Bhuirne, to the north of the carriageway at

hedgerows and trees in this area.

Chainage 2,700 will be facilitated in crossing the road by the modification of the farm access
underpass at Chainage 2,500. The underpass will be unlit and bats will be led to the underpass

The bridge crossing the Foherish River will have a minimum 4.8m clearance and a 38m span, and

by planting vegetation corridors on both sides of the road between Ch 2,250 and 2,900.

will therefore also allow free passage of bats beneath the carriageway of the road at this
location.

Lissacresig
The bats roosting at the barn north of the road at Chainage 8,750 will be facilitated in

Underpass providing access for bats at Mount Massey

crossing the road by modifying the bridge at Ch 8,900. The bridge will be unlit and bats will be

The stream culvert that passes under the road at Ch 17 + 720 will be ‘oversized’ to 3m x 3m

led to the underpass by planting vegetation corridors on both sides of the road between Ch

in order to allow free passage of bats beneath the carriageway of the road. This will mitigate

8,400 and Ch 9,000.

against severance of probable existing commuting routes of bats between roosts at Mount
Massey and feeding areas to the north. Dense linear planting of shrubby vegetation will be

Lighting

carried out along the southern side of the proposed road (parallel to it), between Chainage 17

There shall be no lighting in areas with important bat populations, including Cascade Wood

+ 200 and the culvert entrance, which will help to guide bats to this crossing (mitigation

(approximate Chainages 1,700 to 2,300), Cappagh (approximate Chainages 2,300 to 3,000),

planting for Barn Owl will also be carried-out in this area). Landscape planting to the north of

Clonfadda (approximate Chainages 13 + 400 to 14 + 600), Codrum (approximate Chainages

the culvert will be planned in such a way that bats can follow linear routes to the existing

14 + 900 to 16 + 100), Mount Massey (approximate Chainages 16 + 900 to 17 + 900),

network of hedgerows and trees in this area.

the River Laney (approximate Chainages 19 + 700 to 20 + 100) or Inishcarra Reservoir
(Chainages 21 + 400 to 21 + 750) that overspills into the surrounding vegetation or

Details of the final locations and detailed design specifications of all of these structures may by

waterways.

Lighting at these locations

would interfere with the suitability of the sites for

necessity be altered somewhat as detailed design specifications for the road are finalised. Any

species such as whiskered/ Brandt’s, lesser horseshoe bats and Natterer’s bats.

changes to these proposals shall be reviewed and agreed by a suitably qualified bat worker

At Clonfadda and at Cappagh where the road passes close to locations where lesser

during the design and build stages of the road construction programme. The locations

horseshoe bats are known to roost on occasion, no lighting shall illuminate the buildings used

described shall be adhered to unless there are serious engineering or other considerations

by the bats (see Figure 11.3) or the vegetation surrounding these buildings. If lighting is

which make this impossible.

required at the bridge at Clonfadda at Chainage 14 + 350, lighting shall be screened from
farmland, and from the ends of the bridge structure, in order to ensure that it will function as a

Suitably designed vegetation corridors as described under ‘General Mitigation Measures for

safe crossing point for bats, including light adverse species such as Whiskered bats. As it is

Bats’ (above) shall be incorporated into the design and these mitigation measures shall be

considered undesirable to encourage foraging bats to use lighting provided on the scheme,

approved by a suitably qualified bat worker.

due to risk of mortality the type of lighting used will discourage foraging bats, but in this
location and others, lighting design will avoid light-spill into adjacent foraging habitat.
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Badgers

sufficient time remaining before construction commences to resolve any outstanding issues

Pre-construction survey

relating to badgers and particularly relating to badger setts that cannot legally be interfered

A full survey of badger activity has been completed as part of this EIS. However, the locations

with during the badger breeding season, between 1st December and 1st July.

of badger paths and territory boundaries are liable to change over time and therefore a full
badger survey of the land-take of the road shall be conducted prior to the commencement of

Badger Sett Removal

construction of the road in accordance with the NRA Guidelines for the Treatment of Badgers

During the 2004 / 05 mammal survey, three badger setts were found within the land-take of

Prior to the Construction of National Road Schemes.

the proposed road development. Two were active at the time of the survey, sett numbers 13

The purposes of this survey are as follows:

and 14; one was inactive, sett number 2. It will be necessary, prior to the commencement of

•

construction of the proposed road development, to seek licences for the removal of these

To confirm and/or update the findings of the surveys conducted between 2004 and 2008
as part of this EIA process (see Section 7.3.5);

•

To confirm the occupancy status of the setts already identified within the land-take of the
road;

•

To identify any additional locations where underpasses or badger-resistant fencing may be
required;

•

To locate any newly constructed setts within the land-take of the road, or that are located
so close to the land-take boundary that impacts are anticipated and mitigation is therefore
required;

•

•

setts.
Sett removal (of active setts) can only be carried out during the period when no dependent
young are present between 1st July and 1st December. In addition, it should be noted that the
time lapse between sett removal and the commencement of construction activity shall be
minimal, and sett removal shall therefore be carried-out during the autumn period immediately
preceding the commencement of construction of the proposed road development. Any further
active setts that are located during the pre-construction badger survey shall also be dealt with
in the way described above.
It should also be noted that sett 13, an active main sett, is located in small caves at the base

To provide information on whether or not there will be requirement for the construction of

of a rock outcrop and is likely to present particular problems with respect to exclusion of

replacement artificial setts; and

badgers and removal of the sett.

To identify locations where seasonal constraints on blasting and a Section 23 licence is
required for blasting activity (i.e. within 150m of an active badger sett (see below)).

Mitigation of the Impacts of Blasting
Mitigation of impacts on badger setts during blasting activity will be guided by the NRA

The survey shall include the entire land-take of the road, and extend 50m outside the land-take

Guidelines (2006) with additional measures, as necessary, determined in consultation with

in all directions so that setts located close enough to the land-take that they may suffer

NPWS following the pre-construction survey (see above).

impacts during road construction or operation will be included. This will require permission of
landowners for a walkover survey of lands adjacent to the road, outside of the CPO boundary.
The procedure for dealing with setts that lie outside the land-take of the road but within 50m
of works shall be agreed with NPWS on a case by case basis. This applies in particular to sett
numbers 12 and 15 both of which are active main setts that lie within 30m of the land-take of
the proposed road development. The survey shall be conducted early enough that there is
October 2009

Prevention of Access to the Road Carriageway by Badgers
Mitigation measures that are required to prevent badgers from accessing the carriageway of
the road, and to prevent the disruption of their current pathways are illustrated Figure 11.3.
A number of locations have been identified where badgers appear to cross the line of the
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proposed road development. At these points, suitable mitigation has been proposed in the

•

Between Chainages12 + 200 and 12 + 670;

form of underpasses, according to the NRA (2009) guidelines.

•

Between Chainages12 + 970 and 13 + 350; and

Details of the final locations and detailed design specifications of all of these structures may by

•

Between Chainages 13 + 570 and 13 + 770.

necessity be altered somewhat as detailed design specifications for the road are finalised. Any
changes to these proposals shall be reviewed and agreed by a suitably qualified ecologist
during the design and build stages of the road construction programme. The locations
described shall be adhered to unless there are serious engineering or other considerations
which make this impossible. Design details shall follow standard guidelines such as those

Any setts that are located during the site clearance process shall be treated in the same way
as setts already located within the land-take, or setts located during the pre-construction
survey.

published by the National Roads Authority (NRA 2006).
Otters
The specifications for appropriate badger fencing and passes across the proposed road

The presence of otter has been confirmed on the rivers Sullane, Foherish, Laney and Bohill (see

development are detailed in Guidelines For The Treatment Of Badgers

Section 7.3.5).

Prior To The

The presence of otter is strongly suspected on a number of smaller

Construction Of National Road Schemes (NRA 2005). These specifications shall be followed

watercourses and at Inishcarra Reservoir where the habitats appear to be highly suitable for

when implementing these mitigation proposals. All fencing and underpasses shall be examined

otter, and their presence in these areas shall be assumed.

by an experienced badger expert prior to the opening of the proposed road development, in

Table 7.23 gives details of the locations where mitigation to minimise or eliminate impacts on

order to ensure that design and installation meets the required specification.

otters is required. The locations are shown in Figure 11.3. Mitigation is two-fold. Firstly,
culverts and bridges are designed and constructed in such a way that otters are not deterred

Site Clearance Works
Some sections of the land-take of the proposed road development consist of very dense
scrub, mainly of Common Gorse. Many of these areas are completely impenetrable, and whilst
every effort was made to search these areas thoroughly for badger setts during the mammal
survey of 2004 / 05, it proved impossible to completely exclude the possibility that setts may
be concealed within this scrub. It is likely that similar problems will be experienced during the
pre-construction badger survey in these areas, and an experienced badger worker will therefore
be present on-site during site clearance activities in these areas when construction of the
proposed road development commences. The sections of the proposed road development in
question are as follows:

from passing along watercourses that path beneath the road. Where culverts and bridges are
not designed correctly otters may be deterred from passing beneath the road and will attempt
to cross the carriageway. Secondly, otter-resistant fencing is provided to deter or prevent
otters from gaining access to the road carriageway. The design of fencing is provided in the
NRA Guidelines for the Treatment Otters Prior To The Construction Of National Road Schemes

(NRA 2007), and these specifications shall be followed. There are a number of alternative
design strategies for culverts and bridges, including the use of oversized box culverts; the
inclusion of ledges along the walls of culverts and bridges; or the provision of pipes set above
flood levels laid adjacent to culverts. Different design strategies will be suitable in different
locations according to the watercourse type that is involved, local topography and engineering
considerations, however all of the locations described shall have otter mitigation incorporated

•

Between Chainages 5 + 750 and 6 + 770;

•

Between Chainages 8 + 440 and 8 + 640;

designed in consultation with a suitably qualified ecologist, who shall also confirm post-

•

Between Chainages10 + 530 and10 + 680;

construction that the constructed culverts, bridges and pipes are suitable.
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At any locations in Table 7.23 where attenuation ponds occur, otter-resistant fencing shall be

Deer

located between the ponds and the carriageway of the road.

Sika deer have been recorded in the Toonlane area and close to the western terminal junction,
in the western part of the study area (see Figure 11.3). From the results of the surveys

Table 7.23: Locations of Otter Mitigation Measures.

undertaken to date, it appeared that relatively small numbers of animals were involved, crossing

Location

Chainages

Required mitigation

the route infrequently; thus no specific mitigation is proposed. This will be reviewed during

Owengarve
River area

0 + 200

Fencing along mainline, side-roads and slip-roads of junctions as
indicated in Figure 11.5, to prevent access to the road by otters.

repeat inspections leading up to construction and the need to provide a safe crossing at this

Bohill River
area
Stream at
Toonlane

Sullane River
Valley /
Inchinlinane
Area

River Foherish
crossing

Streams at
Teerbeg and at
Gurteenroe

Stream at
Ballyveerane

Stream at
Coolyhane

to 0 + 900
1 + 930
to 2 + 350
5 + 100
to 5 + 350

Maintenance of free passage for otters along the stream. Fencing
along both sides of the mainline and on side roads as indicated in
Figure 11.5.
Fencing along both the mainline and the access roads as indicated in
Figure 11.5.

9 + 000
to 12 + 850

13 + 400

Maintenance of free passage for otters beneath Sullane Bridge and
along six different streams at Chainages,
9 + 900; 10 + 520 and 10 + 750, 11 + 360, 11 + 950,

to 16 + 250

Maintenance of free passage of otters along the stream at Teerbeg
at Chainage 15 + 030 and the stream at Gurteenroe at Chainage
16 + 100.

At the crossing point of the Bohill River, the carriageway is raised above ground level

the retained woodland, tree-lines and hedgerows to both the north and south of the
carriageway.

Birds
Fencing along both sides of the mainline and side-roads as indicated
in Figure 11.5.
Maintenance of free passage of otters along the stream.

18 + 250

Fencing along both sides of the mainline as indicated in Figure 11.5.

to 18 + 800

Maintenance of free passage of otters along the stream.

Mitigation measures with respect to disturbance of birds at the Sullane Delta (SEI 1) are
discussed in Section 7.5.2.

Breeding Kingfisher and Dipper

(includes
sections of
badger
mitigation)
to 21 + 800
(eastern end of
proposed road
development)1
8 + 850

has been identified as a negative impact on red squirrel (see Sections 7.4.2 and 7.4.5).

continuous riparian corridor of tall vegetation will be maintained beneath the bridge, connecting

Fencing along both sides of the mainline as indicated in Figure 11.5.

to 17 + 850

Severance of Cascade Wood and St Gobnet’s Wood from areas of suitable habitat to the north

Fencing along both sides of the mainline as indicated in Figure 11.5.

14 + 500

17 + 650

Red Squirrel

sufficiently to allow passage of red squirrels beneath the carriageway at this point. A

Maintenance of free passage of otters beneath the Foherish River
bridge.

(includes
sections of
badger
mitigation)

location reviewed as necessary.

12 + 720 (both mainline and side roads).
to 13 + 930

19 + 320
River Laney,
River Sullane
and Inishcarra
Reservoir

Maintenance of free passage for otters along Bohill river. Fencing
along both sides of the mainline as indicated in Figure 11.5.

Potential Impacts on breeding Kingfisher, a Birds Directive Annex 1 species; and Dipper, a
Fencing along both sides of mainline and around the junction at
Coolcour as indicated in Figure 11.5.
Maintenance of free passage of otters along the Rivers Laney and
Sullane; and within Inishcarra Reservoir.

scarce specialist species of clean water rivers and streams, are possible where the road
crosses, or runs close to, watercourses:

Both species nest in the banks of rivers and streams, Kingfisher in vertical cliffs and Dipper
beneath overhanging vegetation or roots, or beneath bridges. A pre-construction survey for
nesting Kingfisher and Dipper shall be conducted at all points where the proposed road
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development runs close to, or crosses such watercourses. The purpose of the survey will be to

200, on both sides of the carriageway. In addition, the banks of the deep cutting between

locate any Kingfisher or Dipper nest within 50m of any construction works, and to propose

Chainages 15 + 900 and 17 + 100, including the cuttings associated with the Gurteenroe

appropriate site-specific mitigation measures that will prevent disturbance to the breeding

interchange, shall not be planted with grassland, but shall instead be vegetated with woody

birds. The most likely mitigation proposal will be a seasonal constraint on the construction work

shrubs (see above). At Cappagh, planting of continuous lines of trees and shrubs; and

in selected locations, which will be carried-out outside the Kingfisher and Dipper nesting

minimising grassland shall extend from the Bohill River crossing at Chainage 1 + 850 to the

seasons (approximately April to September; and March to July respectively). Should it be

western end of the cutting at Chainage 2 + 100 on the north side of the carriageway and

necessary to destroy an actual Kingfisher nest site as part of the construction process, this

Chainage 2 + 200 on the south side of the carriageway; and then from the eastern end of that

will be done outside of the Kingfisher nesting season, and the ornithologist responsible for the

cutting at Chainage 2 + 400 to the western end of the next cutting at Chainage 3 + 500. At

pre-construction Kingfisher survey will consider whether there is a requirement to construct an

Carrigaphooca the planting of continuous lines of trees; and minimising grassland shall extend

artificial Kingfisher nesting cliff in the vicinity to replace that which has been lost. Carried out in

from the eastern end of the cutting at Chainage 12 + 650 to the crossing of the Foherish

accordance with the mitigation compensation enhancement as identified in the Kingfisher Key

River at Chainage 13 + 750.

Card detailed in the NRA Guidelines.
A pre-construction survey for Barn Owl is required. This will include detailed examination of any
At locations where Barn Owls are known to breed (Mount Massey) or known to occur regularly

buildings, sheds, barns or other man-made structures that are to be demolished as part of the

(Cappagh) or where they are reported to have formerly bred (Carrigaphooca), the three

proposed road development. Modifications to the above mitigation locations may be required

following forms of mitigation shall be implemented. These are considered to be the most

pending results of this survey. Should further Barn Owl territories be located during this pre-

effective ways of reducing road traffic casualties in this highly vulnerable species (Ramsden,

construction survey, then similar mitigation measures will be required in those additional

2004):

locations. Should nest sites be discovered in buildings that are being removed then further

1) Screening in the form of a continuous line of trees and shrubs shall be planted on either side

mitigation or compensation measures will be required, details of which would need to be agreed

of the carriageway, particularly in locations where the road is at grade or is embanked. This will

with National Parks and Wildlife Service.

discourage Barn Owls from low-level flying across the carriageway.
2) The creation of Grassland shall be minimised on the road verges in this area. This will prevent

Further specific mitigation measures with respect to birds or other vertebrates are not

the development of suitable Barn Owl feeding habitat along the verges of the road, and will

considered necessary.

hence avoid attracting Barn Owls into dangerous situations where they may suffer collisions with
traffic.
3) The detailed design of the locations and shapes of planting blocks will be reviewed in order
to direct barn owls ‘behind’ (rather than on the road-side) of potential obstructions, such as
bridge abutments, signage and the areas of planting themselves.

Invertebrates
Potential impacts on the Kerry slug constitute a Significant Impact at the National level, but not
at International level..
following:
•

At Mount Massey, planting of continuous lines of trees and shrubs; and minimising grassland
shall extend from Chainage 17 + 100, to the western end of the cutting at Chainage 18 +
October 2009

Measures to reduce the magnitude of this impact shall include the

Collection of individual Kerry slugs immediately prior to site clearance of the land take
area for the road development. The collected Kerry slugs shall be relocated to similar
habitat away from the road development.

This will involve a finger-tip ‘destructive
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•

of land take between chainages 0-532 and 3+000;
•

possible, planning construction activities during drier months, halting construction during
periods of heavy precipitation and run-off to minimise soil disturbance, and restrict vehicular

Leaving trees during felling operations for several days in suitable locations adjoining

and equipment access or provide working surfaces/pads.

retained habitat before logging and removal;
•

Using felled logs as habitat piles in selected locations in the remaining woodland; and

•

A careful review of the sit e clearance proposals in these locations with the intention of
maintaining existing conditions, in terms of shade and humidity in particular, in the

•

Using new planting and other measures, for example ‘dead hedging’ to help maintain

•

Particularly vigilant supervision and judicious use of protective fencing to ensure that
impacts on adjoining Kerry slug habitat are avoided entirely.

•

7.5.4

An assessment of the likely risks of the Kerry slug gaining access to working areas, and

Revegetate denuded areas, particularly cut and fill slopes and disturbed slopes as soon as
possible. Use mulches or other organic stabilisers to minimise erosion until vegetation is
established on sensitive soils.

•

micro-climatic conditions in adjoining habitats.
•

Retain existing vegetation where possible and physically mark clearing boundaries on the
construction site.

adjoining Kerry slug habitat.
•

Schedule development close to watercourses to minimise risk of potential erosion by, where

Cover temporary fills or stockpiles which are likely to erode into nearby watercourses with
polyethylene sheeting.

•

Divert runoff away from denuded areas.

•

Minimise the length and steepness of slopes where possible.

•

Minimise runoff velocities and erosive energy by maximising the lengths of flow paths for

a review of measures such as barriers to slug movement, that might be necessary to

precipitation runoff, constructing interceptor ditches and channels with low gradients to

ensure that slugs are not killed incidentally during the works.

minimise secondary erosion and transport, and lining unavoidably steep interceptors or
conveyance ditches with filter fabric, rock or polyethylene lining to prevent channel erosion.

Aquatic Ecology

Mitigating Impacts on the Freshwater Environment – Construction Phase

•

sediment traps, silt fences and sediment control ponds.

The following mitigation measures are proposed for the construction phase of the proposed
road development.

Retain eroded sediments on site with erosion and sediment control structures such as

•

Access roads shall be constructed or topped with a suitable coarse granular material/nonwoven geotextile, and organic topsoil shall be stripped prior to access road construction.

Reduction and Prevention of Suspended Solids Pollution

•

kept to a minimum and as far as possible protect the natural stream conditions and structure

Release of suspended solids to all watercourses shall be kept to a minimum. The key factors in
erosion and sediment control are to intercept and manage off- and on-site runoff. This limits the
potential for soils to be eroded and enter streams in runoff. Runoff and surface erosion control
is more effective and less expensive than sediment control with sediment control ponds only.

The following general guidelines for erosion and sediment control are largely based on Goldman

et al (1986) and shall be applied at all potential impact locations:
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Unnecessary instream work shall be avoided. If work is unavoidable, instream work shall be
to promote stability of bank and bed structures and retain riparian vegetation.

•

All water pumped from instream contained work areas shall be discharged on a land site to
allow sediment removal before it re-enters the river.

Temporary stream diversions (such as to facilitate culvert installation) shall only be carried out in
consultation with the Regional Fisheries Board. Where fish are likely to be present, removal of
fish may be necessary. The diversion shall be excavated in isolation of stream flow, starting from
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•

Fuels, lubricants and hydraulic fluids for equipment used on the construction site shall be

production. The temporary channel shall be constructed in such a way as to minimise suspended

carefully handled to avoid spillage, properly secured against unauthorised access or

solids released when the river is re-routed. Upon completion the bank shall be stabilised around

vandalism, and provided with spill containment according to current best practice

the temporary diversion.

(Enterprise Ireland BPGCS005).
•

courses.

Permanent stream diversions shall be completed as far in advance as possible. The channel shall
be constructed in such a way as to minimise suspended solids released when the river is re-

•

routed. Use of loose fine grained materials in the new channel construction shall be strictly
limited.
Sediment control ponds shall be designed to minimise suspended solids concentration in the

•

Oil booms and oil soakage pads shall be kept on site to deal with any accidental spillage.

•

Waste oils and hydraulic fluids shall be collected in leak-proof containers and removed from
the site for disposal or re-cycling.

•

accommodate the necessary sediment control measures.
Other than single span temporary bridges with no in-stream structures, strictly no temporary
stream crossings or temporary culverting shall take place without the prior agreement of the
Regional Fisheries Board.
Works to be carried out in locations potentially inundated by high river flows shall be protected
by coffer dams or other appropriate structures and any water entering such works areas shall
be discharged on a land site to allow sediment removal before it re-enters the river.

Any spillage of fuels, lubricants or hydraulic oils shall be immediately contained and the
contaminated soil removed from the site and properly disposed of.

discharged waters.
It is important that at the planning stage provision is made for a sufficient land area to

Fuelling and lubrication of equipment shall not be carried out on sites close to water

Prior to any instream work ensure that all construction equipment is mechanically sound to
avoid leaks of oil, fuel, hydraulic fluids and grease.

•

Foul drainage from site offices etc. shall be removed to a treatment facility or charged to a
septic tank system constructed in accordance with EPA guidelines.

•

Sites for use as storage areas, machinery depots, site offices, temporary access roads or
the disposal of spoil shall be located as far as is practicable from watercourses. In general
any site which is at least 50m from the nearest watercourse may be chosen. Disposal of
spoil shall not be carried out in any location where runoff can occur into watercourses.

To minimise suspended solids in Inishcarra [Carrigadrohid] Reservoir, only coarse rock fill
without fine particle fractions shall be used where the reservoir is to be in-filled for road
construction.
Where the construction site is adjacent to or within 50m of a watercourse the following
guidelines based on Chilibeck et al (1992) shall be followed:
•

Flow attenuation shall be included in the road drainage design in order to ensure that no
significant increase in peak stream/river flows is caused by the proposed road development.

Raw or uncured waste concrete shall be disposed of by removal from the site or by burial on
the site in a location and in a manner that will not impact on the watercourse.

•

Mitigation of Hydrological Impacts

Wash down water from exposed aggregate surfaces, cast-in-place concrete and from
concrete trucks shall be trapped on-site to allow sediment to settle out and reach neutral
pH before clarified water is released to the stream or drain system or allowed to percolate
into the ground.
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Mitigation of Impact of Blasting on Aquatic Fauna
Chilibeck et al. (1992) state that the underwater blast zone generally encompasses the area
within a 400 metre radius of the detonation site depending on blast energy and materials. For
blasting within 400 m of the streams/ rivers assessed in the present study blasting shall only
take place where absolutely necessary and energy shall be minimised by using low velocity
charges, multiple charges and special detonation techniques, and damage to surroundings shall
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be minimised by using blasting mats and blast deflectors. Within 400 m of fish habitat, the

Table 7.24: Setback Distance (m) from point of detonation to general fish habitat for various

following guidelines, which have been developed by Department of Fisheries and Oceans

substrates and spawning habitat for all types of substrates

Canada. The Canadian guidelines stipulate that "no explosive may be used that produces, or is
likely to produce, an instantaneous pressure change greater than 100 kPa (14.5 psi) at a

Type

of

Substrate
0.5

1.0

5.0

10.0

25.0

50.0

100.0

Rock

5m

7m

15m

20m

35m

50m

70m

Frozen Soil

5m

6m

14m

20m

31m

45m

62m

Ice

5m

6m

13m

18m

30m

40m

55m

Saturated Soil

4m

4m

12m

18m

28m

40m

55m

Unsaturated

3m

4m

10m

12m

20m

28m

40m

15m

20m

45m

65m

100m

143m

200m

distance greater than 10 m from the point of detonation and that "no explosive may be used
that produces, or is likely to produce, a peak particle velocity greater than 13 mm/s in a
spawning bed during egg incubation." Setback distances for the above two requirements have
been calculated by Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, using the on-land explosive
impact model. The results are shown in Table 7.24.

Weight of Explosive Charge (kg)

Soil
Spawning
Habitat (for all
types

of

substrate)

Source DFO, 1993; as modified in Wright 1995.

Where the two above requirements cannot be met, guidelines require that the potential impacts
of the blast on fish and fish habitat shall be assessed and a mitigation plan developed. The
mitigation plan, if required, will be subject to approval by South Western Regional Fisheries
Board. Several measures may be employed to minimise the effects of explosives on fish and fish
habitat. Based on the available literature, (Munday et al., 1986; DFO, 1993 quoted in
Washburne & Gillis Associates 2000), the following mitigation measures shall be considered:

•

Blasting shall be undertaken at the time of least biological activity or biological sensitivity;

•

If multiple charges are to be used, time-delay detonation initiators (blasting caps) shall be
used to reduce the overall detonation to a series of discrete explosions;

•

Detonation of small underwater charges, consisting of detonator caps, one minute prior to
the main charge to scare fish away from the site;
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•

Physical removal or exclusion of fish from the detonation area prior to the blast;

Mitigation of Potential Significant Long-Term Effects of the Existence and Operation of the

•

Decking the charge which subdivides the charge in one drill hole into a series of smaller

Proposed Road Development

charges to reduce the overall detonation to a series of smaller discrete detonations or

This section presents the mitigation measures for the potential significant long term effects of

explosions;

the existence and operation of the proposed road development.

•

Use of non-propagating explosives;

•

Use of two caps to detonate each charge to ensure detonation as planned without cap

Mitigating Permanent Loss of Habitat

failure;

Streams/Rivers

•

Over-drilling the holes to ensure proper fracturing of the substrate;

The most effective method of mitigating habitat loss is to minimise it and where this is not

•

Use of gravel or similar substrate to stem holes (i.e., filling the holes to the substrate

possible to create new habitat.

surface level after the charge is in place); and replacement or enhancement of any disrupted

One of the most effective methods of minimising loss of stream and riparian habitat during

habitat upon completion of the blasting.

developments such as proposed road development construction is the establishment of leave

Respecting the appropriate set back distance from watercourses will minimise potential impacts

strips. Leave strips are the areas of land and vegetation adjacent to watercourses that are to

on resident aquatic biota (see Table 7.24 above). The effectiveness of these measures is

remain in an undisturbed state, throughout and after the development process (Chilibeck et al

dependent on several site-specific characteristics. Discrepancies between effects predicted

1992). Leave strips are valuable not only because riparian vegetation is a vital component of a

and those observed under actual field conditions may be expected when blasting adjacent to

healthy stream ecosystem, but because this vegetation acts as an effective screen/barrier

waterbodies where soil conditions, the geometry between the blast source and the water

between the stream and the development area, intercepting runoff and acting as an effective

body, and the soil-water interface act to attenuate, reflect, and refract shock waves.

filter for sediment and pollutants from the development area. Where proposed road

Therefore, monitoring of fish habitat in proximity to blasting areas will be carried out to assess

development construction is to take place close to rivers/streams, a riparian leave strip shall be

the effectiveness of mitigation measures employed.

clearly marked and its significance explained to machinery operators.
If road construction requires the permanent diversion of a stream/river into a section of new

Procedure for Contractors

channel:

Contractors shall establish contact with the South Western Regional Fisheries Board to agree a

The new channel shall be bio-engineered to ensure close replication of natural instream flow and

method statement before works commence, and there shall be ongoing liaison with the Board

substrate diversity and natural bankside cover.

throughout the construction process. Contractors shall comply with the "Control of water

The new channel shall be constructed in such a way as to minimise suspended solids released

pollution from construction sites - Guidance for consultants and contractors" published by the

when the river is re-routed. Use of loose fine grained materials in the new channel construction

Construction

shall be strictly limited.

Industry

enquiries@ciria.org.uk).

Research

and

Information

Association

(CIRIA

2001)

(e-mail

The construction of the new channel shall be carried out as far as possible in advance of the
actual diversion of flow, and ideally bankside vegetation of native streamside tree and bush
species shall be well established.
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The South Western Regional Fisheries Board shall be consulted at all stages of a permanent
stream/river diversion, from planning to execution. If fish are present in the section of

Single barrel arch culvert: Shall be embedded at least 30cm below the existing stream bed.

watercourse to be diverted, it will be necessary for them to be removed by the Board and

The arch shape allows for a wide base which can accommodate the full width of the waterway

transferred to another location.

and allow for a natural stream bed to develop within the barrel.

Reservoir

Box culvert: Box culverts shall only be considered if none of the above methods are a viable

The most effective method of mitigating loss of reservoir habitat is to minimise it. Therefore,

option. While they can often accommodate the full natural width of a waterway, they also result

the area disturbed by the proposed road development shall be kept to a minimum.

in a uniform depth of water and a uniform flow within the barrel. During low flow periods box
culverts do not concentrate flows to maintain water depth and consequently result in a thin

Mitigation of obstruction to movement of fish and other aquatic fauna due to construction of
culverts
Fishery Guidelines for Local Authority Works published by the Department of the Marine and
Natural Resources recommends that long stretches of river or stream should never be

sheet of water covering the full width of the culvert. The outcome can be an insufficient depth
of water for the passage of fish during low flows. If used box culverts shall be embedded at
least 30cm below the existing stream bed with cross walls not less than 8 cm to collect natural
streambed material.

culverted and that rivers or streams should be culverted for essential reasons only (Anon
1998).
The proposed road development shall be designed and constructed in such a way as to ensure
that streams remain passable for fish and other aquatic fauna. This can only be reliably achieved
by crossing methods which retain or provide ‘natural’ rough substrates which will slow currents
near the bottom and create flow refuges, enabling invertebrates and juvenile fish to migrate
upstream in otherwise impassable water velocities. Based on Baker & Votapka (1990), Singler

Circular pipe culverts: Circular culverts shall only be considered if bridges, open bottom or arch
culverts are not a viable option. Unless oversized, circular culverts tend to reduce the
waterway area and so increase water velocities at high and medium lows which can prevent fish
passage. If pipe culverts must be used, the culvert diameter must be at least 1.2 times the
bankfull width of the stream and culverts shall be embedded to a depth of at least 25% of the
pipe diameter.

& Graber (2005) and Speirs & Ryan (2006) river crossings can be ranked as follows in order of
increasing impact:

The following guidelines shall be taken into consideration when designing culverts:
Culverts shall not change the hydrological conditions that existed prior to that installation. This

Single Span Bridge: If constructed with no instream bridge aprons and with support structures

means that the cross-sectional area shall not be restricted by the culvert, the slope shall not

set back from the river bank, bridges are the most effective method of avoiding fragmentation

change, and the roughness coefficients shall remain the same. Any change in these conditions

of habitat and obstructing the movement of aquatic fauna.

will result in a velocity change which could alter the sediment transportation capacity of the
stream.

Open arch: If at least 1.2 times the bankfull width of the stream these achieve similar benefits
to bridges such as retaining the natural stream hydrology and substrate, though usually with

Fish passage problems can usually be avoided if culverts are constructed without a bottom or
are installed well below stream grade.

greater impact on riparian habitat.
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If concrete bottoms are used, they shall be at least 30 cm below the streamgrade with cross

pristine water quality and populations of the endangered and protected freshwater pearl-mussel

walls not less than 8 cm to collect natural streambed material.

(Margaritifera margaritifera).

Culverts shall be installed at the stream gradient otherwise they may result in a change in water
velocities which may create a drop below the culvert or may create a hydraulic jump at the end

Where filter drains are not practicable, alternative systems which provide an equivalent level of

of the culvert.

pollution reduction shall be used.

Culverts shall not be aligned so that culvert outflows are directed into a stream bank. If high
velocities or extensive distance are unavoidable in a round or box culvert, baffles may be
necessary (see (i) below). Culvert baffles are flow interference structures, usually in the form of
low weirs, which extend partially or entirely across the culvert cross-section. Such structures
either interrupt the flow pattern and provide the fish with a series of resting areas, or create a
continuous zone or route of controlled velocities through which the fish can swim.

Mitigation of Impact of Major Accidental Spillages
Other than the measures outlined above, mitigation of the impact of severe pollution resulting
from possible accidental spillages of transported substances is difficult due to the random
nature of such events. This problem is addressed through the operation of regulations made
under the Dangerous Substances Act 1972 and other amending legislation. The regulations

The dimensions and locations of culverts under the road causeway at the reservoir shall be

govern the conveyance by road of scheduled substances which include flammable substances,

designed in consultation with the South Western Regional Fisheries Board and NPWS to ensure

oxidising agents, toxic substances, etc. The Water Pollution Act 1977 and 1990 would apply

no significant obstruction is caused to movement of fish and other aquatic species.

to point spillages.

Mitigation of pollution of streams with contaminated water draining from the proposed road

The drainage system from the proposed road shall be designed in such a way as to make

development during its operation

possible the rapid sealing off of outfalls to watercourses, and the containment of serious

Oil separators and filter drains with porous stone backfill, geotextile surround and silt trap

pollutants within the drainage system in the case of major accidental spillages. This would

manholes shall be used where possible for surface drainage. The Transport and Road Research

enable the pollutants to be removed before reaching streams and rivers where serious

Laboratory has found that the use of such French drains results in a considerable improvement

environmental damage could be caused.

in the water quality of motorway run-off (Colwill et al. 1985). Research Report RR37 concluded
that the discharge from a system of French drains contains consistently lower levels of
suspended solids and associated contaminants than direct run-off. The removal of suspended
solids is generally greater than 80%. Solid associated lead and zinc are also reduced by more
than 80% and dissolved zinc by about 56%, while the removal efficiency of oil and organic

Mitigation of Hydrological Impacts
Flow attenuation shall be included in the road drainage design in order to ensure that no
significant increase in peak stream/river flows is caused by the proposed road development.

chemicals is 70% or more. Further improvement can be effected by the provision of a limited
soakaway at each catchpit, which will prevent anoxic conditions developing between rainfall

Monitoring and Further Survey Requirements

events. The more techniques used in a runoff treatment and attenuation system, the better the
performance is likely to be (Wilson et al. 2004). Filter drains shall discharge to lagoons or

Biological water quality will be established at potential impact locations B, D, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 &

constructed wetlands at the Sullane, Foherish, and Laney Rivers which are systems with virtually

10 immediately prior to and immediately after completion of road construction works at each of
these locations.
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Table 7.25 SUMMARY OF MITIGATION MEASURES FOR EACH POTENTIAL IMPACT LOCATION
Potential
Impact
Point

Minimise pollution
generated during
construction process
(see note 1 below)

Construction time
constraints (see note
2 below)

A

9

9

B

9

9

D

9

9

E

9

9

F

9

9

1

9

2

Watercourse crossing
to be passable by
aquatic fauna (see
note 3 below)

River crossing to be
by open arch culvert
at least 1.2 times the
bankfull width of the
stream or by single
span bridge

River crossing to be
by single span bridge
with support
structures set back
from the river bank
(see note 5 below)

Use filter drains and
oil separators.
Outfalls to be sealable
in case of major
accidental spillages.

Establish Leave Strip
(see note 6 below)

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

3

9

9

4

9

9

5

9

9

6

9

9

7

9

9

8

9

9

9

9

9

10

9

9

11

9

9

9

Other
Watercourse
Impact
Points

9

9
(see note 4 below)

9
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9

9

9
9

9

9
9
9
9
9
9

9

9
9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Measures to Protect
Freshwater Pearl
Mussels (see note 8
below)

9

9

9

Design new channel to
Provide replacement
habitat (see note 7
below)

9
9
9

9

9
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from the bank. Along the c.400m of river close to the road construction all riparian trees shall

NOTE 1: See Mitigation sections

be retained and a leave strip of 5m established from the top of the river bank (including the
bank of the high water channel). Unless completely impracticable a total leave strip width of

NOTE 2: Construction likely to generate suspended solids in the vicinity of the stream shall not take

15m shall be established from the river edge and left undisturbed.

place between the beginning of October and the end of April without the prior agreement of the South
Western Regional Fisheries Board.

Impact location 9: Along this c.0.5km section of river, the riparian trees shall be retained and
a >5m wide leave strip established from the top of the bank. At the bridging point of the Laney

NOTE 3: Where culverts are to be constructed they shall be designed following the criteria listed

River a leave strip shall be established as close as possible upstream and downstream of the

above. The design of culverts under the proposed reservoir causeway shall be agreed in advance with

bridge crossing point.

the South Western Regional Fisheries Board.

NOTE 4: On watercourses not shown on the O.S. Discovery Series Map where practicable the pipe

NOTE 7: Follow guidelines above

culvert diameter shall be at least 1.2 times the bank full width of the watercourse and culverts shall be
embedded to a depth of at least 25% of the pipe diameter.

NOTE 8:

During construction concentrations of pollutants likely to be detrimental to the

Freshwater Pearl Mussel populations which have been identified in the Sullane and Foherish
NOTE 5: With the exception of Potential Impact Point 10 where an additional bridge pier will be

Rivers to be prevented following guidelines above. During the operation of the road

located on an island in the river.

concentrations of pollutants likely to be detrimental to the Freshwater Pearl Mussel populations
which have been identified in the Sullane and Foherish Rivers to be prevented following

NOTE 6:
Impact locations B, 1, 7 & 8: A leave strip of >10m shall apply except at actual road crossing
point, or where works closer to the river are completely necessary, in which case a narrower
leave strip shall be established.

guidelines above. It is important to note that stringent measures to protect Freshwater Pearl
Mussels will have to be applied to streams flowing into the Mussel bearing rivers as well as to
the rivers themselves. Surface water discharges from the completed road to the Sullane, Bohill,
Foherish and Laney Rivers shall be treated by filter drains which discharge to a constructed
wetland or vegetated lagoon before discharging to the river. No instream structures or works
in the Bohill, Sullane, Foherish & Laney Rivers.

Impact location 3: Along this c.1km section of river, the riparian trees on the steep bank shall
be retained and a >5m wide leave strip established from the top of the bank.

The diversion of c.200m of the Owengarve into a realigned channel carries a high risk of
suspended solids pollution with a consequent risk to the Freshwater Pearl Mussel population in

Impact Location 5: Along this c.150m section of river, the raised embankment with trees

the Sullane river c.2km downstream. Measures will be put in place to ensure that the

including willow, ash, hawthorn and holly shall be retained.

suspended solids in the Owengarve immediately downstream of the proposed realignment are
controlled using suitable pollution controls. Moorkens (2007) estimated that over 41% of the

Impact Location 6: A leave strip shall be established as close as possible upstream and

total mussel population in the Sullane River itself and over 35% of the total population in the

downstream of the bridge crossing point. The bridge support structures shall be set back >5m

Sullane River system (including its tributaries) occur between c.2km and c.3km downstream of
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the proposed Owengarve realignment. Should this population decline significantly during the
proposed realignment of the Owengarve or before the realigned channel has stabilised, it will
be important to be able to rule out such a decline having been caused by the realignment of
200m of river c.2km upstream of the population. Monitoring of suspended solids shall
therefore be carried out immediately upstream and downstream of the realignment works up to
a period of 6 months following the realignment.

7.5.5

Freshwater Pearl-Mussel

Potential impacts on this species have been detailed in Sections 7.4.6. A series of mitigation

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
7.6

PREDICTED RESIDUAL IMPACTS

7.6.1

Designated Sites

With mitigation measures implemented at the crossing of the Bohill River to prevent any
indirect impacts on St Gobnet’s Wood cSAC, no residual impacts are predicted on any
designated nature conservation sites.

7.6.2

Habitats

Sites of Ecological Interest

measures which will reduce impacts on aquatic fauna in general have already been proposed in

Habitat loss and habitat fragmentation have been identified as potential significant impacts

Section 7.5.4, and they shall be fully implemented and their effectiveness monitored,

within a number of the SEIs. Whilst the proposed mitigation measures, such as compensatory

particularly the management of suspended solids during the construction period and in its

planting, will reduce the overall magnitude of some of the impact of habitat loss, there will

immediate aftermath.

remain a residual impact in some instances.

The SEIs where a significant residual impact in

terms of habitat loss will remain after the implementation of the mitigation measures prescribed
In addition, the key areas where groups of mussels were counted in 2007, in particular at the

in Section 7.5.1 are as follows:

Sullane sections 4 (control), 8, 10, and 14, the Foherish section 4 (control), 5 and 6 and the

Coolyhane Valley SEI 5: Significant Residual Impact at the Local level, but not above, in terms

Laney 6 (control) shall be repeated one year and again 5 years after construction is finished in

of habitat loss and severance.

order to assess any impact related to the road and consequently the long-term effectiveness

Ballyveerane Valley SEI 6: Significant Residual Impact at the Local level, but not above, in terms

of the mitigation measures for Margaritifera. Although these populations are depleted and in

of severance.

very poor condition, the species is endangered throughout the world, and in some EU

Teerbeg Wetland SEI 8: Significant Residual Impact at the Local level, but not above, in terms

countries the entire country’s Margaritifera resource is less that in the Sullane River. It has

of habitat loss and severance.

been established that mussels that are already stressed by algal blooms or other problems

Glananarig Woodlands SEI 9: Significant Residual Impact at the Local level, but not above, in

have much less resistance to siltation than very healthy mussel individuals, so extreme care

terms of habitat loss.

needs to be taken to prevent silt reaching the rivers, and continuous turbidity monitors shall be
used during construction, as well as regular sampling for suspended solids, so that actual
estimates of both can be calculated for the construction period.

Inchinlinane Woodlands SEI 11: Significant Residual Impact at the Local level, but not above, in
terms of habitat loss and severance.
Toonlane SEI 18: Significant Residual Impact at the Local level, but not above, in terms of
habitat loss and severance.
Cappagh Woods SEI 20: Significant Residual Impact at the Local level, but not above, in terms
of habitat loss and severance.
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Cascade Woodland Complex SEI 21: Significant Residual Impact at the Local level, but not

Severance of habitat within Cascade Wood will be mitigated by the provision of access along

above,in terms of habitat loss and severance.

the Bohill River, beneath the proposed river bridge, however there will be a residual impact
resulting from severance of feeding habitat and commuting routes for whiskered / Brandt’s bat,

Hedgerows
Whilst the quality of hedgerows within the study area is not generally high, a substantial total

Natterer’s bat, common pipistrelle and soprano pipistrelle which is not mitigable and is
assessed as a Significant residual impact at the County level, but not above..

length of hedgerow will be lost as a result of construction of the proposed road development.
Loss of hedgerows is not fully mitigable, but appropriate landscape planting will go some way
towards reducing negative impacts of hedgerow loss. Overall, residual impacts on hedgerows
are seen as not significant at the local level.

7.6.3

Flora

There is no evidence that there will be any residual impacts on flora species of conservation
concern.

Direct loss of habitat for these species will be temporary, as tree planting equivalent to the
number of trees felled is proposed, however the time lag for these trees to grow to maturity is
considered to be a Significant residual impact at the Local level, but not above..

Cappagh
Dense planting between the road and the roost of lesser horseshoe bats and brown long-eared
bats at this location will reduce the impacts of disturbance, but there will remain a degree of
severance from potential feeding areas to the south of the proposed road. This is assessed as
a Significant residual impact at the Local level, but not above.

7.6.4

Fauna

Bats

Killeen

General Residual Impacts on Bats

Disruption to commuting routes of common pipistrelles and whiskered / Brandt’s bats in this

Direct habitat loss will result in short to medium term loss of feeding habitat for bats. There will

area are not practically mitigable and therefore constitute a Significant residual impact at the

also be a short-term interruption to commuting corridors while mitigation such as planting

County level, but not above.

becomes established. There will be a medium to long term loss of tree roost sites. This cannot
be fully addressed by mitigation as there is a difficulty in identifying all tree roost sites in any
short-term assessment of the landscape. Bat boxes will provide suitable roost sites once they
are colonised by bats. Targeting of boxes to scarcer species such as whiskered and Natterer’s

Toonlane
Disruption to commuting routes of soprano pipistrelles in this area are not practically mitigable
and therefore constitute a Significant residual impact at the Local level, but not above.

bats is however difficult, and boxes may be used by pipistrelles, brown long-eared bats and
Leisler’s bats, thus excluding these scarcer species.

Residual Impacts on Bats at Specific sites
Cascade Wood

Lissacresig
Dense planting between the road and the large roost of brown long-eared bats at this location
will reduce the impacts of disturbance, but there will remain a degree of severance from
potential feeding areas to the south of the proposed road. This is assessed as a Significant
residual impact at the Local level, but not above.
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point in time the mitigation measures outlines in Section 7.4.5 and in Figure 11.5 may also

Clonfadda
The provision of two underpasses and appropriate associated shrub and hedgerow planting;
along with the appropriate design of the Foherish River bridge means that there will be free
passage for lesser horseshoe bats, whiskered / Brandt’s bats and other bat species beneath
the road at three locations in this area. It is considered that these mitigation measures mean

require refinement as a result of changes to paths and territorial boundaries that may have
occurred. Given that the number of badger territories involved is relatively low, and provided
that the required research, licensing and mitigation are carried out in full prior to the
commencement of construction, the residual impact on the badger population in the broader
context is viewed as a Significant residual impact at the Local level, but not above..

that there will be a Significant residual impact at the Local level, but not above. .
Otters
Mount Massey

With the mitigation outlined in Section 7.5.3

implemented, including the planting of new

The provision of an oversized culvert and appropriate associated shrub and hedgerow planting

riparian woodland along the banks of the Sullane, then impacts on otters shall be largely

in this area will allow free passage of lesser horseshoe bats, whiskered / Brandt’s bats and

eliminated and there will be no residual impacts.

other bat species across the carriageway of the proposed road. It is considered that this
mitigation reduces the magnitude of impact in this area to a Significant residual impact at the
Local level, but not above..

Deer
Sika deer are present in the western part of the study area. No specific mitigation is proposed
and it is therefore likely that construction of the proposed road development will result in a

Coolyhane

degree of severance within the range of these animals. This is assessed as a Significant residual

Disruption to commuting route of pipistrelle bats and perhaps also to whiskered / Brandt’s bats

impact at the Local level, but not above..

in this area is not practically mitigable and constitutes a Significant residual impact at the
County level, but not above..

Red squirrel
Impacts on red squirrel in terms of habitat fragmentation and increased risk of road mortality

Badgers

(which cannot be mitigated), are assessed as being a Significant residual impact at the County

There will inevitably be residual negative impacts on the badger territories through which the

level, but not above at Cascade Wood; and as a Significant residual impact at the Local level,

proposed road development passes, and particularly upon the group that will have its current

but not above, elsewhere.

main setts destroyed, at Chainage 8 + 250. The severity of the impacts on other territories
at the current time does not appear to be severe, however it is difficult to assess as the
precise boundaries and extents of these territories are not fully known. As territorial boundary
are liable to change over time, conducting studies of these features months or years ahead of
the commencement of construction would not give a true picture of their status at the point in
time when construction commences and hence when impacts will occur. For this reason, such
studies need to be conducted immediately prior to the commencement of construction. At that
October 2009

Birds
Disturbance of ducks and waders at the Sullane Delta (SEI 1) during the period August to
March has been identified as a residual impact. The magnitude of which is very difficult to
quantify. The general area of Inishcarra Reservoir, including The Gearagh does however provide
extensive areas of suitable alternative habitat for displaced birds, so it is considered highly
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unlikely that such temporary disturbance will result in any long-term negative impacts on the

Table 7.26: Residual Impacts on Aquatic Ecological Features

populations of non-breeding wildfowl and waders in the area.

Potential
Impact
location

Importance Rating**

Residual Impact Significance Rating**

A

County Importance at proposed road crossing point
National Importance 2.5km downstream

Not significant

B

National Importance

Not significant

D

National Importance

Not significant

E

County Importance

Not significant

F

Local Importance (higher value).County Importance
c.700m downstream, National Importance c.2km
downstream

Not significant

1

County Importance at Proposed Crossing Point
National Importance 600m downstream

Not significant

2

County Importance at Proposed Crossing Point
National Importance20m downstream

Not significant

3

National Importance

Not significant

4

Local Importance (lower value) at proposed crossing
point; National Importance 150m downstream

Not significant

5

National Importance

Not significant

6

National Importance

Not significant

County Importance

Not significant

Kerry Slug
Mitigation measures outlined in Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.3 will, in the long term, replace
habitats lost and degraded with respect to this species. Hence, there will be a temporary
residual impact, which will be Significant at the County level, but not above..

7.6.5

Aquatic Ecology

The significance of impacts which would occur if all mitigation measures are fully implemented are
summarised as follows.

7

National Importance c.1m downstream
8

County Importance

Not significant

National Importance c.1km downstream
9

National Importance

Not significant

10

National Importance

Not significant

11

County Importance

Not significant

**The residual impact assessment presented in the aquatic survey report is based on the Guidelines for Assessment of

Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes. Revision 1 (NRA 2006a). For consistency, within this Technical Report the
significance assessments have been amended to reflect those presented in Revision 2 of these Guidelines (NRA 2009).

Compensation Measures
Compensation measures are defined by IEEM (2002) as measures taken to offset significant
residual adverse impacts, i.e. those that cannot be entirely avoided or mitigated to the point
that they become insignificant: for example, habitat creation or enhancement.
In the context of this proposed road development the South Western Regional Fisheries Board
has requested compensatory works on the Owengarve at the western end of the proposed
road development. Recent fish survey work carried out by SWRFB indicates that upstream fish
passage in the Owengarve is being obstructed by two unsuitable culverts and ‘temporary’
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piping to facilitate previous road works. Suitable modification of the two culverts and removal of

A Significant Impact at the Local level, but not above due to the loss of c. 200m of good

the temporary pipe would allow spawning fish to access upstream spawning and nursery areas.

riparian habitat on the Ballyveerane Stream.

The following compensatory works are proposed:

Given that the compensation measures outlined above will allow free access by trout and salmon
to several kilometres of good salmonid nursery and spawning habitat on the Owengarve stream

Table 7.27: Proposed Compensation Measures for Impacts on Fish Movement
Location

Obstacle to Fish Movement

Works Proposed

W1728 7943

‘Temporary’ pipes

Remove pipes under guidance of SWRFB

W1791 7906

Weir/Bridge Apron

Modifications to be designed in consultation

at present obstructed by unsuitable culverts and bridge structures, it is the considered that if
the compensation measures outlined above are fully implemented the net impact of habitat loss
will not be significant.

the Dept.
Communications, Marine & Natural Resources
and implemented under guidance of SWRFB.
W1814 7902

Culvert

Modifications to be designed in consultation
with the Dept.
Communications, Marine & Natural Resources
and implemented under guidance of SWRFB.

W1827 7886

Culvert

Modifications to be designed in consultation
with the Dept.
Communications, Marine & Natural Resources
and implemented under guidance of SWRFB.

W1824 7896

Culvert at bottom of

Minor works shall be carried out at the

Slievereagh West Stream

downstream end of this culvert to
improve fish access to this potential
spawning and nursery stream.
Modifications to be designed in consultation
with the Dept.
Communications, Marine & Natural Resources
and implemented under guidance of SWRFB.

Net residual impacts after compensatory measures
With the mitigation measures implemented impacts will not be significant (at the Local level or
higher) with the exception three impacts:
A Significant Impact at the Local level, but not above due to the loss of c.200m of good
salmonid nursery and spawning habitat on the Owengarve River where it is proposed to divert
the river into a realigned channel which will be bioengineered to maximise salmonid habitat value.
The loss of c. 2.2ha of reservoir that is classified as a significant area for coarse fish spawning.
However the impact on species and/or habitats of ecological value is not significant.
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APPENDIX 7.1:
7.1: SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF PLANT AND ANIMAL SPECIES MENTIONED IN
IN THE TEXT

PLANT SPECIES
Common Name
Alder
Alternate-flowered
Water-milfoil
Ash
Beech
Bilberry
Birch
Bird Cherry
Blackthorn
Bluebell
Bogbean
Bog Pondweed
Bracken
Bramble
Canadian Pondweed
Common Cow-wheat
Common Dog-rose
Common Gorse
Common Marsh-bedstraw
Common Nettle
Common Water-starwort
Creeping Bent
Cross-leaved Heath
Downy Birch
Great Woodrush
Grey Willow
Holly
Hard Fern
Hawthorn
Hay-scented Buckler-fern
Hazel
Heath Cudweed
Herb-robert

October 2009

Scientific Name

Alnus glutinosa
Myriophyllum alterniflorum
Fraxinus excelcior
Fagus sylvaticus
Vaccinium myrtillus
Betula sp.
Prunus padus
Prunus spinosa
Hyacinthoides non-scriptus
Menyanthes trifoliata
Potamogeton polygonifolius
Pteridium aquilinum
Rubus fruticosus agg.
Elodea canadensis
Melampyrum pratense
Rosa canina
Ulex europaeus
Galium palustre
Urtica dioica
Callitriche stagnalis
Agrostis stolonifera
Erica tetralix
Betula pubescens
Luzula sylvatica
Salix cinerea
Ilex aquifolium
Blachnum spicant
Crataegus mongyna
Dryopteris aemula
Corylus avallana
Gnaphalium sylvaticum
Geranium robertianum

McCarthy Hyder Consultants
Honeysuckle
Jointed Rush
Lesser Celandine
Lesser Spearwort
Ling
Marshwort
Meadowsweet
Mudwort
Oak
Pedunculate Oak
Pondweeds
Purple Moor-grass
Redshank
Reed Canary-grass
Round-leaved Cranesbill
Rowan
Royal Fern
Sanicle
Sharp-flowered Rush
Small Cudweed
Soft Rush
St. Patrick’s Cabbage
sweet-grasses
Sycamore
Tormentil
Turkey Oak
Wall Pennywort
Willow
Wood Anemone
Wood Avens
Wood-sorrel
Yellow Iris
Yorkshire Fog

Lonicera periclymenum
Juncus articulatus
Ranunculus ficaria
Rannunculus flammula
Calluna vulgaris
Apium inundatum
Filipendula ulmaria
Limosella aquatica
Quercus sp.
Quercus robur
Potamogeton spp.
Molinia caerulea
Polygonum persicaria
Phalaris canariensis
Geranium rotundifolium
Sorbus aucuparia
Osmunda regalis
Sanicula europaea
Juncus acutiflorus
Filago minima
Juncus effusus
Saxifraga spathularis
Glyceria spp.
Acer pseudoplatanus
Potentilla erecta
Quercus cerris
Umbilicus rupestris
Salix sp.
Anemone nemorosa
Geum urbanum
Oxalis acetosella
Iris pseudacorus
Holcus lanatus
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INVERTEBRATES SPECIES
SPECIES
Common Name
Freshwater Pearl-mussel
Gatekeeper
Marsh fritillary
White-clawed crayfish

Scientific Name

Margaritifera margaritifera
Pyronia tithonus
Euphydrias aurinia
Austropotamobius pallipes

FISH SPECIES
Common Name
Atlantic salmon
Bream
Brown Trout
Brook lamprey
Rudd
Sea lamprey

Scientific Name

Salmo salar
Abramis brama
Salmo trutta
Lampetra planeri
Scardinius erthropthalmus
Petromyzon marina

AMPHIBIAN SPECIES
Common Name
Common Frog

Scientific Name

Rana temporaria

REPTILE SPECIES
Common Name
Viviparous lizard

Scientific Name

Lacerta vivipara

BIRD SPECIES
Common Name
Barn Owl
Black-tailed Godwit
Coot
Cormorant
Curlew
Dipper
Dunlin
Gadwall
Golden Plover
Great Crested Grebe
Green Sandpiper
Grey Heron
October 2009

Scientific Name

Tyto alba
Limosa limosa
Fulica atra
Phalacrocorax carbo
Numenius arquata
Cinclus cinclus
Calidris alpina
Anas strepera
Pluvialis apricaria
Podiceps cristatus
Tringa ochropus
Ardea cinerea
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Greylag Goose
Jay
Kingfisher
Lapwing
Little Grebe
Mallard
Merlin
Mute Swan
Peregrine
Shoveler
Spotted Flycatcher
Teal
Tufted Duck
Whooper Swan
Wigeon
Woodcock
Yellowhammer

Anser anser
Garrulus glandarius
Alcedo atthis
Vanellus vanellus
Tachybaptus ruficollis
Anas platyrhynchos
Falco columbarius
Cygnus olor
Falco peregrinus
Anas clypeata
Muscicapa striata
Anas crecca
Aythya fuligula
Cygnus cygnus
Anas penelope
Scolopax rusticola
Emberiza citrinella

MAMMAL SPECIES
Common Name
Badger
Brandt’s bat
Brown Long-eared bat
Common pipistrelle
Daubenton's bat
Irish (mountain) hare
(Irish) stoat
Leisler's bat
Lesser horseshoe bat
Natterer’s bat
Otter
Pine Marten
Pygmy shrew
Red deer
Red squirrel
Sika deer
Soprano pipistrelle
Whiskered bat

Scientific name

Meles meles
Myotis brandtii
Plecotus auritus
Pippistrellus pipistrellus
Myotis daubentoni
Lepus timidus hibernicus
Mustela erminea
Nyctalus leisleri
Rhinolophus hipposideros
Myotis nattereri
Lutra lutra
Sorex minutes
Sciurus vulgaris
Pippistrellus pygmaeus
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APPENDIX 7.2:
7.2: CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE ECOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE OF SITES AND MAGNITUDES OF IMPACTS

SITE EVALUATION SCHEME
SCHEME
Type of Site

Site Description

Internationally important

Sites designated (or qualifying for designation) as SAC* or SPA* under the EU Habitats or Birds Directives.
Undesignated sites containing good examples of Annex I priority habitats under the EU Habitats Directive.
Major salmon river fisheries.
Major salmonid (salmon, trout or char) lake fisheries.

Nationally important

Sites or waters designated or proposed as an NHA* or statutory Nature Reserves.
Undesignated sites containing good examples of Annex I habitats (under EU Habitats Directive).
Undesignated sites containing significant numbers of resident or regularly occurring populations of Annex II species under the EU Habitats Directive or Annex I species under the EU Birds
Directive or species protected under the Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2000.
Major trout river fisheries.
Water bodies with major amenity fishery value.
Commercially important coarse fisheries.

High value, locally important

Sites containing semi-natural habitat types with high biodiversity in a local context and a high degree of naturalness, or significant populations of locally rare species.
Small water bodies with known salmonid populations or with good potential salmonid habitat.
Sites containing any resident or regularly occurring populations of Annex II species under the EU Habitats Directive or Annex I species under the EU Birds Directive.
Large water bodies with some coarse fisheries value.

Moderate value, locally important

Sites containing some semi-natural habitat or locally important for wildlife.
Small water bodies with some coarse fisheries value or some potential salmonid habitat.
Any water body with unpolluted water (Q-value rating 4-5).

Low value, locally important

Artificial or highly modified habitats with low species diversity and low wildlife value.
Water bodies with no current fisheries value and no significant potential fisheries value.
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CRITERIA
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING IMPACT SIGNIFICANCE
TERRESTRIAL SITESI
SITESI
Impact level

Sites of
International
Importance

Sites of
Sites of high
National
value, locally
Importance
Important

Severe
negative

Any permanent
impacts

Permanent
impacts on a
large part of
the site

Major negative

Temporary
impacts on a
large part of a
site

Permanent
impacts on a
small part of
the site

Permanent
impacts on a
large part of
the site

Moderate
negative

Temporary
impacts on a
small part of a
site

Temporary
impacts on a
large part of
a site

Permanent
impacts on a
small part of
the site

Permanent
impacts on a
large part of
the site

Temporary
impacts on a
small part of
a site

Temporary
impacts on a
large part of a
site

Permanent
impacts on a
small part of
the site

Permanent
impacts on a
large part of
the site

No impacts

No impacts

No impacts

Permanent
impacts on a
small part of
the site

Permanent
beneficial
impacts on a
small part of
the site

Permanent
beneficial
impacts on a
large part of
the site

Minor negative

Neutral

No impacts

Minor positive

Moderate
positive

Major positive
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Permanent
beneficial
impacts on a
small part of
the site
Permanent
beneficial
impacts on a
small part of
the site

Sites of
moderate
value,
locally
important

Sites of
low value,
locally
important

Permanent
beneficial
impacts on a
large part of
the site

Permanent
beneficial
impacts on a
large part of
the site
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Annex I of the European Habitats Directive.

APPENDIX 7.3:
7.3: NATIONAL PARKS AND
AND WILDLIFE SERVICE SITE SYNOPSES

The area has probably been wooded throughout

the Post-glacial era (i.e. since the end of the last Ice Age, which ended around 10,000 years

SITE NAME: PROHUS WOOD

ago) and frequent flooding has served to enhance its character.

SITE CODE: 1248

woodland extended as far as the Lee Bridge.

Prohus Wood which is situated 7 km.

west of Macroom consists predominantly of young

trees, partly coppiced growing on rocky ground which slopes to the east.

Birch (Betula sp.),

Oak (Querus sp.) and Holly (Ilex aquifolium) are frequent, with some Willows (Salix sp.) and Alder
(Alnus glutinosa) beside streams.

At the lower edge thickets of Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa)

and Hawthorn (Crateagus monogyna) occur with some Hazel (Corylus avellana).
quite closely spaced and in the shade only mosses grow on their trunks.

The trees are

Pockets of clayey

Originally, this area of alluvial

Unfortunately, in 1954/55, in the eastern part

of the Gearagh, extensive tree-felling and flooding were carried out to facilitate the operation
of a hydro-electric scheme.

Around sixty per-cent of the former woodland was lost.

Today,

the reservoir covers the area from Lee Bridge to Annahala Bridge and westwards of Illaunmore
Island.
The islands in the Gearagh consist of rather dry alluvium, and support an almost closed canopy
of Pedunculate Oak (Quercus robur), Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and Birch (Betula spp.).

The

soil alternate with mossy boulders and support such plants as Common Dog-violet (Viola

understorey is of Hazel (Corylus avellana), Holly (Ilex aquifolium) and Hawthorn (Crataegus

riviniana), Stitchwort (Stellaria holostea), Bugle (Ajuga reptans) and Wood sanicle (Sanicula

monogyna).

europaea).

margins and waterlogged areas.

In wetter places Golden opposite-leaved Saxifrage (Chrysosplenium oppositifolium)

The ground flora reflects the damp nature of the woodland.

In spring, Ramsons (Allium ursinum) and Wood Anemone (Anemone nemorosa) are abundant.

and the moss Mnium punctatum are characteristic.
The main landuse within and surrounding the site is grazing by cattle.
This site is a very young wood derived from widespread clearance about forty years ago
(1986).

Willows (Salix spp.) and Alder (Alnus glutinosa) are largely confined to channel

The site has not developed much habitat diversity but is developing quite naturally

and is of local importance.

Later in the year, other species appear, including Bugle (Ajuga reptans), Pignut (Conopodium

majus), Irish Spurge (Euphorbia hyberna), Tufted Hairgrass (Deschampsia cespitosa), Enchanter's
Nightshade (Circaea lutetiana) and Meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria).

particular interest within the woodland are Wood Club-rush (Scirpus sylvaticus), Bird Cherry
(Prunus padus) and Buckthorn (Rhanmus catharticus).

Source: AFF County Report (1986)

Plants species of

These species are scarce in Ireland.

The epiphytic bryophyte flora is well developed, as are some lichen communities.

5/12/1995

Variations in

this vegetation occur locally, where drainage is impeded and where tree clearance has
occurred.

The whole area has a remarkably wild character, with many fallen trees blocking the

SITE NAME: THE GEARAGH

channels, so that access both by foot and boat is difficult.

SITE CODE: 0108

Within the reservoir, the former extent of the woodland can still be seen at times of low water:

This site is located on the River Lee in County Cork, extending westwards and southwards from

the cut stumps of larger trees remain prominently preserved in place.

the Lee Bridge, which is about 1.5km south of Macroom.

Pondweed (Potamogeton spp.) occur in the reservoir, including two species which are

Dromcarra Bridge.

It extends for about 7km of river, to

The Gearagh occupies a wide, flat valley of the River Lee, on a bed of

limestone overlain with sand and gravel. The adjacent valley walls are of Old Red Sandstone.
This unusual area has formed where the River Lee breaks into a complex network of channels (2
to 6m wide) weaving through a series of wooded islands.

The alluvial woodland which remains

uncommon in Ireland (Potamogeton praelongus and P.
diverse ephemeral flora develops on the exposed mud.

gramineus).

At least five species of

At low water levels, a

Species here include Water Purslane

(Lythrum portula), Knotgrasses (Polygonum spp.), Trifid Bur-marigold (Bidens tripartita), Marsh
Yellow-cress (Rorippa palustris) and Six-stamened Waterwort (Elatine hexandra).

today at the Gearagh is of unique scientific interest, and qualifies as a priority habitat under
October 2009
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Although wooded from ancient times, today

the area supports relatively young oaks (Quercus sp.) on a southerly slope.

Apart from oaks,

Despite the fact that about half the original area has been destroyed the Gearagh still
represents the only extensive alluvial woodland in Ireland or Britain, or indeed Western Europe

Silver Birch (Betula pendula), Holly (Ilex aquifolium), Hazel (Corylus avellana), Ash (Fraxinus

west of the Rhine.

excelsior) and Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) are also present.

Nature Reserve.

The ground flora is typical of that

found in an oakwood, but is relatively species-rich, partly as a result of water seepage
downslope.

Species present include: Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), Great Wood-rush (Luzula

For this reason it is a unique site and has been designated as a Statutory
The international importance of the site is recognised by its designation both

as a Ramsar site and as a Biogenetic Reserve. The reservoir is also a Wildfowl Sanctuary.
9.1.1997

sylvatica), Hard Fern (Blechnum spicant), Buckler Fern (Dryopteris aemula), Woodruff (Galium
odoratum), Wood Melic (Melica uniflora), Hairy Wood-rush (Luzula pilosa) and Early Purple Orchid

SITE NAME: ST. GOBNET’S WOOD

(Orchis mascula).
Along the Gearagh, the river channels grade into marginal alluvial grassland in places.

These

SITE CODE: 0106

grasslands, as well as some semi-improved grasslands within the site, are grazed by wildfowl.

St. Gobnet’s Wood, which is about 30 ha in extent, is situated on the side of a hill immediately

An area of cutaway bog and some Gorse (Ulex sp.) scrub also occur in the site.

south of Ballyvourney village in Co. Cork.

Extensive

The site is important for the presence of old oak

swards of Mudwort (Limosella aquatica), a Rare plant listed in the Red Data Book, occur on the

woodlands, a habitat listed on Annex I of the EU Habitats Directive.

mudflats along the reservoir.

brown earth to brown podzolic, moist and relatively fertile over most of the area, but especially

Otter, an Annex II species on the European Habitats Directive, is

The soil of the wood is

frequent throughout the site.

in the vicinity of the small stream near the south-eastern boundary.

The Gearagh supports part of an important wintering bird population: the area most utilised by

outcrops occur.

birds extends also east of the site, towards Cork city (Carrigadroighid).

At the Gearagh,

The canopy is dominated by a mixture of Birch (Betula sp.), old Beech (Fagus sylvatica), Ash

Whooper Swans are regular (40-110, 1990's), as are Wigeon (640, average max.1992-

(Fraxinus excelsior) and Sessile Oak (Quercus petraea), with occasional Alder (Alnus glutinosa)

1994), Teal (707, average max. 1992-94), Mallard (250 in January 1993) and Tufted Duck

and Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus).

(154, average max. 1992-94)..

a rather scrubby appearance.

Golden Plover utilise the site on occasions (e.g. 2,000 in

Seepage areas and rock

The trees are 10 - 14m high so that the wood exhibits

Removal of trees has clearly occurred in the past.

January 1994), while there is a regular flock of Dunlin (100-200, 1990s) a species unusual at

Regeneration of native species is poor.

inland sites.

(Corylus avellana), Willow (Salix sp.), Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), Birch (Betula sp.), Holly

A late summering flock of Mute Swan is regular , with numbers between 120 and

250 from 1992 to 1994.

Great Crested Grebe and Tufted Duck breed in small numbers,

The shrub layer is sparse and consists mainly of Hazel

(Ilex aquifolium) and Dogwood (Cornus sanguinea).

There are also a few Rhododendron

while there is a feral flock of about 50 Greylag Geese.

(Rhododendron ponticum) bushes.

The wooded part of the Gearagh is largely undisturbed due to the inaccessible nature of the

The herb layer is very rich; species present include Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus) and Great

terrain.

Wood-rush (Luzula sylvatica), both of which are locally dominant, Bluebell (Hyacinthoides non-

Cattle graze in some areas, but the impacts of this are very localised.

coppicing was practiced over most of the area.

In the past,

Little felling has occurred since the early

Patrick’s Cabbage (Saxifraga spathularis), Herb-robert (Geranium robertianum),

The least disturbed part of

Robin-run-the-hedge (Galium aparine), Yorkshire-fog (Holcus lanatus), Wood-sorrel (Oxalis

Tree regeneration is occurring around

acetosella), Enchanter’s-nightshade (Circaea lutetiana), Honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum), Ivy

1950's, and the installation of the hydro-electric scheme.
woodland occurs in the upper reaches of the Gearagh.

scripta), St.

the reservoir, which may restore some of the lost portion of woodland.

(Hedera helix), Violet (Viola spp.), Columbine (Aquilegia vulgaris), Irish Spurge (Euphorbia

hyberna) and several ferns (Dryopteris borreri, D.
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aemula, Blechnum spicant, Athyrium filix-
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The ground layer includes a number of bryophytes: Sphagnum cf.

Occasional flushing occurs in this area, as indicated by the presence of several other species,

quinquefarium, Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus, Thuidium tamariscinum and Hylocomium brevirostre.

such as the Bog Moss (Sphagnum recurvum) and Cuckooflower (Cardamine pratensis).

At the bottom of the hill is an area resembling a water meadow where Common Bent (Agrostis

The ridge running north-east from Mullaghanish is well- vegetated and includes a number of

capillaris), Bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) and Bramble (Rubus fruticosus agg.) are locally

interesting stream headwater flushes which contain uncommon species such as Greater

dominant. At the top of the hill, two fields are being reinvaded by Birch and Gorse scrub.

Butterwort (Pinguicula grandiflora) and the moss, Calliergon sarmentosum, as well as the more

Removal of some of the exotic species from the woodland, such as Rhododendron, is ongoing

common moss, Drepanocladus revolvens.

and the rehabilitation of the riverside woodland has also been successfully carried out.

occurs on the site, is otherwise known only from County Donegal.

Future

A species of liverwort, Barbilophozia atlantica, which

Mullaghanish Bog is a small, good-quality mountain blanket bog, a priority habitat listed on

management may need to focus on the removal of Sycamore and Beech.
St. Gobnet’s Wood is a good example of a native woodland typical of the south-west.

It

Annex II of the EU Habitats Directive.

It is remarkable for its intactness, and is one of the few

contains old oak woodlands, a habitat listed on the EU Habitats Directive, and also supports

such sites in the country where the vegetation has not been damaged by overgrazing or

rich herb and bryophyte communities.

erosion.
27.1.1997

3.12.1999

SITE NAME: MULLAGHANISH BOG

SITE NAME: LOUGH GAL

SITE CODE: 1890

SITE CODE: 1067

Mullaghanish Bog is located approximately 5 km north- north-east of the village of Ballyvourney
and is centered around the summit of Mullaghanish Mountain on the Cork/Kerry border.
summit of the mountain itself is the location of a television transmitter station.

The

The site is

This site is situated 22.5 km. north-west of Bandon near the small village of Bealnamorive.
The outflow of the lough flows into the Glashgarriff River.

A section of the river and its banks

about l km. east of the lough is also a Natural Heritage Area for its waterfalls and interesting

underlain by Old Red Sandstone and is at an altitude of 575-650 m.

vegetation.

Mullaghanish Bog comprises a small area of mountain blanket bog which extends towards a col

In 1986, An Foras Forbartha provided the following description of part of the site.

Lough Gal

in the north-east and a small way down the north-west slope of Mullaghanish Mountain.

is a little known lake now largely grown over by the fen at Curraghindaveagh.

The plant

Despite its small size, the site is particularly interesting, because of its intact surface.

communities include floating fen with some peat development especially in the south-west

summit itself is typically ombrotrophic but lower down some flushing occurs.

The

There appears to

corner.

Marshwort (Apium inundatum) and several pondweeds (Potomogeton sp.) occur on the

be minimal disturbance caused by sheep, fire or erosion to the site.

lake.

About the summit of the mountain there is a very uniform blanket peat cover with vegetation

The present Natural Heritage Area includes an extensive area of freshwater marsh with abundant

dominated by Heather (Calluna vulgaris), Common Cottongrass (Eriophorum angustifolium),

willow (Salix sp.) scrub invasion.

Hare's-tail Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) and Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum).

A recent survey of the lake reports it to be a good site for wildfowl, ducks, geese and swans.

(Sphagnum capillifolium) forms an even, spongy understory.

Bog Moss

The north-west-facing slopes of

the site have a tussocky vegetation dominated by Heather, Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus),
Hare's-tail

Cottongrass, Common

October 2009

Cottongrass

and

the

The main land uses within the site are grazing by cattle and boating, fishing and shooting on the
lake.

moss, Polytrichum commune.
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The flora of the lough and surrounding

wetlands also appear to be of interest.
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Appendix 7.4a Summary of the Potential Impacts Without Mitigation Measures – Aquatic Ecology
LONG-TERM IMPACTS#

IMPACTS DURING
CONSTRUCTION#
Potential
Impact
location

Suspended
Solids
Pollution

Other
Pollutants

A

Major

Major

B

Major

D

Potential
Loss of
Aquatic
/Riparian
Habitat

Importance Rating##

Impact Significance Rating##

Potential
Obstruction
to Movement
of Fish and
Other Aquatic
Life

Pollution in
Run-Off*

Major

Major

Moderate

Not Significant County Importance at proposed road crossing point National
Importance 2.5km downstream

Significant at the County level, but not at National level or higher

Major

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Not Significant National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

Major

Major

Major

Severe

Major

Not Significant National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

E

Major

Major

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Not Significant County Importance

Significant at the County level, but not at National level or higher

F

Major

Major

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

1

Moderate

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Moderate

Not Significant County Importance at Proposed
Importance 600m downstream

Crossing

Point

National

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

2

Major

Major

Minor

Moderate

Moderate

Not Significant County Importance at Proposed
Importance20m downstream

Crossing

Point

National

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

3

Major

Major

None

None

Moderate

Not Significant National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

4

Major

Major

Not Significant

Not Significant

Moderate

Not Significant Local Importance (lower value) at proposed crossing point;
National Importance 150m downstream

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

5

Major

Major

None

None

Moderate

Minor

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

6

Major

Major

Major

Severe

Major

Moderate

National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

7

Moderate

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Moderate

Positive***

County Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

Pollution in
Run-Off as
compared
with do
nothing
scenario

Positive***

Local Importance (higher value).County Importance c.700m
downstream, National Importance c.2km downstream

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

National Importance c.1m downstream
8

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

None**

Moderate

Positive***

County Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

National Importance c.1km downstream
9

Major

Major

None

None

Moderate

Not Significant National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

10

Major

Major

Major

Severe

Moderate

Not Significant National Importance

Significant at the National level, but not at International level

11

Moderate

Moderate

Major****

Moderate

Moderate

Not Significant County Importance

Significant at the County level, but not at National level

For comparison, this table presents the potential impacts from the original Aquatic Survey report, which is based on the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes. Revision 1 (NRA 2006a) and the revised
potential impacts, based on version 2 of the NRA Guidelines (NRA 2009)
#

The impacts presented here are in accordance with on the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes Revision 1 (NRA 2006a).
*Excluding major accidental spillages
**Existing sluice is not passable by fish
*** Reduced risk due to increased distance from high quality waters
****This impact is based on the NRA (2004) guidelines and due to a potential impact on coarse fishery value i.e. non native fish of value for coarse fish angling. The impact of the proposed impact on species and/or habitats
of ecological value would be classified as minor.

##

The importance rating and impacts presented in the last two columns are in accordance with on the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes Revision 2 (NRA 2009).
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Appendix 7.4b Residual Impacts on Aquatic Ecological Features – Aquatic Ecology
LONG-TERM IMPACTS#

IMPACTS DURING
CONSTRUCTION#

Importance Rating##

Residual Impact Significance Rating##

Potential
Impact
location

Suspended
Solids
Pollution

Other
Pollutants

Potential
Loss of
Aquatic
/Riparian
Habitat

Potential
Obstruction
to
Movement
of Fish and
Other
Aquatic Life

Pollution
in RunOff

Pollution in
Run-Off as
compared
with do
nothing
scenario

A

Minor

Minor

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Positive

County Importance at proposed road crossing point National
Importance 2.5km downstream

Not significant

B

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Positive

National Importance

Not significant

D

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Positive

National Importance

Not significant

E

Minor

Minor

Minor

Not Significant

Minor

Positive

County Importance

Not significant

F

Minor

Minor

Minor

Not Significant

Minor

Positive

Local Importance (higher value).County Importance c.700m
downstream, National Importance c.2km downstream

Not significant

1

Minor

Minor

Minor

Not Significant

Minor

Positive

County Importance at Proposed Crossing Point National
Importance 600m downstream

Not significant

2

Minor

Minor

Minor

Not Significant

Minor

Positive

County Importance at Proposed Crossing Point National
Importance20m downstream

Not significant

3

Minor

Minor

None

None

Minor

Positive

National Importance

Not significant

4

Minor

Minor

Not
Significant

Not Significant

Minor

Positive

Local Importance (lower value) at proposed crossing point;
National Importance 150m downstream

Not significant

5

Minor

Minor

None

None

Minor

Positive

National Importance

Not significant

6

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Minor

Positive

National Importance

Not significant

7

Not Significant

Not
Significant

Minor

Not Significant

Minor

Positive

County Importance

Not significant

Not
Significant

Moderate

8

Not Significant

National Importance c.1m downstream
None*

Minor

Positive

County Importance

Not significant

National Importance c.1km downstream

9

Minor

Minor

None

None

Minor

Positive

National Importance

Not significant

10

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Positive

National Importance

Not significant

11

Minor

Minor

Major**

Minor

Minor

Minor
Negative

County Importance

Not significant

For comparison, this table presents the residual impacts from the original Aquatic Survey report, which is based on the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes. Revision 1 (NRA 2006a) and the revised
residual impacts, based on version 2 of the NRA Guidelines (NRA 2009)
#

The residual impacts presented here are in accordance with on the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes Revision 1 (NRA 2006a).
*Existing sluice is not passable by fish
**This impact is based on the NRA (2004) guidelines and due to a potential impact on coarse fishery value i.e. non native fish of value for coarse fish angling. The impact of the proposed impact on species and/or habitats
of ecological value would be classified as minor.
##
The importance rating and residual impacts presented in the last two columns are in accordance with on the Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National Road Schemes Revision 2 (NRA 2009).
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